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ABSTRACT 

 

Tourism is one of the world’s biggest and fastest-growing economic sectors with key 

contributions to gross domestic product (direct and total contribution), employment (direct 

and total contribution), visitor exports, and investment (UNWTO, 2018b; WTTC, 2018b). 

Cambodia is a post-conflict country, which has seen very rapid tourism development over 

the last decade, while also being identified as being very vulnerable to climate change 

impacts by several key international agencies. Along with the rapid growth of the country’s 

tourism, UNWTO (2014) argues that Cambodia’s coastal tourism is at the forefront of 

climate change impacts. Two tools widely used to respond to climate change are adaptation 

and mitigation (Parry, 2007). The overall effect of mitigation is ‘global’ while the positive 

effect of adaptation is ‘local to regional’ (Füssel & Klein, 2006). Therefore, adaptation is 

most needed for tourism in developing nations (Scott, de Freitas, & Matzarakis, 2009), 

especially for a rapidly developing coastal destination like Sihanoukville, Cambodia. Taking 

this into account, the thesis takes the form of a climate change-focused case study of the 

coastal hotel sector in Cambodia’s Sihanoukville. The central concern of the thesis is to 

determine whether Sihanoukville’s hotel sector adapts to climate change and critically 

examine the barriers and enabling factors that influence adaptation. 

 

Adopting a postpositivist approach, the study conducted semi-structured interviews with 50 

hotel respondents and field observations in Sihanoukville. Mixed method (qualitative & 

quantitative) and single-case study were used. Prior to exploring the adaptation, the 

vulnerability of Sihanoukville’s coastal tourism and its hotels were assessed through the 

perceptions on environmental and socio-economic factors, supported by the existing 

scientific evidence. The purpose is to identify the vulnerability, which is prerequisite before 

determining adaptation actions. The assessment is guided by key studies such as Moreno and 

Becken (2009), Smit and Wandel (2006), UNWTO (2014) and MOE, GEF and UNEP (2015) 

which explain that identifying key vulnerabilities is prerequisite knowledge before further 

identifying the adaptation responses for tourism. Adopted from WMO, UNEP, and WTO 
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(2008) and Simpson, Gössling, Scott, Hall, and Gladin (2008), an adaptation framework that 

includes technical, managerial, policy, research and education was used to determine the 

hotels’ adaptation. Within the context of hotels’ adaptation, the study investigates the 

perceived criticality levels of barriers and enabling factors to adaptation because little 

research has been done to address the issue. The most critical (significant) barriers and 

enabling factors have been identified by measuring mean scores on a six-point rating scale 

with 0 being ‘uninfluential’ barrier and 5 being ‘very major’ barrier, and 0 being 

‘uninfluential’ enabling factor and 5 being ‘very important’ enabling factor. In order to 

explore the underlying dimensions of hotel attributes (star rating, ownership etc.) and 

participants’ backgrounds (level of education, experience etc.) with regard to the barriers and 

enabling factors to adaptation, descriptive statistics and independent sample tests was used 

to determine whether there is statistical evidence that the associated sub-groups of respondent 

means are significantly different. 

 

Although Cambodia and Sihanoukville have been identified as very vulnerable by several 

key reports, the participants perceived that Sihanoukville’s coastal tourism and its hotel 

sector are moderately and slightly vulnerable respectively, mainly owing to ‘risk perception’ 

or ‘perception gap’ that leads to a subjective judgement on the actual climate change impacts. 

These respondents were surrounded by uncertainty of climate change information. While 

some studies identified the hotel sector as possessing the lowest adaptive capacity that is 

relative to their fixed structures (buildings) (e.g. WMO et al., 2008), this study found that the 

hotel attributes led to considerable variation in the adaptations. Of all the five types of 

adaptation, the technical adaptation was most significantly employed in the hotel sector. In 

the context of the hotels’ adaptation, the greatest barriers and enabling factors to climate 

change adaptation were also identified. Measured by mean scores, the findings further 

showed the most critical barriers to be ‘limited resources’, limited knowledge/perception of 

climate change, and ‘lack of political will’, and the most critical enabling factors to be 

‘sufficient resources’, ‘sufficient information’ and ‘good leadership and management 

structures’. Subsequently, the study critically examines the extent to which hotel attributes 

and participants’ backgrounds influenced the barriers and enabling factors to adaptation. It 

was found that the barriers and enabling factors vary due to hotel attributes as well as 
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participants’ backgrounds. Finally, the study proposes a conceptual framework of coastal 

hotel sector adaptation to climate change in the context of developing countries. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of the study 

Tourism is one of the world’s biggest and fastest-growing economic sectors with the 

international tourist arrivals growing 6% in January–April 2018 compared to the same period 

in 2017 (UNWTO1 , 2018b). Whilst tourism has grown significantly, coastal tourism is 

growing as the fastest sub sector because the world’s population mostly live in coastal areas, 

which tourists visit the most (Lakshmi & Shaji, 2016). Of all the world’s tourism attractions, 

about 30% are on the coast or within the coastal zone and the economy of that area depends 

on coastal tourism (Ghosh, 2012). Hall and Page (2014) explain that “coastal tourism 

embraces the full range of tourism, leisure, and recreationally oriented activities that take 

place in the coastal zone and the offshore coastal waters. These include coastal tourism 

development (accommodation, restaurants, food industry, and second homes) and the 

infrastructure supporting coastal development (e.g. retail businesses, marinas, and activity 

suppliers)” (p. 291). Coastal tourism creates an interdependence between the coastal 

resources and the individuals who live and earn in the area (Ghosh, 2011). Coastal tourism 

is important to the global economy and its sustainable impacts on coastal communities are 

mainly through the social, economic and environmental factors (Sharpley, 2006). The 

economic significance of coastal tourism is unquestionable. It has become one of the main 

economic sources for many countries and regions (Lakshmi & Shaji, 2016; Moreno & 

Amelung, 2009; Moreno & Becken, 2009). For example, coastal tourism establishes a source 

of employment for many communities, countries and regions globally (Moreno & Amelung, 

2009).  

 

However, climate change is the greatest challenge for tourism in the 21st century (WMO2 et 

al., 2008). Climatic changes affect a whole range of environmental resources that are a great 

attraction for tourism such as environmental quality, which can deter tourist flows (Cabrini, 

2009; Schott, Milfont, & Reisinger, 2010). This situation becomes worse if tourism is 

considered through the lens of socio-economic factors of climate change  (Grasso, Moneo, 

 
1 United Nations World Tourism Organization 
2 World Meteorological Organization 
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& Arena, 2014). Climate change has also threatened coastal tourism (Amelung, Moreno, & 

Scott, 2008; Moreno & Becken, 2009) through storms and severe climatic incidents, damage 

to infrastructure, coastline erosion, SLR, flooding, water contamination and water shortfalls 

(Simpson et al., 2008). Despite challenges caused by climate change, the interrelationships 

between tourism/coastal tourism and climate change have not been sufficiently studied 

(Amelung et al., 2008; Schott et al., 2010).  

 

Two tools widely used to respond to climate change are adaptation and mitigation (Parry, 

2007). The overall effect of mitigation to climate change is ‘global’ while the positive effect 

of adaptation is ‘local to regional’ (Füssel & Klein, 2006). Adaptation is most needed for 

tourism in developing nations (Scott et al., 2009), especially for a rapidly developing tourism 

destination like Cambodia and its coastal zone. 

 

1.2 Research context  

After the Khmer Rouge regime collapsed in 1979, Cambodia’s political situation remained 

unsteady due to political and rebellious movements of Khmer Rouge troops in the western 

part of the country. It was not until 1998, when the Khmer Rouge top leader, Pol Pot passed 

away, that the people could enjoy real peace. Since then, Cambodia’s economy has grown 

slowly but steadily. The country’s economy has depended on four main sectors: agriculture, 

tourism, garment manufacturing and construction. Cambodia’s tourism has grown rapidly 

over the last decade, with a near doubling in visitor arrivals over a seven-year period from 

2.8 million in 2011 to 5.5 million in 2017. It is expected to grow further by 3.2%, with 

5,552,000 international tourist arrivals in 2018 (WTTC, 2018a). In 2028, the projection is 

7,969,000 international tourist arrivals that will generate USD 5 billion and 80,000 jobs 

(RGC3, 2012; WTTC, 2018a).  

 

Cambodia’s Sihanoukville (SHV) is considered a rising star in the south east and one of the 

newly attractive coastal destinations in Asia (Ong & Smith, 2014). Located on the Gulf of 

Thailand, SHV is 230 km southwest of Phnom Penh, the Cambodian capital. SHV is the hub 

 
3 The Royal Government of Cambodia 



 

 
3 

of coastal tourism and beaches, including sea activities along the major beaches, with fishing, 

scuba diving and snorkelling on the island areas as the main tourism activities (Ong & Smith, 

2014).  

 

While enjoying rapid tourism growth, Cambodia has faced the challenge of climate change 

and developing countries are more vulnerable and have weak adaptive capacities for climate 

change  responses (Smit & Wandel, 2006). The UN (2017) has classified Cambodia as one 

the least developed countries (LCDs) and the UN's (2017) criteria for LCDs identifies that 

structural vulnerability to rapid economic and environmental changes is high for these 

countries. Cambodia was also among the world’s top 10 countries with the highest exposure 

to natural hazards and climate change (World Risk Report, 2012) and the most vulnerable to 

climate change in the South East Asian region (Yusuf & Francisco, 2009). Cambodia lost 

3.1% of its annual GDP to extreme events (Harmeling & Eckstein, 2013). Climate change 

threatens its coastal zone in particular, through SLR, floods, drought, increased storm 

frequency, increased temperature and erratic rainfall (MOE et al., 2015). All of these have 

already affected the living conditions, agricultural activities, other production systems, 

infrastructure, coastline areas, and ecological system in the coastal provinces (MOE et al., 

2015). 

 

In order to respond to climate change, Cambodia has applied ‘no-regrets’ adaptation options 

at the national level (RGC, 2006). This approach places an emphasis on maximising positive 

and minimising negative impacts of nature-based adaptation strategies and options (Ali Raza 

Rizvi et al., 2014). Cambodia’s ‘no-regrets’ adaptation measures can be separated into three 

distinctions: (i) infrastructure development, (ii) capacity building/training, and (iii) 

awareness raising/education (RGC, 2006). Meanwhile, the country has enacted various legal 

documents related to climate change. For example, in 2015 the government initiated the first 

tourism-climate change document entitled Climate Change Action Plan in Tourism Sector 

2015–. There are three goals/objectives within the plan: First, it intends to reduce climate 

change vulnerability of people and tourism sector, and in particular the most vulnerable and 

significant systems (societal and natural), and cultural heritage. Second, it aims to shift 

towards a green development pathway by encouraging low-carbon technologies and 
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development. Third, it is to promote public participation and awareness in climate change 

response activities in the sector. Within the plan, MOT is expected to receive a total budget 

estimation of USD2,900,000 for implementing the actions from 2015 to 2018.  

 

The efforts in climate change responses contributed to the identification of important actions. 

For example, due to high vulnerability, the existing studies have suggested SHV to 

implement appropriate and urgent adaptation (MOE et al., 2015). It is also recommended that 

the coastal hotels in the area need to develop strategies to deal with climate vulnerability so 

as to sustain the many economic benefits brought about by tourism (also see Dzoga & Koske, 

2014).  

 

1.3 Motivation for the research 

Cambodia is a post-conflict country, which has seen very rapid tourism development over 

the last decade. While Cambodia is reaping benefits from tourism, several key international 

agencies anticipated future challenges, which include climate change impacts. Climate 

change has mostly threatened the country’s coastal zone (MOE, 2015; UNWTO, 2014). This 

has increased my personal concern over the issue. My experience of working in the Ministry 

of Tourism (MOT) Cambodia, in the coastal tourism sector is the strongest motivation for 

the research. The work allowed me to frequently travel back and forth from my home in 

Phnom Penh, the capital, to SHV, and to familiarise myself with the place and make 

connections with people. In the meantime, I feel that SHV is not only an attractive place but 

also an environmentally sensitive area. In addition, my academic work also contributes to the 

intrinsic motivation. In my master’s thesis at a Japanese university, I worked on the National 

Tourism Policy (NTP) in Cambodia and SHV’s coastal tourism. I began to wonder why the 

NTP is too broad and less focused on environmental issues, especially at the coastal zone, 

which is one of the country’s most attractive tourist areas. What about more important issues 

such as the interrelationship between the coastal tourism and climate change?  

 

In early 2015, prior to the commencement of this study, I had planned to conduct my research 

on tourism sustainability. After reading a book entitled Tourism and the Implications of 

Climate Change: Issues and Actions by my primary supervisor, Christian Schott, it strongly 
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influenced and motivated me. I began to reconnect the concept of the book with the context 

of Cambodia’s tourism. With curiosity and concern, I became committed to conduct a study 

in the area. Fink (2000) argues that this allows a researcher to feel very personally involved 

in the steps of the research process. The working and research experience and relationship 

with the study site also enabled the researcher to gain access to selective groups of 

participants in order to conduct the interviews and field observations.  

 

1.4 Research aims and questions 

Considering the importance of motivations stated in the above section, this thesis takes the 

form of a climate change-focused case study of the coastal hotel sector in SHV. The central 

concern of the thesis is to determine whether Sihanoukville’s hotel sector has adapted to 

climate change and to critically examine the barriers and enabling factors that are 

influencing adaptation. This overarching topic is divided into five sequential sub-aims: 

 

Aim 1: To assess the vulnerability of Sihanoukville’s coastal tourism to climate change 

The first aim assesses the climate change vulnerability of SHV’s coastal tourism (destination 

level) through perception-based data on environmental and socio-economic factors, 

supported by existing scientific evidence. The purpose is to identify the vulnerability, which 

is prerequisite before determining adaptation actions. The assessment is guided by key 

studies such as Moreno & Becken, (2009), Smit & Wandel (2006), UNWTO (2014) and 

MOE et al. (2015) in explaining that identifying key vulnerabilities is prerequisite knowledge 

before further identifying the adaptation responses for tourism. Without understanding the 

vulnerability of a destination, it is not known as to what extent the adaptation is suitable and 

effective (Moreno & Becken, 2009; Walmsley, 2012). 

 

Aim 2: To assess the vulnerability of Sihanoukville’s hotel sector to climate  

change 

Similar to the first aim, the second aim assesses the climate change vulnerability of SHV’s 

hotel sector (sector level) through the perceptions on environmental and socio-economic 

factors, supported by existing scientific data. The purpose is to identify the vulnerability of 
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the hotel sector, which is prerequisite before determining the hotel sector’s adaptation 

actions. The assessment is also guided by key studies as outlined above. 

 

Aim 3:  To determine whether/how the hotel sector adapts to climate change impacts 

After the vulnerability was assessed in aims 1 and 2 respectively, this third aim addresses the 

key question whether the hotel sector has adapted to climate change. As guided by key studies 

outlined in aims 1 and 2, this aim also determines the adaptation measures being adopted by 

appreciation of an adaptation framework by WMO et al. (2008) and Simpson et al. (2008), 

which comprises technical, managerial, policy, research and education.  

 

Aim 4:  To identify the most significant barriers and enabling factors in the context of 

the hotel sector’s adaptation 

After the vital relationship between vulnerability and adaptation was established in aims 1, 2 

and 3 respectively, the fourth aim investigates the perceived criticality levels of the barriers 

to and enabling factors for adaptation because little research has been done to address the 

issue. Previous research has focused on the status of adaptation measures and barriers and 

enabling factors but ignored the perceived differences in importance of these barriers and 

enabling factors. The perception of barriers and enabling factors to CCA (informed by the 

literature in CCA in the context of developing countries) will be investigated by asking 

respondents to rate each potential barrier and enabling factor.  

 

Aim 5:  To critically examine the barriers and enabling factors to adaptation according 

to the hotel attributes and participants’ backgrounds 

The main goal of the fifth aim is to explore the extent to which hotel attributes (star rating, 

ownership, hotel size, hotel location, hotel age and business format) and participants’ 

backgrounds (level of education, age, experience, nationality and length of residence in SHV) 

in the hotel sector in SHV have impacted on their perceptions of barriers and enabling factors 

in CCA. Previous studies have not investigated the role of hotel attributes and respondents’ 

backgrounds in their perceptions of barriers and enabling factors in regard to CCA in tourism 

but arguably differences will exist between hotels and owners/managers (e.g. Su, Hall, & 

Ozanne, 2013; Su, 2014). 
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1.5 Research methodology  

Adopting a postpositivist approach, the study conducted semi-structured interviews with 50 

hotel respondents and field observations in SHV. To have flexibility in data collection, be 

able to gather ‘rich’ data and explain complex phenomenon, mixed method (qualitative & 

quantitative) and a single-case study were employed. To guide the research process, both a 

conceptual framework and a research process diagram were developed.  

 

Prior to exploring adaptation, the vulnerability of SHV’s coastal tourism (destination level) 

and its hotels (sector level) were assessed through the perceptions on environmental and 

socio-economic factors, supported by existing scientific evidence (see Hiwasaki, Luna, 

Syamsidik, & Marçal, 2015; Kelly & Adger, 2000; Moreno & Becken, 2009; Vulturius & 

Gerger Swartling, 2015). Adopted from WMO et al. (2008) and Simpson et al. (2008), an 

adaptation framework that includes technical, managerial, policy, research and education was 

subsequently used to determine the hotels’ adaptation actions. Within the hotels’ adaptation, 

the greatest barriers and enabling factors in CCA were then examined by measuring mean 

scores on a six-point rating scale, with 0 being ‘uninfluential’ barrier and 5 being ‘very major’ 

barrier, and 0 being ‘uninfluential’ enabling factor and 5 being ‘very important’ enabling 

factor. Guided by the analytical framework, the study initially analysed data from the whole 

case and subsequently cross-case analysis was employed for descriptive test and non-

parametric test to explore the extent to which hotel attributes and participants’ backgrounds 

in the hotel sector (in SHV) have impacted on their perceptions of barriers and enabling 

factors in CCA.  

 

1.6 Thesis outline 

The thesis has 9 chapters. Chapter 1 has briefly introduced the background information of 

the study, research problem, motivation of the research and the research aims as well as an 

overview of the research methods. The remaining chapters of the thesis are organised as 

follows: 

� 

Chapter 2 contextualises the study in respect to the relevant literature by reviewing previous 

research on the topic. While the chapter presents the socio-economic importance of 
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tourism/coastal tourism and the accommodation sector, it also outlines one of tourism’s 

greatest challenges, which is climate change. The chapter summarises the existing body of 

knowledge on vulnerability assessment through the environmental and socio-economic 

factors and perception-based data, supported by existing scientific evidence. After 

summarising the approach in vulnerability assessment, it identifies the gap between CCA and 

tourism/coastal tourism/accommodation sector and introduces an adaptation framework, 

which includes technical, managerial, policy, research, education and behavioural adaptation. 

In the last part, informed by literature, the chapter presents the barriers and enabling factors 

to CCA associated with tourism/ hotel sector in the context of developing countries. It also 

highlights the merits of distinguishing between the criticality levels (significance/importance 

levels) of the barriers (e.g. limited resources) and enabling factors (e.g. sufficient resources). 

The chapter concludes by presenting the observed barriers and enabling factors in CCA that 

could vary according to hotel attributes (e.g. hotel size) and participants’ backgrounds (e.g. 

level of education and level of experience) (e.g. Su et al., 2013; Su, 2014). 

 

Chapter 3 sets the context for the study by introducing the research site in SHV, Cambodia 

by focusing on two issues: tourism and climate change. The first half of the chapter describes 

Cambodia’s modern history, tourism and climate change. It also highlights the tourism 

growth in Cambodia. Meanwhile, it also highlights past and future climate change records 

using existing scientific data. In a similar pattern, the second part focuses on SHV with a 

particular concentration on tourism and climate change. 

 

Once the previous research on the topic is analysed, chapter 4 describes and justifies the data 

collection method used. The chapter introduces the adopted research paradigm and explains 

the research approach, which consists of mixed methods (qualitative & quantitative) using a 

case study. The chapter features data collection techniques detailing how data collection was 

conducted using semi-structured interviews, informal site visits and document analysis. It 

introduces the research participants of the study. It details the data preparation, starting from 

coding of the template, creation of the initial template, revision of the template, finalising of 

the template, and interpretation and presentation of template analysis. The chapter presents 

the analytical framework to guide the analysis and the analytical methods using overall case 
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and subsequently cross-case analysis. It presents the ethical considerations of the study and 

acknowledges the limitations of the study.  

  

The findings are presented in three chapters. Based on the analytical framework, chapter 5 

introduces vulnerability assessment outcomes through environmental and socioeconomic 

factors perceived by the hotel participants in SHV; their perceptions are subsequently 

supported/validated by the existing scientific data in the area. It proceeds to identify the actual 

adaptation measures employed by the hotel sector by adopting an adaptation framework. As 

such this chapter addresses research aims 1, 2 and 3. After the vital link between vulnerability 

and adaptation has been established, chapter 6 outlines the perceived adaptation barriers and 

enabling factors (informed by the literature in CCA in the context of developing countries). 

This finding leads to the identification of the criticality level of each adaptation barrier or 

enabling factor or the classifications of adaptation barriers and enabling factors to CCA in 

the hotel sector into the most critical, medium and the least critical barriers and enabling 

factors. This addresses research aim 4. Chapter 7, the final part of the findings, critically 

examines the perceived barriers and enabling factors affecting adaptation according to the 

hotel attributes and participants’ backgrounds (the cross-case analysis). Using descriptive 

tests and independent sample tests, the findings show that the score means of respondents 

regarding the perceived barriers and enabling factors to CCA vary according to hotel 

attributes (star rating, ownership, hotel size, hotel location, hotel age and business format) 

(or/and) and participant’s background (level of education, age, experience, nationality and 

length of residence in SHV). This answers research aim 5. 

 

Integrating the research findings in chapter 5, 6 and 7, chapter 8 discusses the findings in 

relation to the theoretical body of knowledge introduced in the literature review. Prior to that, 

the chapter reintroduces the major findings of the thesis. The main purpose of this chapter is 

to determine to what extent the findings are different or similar to the broader literature. The 

chapter revisits the initial conceptual framework in light of the key findings and proposes a 

revised conceptual framework for adaptation by the coastal hotel sector of developing 

country. 
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Finally, drawing together the preceding chapters, chapter 9 concludes by synthesising the 

findings and revisiting the research aims. This chapter emphasises the key findings and 

contributions to theory and practices. The major contribution of the findings will be of 

interest to academics in the fields of CCA and of help to relevant stakeholders such as the 

public sector, private sector (tourism industry, hotels and other accommodation sectors), and 

IOs & NGOs4. The study has put vulnerability, adaptation and its perceived barriers and 

enabling factors into a more detailed and coherent context, particularly towards the hotel 

sector. At the same time, the chapter acknowledged the limitations of the study. The thesis 

concludes with an indication of directions for future research areas.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
4 In Cambodia, a range of organisations are referred to by many designations such as IOs and NGOs. They are 
different in terms of their missions (who they work with and where they work) and budgets (amount and source 
of budget: bilateral or multilateral). NGOs are local and Cambodia-based. They are operated by either foreigners 
or Cambodians with a couple of people assisting in the development of domestic and family-based sectors. IOs 
are operated by development partners. They are the United Nations and all its family agencies such as the World 
Food Programme (WFP), UN Development Programme (UNDP), Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO), 
etc. Some are labelled as IOs including International Labour Organisation (ILO), the World Trade Organisation 
(WTO) and several others. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

  

2.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter outlined the importance of tourism, its challenges such as climate 

change, and identified the problems/questions that must be robustly addressed to explore this 

issue further. This chapter reviews literature integrating concepts and topics that provide the 

theoretical background for this research. The major purpose of this chapter is to review 

literature on two main interdependent themes: vulnerability and adaptation relative to tourism 

in the context of developing countries. To reflect this purpose, the chapter first presents the 

importance of tourism/coastal tourism and the accommodation sector. Second, it outlines the 

climate change effects on tourism/coastal tourism and accommodation sector by reviewing 

combined scientific and local knowledge on environmental and socio-economic 

vulnerabilities. Third, it proceeds to outline adaptation options relative to tourism/coastal 

tourism and the accommodation sector. Subsequently, it presents an adaptation framework 

necessary for tourism businesses (e.g. hotel). Finally, potential barriers and enabling factors 

to adaptation are reviewed, focusing on the context of developing countries. All information 

will be synthesised in a conceptual framework. 

 

2.2 Significance of tourism and coastal tourism and accommodation and hotel 

sector 

2.2.1 Tourism and coastal tourism 

Tourism has become one of the world’s biggest and fastest-growing economic sectors with 

international tourist arrivals, growing 6% in January–April 2018 compared to the same period 

in 2017 (UNWTO, 2018a). Whilst tourism has grown significantly, coastal tourism is 

growing as the fastest subsector (Lakshmi & Shaji, 2016) because of all the world’s tourism 

attractions, about 30% are on the coast or within the coastal zone (Ghosh, 2012). Hall and 

Page (2014) explain that, “coastal tourism embraces the full range of tourism, leisure, and 

recreationally oriented activities that take place in the coastal zone and the offshore coastal 

waters. These include coastal tourism development (accommodation, restaurants, food 

industry, and second homes) and the infrastructure supporting coastal development (e.g. 

retail businesses, marinas, and activity suppliers)” (p. 291).  
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In 2010, approximately 2.7 billion people lived in coastal areas—over 40% of the world’s 

population (Tobey et al., 2010). Coastal tourism creates an interdependence between the 

coastal resources and those who live and earn in the area (Ghosh, 2011). Coastal tourism is 

important to the global economy, and its sustainable impacts on coastal communities are 

mainly through the social, economic and environmental factors (Sharpley, 2006). The 

economic significance of coastal tourism is unquestionable. It has become one of the main 

economic sources for many countries and regions (Lakshmi & Shaji, 2016; Moreno & 

Amelung, 2009; Moreno & Becken, 2009). For example, coastal tourism establishes sources 

of employment for many communities, countries and regions globally (Moreno & Amelung, 

2009). It is undeniable that growth of tourism is largely due to its many subsectors such as 

the accommodation/hotel sector. The next section highlights significant contributions of the 

accommodation/hotel sector to the tourism sector. 

 

2.2.2 Accommodation and hotel sector 

The accommodation sector is a fundamental part of the total tourism product and industry 

(Aminian, 2012; Poudel, 2013). It is “the largest and most ubiquitous subsector within the 

tourism economy” (Cooper et al., 1998, p. 313). Accommodation includes hotels, motels, 

vacation homes, vacation villages, and caravans amongst others (Walmsley, 2012). 

Accommodations in the form of small to medium-sized hotels and budget to luxury hotels 

also play a role in tourism attraction (Ekinci, Prokopaki, & Cobanoglu, 2003).  

 

The hotel industry has seen very rapid growth in recent years (Xia, Quan Vu, Lan, Law, & 

Li, 2018). Hotels and other lodging businesses are one of the significant areas of the 

hospitality sector (Hall et al., 2016; Poudel, 2013) and the accommodation sector (Poudel, 

2013). The hotel’s mechanisms are well formulated for tourism (Dzoga & Koske, 2014). The 

hotel business promotes economic outcomes, attracts investments and creates employment 

(Humair, 2011; Lado-Sestayo, Vivel-Búa, & Otero-González, 2017). The hotel sector plays 

a fundamental role in attracting visitors to a destination by providing comforts and 

conveniences for guests (Poudel, 2013). Hotels often employ crucial different ways to fill the 

needs of the various customers in the tourism market (O’Connor & Frew, 2002). 
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The hotel sector is not only a housing modernisation, but is also a dynamic sector that can 

affect various key economic sectors such as the banking and building/construction sectors. 

The hotel sector revitalises energy, transport, and communication networks (Humair, 2011). 

For example, it is undeniable that hotel development leads to the creation of employment; 

this is the most powerful impact of the hotel sector. Its further impact is that the arrival of 

tourists is connected to the massive purchasing power that includes medical care, 

entertainments, souvenirs, excursions and other luxury objects (Humair, 2011). Wang, Dai, 

& Xu (2018) argue that through the hotels’ generated income, hotel investment potentially 

increases firm value, land opportunism and real estate appreciation. This hugely increases 

market value.  

 

The hotel sector is a competitive industry that requires high management goals (Lado-

Sestayo et al., 2017; Rhee & Yang, 2015), especially in regard to its environmental 

performance (Page, 2009). Hotels that respect the principles of sustainable development and 

are environmentally friendly to reflect guests’ concerns (Page, 2009) may be even more 

attractive to stay at. 

 

2.3 Climate change, tourism, coastal tourism and accommodation sector  

2.3.1 Climate change 

In the IPCC5 synthesis report (2007), climate change is defined as “a change in the state of 

the climate that can be identified (e.g. using statistical tests) by changes in the mean and/or 

the variability of its properties, and that persists for an extended period, typically decades or 

longer. It refers to any change in climate over time, whether due to natural variability or as a 

result of human activity” (IPCC, 2007, p. 30). Recently, emissions are recorded as the highest 

in history (IPCC, 2014). Because human activities have influenced the climate system, recent 

climate change in turn has led to an extensive impacts on the natural systems and humans 

(IPCC, 2014). By the end of the 21st century (expecting between 2081–2100) compared to 

1986–2005, the rising global average surface temperature is projected to be 0.3°C to 1.7°C 

(the lowest projection) or 2.6°C to 4.8°C (the highest projection) (IPCC, 2014). On average, 
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global sea level rose by 0.19m (or between 0.17- 0.21m) from 1901–2010 (IPCC, 2013). 

Abdi, Creighton, and Nahavandi (2013) argue that climate change consequences threaten 

lives, particularly for the next generations. Over the period 2001–2010, over 370,000 people 

lost their lives due to severe climate conditions such as cold spells, heat waves, storms, 

floods, and drought that have increased by 20% compared to the past decade (WMO, 2013). 

 

Developing countries have been heavily affected and will be affected by extreme weather 

events more than developed nations (Fankhauser & McDermott, 2014). There are three main 

reasons: First, these countries have higher exposure to climate risk due to a semi-arid climate 

(Fankhauser & McDermott, 2014). Second, the populations of low-income countries live in 

hazard zones (Fankhauser & McDermott, 2014). Third, these countries have lower adaptation 

measures or higher adaptation deficit (Barr, Fankhauser, & Hamilton, 2010).  

 

Accumulating evidence suggests that climate change is recognised as the greatest challenge 

to many main economic sectors including (coastal) tourism of developing countries. The 

section below continues to present the key challenges (coastal) tourism has faced in changing 

climate. 

 

2.3.2 Climate change and tourism/coastal tourism 

Despite its economic importance (see section 2.2.1), tourism growth is facing a number of 

challenges, one of which is climate change impact. Climate change must be regarded as the 

most critical challenge to the tourism sustainability in the 21st century (WMO, UNEP, & 

WTO, 2008). Climatic changes affect a whole range of environmental resources that are a 

great attraction for tourism such as environmental quality, which can deter tourist flows 

(Cabrini, 2009; Schott et al., 2010). This situation becomes worse if tourism is considered 

through the lens of socio-economic factors (Grasso et al., 2014).  

 

Climate change has highly threatened coastal and marine conditions (IPCC, 2007; Moreno 

& Amelung, 2009; Walmsley, 2012) especially coastal and island destinations (Moreno & 

Becken, 2009). The climate change impacts include increased variability in precipitation 

storms and severe climatic conditions, beach erosion/SLR, damage to infrastructure, 
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flooding, water shortfalls and water contamination (Simpson et al., 2008). These have 

threatened sustainability of coastal tourist destinations (Moreno & Amelung, 2009; Shakeela 

& Becken, 2014) because the impacts are not only on the environmental, physical and social 

resources essential for tourism but also the perceptions, convenience and safety of 

populations (Moreno & Amelung, 2009).  

 

Coastal communities worldwide have experienced social and environmental changes that are 

becoming progressively unpredictable and complex, principally because of the combined and 

individual effects of climate change (Bennett & Dearden, 2013). Most effects are seen in 

developing countries, which have led to a number of environmental and socio-economic 

problems (Smit & Wandel, 2006) such as environmental risks (drinking water loss, draught, 

extreme temperature pattern, SLR, etc.) and economic risks (beach loss, property damage 

from hurricanes, tourism declines, etc.) (Carlton & Jacobson, 2013). 

 

Identifying key vulnerabilities is prerequisite knowledge before further understanding on 

adaptation responses for coastal tourism (Smit & Wandel, 2006). For example, coastal 

tourism destination managers are recommended to understand their susceptibility to climatic 

changes and then to formulate suitable adaptation (Moreno & Becken, 2009). It is not until 

vulnerability is assessed that adaptation can be formulated and effectively implemented. 

Without understanding vulnerability of a destination, we cannot know to what extent the 

adaptation was, is, and will be implemented, and whether it is suitable and effective (Moreno 

& Becken, 2009; Walmsley, 2012). To achieve sustainable coastal tourism, these impacts on 

coastal communities, along with their socio-economic and environmental issues, must be 

managed efficiently (Ghosh, 2012). Climate change also significantly affects tourism and its 

subsectors such as accommodation. The effects of climate change on accommodation are 

elaborated in the following section.  

 

2.3.3 Climate change and accommodation sector 

The accommodation sector is also highly exposed to environmental impacts (Aminian, 2012; 

Poudel, 2013). Due to the inability to simply relocate from one location to another, hotels’ 

adaptive capacity is lower than other tourism businesses or tourists (Simpson et al., 2008; Su 
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et al., 2013; Walmsley, 2012; WMO et al., 2008). Global warming has direct effects on the 

accommodation sector, for instance increasing cooling costs for responding to rising 

temperatures (Becken, 2010; Poudel, 2013). Climate change constitutes the leading cause of 

temperature drops, for example, in low-temperature countries (Poudel, 2013). This has made 

tourism businesses such as accommodation sector face mounting pressure to improve their 

environmental performance in a greater urgency (Tzschentke, Kirk, & Lynch, 2008). 

 

2.4 Climate change vulnerability   

In the 4th Assessment Report of IPCC 2007, vulnerability is defined as “the degree to which 

a system is susceptible to, and unable to cope with, adverse effects of climate change, 

including climate variability and extremes. Vulnerability is a function of the character, 

magnitude, and rate of climate change and variation to which a system is exposed, the 

sensitivity and adaptive capacity of that system” (IPCC, 2007, p. 6). Vulnerability is 

conceptualised differently by various scholarly communities (Füssel, 2007; Fussel & PIK, 

2010; Hiwasaki et al., 2015). For example, Adger, Arnell, and Tompkins (2005) and Ford et 

al. (2015) recommend that vulnerability assessments need to consider exposure, sensitivity, 

and adaptive capacity. Maiti et al. (2015) evaluate that the net effect of exposure and 

sensitivity (potential impact) on the adaptive capacity was calculated as the result of 

vulnerability assessment. However, Schröter, Polsky, and Patt (2005) argue that there is no 

globally best standard to assess vulnerability. Vulnerability assessment should be ‘place-

based’, which means a study area that consists a group or village/villages that are not a group 

or country/countries. To assess vulnerability, this study therefore takes one approach, 

assessing through the perceptions on environmental and socio-economic factors, supported 

by the combined scientific data and local knowledge. These assessment approaches are 

elaborated as follows:  

 

2.4.1 Vulnerability assessment through environmental and socio-economic factor    

As indicated above, vulnerability is conceptualised differently by various scholars. Kelly and 

Adger (2000) argue that developing countries face the most impact of climate change, which 

has led to a number of environmental and socio-economic problems. In tourism, Kelly and 

Adger (2000) and Moreno and Becken (2009) conduct the assessment through environmental 
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and social, economic (or socio-economic) factors since these factors occur at local through 

to national scales. Taking this into account, the next section discusses the assessment of 

environmental and socio-economic vulnerability. 

 

2.4.1.1 Environmental vulnerability 

Yoo et al. (2014) define environmental vulnerability as “a function of environmental 

exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive capacity” (p. 170). Due to the increasing global 

environmental change in recent years, research on the concept of vulnerability has attracted 

greater attention (Schröter et al., 2005). Schröter et al. (2005) argue that for minimising the 

significant harm concerned with global climate change, societies and people are required to 

have an accurate evaluation of the vulnerability of the environmental systems they are related 

to, and associated adaptation obstacles and opportunities. Consequently, environmental 

vulnerability assessment serves as a good foundation for environmental management 

evaluations as it provides an objective standard to prioritise implementation (Yoo et al., 

2014). Managing environmental vulnerability is a precondition for global sustainable 

development (Yoo et al., 2014).  

 

In coastal areas, Bennett et al. (2014) explain that coastal communities globally are 

experiencing a broad array of changes, which include environmental, climatic and economic 

factors. The coastal zone, an area associated with relative high likelihood, gets impacted 

owing to a set of environmental dimensions (Sahoo, Dhar, & Kar, 2016). Zou and Yoshino 

(2017) explain that environmental vulnerability is relevant to the risk of damage to the natural 

environment, including a specific ecosystem type. Environmental vulnerabilities include the 

effects of SLR, and other relative events including hurricanes, cyclones, and seismic activity 

(Scheyvens & Momsen, 2008). Therefore, identifying environmental vulnerability is a 

crucial step for a protection framework of environmental sustainability (Sahoo et al., 2016). 

 

There is a need for different assessment approaches towards local environmental 

vulnerability because most of the existing environmental vulnerabilities have been assessed 

through historical records of natural disasters or pollution (Yoo et al., 2014). For this reason, 

Sahoo et al. (2016) argue that assessing environmental vulnerability also requires denoting 
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data that are associated with a particular location, especially socio-economic data, which are 

outlined in the next section.  

 

2.4.1.2 Socio-economic vulnerability 

Socio-economic vulnerability predominantly contributes to climate change (Santos-Lacueva, 

Clavé, & Saladié, 2017). For example, climate change impacts affect income-generating 

activities at both the community and national levels (Grasso et al., 2014). Socio-economic 

and climate scenarios are often combined and geared towards the increase of the climate 

change impacts and vulnerabilities within different sectors (Berkhout et al., 2013). Social and 

economic factors have a significant effect on the adaptive capacity and susceptibility of 

different social systems (Berkhout et al., 2002). Social and economic losses result from 

current climate change and variability conditions have completely pressurised the strategic 

range of the community systems (Zuka, 2014).  

 

Assessing vulnerability through socio-economic factors could reap many benefits. Socio-

economic scenarios comprise a vital tool for exploring the long-term effects of anthropogenic 

climate change and available response choices (Kriegler et al., 2012). Assessing climate 

impact needs to consider two interrelated processes: Climatic changes and socio-economic 

changes. Combining these two is possible in order to assess the exposure of future ecosystems 

and societies harmed by climate change (Berkhout et al., 2002). Bele et al. (2014) argue that 

the analysis of social and economic vulnerabilities strengthens information processes for 

identifying priorities for adaptation.  

 

Nevertheless, Lorenzoni et al. (2000) argue that feedback between climatic and socio-

economic systems, particularly adaptation measures, tends to be ignored or analysed in an 

extremely basic way. Berkhout et al. (2002) also claim that prospective change in socio-

economic systems has not been well considered with a critical analysis of climate change 

effects. The above authors also notice that only few studies have been conducted to address 

the issue systematically. This may result from the insufficiency of current information about 

social and economic change (Metcalf, van Putten, Frusher, Tull, & Marshall, 2013).  
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2.4.2 Vulnerability assessment through combined scientific and local knowledge    

Climate change evidence is documented by scientific records, but to what extent these data 

are reliable/trusted depends on people’s knowledge, understanding and perception. As 

indicated above, vulnerability has been assessed differently. More recent literature explains 

that the increasing number of research studies and activities that combine or compare science 

with local knowledge recognise that climate change-related challenges cannot be solved by 

science or local knowledge alone (Hiwasaki et al., 2015). Instead, research has now given 

increasing attention to combining both local and scientific knowledge (Leary, Conde, 

Kulkarni, Nyong, & Pulhin, 2008). Combining outside knowledge (science) with local 

knowledge has helped communities to manage several crises and conflicts (Scaglion, 2010).  

 

In climate change responses, it is true that knowledge of scientific information likely 

improves individual and collective responses to issues affected; this would seem to be widely 

trusted not only by scientists themselves but also by the news media, educators, 

policymakers, managers, and participants of the public (Cone et al., 2013). In interaction with 

climate change scientific information, the sender (scientists) is generally conceived of as an 

expert while the receiver (e.g. normal people) is generally considered to be non-expert (Cone 

et al., 2013). To make communities and individuals understand and adapt to climate change, 

it is not just simply providing facts about climate change science and its conclusions; it 

requires something more (Cone et al., 2013), such as the local acceptance, by simplifying 

information and making it trustworthy. Käkönen et al. (2014) continue that because climate 

change is considered a complicated issue domain, it requires scientific knowledge to interpret 

such complexity (Käkönen et al., 2014). Yet often the scientific climate change information 

is not specific for local decision makers and implementers (Cone et al., 2013) especially in 

many developing countries (Bangay & Blum, 2010). 

 

Literature indicates that a majority of individuals have a tendency to respond to concerns or 

risks only if they perceive them as immediate impacts and personally relevant (Moser & 

Dilling, 2004). People’s beliefs and perceptions affect implementation of CCA (Simonet & 

Fatorić, 2016). If climate science opposes one’s personal experience, it can be a substantial 

cognitive obstacle to engage with climate change (Lorenzoni, Nicholson-Cole, & Whitmarsh, 
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2007; Vulturius & Gerger Swartling, 2015). If people perceive climate change risks as an 

insignificant issue, they are unwilling to begin adaptive action (Dow, Berkhout, & Preston, 

2013). In line with these, Marshall et al. (2009) and Vulturius & Gerger Swartling (2015) 

found that one’s personal beliefs in climate change and experiences with climate change 

hazards and perception of risk were strong motivators for adaptive action. Likewise, 

Amundsen (2015) supports that people are encouraged to respond when their emotions are 

connected with place, and the authors explain that place attachment serves the best starting 

point for climate change adaptation rather than emphasising climate change impacts straight 

away (Amundsen, 2015).  

 

In relation to tourism, Schott et al. (2010) argue that understanding local responses and 

options to encourage local tourism activities to act on climate change impacts will need 

strong place-specific studies carried out by researchers that are properly required to 

understand these place-based conditions. Through an inclusive process matching the climate 

change issues with the technical capabilities of the institutions and community stakeholders 

of the area, coastal adaptations must be tailored to the local context (Tobey et al., 2010).  

 

In this thesis, a similar approach to vulnerability assessment will be used by combining both 

scientific and local knowledge as outlined above, and environmental and socio-economic 

factors as argued below: 

 

As argued above, vulnerability assessment is prerequisite knowledge to understand 

adaptation. The next sections review the literature on climate change adaptation (CCA).  

 

2.5 Climate change adaptation 

In the 4th Assessment Report of IPCC 2007 report, CCA is defined as “adjustment in natural 

or human systems in response to actual or expected climatic stimuli or their effects, which 

moderates harms or exploits beneficial opportunities” (IPCC, 2007, p. 6). Two tools widely 

used to respond to climate change are adaptation and mitigation (IPCC, 2007). In IPCC 

report, mitigation is defined as “an anthropogenic intervention to reduce the sources or 

enhance the sinks of greenhouse gases” (IPCC, 2007). The purpose of mitigation is to reduce 
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emission (IPCC, 2007), especially in industrialised countries, but developing countries are 

the victims of climate-related impacts (Hess, 2012). To deal with climate change 

consequences, adaptation has gained popularity in climate agenda (Afroz & Naser, 2014). 

Therefore, adaptation is most needed in developing countries, especially for tourism (Scott 

et al., 2009).  

 

The term ‘adaptation’ is widely used in climate change arena (Linnerooth-Bayer & Mechler, 

2006). Effective adaptation not only takes into account the many different changes that are 

happening simultaneously but also multiple socio-economic factors (Bennett et al., 2016; 

Bunce, Rosendo, & Brown, 2010; Tuler et al., 2008). Therefore, constant adaptation is not 

only essential but also compulsory (Berrang-Ford, Ford, & Paterson, 2011). Adaptation to 

these continuous changes might be difficult, but it might provide communities with an 

opportunity to determine and attain desired future environmental and social outcomes 

(Bennett et al., 2015).  

  

2.5.1 Different types of climate change impacts 

As this study clearly discusses adaptation effects, the different types of climate change 

impacts need to be raised. For instance, SLR and increasing heat are continuous, ongoing 

impacts. Other effects, such as rainfall and drought, are more likely to happen as events that 

are short-lived but occur frequently and on an increasing scale. Forster (2015) adds that 

severe weather events, including cyclones and heat waves, do not occur frequently, but their 

consequences can be very disruptive and destructive. Some climate change impacts need a 

long time (decades) for observation  and identification such as drought in the tropics and 

subtropics (Trenberth et al., 2007; Linnenluecke, Griffiths, & Winn, 2012). Organisations 

(e.g. in the tourism sector) tend to have a long-lived effect and exposure by climatic 

sensitivity due to their various capital assets such as their fixed infrastructures (Linnenluecke 

et al., 2012). Due to different types of exposure and impacts, sometimes with extended 

period, organisations need different types of adaptation. 
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2.5.2 Different types of adaptation 

As outlined above, there are different types of climate change effects. Some impacts are 

continuous and ongoing, while others are short-lived events but occurring on an increasing 

and more frequent scale. This means that adaptations will be of a different character for some 

types of impacts (e.g. SLR and increasing heat) and their consequences will be quite different 

for the hotel sector. For instance, wind is identified as having direction, strength and timing, 

so tourism operators (including hotel operators) have different sensitivities to these 

identifications (Becken & Wilson, 2016), which leads to different adaptations employed by 

hotel operators. 

 

In examining anticipatory adaptation to extreme weather events, Linnenluecke, Griffiths, and 

Winn (2012) classify the anticipatory adjustments as the long-term adaptation. Nevertheless, 

Lewin, Weigelt, and Emery (2004) contend that adaptation is a progressive or gradual 

adjustment and optimisation in order to obtain a better performance of an institution fitting 

with its business modes. Smithers and Smit (1997) distinguish that reactive adaptation 

depends on experience of operation under the weather extremes, while proactive adaptation 

depends on environmental perception and risk assessment of future weather extremes. Lewin, 

Weigelt, and Emery (2004) suggests that organisational actors should deploy anticipatory 

adaptation to the weather extremes that happen as single or recurring events.  

 

Wilbanks et al. (2007) explain that extreme weather stresses tend to exceed the certain 

thresholds of adaptation when organisational actors aim to undertake short-term adaptive 

responses immediately prior to their organisation’s exposure, such as reaction to prior 

warnings, evacuation of personnel, or relocation of non-stationary components. Because of 

the nature of the impact, different types of adaptation are employed, but some adaptations 

have limits, which are detailed in the sections below. 

 

2.5.3 The limit of adaptation 

The nature of the climate change impacts leads to different types of adaptation, but some 

adaptation actions encounter different limitations. The discussion on limits to adaptation 

frequently focuses on three dimensions: Ecological and physical limits, economic limits, and 
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technological limits (Adger et al., 2009). Both the hazards and risk literatures have not yet 

provided a sufficient indication of how mutable and constructed limits may be overcome in 

the context of limits to adaptation. This is because of the complex interactions between social 

and individual characteristics, with a view to securing sustainable societal adaptation in the 

long run (Adger et al., 2009). 

 

Adaptation limits may also happen due to the consideration of the economic costs of 

adaptation (Agrawala & Fankhauser, 2008) or due to technological innovation for adaptation 

(Adger et al., 2009). The other implication is that even though enough information is 

provided about how to adapt, people who do not believe adaptation is necessary are highly 

unlikely to keep or act on this information (Adger et al., 2009). Adger et al. (2009) explain 

that adaptation action is also limited by social and individual factors. Factors including habit, 

social status and age as well as perception of risk constrain both individual and collective 

adaptation action.  

 

Adger et al.’s (2009) further argue that limits to adaptation result from ‘inside’ society and 

are endogenous. The limits to adaptation vary, depending on goals, values, risk and social 

choice. The operative question is whether limits to adaptation are constructed, rather than 

how they become discovered. The goals of adaptation will differ between institutions and 

different generations and vary within a sector and society (Adger et al., 2009). Adaptation 

goals differ between nation states. Wealthier nations or individuals might focus on 

maintaining standards of living through adaptation, but developing nations may seek to 

continue the development and enhancement of their citizens’ standards of living (Adger et 

al., 2009). 

 

There are variations in risk perceptions, the incapability to shorten gap between current 

experiences and future projections, the distance nature of climatic change, and limits to 

identifying and implementing adaptation actions which indicate that little response to climate 

change is taking place (Adger et al., 2009). There are similar identified areas of concern at 

the organisational level, which limit adaptation (Frans Berkhout, Hertin, & Gann, 2006) 

including limited knowledge of climate change effects and challenges to assessing and 
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implementing adaptation measures (Adger et al., 2009). Adger et al. (2009) contend that risk 

perception contributes to adaptation decision. If the society or organisation does not believe 

the risk is major enough to take action, it is a limiting factor. 

 

In coping with the problem of limits to adaptation, Adger et al. (2009) have suggested start 

at looking at the way societies are constructed, the values they have, the knowledge they 

organise, and the relationships between the state, entities and individuals. O’Brien (2009) 

adds that social values and institutional arrangements tend to vary significantly within and 

between societies over time. Weather events that occur with greater intensity, magnitude, 

frequency, persistence and abruptness that exceed thresholds for adaptation may lead to 

harmful impacts. To adapt to these impacts, it is suggested that organisations use sets of 

resources and capacities to cope with discontinuities as they occur, and align them with the 

crisis response (Lewin, Weigelt, & Emery, 2004). In a positive perspective, uncertainty of 

knowledge of future climate change adaptation does not limit adaptation (Adger et al., 2009) 

because society is still able to make adaptation decisions despite the absence of accurate and 

precise climate predictions (Dessai, Hulme, Lempert, & Pielke, 2009).   

 

However, Adger and his colleagues (2009) argue that a limit or failure of adaptation may in 

fact be an adaptation potential for another agent or actor, because of the different priorities 

and values held within society. Adger et al. (2009) continue that although CCA is constrained 

by power structures, processes, values and perceptions, the limit depends on ethical stance, 

places and cultures valued, the society’s risk perceptions and scientific projections. CCA 

limits in one society might not be in another. 

 

Turning attention now to CCA and (coastal) tourism, the next sections illustrate a dearth of 

research on the how (coastal) tourism and its subsector (accommodation) involve CCA.  

 

2.6 Climate change adaptation, tourism/coastal tourism and the accommodation 

sector  

Research on climate change adaptation in tourism has gradually increased. Adaptation has 

been a vital research need in tourism and climate change studies recently (Kaján & Saarinen, 
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2013). Adaptation is recommended for tourism sector in order to soften the climate change 

impacts and to obtain sustainable tourism development in the longer term (Pham, Simmons, 

& Spurr, 2010). For instance, because climate change directly impacts on the physical, 

environmental and social resources important for tourism (Moreno & Amelung, 2009), 

tourist destinations must adapt to climate change so that potential risks are reduced and 

potential opportunities are exploited if it wants to remain economically, environmentally and 

socially sustainable (Jopp, DeLacy, Mair, & Fluker, 2013; Pham et al., 2010). Jopp, DeLacy, 

& Mair (2010) conclude that adaptation is a very suitable strategy for combating climate 

change impacts for tourism. As developing countries are the victims of climate-related 

impacts (Hess, 2012), adaptation is also considered a vital research requirement in tourism 

and climate change (Kaján & Saarinen, 2013; Schipper, 2006).  

 

As stated above, adaptation follows vulnerability. For instance, coastal tourism destination 

managers should first advance their understanding of the vulnerability to climatic changes in 

order to subsequently formulate proper adaptation strategies and measures (Moreno & 

Becken, 2009). This point is later underscored by Walmsley (2012), who states that potential 

impacts need to be mentioned when discussing vulnerability to make sense of the need of 

adaptation.  

  

In the existing literature, only a few publications have examined CCA in the accommodation 

sector in the context of developing countries. Authors such as Su et al. (2013) and Walmsley 

(2012) suggest that all hotels are in a need to adapt to climate change. Adaptation is 

significantly related to how tourism businesses cope with the effects, or potential impacts of 

climate change (Walmsley, 2012). Another study conducted by Dzoga and Koske (2014) 

undertook a study on beach hotels’ CCA actions such as on-shore vegetation cover, rainwater 

harnessing, and establishment of seawall barriers. Dzoga and Koske (2014) found that the 

measures initiated by beach hotels were not effective in addressing climate unpredictability 

and are unable to maintain tourism economy during climate variability era.  

 

However, the level of implementation of hotels’ adaptations is dependent on hotel attributes 

such as star rating, size, ownership, location, business age (year of trading), business format 
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(owned vs. leased). For instance, the study conducted by Su et al. (2013) suggests that hotel 

attributes such as size, ownership, and location have influence on the application of green 

practices. The large and affiliated hotel chains tend to have better environmental knowledge 

and implementation of green practice (Chan, 2011; Kasim, 2009) than the small and 

independent hotels. Additionally, the accommodation facilities in less-developed areas are 

likely be greener than those in big cities and coastal destinations (McNamara & Gibson, 

2008). Larger firms likely have more expertise in climate change efforts and more resources 

to implement projects to respond to climate change (Amran, Ooi, Nejati, Zulkafli, & Lim, 

2012). Based on Nguyen's (2015) systematic literature review and research findings about a 

small number of privately owned hotels in Vietnam, it was found that the smaller ones are 

likely to have less environmental practices because large hotels were believed to have more 

capital resources with greater motivation to integrate environmental issues into their business 

operation than the small and medium hotels.  

 

In addition, the level of hotels’ adaptations is influenced by people or hoteliers’ backgrounds, 

such as their level of education, experience, nationality and age. For example, education is 

associated with high risk awareness; it could contribute to vulnerability reduction behaviours 

(Muttarak & Lutz, 2014). For instance, Ainuddin et al. (2014) found that highly educated 

people know earthquake risks better and are likely become more ready for disaster than those 

having low education level (Paul & Bhuiyan, 2010). Highly qualified and educated 

individuals appear to access diversified communication linkages and have received useful 

information better (Muttarak & Lutz, 2014; Neuenschwander, Abbott, & Mobley, 2012). 

Education increases socio-economic resources, facilitates access to information and enhances 

social capital, thereby promoting vulnerability reduction and adaptive capacity (Muttarak & 

Lutz, 2014).  

 

The sections below expand the literature on adaptation studies in (coastal) tourism and the 

accommodation sector, which emerge as knowledge gaps in a forward-looking aspect of 

study. 
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2.7 Adaptation studies in tourism/coastal tourism and the accommodation sector 

2.7.1 Adaptation and coastal tourism 

The interrelationship between climate change and tourism is insufficiently studied (Matasci 

et al., 2014; Perch-Nielsen, 2010; Schott et al., 2010). Additional evidence found by other 

authors. First, Berrang-Ford et al. (2011) reviewed 1,741 adaptation research studies carried 

out between 2006 and 2009 and found that only 9% considered the tourism sector. Second, 

Becken (2013) reviewed 459 publications with 539 authors and finally found that 50% of 

publications on climate change and tourism were related to adaptation. Yet the focus of 

publications (48 publications) remains on the case of winter tourism (Becken, 2013). In terms 

of geographic locations, studies on tourism and climate change were mainly dispersed in a 

limited number of Western tourist areas such as Australia (38), UK (30), Canada (40 studies), 

USA (33), and New Zealand (24) (Becken, 2013). Third, other authors such as Scott and 

Becken (2010) and Scott (2011) claim that there are limited studies on how climate change 

affects the tourism industry and how the sector responds to it. Adaptation of tourism industry 

has received little focus from researchers compared to other sectors such as agriculture, water 

resources and construction (Berrang-Ford et al., 2011; Kaján & Saarinen, 2013; Scott & 

Becken, 2010; Scott et al., 2009). In sum, research on tourism is 5–7 years behind other 

sectors that are connected to climate change (Scott et al., 2009). 

 

Although coastal communities have faced a wide range of environmental and social changes 

(Bennett & Dearden, 2013), there are fewer choices for adaptation at the coastal communities 

(Nandy, Ahammad, Alam, & Islam, 2013). Although coastal adaptation is a complex system 

(van den Bergh & Nijkamp, 1998), efforts that directly target coastal adaptation are only at 

the initial stage (Tobey et al., 2010).  

 

2.7.2 Adaptation and accommodation sector  

Hotels’ responses to environmental issues have been piecemeal (Tzschentke et al., 2008), 

especially when related to climate change responses (Arcodia & Dickson, 2008; Su et al., 

2013). Chiang (2010) and Jarvis and Ortega (2010) found that there has been little research 

into the management of change in the hotel industry, specifically in the way it relates to the 

challenges caused by climate change, especially from the perspectives of small firms (e.g. 
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hotels) (Jarvis & Ortega, 2010). This likely aligns with Tzschentke et al. (2008) who argue 

that while environmental management standard is theoretically appropriate to all sizes and 

types of businesses, it is perceived as irrelevant by small tourism firms. The adoption of this 

standard within a small-sized tourism business context is limited (Tzschentke et al., 2008). 

This is because of the insufficient resources to consider climate change adaptation and 

priority in those small tourism enterprises (Marshall et al., 2011; Tervo-Kankare, 2011). 

Their deficits, which include insufficient time and capacity as well as incompetent expertise, 

have been variously described as reasons for low levels of involvement with environmental 

issues (Sampaio, Thomas, & Font, 2012; Tzschentke, Kirk, & Lynch, 2008).  

  

After the vital relationship between vulnerability and adaptation is built and relevant 

literature is expanded, the next section presents an adaptation framework for this study. 

 

2.8 Adaptation frameworks 

As climate change keeps changing, adaptation in tourism has become more challenging 

because tourism mainly depends on the resources and activities of other economic sectors 

that do not serve tourism purposes solidly (Brown et al., 2011; Csete & Szécsi, 2012). 

Climate change affects the whole tourism system by generating changes (Leiper, 1995); for 

example, even transport systems of a tourism destination should adapt to these changes 

(Kaján & Saarinen, 2013). 

 

In order to adapt to climate change impacts more effectively, many authors discussed 

adaptation frameworks such as Cross et al. (2012) and Benedikter et al. (2013). However, 

what they proposed was insufficient for this research that aims to explore adaptation in 

tourism business. In contrast, WMO, UNEP and WTO (2008) and Simpson et al. (2008) 

provided an adaptation framework for tourism interrelating with climate change, which 

strongly influences this study. Table 2.1 indicates a wide range of technical, managerial, 

policy, research, education and behavioural adaptation that are now used by tourism 

stakeholders to respond to climate effects at the destination level. In relation to the proposed 

adaptation framework, WMO et al. (2008) explain that CCA is rarely implemented alone. 

The adaptations normally involve various actions contextual to the destination climate and 
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its tourism subsectors. A complex mix of adaptations being practised in the tourism sector 

across the globe will be eventually created that are particular to a location (WMO et al., 

2008). Tourism is less discussed than other economic sectors and is not openly involved in 

various adaptation frameworks such as the energy, agriculture, water resources, health, and 

biodiversity (Simpson et al., 2008). Njoroge (2014) also argues that the existing adaptation 

frameworks to help advise tourism managers and policy makers in achieving sustainable 

adaptation might not be available. Yet there is no single ‘right’ framework to implement CCA 

in tourism (Simpson et al., 2008). This study adopts the adaptation framework, which is based 

on Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1: Portfolio of climate change adaptation by tourism stakeholders 

 

 Sources: WMO, UNEP & WTO (2008) and Simpson et al. (2008) 
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WMO et al. (2008) and Simpson et al. (2008) endeavour to provide wider understanding to 

the framework by illustrating an explanation of each type: technical, managerial, policy, 

research, education and behavioural adaptation. Since there are many stakeholders involved, 

the attempt to provide illustrations covering all stakeholders are impossible. Instead, some 

examples are provided in relation to category (a) tourism operators/businesses, which are 

closely relevant to this study’s aims. 

 

• Technical  

This involves utilising technology and innovations in order to identify approaches of dealing 

with climate change and vulnerability (Jopp et al., 2010, 2013). Here is an example: 

 

Rainwater collection and water recycling systems: to respond to an existing seasonal water 

shortage caused by rainfall variability (and projected to be intensified by future climate 

change) in the Island of Phuket, Thailand. The Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT), 

coupled with other local governments and national entities, initiated supporting structures of 

the multi-year water supply plan including the building of new dams as water sources, water 

recycling systems and expansion of water transmission. Additionally, TAT also initiated non-

structural adaptations, such as an adjusted fee structure for water conservation projects and 

water usages (Simpson, et al., 2008; WMO et al., 2008). 

 

• Managerial  

Tourism investors, entrepreneurs and businesses can improve their climate change 

management by approaching the problem in different ways, and at different levels. These 

include vulnerabilities to direct impacts from climate change and other vulnerabilities such 

as changes in the resources or customer bases (Becken & Hay, 2007). Normally, the tendency 

of these actions are based on good communication procedures as well as a certain level of 

reliability among users (Lim et al., 2005). Here is the example: 

 

Product and market diversification: to respond to expanded summer temperature intensities, 

variations in demand seasonality, and intensities of storms in the Caribbean Region and Gulf 

of Mexico. Tourism organization and each member state in the Caribbean have commenced 
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to promote themselves as destinations visited by tourists in all seasons. The organisation 

invested in multi-million-dollar dynamically marketing campaigns aiming at the honeymoon 

advertisement and budget-constraint families. In addition, marketing provides messages that 

downplay the destination’s summer heat are newly installed with air-conditioning 

techniques, reduced-fee room rates, and new disruption (e.g. storms) policies at different 

companies in the resort. The strategy has been profitable as summer occupancy rates at the 

coastal resorts are increasing or equalling winter season in several destinations (Simpson et 

al., 2008; WMO et al., 2008).  

 

• Policy 

Concerning policy needs, strategies are designed to minimise susceptibility to climate effects 

and the uncertainty of economic conditions in the short term. The designed strategies also 

contribute to minimising vulnerability to climate change and socio-economic tendencies over 

the longer-term period (Lim et al., 2005). Here is an example: 

 

Comply with regulation (e.g. building code): to respond to severe wind forces (e.g. cyclones) 

and storm surges causing damage to structures and coastal erosion in Coastal Tourist Resorts 

Fiji. Various government departments and tourism businesses initiated a building compliance 

that structures are required to remain firm with wind speeds of 60 km per hour. The review 

of the building compliance is a continuous process. In addition, each business, including the 

larger resorts, has emergency plans, insurance procedures and cover prior to the onset of the 

cyclone/storm occurrence. The policy adaptation should include first aid materials, water and 

food storage, trimming of tree branches and a direct connection (e.g. phones) to the 

Meteorological Service for immediate warnings (Simpson et al., 2008; WMO et al., 2008).  

 

• Research  

Research and innovations are necessary to respond to climate change, which include the 

economic assessment of adaptations and other adaptations. Research may also be needed to 

investigate the adaptation of existing technologies in order to understand the adaptation 

demands e.g. the research to explore the development of solutions for more power-efficient 

air conditioning techniques (Lim et al., 2005). Here is an example: 
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Site location of a ski area in ski regions of Western Canada (the Canadian Rocky Mountains): 

to respond to further decline in natural snowfall, and alteration of ski season. Despite the 

negative impact of climate change on ski areas, the ski resort companies and local 

government have conducted research to seek for an opportunity to promote an altered 

marketplace of the future. They have raised the investments over 15 years to develop a new 

ski resort in the area. This critical investment in research is an illustration of the opportunities 

that climate change will make for forward-looking destinations and tourism enterprises, when 

the impacts change the competitiveness within the ski sector over a period of time (Simpson 

et al., 2008; WMO et al., 2008).  

 

• Education 

Education and raising awareness enable the minimisation of the external climate change 

stresses, and increase the profile and knowledge foundation of stakeholders of a destination 

that struggles to cope with the climate change impacts (Simpson et al., 2008). Education and 

training introduce climate change issues at different levels. This can contribute to building 

capacity among stakeholders to improve adaptation in the future, and helping the 

development of appropriate research activities and a wider understanding among citizens 

(Lim et al., 2005). Here is an example: 

 

Water conservation education for employees and guests: to respond to water limitation 

caused by the incidence of extended droughts in Tobago, the Caribbean and Fiji, South 

Pacific, for accommodation operators and tour operators. Individual accommodation 

providers and tour operators conducted adaptation measures, including water conservation 

such as the instalment of devices/containers for water saving and educating guest and staff, 

revising landscaping practices and restricting use of pools. Education adaptation promotes 

sustainability planning, including long-term weather forecasts, water source management, 

monitoring health and environmental safeguards (e.g. water quality), and recycling (e.g. use 

of treated water for irrigation) were also initiated (Simpson, et al., 2008; WMO et al., 2008).  
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• Behavioural6 

Climate change mitigation leads to emission reductions through socio-economic and 

technological changes as well as replacements. However, when technological restructuring 

alone cannot reduce crucial emissions, mitigation meets challenges, thus requiring 

behavioural and structural changes (WMO et al., 2008). Here is an example: 

 

Behavioural adaptation is “the process by which certain features of behavioural actions or 

strategies become more prevalent among individuals because those features enable better 

outcomes under changing climatic conditions.” (Hamilton et al., 2018, p. 3). In responding 

to climate change-induced wildfire (largely shaped by weather patterns), behavioural 

adaptation by individuals include the modification of home structures and limitation of 

flammable vegetation (Hamilton et al., 2018). A further example of behavioural adaptation 

associated with tourists is given in the paragraph below. 

 

In their studies, Scott et al. (2009) and Jopp et al. (2010, 2013) adopted the framework for 

their tourism-climate change studies. They considered only three types: technical, managerial 

and behavioural adaptation. For technical adaptation, Jopp et al. (2010, 2013) explained that 

it involves employing technology and innovations in order to identify approaches of dealing 

with climate change and susceptibility. They further indicated that the adaptation often needs 

specialised equipment or/and the employment of encouraging innovations and new 

technologies. They illustrated snowmaking machines or desalination plants as examples of 

technical adaptation. For managerial adaptation, they explained that it is associated with 

techniques employed by local/regional governments, tourism operators and tourism industry 

associations to minimise vulnerability to climate change. They further indicated that the 

adaptation might instruct destination managers to adjust their advertising strategies in order 

to try and lengthen or shorten travel during certain periods and/or guide/redirect tourists to 

alterative areas/locations or encourage them to continue with different touristic activities. 

They illustrated advertising techniques such as new pricing promotions, market segmentation 

or/and product diversification, which can all be used as examples of managerial adaptation. 

 
6 ‘Behavioural’ adaptation is associated with tourists (see Jopp et al., 2010; Jopp et al., 2013; Scott et al., 2009). 
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Behavioural adaptation is used by tourists as they have the capability to decide whether to 

carry on the touristic activities they are involved in, and when and where they do so. The 

adaptation provides them with the ability for temporal, spatial and alternative activities that 

afterward provide tourists with fundamental adaptive capacity. They illustrated that the 

adjustment of the type of clothing used, change of the activities of tourists, adjustment of the 

scheduling of the visits, and change of the destination as examples of behavioural adaptation. 

 

However, work by WMO et al. (2008) and Simpson et al. (2008) discussed skiing 

destinations without sufficient application to a particular tourism region (Jopp et al., 2013) 

and accommodation sector. Geographically, their work discusses the adaptation application 

in developed countries. Taking the existing framework into consideration, the study adopted 

the adaptation framework by WMO et al. (2008) and Simpson et al. (2008) by contextualising 

and conceptualising it into a developing country’s’ accommodation context, which will be 

detailed in chapter 5: Vulnerability and Adaptation. 

 

Several lines of evidence in the following sections suggest that while adapting to climate 

change, adaptation actors are confronted by a number of challenges. These are detailed 

below.  

 

2.9 Barriers to climate change adaptation  

CCA is not new because humans have lived on Earth with climatic variability for a long time 

and have automatically started coping with this variability (Burton et al., 2002; Smit & 

Wandel, 2006). Yet adaptation actors have faced challenges in responding to the climatic 

variability. It has been hard to define what a barrier to adaptation is (Biesbroek et al., 2013) 

but Huang et al. (2011) refer to it as “any condition that makes it difficult to achieve progress 

towards adaptation” (p. 185). The concept of ‘barriers’ is often used interchangeably with 

other terms such as ‘constraint’, ‘hindrance’ or ‘obstacle’ (Biesbroek et al., 2013). For 

example, barriers and limits are often conceptualised interchangeably while other researchers 

may distinguish between them (Moser & Ekstrom, 2010). 
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Based on literature on CCA, it is concluded that there are a large number of barriers that 

obstruct the development and implementation of CCA actions (Biesbroek et al., 2011). 

Developing countries face more barriers because earlier research on barriers and limits to 

climate change adaptation may be more studies examining the developed countries’ adaptive 

capacity, with less focus on adaptation shortfall in developing countries (Burton, 2009; 

Moser & Ekstrom, 2010). Since developing nations are more vulnerable than developed 

countries, great financial investments will be required for adaptation in developing nations 

within the next few decades (Bele et al., 2014). External finance is a significant additional 

resource (Hartzell-Nichols, 2011). In addition, Bele et al. (2014) found (in Africa) that 

barriers to adaptation include, among others, high poverty levels, lack of information on 

climate change impacts and adaptation options, and lack of infrastructure.  

 

Based on a thorough review of the literature, the following barriers have emerged, which 

have particular relevance to developing countries.  

 

2.9.1 Limited resources  

Amundsen et al. (2010) explain that lack of resources, or the inaccessibility of resources, can 

be an intense adaptation barrier. According to Biesbroek et al. (2011), essential tangible and 

intangible resources include human capital (availability of staff, time to become informed, 

managerial support, and skilful and qualified individuals), financial resources (budget for 

implementing adaptations), and natural resources (availability of land).  

 

Budget constraints have been considered the most predominant element in implementing 

adaptive measures (Suraje Dessai, Lu, & Risbey, 2005; Lorenzoni et al., 2000). Budget 

deficits are becoming a severe danger to the development and advancement of the adaptation 

process (Matasci et al., 2014). For instance, when there is the shortage of funds from the 

central government, it often leads to having no institutions that act as financing facilitator, 

limited resources to monitor the progress, or no political will to mobilise financial resources 

(Adger et al., 2007). Because climate change impact will not stop in the short term, the world 

needs to respond to the unfavourable impacts of the changing climate. Therefore, responses 

to climate change will need large financial investment in adaptation (Fankhauser, 2010; 
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Narain, Margulis, & Essam, 2011). Many obstacles such as financial limitations reduce the 

efficiency or effectiveness of adaptation, and sometimes require high cost to repair (Moser 

& Ekstrom, 2010).  

 

2.9.2 Limited knowledge/perception of climate change  

One of the most easily identifiable barriers to engaging with climate change is a low of 

understanding about causes, effects and solutions to climate change (Lorenzoni et al., 2007). 

Limited trust in climate science and unclear perceptions of scientific knowledge about 

climate change and adaptive strategies can also pose hindrance to adaptation (Vulturius & 

Gerger Swartling, 2015). Insufficient knowledge may be a contribution to a sense of 

uncertainty about climate change (Lorenzoni et al., 2007). Another study by Amundsen et al. 

(2010) found that four identified key barriers to adaptation: i) a lack of knowledge with 

existing data on climate change; ii) lack of solid data; iii) unfamiliarity of local expertise for 

responding to climate change risks; and iv) an uncertain role for local authorities’ 

governments associated with adaptation measures and policies. The first two barriers take 

root in the limited knowledge/perception of climate change. 

 

2.9.3 Insufficient information  

The main barriers to the adoption of an environmental policy as well as climate change are 

not only budget and time constraint but also insufficient information (Jarvis & Ortega, 2010). 

The information and awareness are also identified as factors in climate change response ( 

Dessai et al., 2005) and its limitation has been recognised as one of several barriers to CCA 

(Harriet, 2000; Norgaard, 2006). This is because the access to information relevant to 

vulnerability to climate change effects has been insufficient either in urban or rural locations 

(Crabbé & Robin, 2006; Mukheibir & Ziervogel, 2007). The lack of awareness and 

communication is a true impediment for the implementation of CCA (Biesbroek et al., 2011). 

Without communication, the public or stakeholders remain uninformed and unheard about 

climate change impacts and the collective efforts on climate change adaptation might not be 

formulated promptly (Biesbroek et al., 2011). If there is insufficient information on the 

effects and the potential adaptation measures, if stakeholders do not trust information sources 
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or if they cannot communicate and collaborate, then the planning and the implementation 

phases will not be achieved (Matasci et al., 2014).  

 

2.9.4 Institutional barriers and uncertain responsibilities for adaptation 

Institutions (e.g. tourism businesses) become role players in ensuring adaptation responses 

to an increasing and unpredictable change (Cuevas, 2015). The inflexibility of existing 

institutional arrangements and unclear responsibilities are a significant adaptation barrier 

(Huang et al., 2011). Schröter et al. (2005) call it ‘institutional barriers’ that hamper people’s 

actions towards adaptation initiatives. At the local level, the incompetence of local 

institutions to adapt to climate change through planning matters institutionally. In most cases, 

local authorities do not have constitutional standing and lack institutional independence 

(Measham et al., 2011). Grasso et al. (2014) argued that mostly in developed countries, 

proper institutional structures allow widespread access to technology, the responsibility for 

adaptation, climate information and equitably allocated resources. It can be inferred that 

developing countries have limited proper institutional structures or uncertain institutional 

responsibilities, especially at local level. 

 

2.9.5 Regulatory/legal constraints  

Another constraint in climate change adaptation is that policies at national level limit the 

ability of local level to respond to impacts. Formulating adaptation policy is sometimes 

conflicting if viewed horizontally and vertically (Urwin & Jordan, 2008). Local levels should 

organise their own planning that is their territory of expertise, and the national government 

should prioritise the policy efforts (Urwin & Jordan, 2008). Prutsch et al. (2010) suggest that 

adaptation that is conflicting or overlapping between present policies is not performed well 

through funding systems, legislation, processes (e.g. in decision making) and management 

structures (e.g. networks). There is likely a reason behind this, which is explained by 

Measham et al. (2011), who inform that local municipalities are very low in financial 

capacity. Integration of adaptation through the examination and modification of existing 

regulations/mechanisms should not be limited to the public authority and to the 

environmental sector; they are also meaningful for other economic sectors and private 

institutions such as businesses (Prutsch et al., 2010). Prutsch et al. (2010) further argue that 
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there are sufficient regulations/rules and policies for environmental sectors but there are gaps 

for regulations/rules and policies for CCA, which thereafter can create barriers for CCA. 

 

2.9.6 Low level of leadership and guidance 

Low levels of leadership and guidance lead to the impediment of the willingness and capacity 

to make adaptation decisions (Tribbia & Moser, 2008). Therefore, it is suggested that good 

leadership, resourcefulness, strategic thinking, creativity, effective communication and 

collaboration are resources for overcoming adaptation barriers (Moser & Ekstrom, 2010). An 

effective leadership can help overcome adaptation barriers (Moser & Ekstrom, 2010). At the 

societal level, different leaderships may be able to mobilise social engagements from one 

sequence of the adaptation phase to another (Vignola, Leclerc, Morales, & Gonzalez, 2017). 

 

2.9.7 Lack of political will 

Government is the biggest institution to adapt to climate change. Government plays a key 

role that can intervene and overcome existing barriers through changes in legislation or 

delivering potential resources (Ford & Pearce, 2010; Measham et al., 2011). Adger et al. 

(2005) also support many other papers throughout the world, which have come to similar 

conclusions that national governments could support climate adaptation by including 

principles of statutory ordering, delivering frameworks for action, inspiring or applying 

adaptive practice, offering resources and capacities, distributing powers and responsibilities, 

and addressing issues of fairness and equity at all levels of governance. However, Biesbroek 

et al. (2011) argue that the highest ranked barriers to adaptation are the imbalance between 

long-term impacts of climate change and short-term consideration/thinking of politicians. 

Local bottom-up adaptation initiatives may be obstructed by the government’s lack of 

political will (Amundsen et al., 2010; McNeeley, 2012). 

 

2.9.8 Insufficient engagement and interaction with other stakeholders 

CCA is a cross-level and cross-sector issue that requires involvement from different 

stakeholders (Prutsch et al., 2010). Adaptation planning can be well achieved through 

stakeholders’ collaboration and communication (Matasci et al., 2014). CCA practice can be 

improved through learning by doing, engaging with stakeholders, and sharing best practices 
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(Bierbaum et al., 2013). Without sufficient engagement and interaction with other 

stakeholders it could result in a number of adaptation barriers. Huang et al. (2011) argue that 

barriers that hamper social feasibility are difficulties of working together among all 

stakeholders or limited social funds that prevent collective adaptation initiatives. 

 

Based on the literature above, the adaptation barriers/obstacles have been summarised in 

Table 2.2 below. 
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Table 2.2: Summary of the adaptation barriers 

 
 

Even though data collection from prior studies about barriers to CCA exists, the hierarchy of 

criticality is in doubt, especially when questions arise about which barrier is the most major. 

The following section presents the level of criticality of adaptation barriers.  
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2.10 Critical barriers in implementation of climate change adaptation  

Conducting a study of CCA in agriculture (in Malaysia), Masud et al. (2017) found that ‘high 

cost’ or ‘lack of budget’ is the most critical barrier to CCA. This likely aligns with 

McNamara, Westoby, and Smithers (2017) who argue that insufficient and protracted 

provision of funding and resources can be critical adaptation barriers. In research on 

adaptation to external stressors in coastal communities, Fischer (2018) exemplifies that 

resource scarcity likely becomes a critical element in how coastal communities address rising 

sea levels and erosion as well storm surges. In the context of adaptation planning, McClure 

and Baker (2018) further argued that scientists and community experts consider ‘planning’ a 

critical component in facilitating CCA. This likely suggests that a ‘lack of planning’ is in 

turn a significant barrier to CCA. Castells-Quintana, Lopez-Uribe, and McDermott (2018) 

continue that ‘inadequate infrastructure’ is one of the most critical barriers for maximising 

adaptation, especially in the poor countries where the infrastructures are currently basic. 

Cuevas (2015) regards ‘lack of leader’ as a ‘critical barrier’. He explains that a leader can 

create a significant opportunity (Cuevas, 2015; Simões et al., 2017), while the absence of a 

champion leadership would lead to the failure to the climate change endeavour and be a 

critical barrier to the action. Simões et al. (2017) provide a list of emerging critical barriers 

and/or opportunities for CCA that include perceived signal, available and accessed 

information, existing management structures, and leadership.  

 

Although existing literature outlines potential barriers in section 2.9 and critical barriers to 

CCA (this section), additional challenges have been identified. The efforts to define what it 

means by significant barrier or the most significant barrier to CCA remain a challenge. 

Berrang-Ford et al. (2011) argue that knowing the greatness of adaptation challenges is not 

enough. Who is adapting, to what, and how? Although there is a need for adaptation to 

climate change, adaptation processes are not easily formulated and implemented (Amundsen 

et al., 2010). There are insufficient studies that have systematically examined how adaptation 

is taking place (Berrang-Ford et al., 2011). Studying barriers to adaptation is quite young and 

much more needs to be studied about their nature and influence on the governance of 

adaptation to climate change (Biesbroek et al., 2011). The current academic depth on 

adaptation barriers is highly fragmented and low (Biesbroek et al., 2013). Various studies 
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have used traditional literature reviews to trace adaptation barriers (Biesbroek et al., 2011; 

Ekstrom, Moser, & Tom, 2011). These previous studies are believed to have intended and 

unintended bias in selecting, interpreting and organising content (Biesbroek et al., 2013). 

Likely, the adaptation barriers have been narrowly focused. To date, the research has tended 

to focus on normal adaptation barriers rather than critical adaptation barriers.  

 

Despite extensive literature review about barriers to CCA outlined in section 2.9, it is found 

that papers that directly and indirectly discuss the barriers to CCA in tourism or coastal 

tourism are few, especially within the accommodation sector in developing countries. This 

remains a large gap and this study attempts to fill this gap. This is further outlined in the next 

section. To be more specific, the next section aims to discuss the linkage between adaptation 

barriers and tourism and tourism-related businesses. 

 

2.11 Barriers to climate change adaptation related to tourism/tourism business  

Despite concerted effort, it appears challenging to find literature that clearly identifies the 

barriers to CCA in tourism. Due to this gap, this section engages the barriers to environmental 

performances or responses to environmental stresses (Linnenluecke et al., 2012) in tourism 

businesses or/and accommodation sector. Yet, a link between CCA and environmental 

performance needs to be strengthened. The link allows to identify barriers while tourism 

businesses respond to environmental stresses. Investigating the link, the barriers to CCA 

related to tourism and tourism-related businesses (e.g. accommodation sector) may be 

subsequently identified. 

 

 According to Oliver-Smith (1991), all societies are imbedded with different ties between 

environment, communities and individuals. The changes in the environment influence 

collective and individual formations of reality. The link between adaptation and environment 

is that adaptation initiatives today might produce unintended consequences on environmental 

and social impacts in the future (Adger et al., 2009). Gössling et al. (2012) further explain 

that climate change affects tourism in a number of ways, one of which is the indirect effects 

of environmental change. This includes the increase of operational costs (Becken & Hay, 

2012). According to Clark and Crawford (2012) who reviewed previous research (e.g. 
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Rowley & Berman, 2000; Strike, Gao, & Bansal, 2006), social performance, starting from 

community to environment, and which emphasises exclusively on strengths and concerns in 

the environment, is all related to climate change. The environmental performance of a firm 

is its involvement in proactive actions to soften climate change or to initiate relevant 

measures to climate change (Clark & Crawford, 2012). Firm (including the hotel business) 

is an environmental performer in enhancing its political engagement in climate change (Clark 

& Crawford, 2012). Building on the above arguments, climate change is related to 

environmental change, which may include CCA or environmental performances.  

 

Tzschentke et al. (2008) propose an argument that adaptation barriers to environmental 

management practices have widely gained popularity in the academic interest but the studies 

are partly related to tourism with a focus on small firms. Local tourism operators seem to 

have relatively low awareness of CCA (Elsasser & Bürki, 2002). For example, Berry and 

Ladkin (1997) have noted that small tourism firms have low awareness of their environmental 

footprint. A lack of understanding of the commercial benefits of environmental management 

is recognised as a barrier leading to low adoption levels in tourism firms (Tzschentke et al., 

2008). There is a strong need to communicate effectively between the climate change science 

community and tourism operators regionally and locally (WMO et al., 2008). Yet limited 

knowledge or awareness of environmental strategies and performance, in addition to limited 

support and information, has been recognised as further barriers, specifically in Small-

Medium Tourist Enterprises (SMTEs) that normally have insufficient resources such as the 

necessary expertise to perform environmental management systems (Tzschentke et al., 

2008). For SMTEs, the impediment of environmental management actions may result from 

an uncertainty of government policy coupled with an over-dependence on government 

regulation as the expected mechanism for change (Tilley, 2000). Frey and George (2010) 

found (in South Africa) that the majority of tourism businesses do not believe that 

government assistance is helpful for putting responsible tourism practices in place and only 

a small percentage see the government’s efforts as positive. 

 

In the hotel sector, a lack of understanding and awareness is seen as a significant barrier to 

respond to the environmental issues (Hobson & Essex, 2001). Information regarding 
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environmental impacts is a constraint for small hotels (Tzschentke et al., 2008), especially in 

remote areas or island destinations where basic infrastructures and recycling facilities are 

often absent (Tzschentke et al., 2008). Meanwhile, inadequate resources (e.g. funds) for 

hotels are also seen as a great barrier (Alvarez Gil, Burgos, & Lorente, 2001). Because of 

limited funds, it becomes clear as to why the hotel sector is unable to or slowly responds to 

environmental problems (Chan, 2005; Frey & George, 2010) and only larger hotel businesses 

could afford it (Alvarez Gil et al., 2001). Inadequate infrastructures, coupled with a limited 

support and limited interest from local and national authorities, are also considered main 

barriers to action (Tzschentke et al., 2008). Hotel managers resisting the implementation of 

sustainable strategies is one of the fundamental barriers (Doody, 2010); this is called ‘a lack 

of motivation to respond’. At the operational level, a limited number of staff members who 

understand the sustainable practice of hotels could also pose a barrier (Alonso-Almeida et 

al., 2017) . For further example, Jarvis and Ortega (2010) argue that the smaller-sized hotels 

may not be proactive due to limited information concerning environmental problems and 

climate change. Jarvis and Ortega (2010) distinguished hotel’s barriers to responses to 

climate change to direct and indirect barriers, which are outlined in Table 2.3 below: 
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Table 2.3: Indirect and direct barriers of (small) hotels concerning climate change 
responses 

 
Source: (Jarvis & Ortega, 2010) 

 

Table 2.3 highlights some barriers that can be seen in general case and tourism/hotel’s 

adaptation.  

 

In order to illustrate both the barriers and enabling factors in adaptation in the same context 

of study, the above sections have presented the adaptation barriers while the next section 

provides a thorough review of the existing literature about the enabling factors. 

 

2.12 Enabling factors for climate change adaptation 

“Enabling factors are defined as factors that make it possible for individuals to change their 

behaviour or their environment. Enabling factors include resources, conditions of living, 

societal supports, and skills that facilitate a behaviour’s occurrence.” (Pipithirankarn, n.d., p. 

4). Concerning CCA, these factors are believed to have a positive influence on CCA or 
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produce a good adaptation outcome. Various attempts have been made to define the desirable 

outcomes of CCA due to varying and different criteria in assessment (e.g. Adger, Arnell, & 

Tompkins, 2005; and Doria et al., 2009). According to Adger et al. (2005), there are limited 

studies on commonly consensual agreement of ‘good’ adaptation. Broadly, good adaptation 

is whenever the adaptation goals are achieved without causing negative effects on others. 

Papers defining ‘enabling factor’ remain fragmented. The definitions are in multiple 

interpretations, sometimes competing each other and in non-CCA context (e.g. in health 

sector). Adaptation potential is conceptualised differently both in practice and research (J. 

Ford, Berrang-Ford, Lesnikowski, Barrera, & Heymann, 2013). The literature for this study 

shows that more substantive efforts are required to define what is meant by conditions, 

environment or factors that encourage or influence adaptation behaviour. There are different 

terms used to show factors or conditions affecting adaptation. One is ‘adaptation 

opportunities’, used by Biesbroek et al. (2013), Murthy, Tiwari, & Ravindranath (2011), 

Klein et al. (2014), Ioris, Irigaray, and Girard (2014), Lehmann et al. (2015), and Nguyen et 

al. (2017). Second is ‘adaptation prospect’, used by Zuka (2014). Third is ‘factors influencing 

adaptation’, ‘influencing factors’ or ‘positive influence for adaptation’ (Magness, Lovecraft, 

& Morton, 2012; Bryan, Deressa, Gbetibouo, & Ringler, 2009). Fourth is ‘facilitating factors’ 

or ‘facilitating adaptation’ (Flugman, Mozumder, & Randhir, 2012; Glaas et al., 2015). Fifth 

is ‘adaptation readiness’ (Ford & King, 2015) and (Tilleard & Ford, 2016). Sixth is ‘enabling 

adaptation’ (Ayesha & Heather, 2014). Finally, there is ‘enabling environment for 

adaptation’ (Zuka, 2014).  

 

In CCA, while Biesbroek et al. (2013) argue that the concepts of ‘opportunity’, ‘stimulus’ 

and ‘driver’ are often used interchangeably, the literature reviewed for this study reveals that 

there are similar concepts in the same context of CCA. As the universal concept or term 

defining what is meant by condition or factor-stimulating adaptation is not available, this 

research uses the term ‘enabling factor’ by building on the initial research and its own context 

of study (also see Jones, Chesterman, Cramer, & Crane, 2015; Jones, Champalle, 

Chesterman, Cramer, & Crane, 2017; Pasquini, Ziervogel, Cowling, & Shearing, 2014) 

which is perceived or reported to facilitate, help or influence the hotel sector’s adaptation. 

The term ‘enabling factor’ seems to be the most prominent in the literature and commonly 
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used in similar context of this study. An understanding of the factors that enable CCA 

investments or actions is important for development or improvement of CCA in the 

developing countries’ coastal hotel sectors.  

 

A considerable amount of literature has been published on CCA. Based on these studies, the 

conditions or factors that help or facilitate adaptation have been determined. While some 

factors are generalisable to other countries, this study particularly focuses on those of 

developing countries. These factors are now reported to be the enabling factors for CCA, 

which is outlined below.  

 

2.12.1 Sufficient resources  

Firms having sufficient capital to compensate for the consequences of disasters seem less 

vulnerable than those with inadequate resources (Orhan, 2016). In process of adaptation, 

factors such as ‘funding’ allow having economic resources reserved for the detailed 

implementation plan and also competent human resource (HR) are taken into consideration 

in the ‘reliability’ element while adapting (Olazabal, Galarraga, Ford, Lesnikowski, & Sainz 

de Murieta, 2017). Abundant or sufficient resources particularly prove essential in every 

stage of adaptation, especially implementation and monitoring; resources here refer to 

financial capacities, staff expertise, technology, information/technical resources and 

sufficient time (Lowe, Foster, & Winkelman, 2009; Tribbia & Moser, 2008). While HR 

strongly influences the quality of adaptation options, what is important in adaptation are the 

available financial resources (Simpson et al., 2008). In a broader perspective, effectiveness 

of community adaptation to climate change needs local resources to be allocated fairly and 

shared among their members (Zuka, 2014). Financial resources boost adaptive capacity, 

making local communities raise investments in environmental controls and have 

independence to select suitable climate change choices (Zuka, 2014). 

 

2.12.2 Previous and current adaptation experiences/ knowledge and climate change 

education 

“Experience is the best teacher, it is said.” (Akerlof et al., 2013, p. 81). In some accounts, 

people can accurately identify climatic changes of a decade or more through direct experience 
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(Akerlof et al., 2013; Marin, 2010). Previous and current experience of adaptation and 

adaptation initiatives in organisations, sectors, and communities/regions can offer a valuable 

knowledge foundation when adaptation actors evaluate adaptive capacity and select 

adaptation measures (Prutsch et al., 2010). Widespread understanding of climate change 

affects the implementation of CCA (Simonet & Fatorić, 2016). In line with this, it is found 

that people’s awareness of and experiences with climate change hazards were strong 

motivators for adaptive action. Having knowledge of adaptation dimension is also crucial for 

pioneering ways of tracking progress toward the final goal of helping vulnerable people and 

businesses productively adapt to a changing climate (Ayesha & Heather, 2014).  

 

2.12.3 Engagement/collaboration/communication with other stakeholders 

Adapting to climate change often requires multiple collaboration and coordination between 

various levels of government from local, to national and to international (Prutsch et al., 2010). 

This has to be done to guarantee that adapting to climate change takes advantage of 

stakeholder knowledge to avoid contradiction, identify collaborations, and compromises 

between different adaptation activities (Prutsch et al., 2010). Key people and stakeholders 

from governmental decision levels, non-governmental organisations (NGOs) & International 

Organisations (IOs), and different business/private sectors should participate in the 

adaptation processes (Prutsch et al., 2010). There have been increasing trends in efforts to 

encourage participations in CCA among key people/stakeholder groups (Petersen et al., 

2013). Support documents, tools, workshops, and websites are being made at all levels of 

government and in NGOs as well as in the private sector (Bierbaum et al., 2013). The 

guidance, instruments, and information that will have the greatest benefits to help 

stakeholders to advance further concerning adaptation could vary from place to place 

(Petersen et al., 2013) but different multiple stakeholders need to work together to deal with 

the problem of climate change and environmental security to develop place-based measures 

at community level (Rao, 2013). 

 

2.12.4 Individuals’ motivation to respond (committed workforce) 

Effectiveness of adaptation will depend largely on individuals’ motivation to respond. For 

example, individuals with limited self-efficacy are pessimistic with themselves as being able 
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to respond to perceived threats comprehensively (Bandura, 1977, & Hines et al., 1987, as 

cited in Adger et al., 2009). Because adaptation tends to be neglected or given a low priority 

in various sectors, regions and organisations, the starting point of adaptation very much relies 

on individuals to activate and drive such processes (Prutsch et al., 2010). Literature indicates 

that most individuals have a tendency to respond to negative impacts or concerns, only if 

they face an immediate impact and are personally relevant (Moser & Dilling, 2004; Paton, 

Millar, & Johnston, 2001).  

 

While resources have become available, the level of adaptation significantly depends on 

individuals who could take part in adaptation activities without political and socio-economic 

barriers (Zuka, 2014). The effects of adaptation are ultimately based on the individuals’ 

actions and flexibility in their social structures that support them (Kalaugher et al., 2013). In 

responding to environmental impacts, including climate change, Tzschentke et al. (2008) 

argue that in tourism firms, the personal commitment and value credited are in fact essential 

motivators. In particular, if the action is considered to be morally or financially satisfying or 

worthwhile, commitment is likely greater. 

 

2.12.5  Sufficient information 

Relevant information is a valuable resource in adapting to climate change. Any institutions 

or businesses that have access to place-based information have been reported as more 

dynamic in both planning and implementation of adaptation (Archie et al., 2014). This 

includes the predicted climate change impacts that could facilitate and prepare adaptive 

responses to mitigate risks (Glaas et al., 2015). Dessai et al. (2005) continue that accessible 

information to the existing legal, social, and organisational arrangements is an important 

element for the adaptation process. At the regional level, the existence of sound and timely 

information detailing the persistent uncertainty can help enhance the adaptive capacity of a 

particular region. This becomes more effective when combined with communication that 

engages the public in climate change on a regular basis (Moser et al., 2008). The adaptive 

capacity of destinations can be increased through consistent and effective interaction with 

and engagement of the public (Moser et al., 2008) but this must be appropriately supported 

by suitable, accurate and punctual information (Moser et al., 2008). 
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2.12.6 Clear adaptation goals 

In order to benefit from environmental performances, more dedicated and clear guidance is 

needed for accommodation businesses (Coles, Dinan, & Warren, 2016). Although adaptation 

actions can be undertaken with diverse objectives, its effectiveness is simply defined by 

meeting those objectives and how they influence the ability of others to achieve their 

objectives of adaptation (Adger et al., 2005). Good and effective adaptation goals are the first 

to identify climate-related risks at current levels and to minimise impacts from current points 

(Adger et al., 2005). Second, the good adaptation goals minimise exposure of the most 

vulnerable groups or other populations (Adger et al., 2005). Yet the goals of adaptation could 

differ and vary within a sector, a community, a society, and between different generations 

(Adger et al., 2009).  

 

2.12.7 Good leadership or management structures 

Leadership becomes an essential condition at any stage of the adaptation process (Cuevas, 

2015). Strong leadership in CCA ensures that the outcomes meet the needs of beneficiaries 

(Rissik & Reis, 2013). Leadership plays a further role in contributing to the benefits of 

climate change responses through the power of explicit policy directives articulating climate 

change adaptation as a municipal priority (Burch, 2010). Another finding in Zhang et al. 

(2013) states that the right kind of employees and management team is the most essential 

factor for the achievement in the service industry.  

 

Studying the business recovery from disaster-induced problems, Orhan (2016) argues that 

generally a good manager is embedded with experience, foresight, vision, and leadership. 

The outcome of responses is determined by these factors. Lozano (2015) distinguishes 

between external and internal motivators for environmental response for greening the hotel 

sector. Lozano also states that while the regulations and stakeholder demands are classified 

as the primary external motivators, the internal motivation include the management’s 

opinions and the promise of improved efficiency. In a broader understanding, planning for 

climate adaptation strongly needs a political leadership by cooperating with authority (e.g. 

mayors and city engineers) (Anguelovski, Chu, & Carmin, 2014).  
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2.12.8 Political will 

Political awareness is regarded as a key condition in the literature on CCA (Biesbroek et al., 

2011). Adapting to climate change requires participations and responses of the government, 

as government cooperation at all levels (national and local) is the key requirement for CCA. 

Clear political signals are needed, especially the climate-related messages from the national 

to local government and vice versa. The local governments are definitely challenged to 

develop effective adaptation policies and implement them without clear political message 

from the national authorities (Amundsen et al., 2010; Measham et al., 2011). Clear political 

will means that there is a responsibility for CCA by financing it (Amundsen et al., 2010). 

“Climate change is a political issue with which political leaders from all political parties and 

localities are concerned” (Amundsen et al., 2010, p. 281). However, Biesbroek et al. (2011) 

are concerned that climate change is in competition with other issues for political attention. 

Politics have little influence on people living in the remote, rural communities off the road 

system, which are communities with comparatively limited infrastructure (McNeeley, 2012). 

 

Informed by the literature above, the enabling factors affecting adaptation have been 

summarised in Table 2.4 below. 
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Table 2.4: Summary of enabling factors for CCA 
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Even when substantial CCA literature about enabling factors is reviewed, there are still 

knowledge gaps about the hierarchy or criticality level of the enabling factors, especially 

when questioning which enabling factor is the most important. The following section 

presents the level of criticality of enabling factors that affect adaptation.  

 

2.13 Critical enabling factor for climate change adaptation 

Key components and concepts encouraging adaptation implementation were presented in 

section 2.12 and the term ‘enabling factor’ has been determined for this study. It is common 

to see it used with ‘important’ or ‘unimportant’ enabling factors to show the level of its 

positive effects or the level of criticality within the adaptation process. The authors below 

show higher or stronger hierarchy levels by using the term ‘critical’ enabling factor for CCA 

initiatives. 

 

Bowen et al. (2013) examine to what extent there are enabling factors to enhance the 

development of adaptation activities in the health sector. They identify some ‘critical’ 

components as enabling adaptiveness, such as political recognition of climate change. 

Vaughan et al. (2017) add that the usage of climate information for societal decision-making 

is regarded as the ‘critical’ component to improve the capability of individuals, businesses, 

and governments to respond to climate change and variability. Vaughan et al. (2017) 

ascertain that in the field of climate services, knowledge about the planning and investment 

approaches of local, national, and international actors is the ‘critical’ component in climate 

change responses. Dinku et al. (2014) argue that in climate services, capacity development 

is another ‘critical’ aspect. Hurford et al. (2017) present a set of five ‘critical’ factors that 

increase the climate resilience of water infrastructures, which are as follows: 

• simple and effective communication of climate risks and uncertainty, 

• involving the right stakeholders at every stage,  

• capitalising on entry points (gaining a thorough understanding of the entry points into 

decision making and planning processes to maximise the opportunity for the effective 

change),  

• going beyond the project (adjusting infrastructure design to improve resilience), and  
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• building institutional capacity for assessment, design and financing.  

 

However, it has been rare to see the term ‘critical enabling factor’ engaged in the CCA 

studies. The studies that were reviewed appear to have limited connection between ‘critical’ 

enabling factor and CCA, and there is a clear need to deepen an understanding of the 

criticality of enabling factors in tourism-CCA studies. In order to fill the gap or be motivated 

by these studies, this research has shown that the ‘enabling factor’ could be used in the same 

hierarchy or three-level hierarchy such as the most, medium and the least critical enabling 

factors for CCA in the hotel sector which is outlined in chapter 6. 

 

Building on the existing literature, the following section incorporates a conceptual 

framework suitable for the coastal hotel’s adaptation. The framework might provide 

crosscutting benefits to other stakeholders such as the public and private sectors (e.g. other 

accommodation sectors), and IOs & NGOs concerning CCA.  

 

2.14 Conceptual framework  

Conceptual frameworks play a crucial role in identifying and combining existing knowledge 

and in identifying future research directions by merging fragmented or broad themes  (Pearce, 

2012). Furthermore, they help to shape the research design by assisting with identifying, 

defining and operationalising the concepts to be used and the relationships to be studied 

(Veal, 2006). From the literature, it is often easy to see conceptual framework on tourism on 

one hand and conceptual framework on CCA on the other hand. Due to lack of combination 

of a conceptual framework between tourism and adaptation, Figure 2.1 combines 

themes/variables of coastal tourism hotel sector and CCA from the literature into a 

comprehensive framework. 
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Figure 2. 1: Conceptual framework for CCA in the coastal hotel sector 

 
 

First, the importance and necessity of vulnerability assessment are included in the framework 

(see Jopp et al., 2010; Moreno & Becken, 2009). The vulnerability of SHV’s coastal tourism 

and the hotel sector to climate change is assessed using the perceptions of environmental and 

socio-economic vulnerabilities, supported by the existing scientific data. This assessment is 

influenced/recommended by a number of researchers (see section 2.4). Vulnerability 

assessment is a precondition for identifying adaptation because the assessment results 

provide a summary of key information for adaptation. Vulnerability assessment encompasses 

knowledge and other benefits that may facilitate adaptation (Hamilton, Fischer, Guikema, & 

Keppel-Aleks, 2018). This corresponds with the research aims 1 and 2 as outlined in the 

previous chapter and Figure 2.1.  
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Second, under the effects of climatic changes, the starting assumption is that some hotels 

have initiated adaptation actions while some do not have such initiatives. Those that have the 

initiatives will have both barriers and enabling factors to adaptation. Those that do not have 

initiatives will neither experience the fruitful lessons nor produce the remarkable adaptation 

outcome, but they will exhibit adaptation barriers. The initiatives provide a comprehensive 

map to visualise the key determinants of whether/how the hotel sector adapts to climate 

change, which informs research aim 3.  

 

Third, after reviewing the literature, many barriers and enabling factors have been identified. 

Barriers to CCA include limited resources (e.g. lack of HR and budget), uncertain 

responsibilities of adaptation, lack of information, etc. While enabling factors include 

sufficient resources (e.g. HR and budget), sufficient information and clear adaptation goals. 

These two distinct groups are expected to be influenced by the hotel attributes and 

participants’ backgrounds as highlighted in above section. This remains open to the question 

as to whether which barriers are more major or the most major and which enabling factors 

are more or the most important. This is relevant to research aim 4, which aims to identify the 

most significant/critical barriers and enabling factors in the context of the hotel sector’s 

adaptation to CCA. 

 

Finally, as outlined in section 2.6, in adapting to climate change, the outcome of the hotel 

sector’s adaptation appears to be influenced by hotel attributes (hotel size, hotel ownership, 

hotel location, star rating etc.) and hoteliers’ backgrounds (education, nationality, experience, 

age etc.). This may reflect the reality that barriers and enabling factors are influenced by the 

same variables (hotel attributes and hoteliers’ backgrounds). This aligns with research aim 5, 

which is positioned to critically examine the barriers and enabling factors to adaptation 

according to hotel attributes and participants’ backgrounds.  

 

2.15 Chapter summary  

Accommodation/hotel sector is considered one of the world’s most important subsectors in 

tourism. However, within tourism, it is considered to have the lowest adaptive capacity due 

to fixed structures (buildings). Meanwhile, the accommodation/hotel sector is often limitedly 
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discussed in tourism and climate change literature, especially in CCA context. Instead, it has 

been examined in the context of environmental performance and management.  

 

After a vital relationship between vulnerability and adaptation was developed, an adaptation 

framework was proposed for the hotel sector. At the same time, potential barriers and 

enabling factors to adaptation were also identified. While the barriers and enabling factors to 

adaptation in other sectors are widely discussed in the literature, there is limited engagement 

the discussion with the barriers and enabling factors relevant to the accommodation in the 

hotel sector’s adaptation of developing countries.  
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CHAPTER 3: CASE STUDY CONTEXT 

 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter contributes to an extensive understanding of the research context, the coastal 

hotel sector of Cambodia’s SHV. This chapter presents the background, tourism and climate 

change of both Cambodia and SHV. SHV has been selected as the case study because of its 

high vulnerability to climate change and low adaptive capacity. Development Partners (DPs) 

and individual researchers have increasingly paid attention to the issue of climate change. 

The Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC) has also identified its coastal area as one of the 

country’s most vulnerable places and suggested urgent adaptations, especially in the tourism 

sector. This aligns with the world’s commitment to the sustainability of tourism. SHV’s 

coastal tourism offers a good example of a climate change-focused study because its tourism 

is strongly dependent on the climate but highly vulnerable to climate change. In addition, the 

CCA in coastal hotel sector has not been sufficiently studied either in Cambodia or in the 

literature more broadly.  

 

The chapter is divided into two main sections. First, it introduces Cambodia’s background, 

such as its modern history, tourism and climate change (section 3.2). The second section 

presents the research site, SHV with a particular focus on its background, tourism and climate 

change (section 3.3). 

 

3.2 Cambodia’s background 

3.2.1 Cambodia’s modern history 

Geographically, Cambodia is located in Southeast Asia (see figure 3.1). Cambodia comprises 

of 90% Khmer, 5% Vietnamese, 2% Cham, 1% Chinese, and 1% hill tribes (Poole, 2009), 

and 90% of them live in rural areas (ADB, 2014). The capital city is Phnom Penh, which is 

connected by roads, waterways (rivers) and railways to other provinces and by main roads, 

airways and seaports to other countries. With the density of 84 people per square kilometre 

(ADB, 2017b), Cambodia covers an area of 181,040 square kilometres bordering with Laos, 

Vietnam, and Thailand with a coastal territory on the Gulf of Thailand. Its coastal line is 440 
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km and constituted by four coastal provinces, the 4Ks: Kampot, Kep, Koh Kong and 

Kompong Soam/SHV7.  

 

Figure 3.1: Administrative map of Cambodia 

 
Source: Adapted from Botkosal, Kong, & Chanthou (2012) 

 

After the Khmer Rouge regime collapsed in 1979 followed by continued fighting and 

ultimately through the 1991 Paris Peace Accord, Cambodia has opened a new chapter for its 

 
7 It is known by local people as Kompong Soam or Preah Sihanouk province and internationally known as 
Sihanoukville, which is named after the King Norodom Sihanouk. 
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population and economic growth. As of 2016, Cambodia had a population of 15.76 million 

with 20.02 billion USD of GDP and 1,269.91 USD GDP per capita (World Bank, 2018)8. 

 

Since 1993, the first national election supported by the United National Transitional 

Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC), the economy began to grow slowly but steadily. 

Cambodia’s economy has marked impressive growth with 7.1%, 7%, 7% and 7.1% in 2014, 

2015, 2016 and 2017 respectively, and it is projected to reach 7.1% in 2018 (ADB, 2018)9. 

This steady economic growth reflects Cambodia’s efforts towards poverty reduction. For 

instance, the poverty rate decreased from 47.8% in 2007 to 22.9% in 2009, 19.8% in 2011, 

and 18.9% in 2012 (ADB, 2014). Despite efforts, over 30% of the labour force make below 

USD1.25 per day and 53% of the Cambodian population earns below USD2.00 per day 

(ADB, 2017a). Cambodia is still classified as a lower middle income country (World Bank, 

2018) or the Least Developed Countries (LDC10) (UN, 2017b).  

 

The power is highly centralised at the national level. However, decentralisation has emerged 

since the involvement of DPs after 1993, the first national election backed by UNTAC. The 

office of the Council of Ministers administers 25 ministries in Cambodia and a number of 

separate secretariats governing the country’s development. Under each ministry there are 

provincial departments/offices, which oversee all activities relevant to their assigned 

responsibilities. For instance, the MOT governs all tourism-related actions nationwide 

through its sub-national departments/offices located in each province. The Ministry of 

Environment (MOE) oversees all climate change-related and other actions nationwide 

through its sub-national departments/offices located in each province. 

 

3.2.2 Cambodia’s tourism 

For many years, Cambodia’s economy has depended on four main sectors: agriculture, 

tourism, garment manufacturing, and construction. Cambodia’s tourism has grown rapidly 

over the last decade, with a near doubling in visitor arrivals over a seven-year period from 

 
8 Available at https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL, accessed on March 17, 2018. 
9 Available at https://www.adb.org/countries/cambodia/economy accessed on March 17, 2018. 
10 The Least Developed Country  
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2.8 million in 2011 to 5.5 million in 2017. This is expected to grow by 3.2%, with 5,552,000 

international tourist arrivals in 2018 (WTTC, 2018a). In 2028, the projection is 7,969,000 

international tourist arrivals that will generate USD 5 billion and 80,000 jobs (RGC, 2012; 

WTTC, 2018a) (see Figure 3.2 and Table 3.1). The average tourist expenditure is USD120 

per day across all international overnight markets (ADB, 2017b). 

  

Figure 3. 2: Cambodia: Visitor exports and international tourist arrivals11 

 
Source: (WTTC, 2018a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
11 KHRBN = Khmer/Cambodian billion Riel 
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Table 3.1: Cambodia’s tourism highlights12 

 
Source: (MOT, 2016) 

 

In Cambodia, tourism businesses are private-owned enterprises. There are no state-owned 

tourism enterprises. Table 3.1 illustrates that from 1993–2016 the hotel occupancy rate has 

an increasing trend. For example, in eight years from 2008–2016, the average occupancy rate 

was 66.98%, higher than the previous decade from 1998–2007 with 54.06%. Table 3.2 below 

also shows that the number of hotels has grown from 1997 to 2016. For example, in the 

period from 2008–2016, the number of hotels was 4,782, higher than the previous decade 

from 1998–2007 with 3,024 hotels. 

 

Most hotels are located in the most popular tourist areas: in Siem Reap, 417 hotels (with 

17,000 rooms), in Phnom Penh, 317 hotels (with 15,000 rooms) (The Phnom Penh Post, 

2015), and SHV 75 hotels (with 3,666 rooms) (the researcher’s interviews). Accommodation 

 
12 Int’l = International 
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options comprise various ranges from small family-owned businesses to five-star 

internationally luxurious standard (ADB, 2017b; Chankoulika & Bopha, 2017).  

 

Table 3.2: Number of hotels and guesthouses in Cambodia from 1997–2016 

 
Source: (MOT, 2016) 

  

Various laws, policies and strategic plans have been initiated for the country’s tourism 

development. The National Tourism Policy 2008 was expanded to the Law on Tourism 

200913. Both identify and place emphasis on the need for diversifying tourism destinations, 

products and services, and in return Cambodians can inclusively reap direct benefits. Along 

with the potential growth of tourism, the Tourism Development Strategic Plan 2012–2020 

(TDSP 2012–2020) 14  reemphasises Cambodia’s determination to achieve sustainable 

 
13 Available at http://www.cncc.gov.kh/userfiles/image/download/Laws-A11%20Law%20on%20Tourism-
En.pdf accessed on March 19, 2018. 
14 Available at 
http://www.tourismcambodia.org/images/mot/legal_documents/tourism_development_stategic_plan_2012_20
20_english.pdf, accessed on March 19, 2018  
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tourism and its capacity in elevating the socio-economic improvement. The TDSP 2012–

2020 strengthens the strategic goal and direction stated in the Strategic Plan and National 

Eco-tourism Policy to promote tourism based on cultural and natural attractions, including 

the marine and seaside potentials in the coastal southwest. The country’s National Strategic 

Development Plan Update 2014–202315 likewise identifies the role of tourism, including 

heritage, cultural and eco-tourism in the economy of the country’s development.  

 

Figure 3.3 shows the organisational structure of MOT. There are a number of responsible 

general departments, departments, offices and units. The Department of Tourism Planning 

and Development is responsible for tourism promotion and communication with other 

Ministries, particularly MOE regarding climate change issues. This Department is also 

responsible for implementing tourism-climate change plans. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
15 Available at http://www.cambodiaip.gov.kh/DocResources/ab9455cf-9eea-4adcae93-
95d149c6d78c_007729c5-60a9-47f0-83ac-7f70420b9a34-en.pdf, accessed on March 18, 2018 
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Figure 3.3: Organisational structure of the Ministry of Tourism 

 
Source: (MOT, 2018) 

 

3.2.3 Climate change in Cambodia  

Climate change poses special risks and vulnerabilities to LDCs or developing countries 

(Halsnæs, Kaspersen, & Trærup, 2016). Climate change effects threaten Cambodia which 

was classified in 2011 among the world’s 15 most vulnerable countries (World Risk Report, 

2012), with a loss of GDP 3.1%–4.3% caused by severe climate change incidents annually 

(Harmeling & Eckstein, 2013; RGC, 2013). At the international stage, Cambodia is defining 

herself as a global victim of climate change (Käkönen et al., 2014). The coastal zone is 

vulnerable to excessive rainfall, increased temperatures, storm/storm surges, SLR/beach 
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erosion, and drought and flooding (MOE, GEF16, & UNEP, 2015a; UNWTO, 2014) and these 

will now be discussed in turn to contextualise the research. 

 

3.2.3.1 Vulnerability to excessive rainfall 

As outlined above, Cambodia is a highly vulnerable country in the context of climate change. 

A report by RGC (2013) shows that variations in precipitation in Cambodia have begun since 

the second half of the 20th Century. Based on CSIRO17, the MOE (2002) indicates that 

nationally the rainfall increases over the baseline18 are expected to be between 5–15%, 5–

23% and 3–35% for 2025, 2050 and 2100. Validated by Thoeun (2015) who found that the 

central low land regions receive the annual mean rainfall of 1400 mm while the coastal zones 

or highland areas obtain 4000 mm. Thoeun (2015) further projects that the annual mean 

precipitation in the country tend to rise between 3% and 35% by the year 2100, with the 

degree of change based on time and location. Low-lying areas are expected to have a higher 

trend in precipitation than plateaus and highlands.  

 

Table 3.3 presents the past-recorded and predicted changes of rain patterns in major areas 

with different time periods. Excessive rainfall resulting from climate change causes a number 

of effects that are especially damaging to infrastructure and leading to food shortages (see 

Table 3.3 below). These are likely to negatively affect the country’s tourism growth, 

particularly at the coastal zone.  

 

Table 3.3: Actual and projected change of Cambodia’s annual rainfall 

 
 

16 Global Environment Facility 
17 The Commonwealth Scientific Industrial Research Organization, Australia 
18 The baseline refers to the mid to late 1990s  
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3.2.3.2 Vulnerability to storm 

In Cambodia, storms happen more commonly from August to November, with the highest 

intensity in October (GSSD, 2015). For example, Cambodia was hit by Typhoon Ketsana on 

September 29–30, 2009. The storm caused significant damage and loss, affected about 

50,000 families, and resulted in the deaths of 43 people and 67 severely injured (RGC, 

2010a). From 1996 to 2014, it was recorded that 1,213 severe storm events throughout 

Cambodia with the average mean 76 storms/year (Halsnæs, Kaspersen & Trærup, 2016). 

From this baseline data, they project that Cambodia is forecast to be more at risk from heavy 

storms in the future.  

 

In the coastal zone, in the rainy season, strong winds or wind contraction sweep from the sea 

or from the west and can accumulate to storms continuing up to one week. The southern and 

western region of Cambodia’s coastal area is threatened by increasing wind speeds in the 

future. Worse, the southern region of the coast is where a great number of vulnerable 

communities are located (GSSD, 2015). During storms and strong winds, wave height could 

be 2–3.5 m, thus making sea travel difficult (GSSD, 2015). SLR, unusual variations in high 

and low tides, storm, rising temperatures and surges have been recorded (MOE & Mangrove 

for the Future, 2013). Although winds may cause little potential damage to infrastructure, 

they can significantly affect crops including maize, where there are no windbreaks. In this 

connection, the vulnerability to elevated sea waves is also high due to storm surges on top of 

SLR (GSSD, 2015).  

 

In Cambodia, the effects of climate change on tourism are significant. While coastal areas 

are of economic importance because of their fiscal revenue contributed by tourism, fishing, 

services, agricultural production and navigation, they would be influenced by tropical 

typhoons from the Pacific (RGC, 2013). Becken (2010) argues that storms threaten tourism 

facilities, interrupt businesses and increase insurance costs/loss of insurability. SHV’s 

tourism is strongly dependent on the climate as its attractions are beaches and island areas. 

The increasing great storm incidents lead to greater tourist and community health risks 

(UNWTO, 2014). 
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3.2.3.3 Vulnerability to rising temperature  

Recent findings suggest that in Cambodia variations in temperature have already happened 

since the second half of the 20th century (RGC, 2013). World Bank (2011) claims that since 

1960, data in Cambodia have marked an increasing trend in average annual temperature, 

which has been rising by around 0.18°C per decade with 0.20–0.23°C per decade in drier 

season and 0.13-0.16°C per decade in wet season (World Bank, 2011). This finding was later 

validated by Thoeun (2015). Since then, the prevalence of ‘hot’ days has increased 

considerably (+46, with the highest temperature in noted September–November), and so has 

the recurrence of ‘hot’ nights (+63, with greatest increases in December–February) (World 

Bank, 2011).  

 

In the future, these trends are expected to continue, with the annual mean of 0.7-2.7°C by the 

2060s and 1.4–4.3°C by the 2090s throughout the year; the varying degrees based on the 

amount of greenhouse gas and the climate models (McSweeney, New, Lizcano, & Lu, 2010). 

The temperature change is forecasted to be higher in the lower altitude areas in Cambodia, 

such as the central plains, but lower in mountainous areas (MOE, MEF & UNDP, 2011). 

Using the General Circulation Models (GCMs), Thoeun (2015) further projected that average 

annual temperatures should rise between 0.3-0.6°C by 2025 and between 1.6-2.0°C by 2100.  

 

Table 3.4 and Figure 3.4 show the actual recorded temperature, starting from 1960, and 

present the projected increase of the temperature in the country. Rising temperature also has 

both a direct and indirect impact on the country’s tourism growth. First, it would lead to a 

fall in tourist arrivals to hot-climate countries, particularly Asia. Tourists will take serious 

consideration before visiting the country in the hot season. During hot temperatures, visiting 

the country is often uncertain for non-Asian tourists as well because non-Asian tourists could 

not well adapt to the temperature. Second, Becken (2010) also explains that the extreme heat 

period poses limitations on tourists and recreationists. For example, tourists are not allowed 

to trek in forests due to the risk of fire (Becken, 2010) but trekking is becoming increasingly 

popular for tourists in Cambodia. Increased temperature will put pressure on tourism 

businesses as well, for example, tourists need increasing cooling in hot temperatures, thus 

increasing costs for air conditioning (Becken, 2010) especially for accommodation operators. 
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Increasing surface sea-water temperatures, for instance, may cause coral bleaching and the 

migration of marine species toward higher lands (GSSD, 2015); these have implication for 

tourism.  

 

Table 3.4: Actual and projected change of Cambodia’s annual mean temperature 

 
Figure 3.4: Average Temperature from 1960-2099 

 
Sources: (Thoeun, 2015) 

 

3.2.3.4 Vulnerability to sea level rise/beach erosion/storm surge 

UNEP (2015a) found that climate change long-term records in the Gulf of Thailand indicate 

a SLR in the area of 3-5 mm/year over the last several decades. This fits well with NOAA19 

observations of a global SLR of 3 mm/year from 1993 to 2012.  

 

In addition, many reports predict future SLR continue to rise. Ung et al. (2017) argue that 

with the projection of global mean SLR, many coastal areas in Cambodia would be under 

water. At the high rate of 0.56 m, it would trigger permanent flooding of about 25,000 ha of 

Cambodia’s coastal zones within 90 years (RGC, 2013). UNEP (2015a) claims that SHV and 

Koh Kong, the two coastal provinces in Cambodia, are most vulnerable to SLR and extreme 

 
19 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (in the US) 
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weather events. GSSD (2015) also projected that Cambodian coastal area of approximately 

25,000 ha will be permanently flooded by 1 m rise and this would increase to 38,000 ha with 

2 m rise. If this scenario were to result, of the 25,000 ha, about 11% of the submerged area 

is in SHV and 80% in Koh Kong Province. 

 

At the coastal zone, storm patterns and variations in rainfall will worsen flood risk and the 

scale of storm damage. The bio-geophysical impacts will ultimately have indirect and direct 

socio-economic effects on tourism, freshwater supply and quality, fisheries, financial 

services, human settlements, agriculture, and people’s health (Nicholls & Small, 2002). 

Under future climate projections, the detrimental impacts of more frequent typhoons could 

cause coastal erosion, damage settlements in coastal areas and affect tourism (RGC, 2013). 

Rising sea temperature and ocean acidification have a direct erosion and interruption of 

marine systems of the shallow East Gulf of Thailand, which would also influence both the 

tourism and the fisheries sectors (UNWTO, 2014). The incidents can pressurise hotel sector 

due to seafood shortages if the fishermen could not collect sufficient food due to the storms.  

 

3.2.3.5 Vulnerability to floods and droughts 

In 2009 World Bank classified Cambodia as among the 12 countries that are most at risk 

from flooding worldwide (World Bank, 2009). While Bangay & Blum (2010) projected that 

due to climate change 2.5–10% reduction in crop production and yields in 2020s and about 

49 million will experience hunger in Asia, drought and flood heavily affect Cambodia’s rice 

production annually (Phirun, 2013). The short-lived dry spell or the small dry season as it is 

called locally, which usually starts in the middle of the wet season (July to August), often 

develops into extended drought. Flooding commonly damages agriculture and human 

systems at the end of the wet season (mid-October to mid-November) (Phirun, 2013). 

Previously, between 2004 and 2010, DanChurch Aid/Christian Aid (2011) found that 

droughts and floods are liable for the most significant damages in Cambodia. It is estimated 

that 100 Cambodian lives are lost due to flood incidents annually, and the floods cause 

agricultural damages and losses of USD 100–170 million annually, and affect important 

infrastructures along the floodplain (UNWTO, 2014). MOE (2016) found that of Cambodia’s 

24 provinces and autonomous municipalities, 12 have experienced at least eight years of both 
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droughts and floods over a decade period already. Droughts and flooding are predicted to 

increase in severity, frequency and duration (Thoeun, 2015).  

 

In Asia, Bangay & Blum (2010) projected that between 120 million–1.2 billion population 

will be vulnerable to water shortages by 2020 and 2.5 million people will be flooded by 2050, 

predominantly in Cambodia’s Mekong mega-deltas (Chea & Sharp, 2015). In Cambodia, the 

annual river flooding along with the two major watersheds, Tonle Sap Lake and Mekong 

River, have already affected 18 out of 24 provinces (Chea & Sharp, 2015). Resurreccion, 

Sajor & Fajber (2008) argue that “two third of Cambodia is prone to flooding and drought” 

(p. 58). During the last 10 years, the average precipitation level in September was 24% higher 

than other months. This was a main cause of flooding throughout Cambodia (Chea & Sharp, 

2015). 

 

Figure 3.5 indicates a series of flooding events, increasingly more severe and extensive from 

1996–2013 (Chea & Sharp, 2015). There is a trend in increase of floods to the present. 

 

Figure 3.5: Timeline of flooding from 1996 to 2013 

 
Source: (Chea & Sharp, 2015) 
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According to UNEP (2014a), Cambodia’s coastal areas are exposed to different types of 

floods. First, they are coastal floods that are caused by a high sea level brought about by 

storm surge and the tide and/or by high rainfall and insufficient drainage systems. Second, 

inland floods, which include flash floods, are generated by direct erratic rainfalls. Floods 

damage people’s daily livelihoods such as agriculture (e.g. productivities, land use for 

agricultural activities), infrastructures (e.g. roads, bridges, canals, buildings, irrigations), 

industry (SME, agroindustry plantations), commerce (e.g. businesses, services) (Chea & 

Sharp, 2015). This has strong implications for tourism, which depends on and is relevant to 

these resources. King et al. (2009) argue that flash and widespread flooding, and longer wet 

seasons may not only directly affect tourism infrastructure, disrupt access to rural eco-

tourism areas but also downgrade the popularity of Cambodia as a ‘sunny’ destination 

(UNWTO, 2014). Droughts and floods have negative impacts on food security for both local 

populations and tourists. The limited availability of drinking water is an interruption to 

creating tourist services and attractions in most parts of Cambodia. Prolonged drought would 

add pressure to the water shortfall and impact either tourists or local populations (UNWTO, 

2014). 

 

The following section will discuss other contributing factors to increasing vulnerability in 

Cambodia. These factors are largely induced by human-related activities. 

 

3.2.3.6 Other factors increasing Cambodia’s vulnerability 

In Cambodia, the lack of available information and measures increase the vulnerable 

populations to climate change. The use of existing meteorological information is low. If it is 

available, it is specific to some agencies (World Bank, 2011). The Department of 

Meteorology has a few field stations and their services are not largely available for the use 

of agriculture and fisheries and other important sectors. A majority of the vulnerability 

assessments have been initiated by DPs and are heavily dependent on international experts 

(Käkönen et al., 2014) because there are not many Cambodian experts on climate change 

issues at the national level. Vulnerability assessments conducted by local authorities face 

various constraints, which include the deficit of historical climate information, the limitation 

of local expertise and facilities in conducting climate projection studies, the low capacity to 
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employ assessment methods, and the limited financial resources for research (Käkönen et al., 

2014). The low quality and limited vulnerability assessments have been a concern (Bowen et 

al., 2013). The local officials’ capacity to access, understand and utilise the results of 

vulnerability assessments in English-language publications is also a major concern (Dany et 

al., 2015).  

 

There is a limited political will regarding climate risks (Resurreccion et al., 2008). Most of 

the country’s national policies, strategies, plans and projects, particularly budget, did not 

sufficiently take climate change into consideration (RGC, 2010b). It is widely known that 

ministerial capacities are influenced by low, late and lost wages, nepotism and corruption 

which include the purchasing of promotions or positions (Ek, 2013). The absence of 

implementation of existing regulations and policies is the greatest challenge to environmental 

governance (Kato et al., 2000). Cambodia has enacted a series of good relations and policies 

for most of the main economic sectors but there is a desperate lack of translation of these 

works into reality. This has led to a low will in climate change response by Cambodian people 

as well.  

 

Evidence indicates that the RGC does not control its environment and natural resources in a 

sustainable way evidenced by improper developments, which has led to over-exploitation 

and resource depletion (Ek, 2013). The deforestation rate of 1.2% (World Bank, 2012) is 

among the highest in the world and is strongly indicative of other key environmental 

problems. These include land degradation and grabbing, extinction of wildlife, soil erosion, 

decreased water tables and general reduction of biodiversity and ecosystem services, 

resulting in reduced resilience to disasters and increased climate change impacts (Ek, 2013). 

The rapid depletion of forests, coastal areas, soil and fishing areas are being witnessed in 

current development, which shows no thorough consideration of the long-term effects 

coupled with the expected effects of climate change, increasing the vulnerability of the 

country’s ecosystem (Ek, 2013). 

 

Other contributing factors that exacerbate climate change effects, often restraining the 

opportunities for the poor to adapt to climate change, is that Cambodia is coping with 
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widespread poverty, socio-economic marginalisation, and gender inequalities (Solar, 2010). 

Contributed by the impact of nature disaster, one out of five Cambodian households stays 

below the poverty line (Chea & Sharp, 2015). At the coastal zone, the country’s poverty 

levels are high. With few livelihood opportunities, and many coastal resources are already 

under pressure. The expansion, industrialisation, and tourism development will intensify this 

concern (MOE, MEF, & UNDP, 2011).  

 

For the interrelationships between climate change and tourism, Cambodia’s tourism laws, 

policies, and plans/strategies that genuinely target the risks of climate change on tourism are 

in the initial stage [researcher’s document reviews and also see UNWTO, (2014)]. Climate 

change impacts on tourism are yet to be considered sufficiently because there is limited 

information on the climate change impacts on the country’s tourism systems (UNWTO, 

2014). The knowledge, awareness and capacity in the MOT to deliver essential leadership to 

adapt to climate change issues is currently limited (UNWTO, 2014). As a response to climate 

change, the tourism system has two main options: mitigation and adaptation. As Cambodia 

is a developing country, it is advised that Cambodia choose adaptation over mitigation 

(UNWTO, 2014), including study on the tourism sector.  

 

Due to its high vulnerability to climate change, as outlined above, Cambodia is making 

considerable efforts to combat climate change impacts, which are shown in the next section.  

 

3.2.4 The efforts to respond to climate change in Cambodia 

The Climate Change Department, under supervision of MOE, is working collaboratively with 

various units (e.g. committees, other ministries and DPs) to address climate change in 

Cambodia (see Figure 3.6). The national response began in 1995 when the UNFCCC was 

ratified, which took effect in 1999. In the same year, the implementation of Phase I of its 

Climate Change Enabling Project (CCEP) was started (UNWTO, 2014). Secondly, 

endorsement of the Kyoto Protocol and Phase 2 (CCEPII) followed in 2002. Thirdly, the 

National Adaptation Programme of Action to Climate Change (NAPA) in Cambodia was 

formulated in 2006, providing the framework for addressing climate change issues. 
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Subsequently, the institutional arrangements for managing climate change and adaptation 

interventions were established.  

 

Figure 3.6: Cambodian institutional framework for addressing climate change20 
 

 
Source: (UNWTO, 2014) 

 

In response to climate change, at the national level, Cambodia is taking ‘no-regrets’ 

adaptation options (RGC, 2006). The approach places an emphasis on maximising positive 

and minimising negative impacts of nature-based adaptation strategies (Rizvi et al., 2014). 

No-regret adaptation includes measures taken by communities and/or collaborated by 

organisations, which reduce vulnerability to climate change or which enhance the capacities 

and measures to adapt that will always have a positive impact on livelihoods and ecosystems 

(Rizvi et al., 2014). Cambodia’s ‘no-regrets’ adaptation options can be divided into three 

 
20 Tourism fits in the box ‘the Ministries with CC mandates. 
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classifications: (i) raising awareness/education, (ii) building capacity and training, and (iii) 

developing infrastructures (RGC, 2006).  

 

In an effort to combat climate change, Cambodia has received a significant amount of funding 

from DPs: 90% of the budget is covered by DPs/donors (Dany et al., 2015), 24% of the funds 

is grant and the remaining 36% is concessional loan (Enrich Institute, 2014). Several key 

donors have supported Cambodia including bilateral donors such as the Governments of 

Australia and multilateral institutions such as UNDP. For example, Cambodia is among the 

nine countries worldwide that was chosen in a Pilot Programme for Climate Resilience 

(PPCR), which was jointly supported by the World Bank Group and ADB, with involvement 

by International Finance Cooperation (IFC) and UNDP (CWPR, 2010; RGC, 2010b); not to 

mention NGOs that have implemented small-scale projects. The PPCR was initiated to pilot 

nine developing countries by integrating climate vulnerability and resilience into their 

fundamental planning and development policies (RGC, 2010b). The PPCR is split into two 

stages. Phase 1 is to design a Strategic Programme for Climate Resilience (SPCR) while 

phase 2 is to implement it (Wedderburn, 2009). The objective of SPCR is to mainstream 

climate resilience into national and local development plans, projects, and policies (RGC, 

2010b). It was approved for USD1.5 million for the support of preparing Cambodia’s 

Strategic Pilot Programme for phase 1 (RGC, 2010b). Nevertheless, experts from UNDP 

think that Cambodia needs more funding (Hess, 2012) because climate change impacts have 

become more obvious in main economic sectors while tourism receives more and more 

tourists. 

 

In relation to climate change, apart from reports published by MOE, there are a number of 

key documents that have been published by the DPs and individual researchers. Table 3.5 

below presents some reports, among many of which are related to the country’s climate 

change issues. However, based on literature reviews specific to Cambodia, the reports 

discussing climate change issues in tourism/hotel sector are unavailable. 
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Table 3. 5: Key reports documenting and analysing climate change in Cambodia 

 
 Sources: (Carter et al., 2013; geres Cambodia, 2009; UNEP, 2013a; UNWTO, 2014) 
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In 2015 the government initiated the first tourism document, ‘Climate change action plan in 

tourism sector 2015-2018’. There are three goals/objectives within the plan: first, to reduce 

climate change vulnerability of people and tourism sector, and particularly the most critical 

and vulnerable systems (societal and natural), and cultural heritage. Second, it aims to shift 

towards a green development pathway by fostering low-carbon development and 

technologies. Third, it is to promote public participation and awareness in climate change 

response activities in the sector. Within the plan, MOT is expected to receive a total budget 

estimation of USD2,900,000 for implementing the actions from 2015 to 2018. MOT has 

identified seven prioritised actions to respond to climate change. Promoting Green Standard 

hotels in Cambodia is one of the prioritised actions. Promoting Green Standard hotels 

involves hotels being evaluated for green hotel awards, events/campaigns for hotel 

associations and hotel owners, and joint campaigns or advertisement on Green Hotel in 

Cambodia for tourists.  

 

The next sections will contextualise the research site by providing an overview of SHV’s 

tourism development and its vulnerability to climate change. 

 

3.3 Sihanoukville’s overview  

Sihanoukville 21  (see Figure 3.7) is located 230 km southwest from Phnom Penh, the 

country’s capital. There was a total population of 199,902 in 2008 in SHV (NIS, 2008). SHV 

has the longest coast, with 128 km out of the 440 km of Cambodian coast covering 30% of 

the total length of the Cambodian coastline. Ream National Park covering 210 km2, with 

about 30% marine park, is also located in SHV (Carter et al., 2013; Ong & Smith, 2014). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
21 It is known as ‘Kompong Soam’ in local language. 
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Figure 3. 7: Sihanoukville Map 

 
Source: Adapted from official map of SHV City Hall 

 

With a total land area of 868 km2, SHV consists of three districts, 23 communes and 82 

villages (Rizvi & Singer, 2011). The SHV municipality is responsible for managing the daily 
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administrative affairs. It is composed of four steering groups at local level and 11 other public 

offices (located in each province but under the government’s ministries of Phnom Penh). Its 

role is to protect, manage and regulate environmental resources (MOE & Danida, 2006). In 

this multi-institutional and multilevel arrangement, there are duplications of tasks and 

overlapping responsibilities, so managing coastal tourism is complicated and challenging, 

particularly as each group’s priority differs (Kim, 2003).  

 

3.3.1 Sihanoukville’s tourism 

SHV is considered a rising star in the south east and one of the newly attractive coastal 

destinations in Asia (Ong & Smith, 2014) that is gradually gaining fame internationally. 

Cambodia’s SHV is the country’s most matured coastal destination and is ranked 1st as the 

country’s most attractive coastal tourism. It has a long history, starting from French 

colonialism. SHV is the hub of the Cambodian coast for tourism and commerce as well as 

the main catalyst of job generators. The international deep-water port is central to the local 

and national economy. SHV has an international airport and road (and rail) connections to 

Phnom Penh, Siem Reap, and the adjoining coastal provinces (Carter et al., 2013).  

 

There are 22 islands in the jurisdiction of SHV (Carter et al., 2013). They are natural areas 

with considerable tourism potential. Most of them remain undeveloped. The quality of the 

beaches and water are the major tourism attractions of the islands. The activities on the 

islands include snorkelling, diving, fishing and boat trips, and now trekking is a new trend. 

Speed and slow wooden boats play the main roles in transporting the tourists and residents 

back and forth. Yet the infrastructure at the islands remains weak and scarce. Most areas of 

the islands are inaccessible. Despite limitations, the islands provide a range of 

accommodations and activities for tourists and many more are being constructed. 

 

Tourist activities along the main beaches, fishing, snorkelling, and scuba diving from the 

coastal islands of SHV are the major attractions (Ong & Smith, 2014). The concentration of 

SHV’s touristic activities and amenities are at the beach lines within approximate 1–2 km of 

the city centre. This downtown hub comprises of a number of business commerce and 

facilities, such as markets, souvenirs, medical and clinics hospitals, banking, and travel 
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agencies. From south to north, there are beaches close to SHV City Centre (Ong & Smith, 

2014; Tinat, 2011). These beaches are good in quality, especially the quality of white sand. 

The Australian Travel Magazine awarded the SHV’s Ochheuteul Beach as one of the ‘Top 

Ten Asia Beaches’ (Charlotte, 2016), and the Cambodian coast has been included in the Club 

of the World’s Most Beautiful Bays (Carter et al., 2013). 
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Table 3. 6: Domestic/international tourism statistics report in 2012 - 201622 

 
Source: (MOT, 2016) 

 
22 KHM=Cambodian Visitors, INT=Foreign Visitors and Kompong Soam=Sihanoukville 
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Table 3.6 shows that SHV is ranked third in Cambodia for tourist attractions after Phnom 

Penh and Siem Reap. The number of tourists has remarkably increased. For example, in 2015 

SHV accommodated approximately 1,156,813 domestic visitors and 362,016 international 

tourists. In 2016, 1,648,099 domestic and 404,939 international visited SHV with 42.5% and 

11.8% marked as increase if compared to the figure in 2015 (MOT, 2016). The average length 

of stay in SHV is unavailable. 

 

Ong & Smith (2014) found that approximately 30% of the business establishments were 

foreigner-owned. Ponna (2009) found that 59.9% of SHV’s labour forces were employed in 

hotel, guesthouse, restaurant, tour-guide, taxi-boat, souvenir-shop, water-sport, massage, and 

other tourism and hospitality sector occupations.  
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Table 3. 7: Tourism service statistics in 2016 

 
Source: (MOT, 2016) 

 

The published statistics on SHV’s hotel occupancy rate are not available, receipt/revenue 

data or average length of stay (Ong & Smith, 2014). Table 3.7 shows that in 2016 there were 

64 hotels with 3,405 rooms and 253 guesthouses with 3,808 rooms, 82 restaurants, 19 

massage parlours and nine Karaoke clubs. Based on the tourist statistics provided by the SHV 

Department of Tourism (DOT), dated January 2017, there were 77 hotels (3,666 rooms); 74% 

was Khmer-owned and 25% was foreign-owned (Chinese 3.9%, Japanese 1.3%, Korean 

2.6% and other 18.18%). However, after the fieldwork the researcher further updated that 

there were 75 hotels being operated (two went bankrupt), 301 guesthouses (4,016 rooms), 

69% of which was Khmer-owned and 30% was foreign-owned, 198 restaurants and canteens, 

nine Karaoke clubs, three disco clubs, 36 massage parlours, 36 tourist boats, 15 tourist sport 
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parlours, 33 travel agencies and five resorts, and this number keep increasing, especially 

guesthouses.  

 

3.3.2 Climate change in Sihanoukville 

As outlined above, Cambodia and its coastal zone as well as SHV are vulnerable to excessive 

rainfall, rising temperatures, storms, SLR/beach erosion/storm surge and prolonged 

drought/flooding. These will now be discussed in turn to contextualise the research. 

 

3.3.2.1 Vulnerability to excessive rainfall 

As indicated in section 3.2.3.1, at the national level, rainfall in Cambodia has been increasing 

and is expected to increase in the future. Due to its location on the coast and closeness to the 

Cardamom Mountains as well as the influence of an inter-tropical convergence zone, SHV 

receives significantly higher rainfall than many other parts of the country (UN-Habitat23, 

2012). In SHV an average annual rainfall in the period 1983–2011 was 3,198 mm, more than 

double the national average. The outcome of this is that SHV receives heavier rainfall than 

much of the rest of Cambodia (UN-Habitat, 2012). This has put pressures on the city’s 

infrastructure and residents, which are currently weak in adaptive capacity. Flooding, 

drainage issues and wastewater management are additional concerns (UN-Habitat, 2012). 

SHV’s unpaved roads are susceptible to rainstorms and flooding (UN-Habitat, 2012). 

 

Based on the national data, the amount of annual rainfall was 3,198 mm between 1983–2011 

and it increased to 4000 mm or 5000 mm at the coastal zone in 2015 (Thoeun, 2015; UNEP, 

2015a), which suggests that SHV’s rainfall tends to increase. The increasing trend is due to 

the increase of annual temperature and storm intensity. Heavy precipitation would lead to the 

rainfall-induced flooding. Specific to tourism, Becken (2010) argues that in national parks 

and other mountainous areas, heavy rainfall will require for frequent track maintenance. This 

reflects to SHV’s touristic activities.   

 

 
23 United Nations Human Settlements Programme 
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3.3.2.2 Vulnerability to storms 

In SHV, storms are a real concern. Almost every year, storms occur from mid-October 

through December (CCCA24, 2015; UNEP, 2015a). For instance, fruit and rice crops are 

knocked down and destroyed by storms in SHV mainly from October-December (MOE, GEF 

& UNEP, 2015a). It can be estimated that the high tide is over 0.5 m to 0.75 m from mean 

sea level. Therefore, the tidal altitude will affect low-lying areas with an elevation of around 

0.5 m to 0.75 m (MOE, GEF & UNEP, 2015a). In November 1997, Typhoon Linda swept 

the Gulf of Thailand. Within five days, 400 mm of precipitation was recorded in coastal zone. 

At that time, the wind speed of 60 m/second in SHV was recorded. After the sweep, Typhoon 

Linda damaged 81 fishing boats, killing and injuring 100 people and damaging most of the 

paddy rice fields in SHV (MOE, 2016). Ecosystem damages have been informed and 

recorded. For SHV’s marine habitats and ecosystems, it is of particular concern that coral 

reefs and seagrass beds are damaged by storm surge and strong waves (MOE, GEF & UNEP, 

2015a).  

 

Storm and strong winds have both indirect and direct effects on the province’s tourism. The 

direct impacts include the challenges of tourists’ travels from mainland to the islands and 

vice versa. At the mainland, some touristic activities are disturbed, such as swimming at sea 

and visiting the beaches. Some infrastructures important for tourism might be damaged. The 

indirect impacts include the shortages of food supplies. While fishermen are unable to go to 

the sea, marine resources drop whereas prices increase; this indirectly influences tourism, 

especially domestic tourists who come for both touristic activities and fresh seafood. In 

addition, rice and vegetable productions are also affected. Transportation lines may be 

disconnected. Tourists might reduce their visits to the place. 

 

3.3.2.3 Vulnerability to increased temperature 

As indicated in section 3.2.3.3, at the national level, the average temperature has been 

recorded as getting higher and higher. In the coastal zone, climate change adversely results 

in an increase in mean annual temperature affecting crop growth cycles and health (MOE, 

GEF & UNEP, 2015a; UNEP, 2015a).  

 
24 Cambodia Climate Change Alliance 
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In SHV, although foreign tourists from cold countries tend to like hot weather, the rising 

temperature has strong effects on domestic tourists and Asian tourists. They might be 

vulnerable to increasing vector-borne diseases including diarrhoea and malaria, which are in 

high prevalence rates in the country. They are also exposed to dehydration and common skin 

problems caused by sunburn. The increased temperature might contribute to severe droughts 

resulting in water shortages; this leads to a fierce competition over water demand between 

tourism and other economic sectors (also see Becken, 2010) and among tourism businesses 

of the same types (e.g. hotel sector). In the meantime, the public infrastructures and private 

businesses might be affected. As Becken (2010) explains, increased temperature will put 

pressure on tourism businesses as well such as increasing costs for air conditioning, 

especially for accommodation operators. Becken (2010) is further concerned that warmer 

temperatures will lead to heat stress for tourists, a change of seasonality, changes in 

populations and distribution of plant, wildlife and insect, increased cooling costs, and 

infectious diseases.  

 

3.3.2.4 Vulnerability to sea level rise/beach erosion/storm surge 

In SHV, using Google Earth and other technical tools to measure beach erosions in SHV, 

Fernando, Yvainne, & Maria (2013) in collaboration with the SHV city hall conducted a 

scientific research and claimed that beach erosion has occurred, especially at the most 

popular beaches, Ochheauteal and O’tress. A SLR of 5 mm per year from 1992- 2012 may 

account for 10% and 25% of the average rate of shoreline retreat respectively for the 

developed and undeveloped segments of Ochheauteal Beach (Fernando, Yvainne, & Maria, 

2013). Assessing the community vulnerability and risks from climate change in Prey Nup 

district in SHV (see Figure 3.7), UNEP (2017) claims that SHV is vulnerable to SLR, 

flooding and increased temperature. Based on the monitoring data from MoWRAM25, the 

dykes of Prey Nub are sinking into water by about 2 cm annually. This resulted from the 

consequences SLR. In the next 20 years, this could assume that the dykes would be 50 cm 

under seawater (CCCA, 2012a). Several beaches in SHV are eroding, particularly inside the 

 
25 The Ministry of Water Resources and Meteorology 
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canal Tum Noprolok, the northern end of Tum Noprolok and Hun Sen Beach (MOE, GEF & 

UNEP, 2015a).  

 

In SHV, the sensitivity of tourism to climate change is mixed and unique from other 

industries. SLR presents a serious threat to the existence of the industry primarily due to 

beach erosion (UN-Habitat, 2012a). Tourism in SHV is increasingly vulnerable to climate 

change owing to its dependency on climate sensitive attractions – primarily its beaches, but 

also water sports including diving (Ung et al., 2015; Ung et al., 2017). Climate change, such 

as SLR and storm surges, can disrupt tourism development through climate-related events 

(MOE, 2014a). A 1-metre rise in sea level would submerge over half of Koh Kong (MOE, 

GEF & UNEP, 2015a), as well as much of the coastal tourism infrastructure of SHV (King 

et al., 2009). In further relation to tourism, SLR would lead to coastline erosion, loss of beach 

area, and increasing costs to protect and maintain seafronts (Becken, 2010). In SHV’s Ream 

National Park, MOE and DANIDA (2006) also reported severe beach erosion, where several 

structures were threatened and needed protection.  

 

3.3.2.5  Vulnerability to prolonged drought and flood 

According to UNEP (2014b), Cambodia’s coastal parts are exposed to different types of 

floods. First, there are coastal floods, caused by a high sea level brought about by storm surge 

and the tide and/or by high rainfall and insufficient drainage systems. Second, there are inland 

floods, which include flash floods generated by erratic rainfall. These are sudden inland 

floods caused by tropical depressions or local rainstorms in mountainous areas. CCCA 

(2012c) adds that along the Cambodian coast, consequences and combinations of floods and 

droughts have already caused a substantial number of fatalities and great economic losses. 

The coastal zone people have access to fundamental sources of fresh water from nearby 

rivers, streams and lakes that flow in the area. Despite the availability of these sources of 

fresh water, the limited freshwater is a problem in the area (CCCA, 2012a). 

 

Assessing vulnerability throughout SHV, MOE GEF, and UNEP (2015a) found that drought 

has occurred, especially in Prey Nub. Examples of damage caused by drought include crops, 

erosion of soil and degradation of water quality and loss of farming land (CCCA, 2013). Over 
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80% of households in SHV have narrow access to safe drinking water (MOE, GEF, & UNEP, 

2015a). As safe water is inaccessible, households have high sensitivity to climate change 

impacts, including drought (MOE GEF, & UNEP, 2015a). During the rainy season, streams, 

rivers and lakes flood, caused by extreme rainfall that results in damage of crops in low lying 

areas (CCCA, 2013). The excessive rainfalls compound the pressures on the city’s 

infrastructure and residents. Rainfall-induced flooding, drainage issues and wastewater 

management remain a particular concern (UN-Habitat, 2012a). Furthermore, coastal tourism 

has already been affected by the changing climate as Cambodia has already had more severe 

and frequent storms, droughts and floods in recent years (Ung et al., 2015; Ung et al., 2017).  

 

3.3.2.6 Other contributing factors to vulnerability 

High density and poverty were other contributing factors increasing the province’s 

vulnerability. The higher the density, the more vulnerability there is to climate change. The 

provincial town, SHV City, is observed as the most populated area, especially in Sangkat 

Lekh Pir, with a density of 4,390 persons/sq. km (MOE GEF & UNEP, 2015a) and most of 

accommodations are located in that area.  

 

Information limitation is another pressing concern. According to the Department of 

Meteorology, MoWRAM, Cambodia did not have a Doppler radar. This means that it is not 

able to forecast weather as accurately as that of neighbouring countries (UN-Habitat, 2012a). 

Both the ministry and the provincial department have no equipment for marine monitoring 

of weather or oceanic conditions (UN-Habitat, 2012a). In particular, information about 

climate change is not extensively distributed to Cambodian people in the coastal zone 

(UNEP, 2013b). According to a study in SHV by CCCA (2012a), information regarding 

weather hazards shared by the local government to communities is surprisingly low. CCCA 

(2012b) still found that Cambodian and SHV people have low understanding relevant to 

‘climate change’. They have little knowledge about the government work on CCA (CCCA, 

2012b).  

 

As SHV is a rapid developing area, huge pressure in SHV’s carrying capacity begins to take 

shape. While infrastructures are necessary for economic sectors, most are currently weak and 
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the need to use public structures and facilities (e.g. roads, power supplies) increases. For 

example, out of 39 Special Economic Zones (SEZs) in Cambodia, there are eight (8) SEZs 

in SHV, with the total developed areas of 2,356 ha (JICA26, 2017) that need to use the 

infrastructures. Meanwhile, new developments have been mushrooming, especially in the 

accommodation sector.  

 

Furthermore, a number of issues still challenge SHV. According to National Coastal Steering 

Committee (NCSC), SHV’s forest cover reduced from 63% in 1992 to 55% in 2002, which 

critically affected the natural environment (NCSC, 2005). Mangrove forests also encountered 

a great loss from 146 ha in 1997 to 45 ha in 2002 (NCSC, 2005). Carter et al. (2013) argue 

that the SHV’s uncontrolled development in the environmentally sensitive areas has 

threatened the long-term sustainability of tourism. For instance, pollution from insufficiently 

treated sewage, littering and dumping of wastes is the threat to the social and environmental 

values of the province (als see Carter et al., 2013; Tinat, 2011). Because SHV’s coastal 

resources are the core elements of socio-economic well-being of the people, expanded 

economic activities and population growth especially more tourists, will increasingly 

pressurise the management of the significant natural environment (Ong & Smith, 2014).  

  

In conclusion, SHV is highly vulnerable to climate change, which will cause increasingly 

serious challenges in the future. Additionally, when linked to the environmental, social and 

economic problems in the province, climate change poses a more serious risk of exacerbating 

current problems (UN-Habitat, 2012a). 

 

3.4  Chapter summary  

Due to its richness of natural and cultural legacy, especially after the Peace Accord, along 

with tourism, Cambodia’s coastal tourism has grown significantly. However, various 

challenges have come along, one of which are climate change issues, which have interrupted 

tourism growth. Much evidence by the government bodies, DPs and individuals has 

identified that Cambodia is a highly vulnerable place whereas its adaptive capacity is low. 

 
26 Japan International Cooperation Agency 
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The coastal zone is identified as one of the most vulnerable areas. SHV, one of the coastal 

provinces, is also reported as being vulnerable. The existing data tend to report that SHV is 

highly vulnerable to excessive rainfall, rising temperature, storm, SLR/beach erosion/storm 

surge and prolonged drought, which clearly interrupt its tourism growth. In the meantime, 

other contributing factors, including the rapid development of the area, leads to 

environmental degradation and infrastructural constraints. Since SHV is a poor-data region, 

on one hand, this has been a challenge for the study. On the other hand, there is a large gap 

for the study to contribute to the existing knowledge about climate change data in SHV. The 

study aims to fill this knowledge gap in an appropriate context. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

4.1 Introduction  

The preceding chapters provided valuable background information for this study. This 

chapter provides the methodological approaches used for this study. Section 4.2 presents the 

research paradigm. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 outline the research approach which is mixed 

research method and case study adopted for this study. Section 4.5 outlines the recruitment 

of respondents and introduces their backgrounds. Section 4.6 highlights the data collection 

techniques detailing semi-structured interviews, informal site visits and document analysis. 

It highlights the method for collecting data in order to acquire the information necessary to 

address the research aims/questions. Section 4.7 presents how data is prepared prior to data 

analysis. Sections 4.8 introduces the analytical framework. Section 4.9 presents the analytical 

methods using overall case analysis and subsequently cross-case analysis. Section 4.10, 4.11 

and 4.12 present the validity and reliability, ethical considerations of the study and limitations 

of the study.  

 

4.2 Research paradigm  

A number of studies have argued that post-positivism is closely relevant to ‘reality’ or ‘truth’ 

of a particular research phenomenon. The post-positivistic norms involve believing in the 

reality, knowledge, and value in research (Bisel & Adame, 2017). To the meaning of the 

‘scientific approach’, the post-positivist doctrine considers one objective, ‘truth’, with 

confirmable patterns that can be projected with certainty (Littlejohn, 2007). In post-

positivism, researchers acknowledge that their research approaches and collected data reflect 

reality (Ryan, 2006). The truth is created through a dialogue. Researchers never question 

themselves with ‘is this the reality?’ Rather, all discuss the problems raised in the interviews, 

the reactions of the participants, and the explanations of these intertwined opinions to share 

our thoughts and how the perspectives might be utilised (Richie & Rigano, 2001, as cited in 

Ryan, 2006). In post-positivism, research attempts to uncover the meaning of the reality that 

is a social construction, which is understood by an individual or a group (Sharma, 2010). 

Parallel to the arguments, by adopting a case study, this research chooses to seek the ‘reality’ 

of climate change vulnerability through the combination of perception and scientific 
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evidence and the ‘actual’ adaptation actions taking place in the site. Within the adaptation 

process, the study further identifies and critically examines the ‘real’ barriers and enabling 

factors that impact adaptation. 

 

Post-positivist research is related to work in the natural sciences (Ryan, 2006). Post-

positivism places emphasis on the concept of meaning and seeks to explain social concerns 

(Henderson, 2011). Within post-positivism, research usually takes place in local 

communities and in everyday lives of people – in natural settings. It attempts to seek for 

meanings in definite cultural and social settings rather than in general laws applicable to 

everything and everyone (McGregor & Murnane, 2010). Henderson (2011) argues that post-

positivism places emphasis on the meanings and seeks to explain social concerns. Samdahl 

(1999) considers post-positivism as one of the numerous paradigms that are likely to be used 

in the research on human behaviour. Corresponding with these previous research studies 

dealing with climate change issues, this research seeks to explain social concerns. This study 

takes account of work that is much related to natural sciences such as coastal tourism. 

Furthermore, for CCA in the local community of a developing country, this research tries to 

determine the vulnerability level of a destination and see how this has affected people’s lives, 

especially in the tourism businesses. Finally, the study attempts to uncover the behaviours of 

the tourism businesses in response to climate change, which is closely relevant to human 

behaviours as noted above.  

  

According to Creswell (2007), post-positivist researchers will tend to perceive inquiry as a 

series of logically connected steps, and believe in several opinions from participants rather 

than a single reality. Post-positivism provides a practical approach to gather data with mixed 

methods (Henderson, 2011). Within the post-positivist standpoint, this research commences 

with logically connected steps by first identifying the vulnerability and building vital link 

towards adaptation actions through collecting various evidence such as the interviews, 

information site visits and documents analysis. Post-positivist research has characteristics 

with the idea that research is associated with the methods to collect and classify information 

is insufficient (Schratz & Walker, 1995, as cited in Ryan, 2006). Post-positivism provides 

flexibility to researchers about their stance that is relevant to a topic that they find challenging 
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(Dupuis, 1999). As the information about climate change responses in tourism businesses is 

currently lacking, the study challenges to fill this gap.  

 

Henderson (2011) notes that post-positivism is applicable to both qualitative and quantitative 

approaches. McGregor and Murnane (2010) explain that while quantitative (measuring what, 

where and when) is often related to positivism, the qualitative (interpreting the why and how 

of human behaviour) is also connected to post-positivism. Case study investigation can be 

conducted with any of the following research paradigms: critical, interpretive, positivist or 

post-positivist, (Myers, 1997). Yin (2003) explains that case research has been identified as 

an appropriate study approach to exploring phenomenon asking “How” or “Why” questions 

for investigating studies concerned with their natural settings. By focusing on the research 

question of ‘how’, the hotel sector has adapted to the climate change impacts in coastal 

tourism (RQ 3) and by analysing reasons for ‘how’ and ‘why’ the barriers and enabling 

factors to CCA have happened in the adaptation processes (RQ4 & 5). This research aligns 

with both conditions explained by Yin. This study adopts the mixed methods and case study 

approach seeking perceptions/opinions from several participants rather than a single reality. 

Meanwhile, the research used more than one method (semi-structured interviews and 

informal site observation as well as document analysis) to gather data. The researcher also 

involved himself in conducting the study by learning with the participants rather than 

researching on them. Wolcott (1990) as cited in Ryan (2006) argues that in post-positivism, 

researchers involve themselves as people who carry out studies among other participants and 

learn with them, rather than conduct studies on them. 

 

In conclusion, post-positivism is the most appropriate paradigm for this research. Firstly, 

post-positivism is suitable for identifying the climate vulnerability at the coastal zone because 

it is as much about human adaptation behaviours as it is about natural science (Ryan, 2006) 

and it seeks to explain social concerns (Henderson, 2011) such as climate change problems. 

Secondly, post-positivism is suitable for qualitative and quantitative approach (Henderson, 

2011) and more than one method (Henderson, 2011) for data collection. Thirdly, the 

anticipated findings of this study will mirror the ‘truth’ in vulnerability assessment, 

adaptation and barriers and enabling factors that affect adaptation, as acknowledged by Ryan 
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(2006), who argues that in post-positivism, research methods and data reflect reality. 

Fourthly, post-positivism is undertaken in leisure studies with quantitative or qualitative data, 

or a mix of them (Henderson, 2011). In conclusion, post-positivism supports both the focus 

of this study and the methodological approach applied in order to address the research 

questions/aims. 

 

4.3 Research approach 

In social sciences, in order to investigate problems, researchers adopt quantitative or 

qualitative approaches or mixed methods (Tuan, 2016). Collecting, analysing and mixing 

data by combing the qualitative and quantitative approaches is recognised as the mixed 

methods mainly to provide a wider understanding of the problem (Creswell, 2014). By 

combing both of them, this method aims at reducing the limitations of specific types of data 

and increasing the strengths of data (Tuan, 2016). 

 

While there are discussions about which method is better (Davies, 2003; Gelo, Braakmann, 

& Benetka, 2008), this study adopts mixed method. While Creswell (2003) and Guba and 

Lincoln (1994) argue that qualitative research can be used to unearth participants’ views, 

quantitative study usually is associated with systematic and empirical examination of 

phenomena through statistics and the processing of numerical values (Basias & Pollalis, 

2018). This study first unearths participants’ perceptions on a particular phenomenon and 

second, involves an investigation of the phenomenon through statistical and numerical data 

to critically examine their answers. There are no specific criteria as to whether mixed method 

is selected because Creswell (2014) explains that selecting mixed method depends on factors 

such as the timing of the data gathering, type of study design most suited for a field, and the 

selection based on a single researcher or team.  

 

Basias and Pollalis (2018) explain that the common characteristics of the quantitative 

research usually involves the use of closed questions, and its advantages involve fact-based, 

measurable and observable numeric data, and allowing researchers to compare numerical 

data easily. Basias and Pollalis (2018) continue that the question form of qualitative research 

is open question. Its advantages enable researchers to understand the nature and complexity 
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of the phenomenon under consideration, support the examination of a phenomenon in its 

natural environment, and involves in-depth research. Interviews, which are one of the data 

collection methods of this thesis, contain both open and closed questions. The closed 

questions are Likert scale, which involve numeric values, and the open questions involve in-

depth questions to examine a phenomenon in its natural environment. The quantitative 

research usually involves a systematic investigation of phenomena through statistical data 

while the qualitative approach examines phenomena by analysing experiences, behaviours 

and interactions without the involvement of statistics (Basias & Pollalis, 2018). Combing 

both approaches best characterises the study’s aims, which use Likert scale to obtain 

statistical data and open questions to examine phenomena through investigating experiences, 

behaviours and interactions of the interviewees. 

 

4.4  Case study  

Using an instrumental case study in order to explore a specific phenomenon or theory, 

Pickard (2007) argues that the importance of case study is not actually the case itself but 

rather how the case can be used as a vehicle for investigation. A case study can use qualitative, 

quantitative, or triangulation data collection techniques (Pickard, 2007) and be applicable to 

post-positivism (Myers, 1997). A case study is a method that is employed to investigate a 

particular fact within a real-life situation, often with a very specific purpose (Pickard, 2007). 

The major purposes of case-based investigation set out to deepen, elaborate, and impassion 

the investigator or researcher (Hyde, Ryan, & Woodside, 2012).  

 

Hyde et al. (2012) categorise the objectives of case studies into four types: 

complexity/coverage, value/impact, accuracy, and generalisability. The 

‘complexity/coverage’ allows the depth and breadth of the processes, occurrence of 

antecedents, and outcomes emerged from a case study investigation. The ‘value/impact’ 

refers to the usefulness and utilisation of a case study outcome to advance understanding, 

help solve complex issues, and/or help to formulate/design and carry out strategies, policies 

and actions. The ‘accuracy’ involves reporting the ‘correct’ answer to objective knowledge 

and subjective perspectives. The ‘generalisation’ comprises three forms: context 

generalisation that generalises from a single case to alternative theories and generalises 
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across cases. This work adopted case study as it allows deep investigation of the phenomena 

and issues of this underlying topic and cover the objective and subjective perceptions. In turn, 

its results could be used to solve perplexing problems and help devise strategies. 

 

Similar to this thesis, other scholars have also used single case study. For example, Warrick 

(2011) studied community-based adaptation to climate change (CBA) in a rural Pacific 

Islands context. Hopkins (2013) conducted research in Climate Change Contextual 

Vulnerability, Risk Perception and Adaptation in the Ski Industry of Queenstown, New 

Zealand. Jopp (2012) studied CCA in Tourism: A Case Study of the Victorian Surf Coast 

Region. In assessing climate change vulnerability and resilience of ecotourism, Jamaliah's 

(2015) thesis also employed a case study approach. 

 

Prior to data collection, preparations such as the interview guide (including types of 

questions), pilot tests, revision of the interview guide, and other materials (e.g. camera) are 

necessary. These steps and processes will now be discussed.  

 

4.5 Recruiting respondents 

A range of industry sectors are operating in SHV, including guesthouse, travel agency, and 

transport sector, which serve the needs of tourism growth. Among these subsectors, the hotel 

sector hugely contributes to the development of SHV’s tourism. As outlined in Chapter 3, 

SHV is the country’s third most attractive tourist site. The number of tourists has remarkably 

increased with 1,648,099 domestic and 404,939 international tourists in 2016 (MOT, 2016), 

2,000,000 domestic and 470,000 foreign tourists in 2017 (Hakim, 2018) (Hakim, 2018) and 

2,600,000 domestic and 581,564 foreign visitors in 2018 (The Phnom Penh Post, 2018). This 

remarkable growth has led to the increase in the number of hotels: 75 hotels in early 2017 

(confirmed during field research) to 156 hotels by mid-2019 (The Phnom Penh Post, 2019), 

and this is expected to increase by 138% or 7,391 rooms by 2020, which are both under 

construction and in the pipeline (Hakim, 2018). In return, hotel establishments have become 

the main economic generator/driver in the study site. In SHV, the hotel sector is also 

considered the most important element among tourism subsectors, if a study is to explore the 

link between tourism/coastal tourism and climate change because the initiatives and 
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outcomes of adaptations are influenced by hotel attributes (e.g. star rating, size, ownership, 

and location) and people’s or hoteliers’ backgrounds (e.g. level of education, experience, 

nationality and age) (see section 2.6 of Chapter 2). Building on existing literature, studying 

the hotel sector’s adaptation may produce more interesting findings than other subsectors 

(e.g. guesthouse, travel agencies), particularly in SHV where areas are developing rapidly. 

The study considered two primary rationales in selecting the hotel sector. First, the 

importance of the hotel sector linked to growth and business profitability for the whole region 

is the rationale behind the selection (see Briggs, Sutherland, & Drummond, 2007). Second, 

the high vulnerability of the hotel sector to climate change due to its fixed structures has 

provided rationale for this research (Simpson et al., 2008; Su et al., 2013; Su, 2014; WMO 

et al., 2008). 

 

The hotel sector was the target group for interviews. Prior to the interviews, there were a 

number of visits to SHV, including the SHV DOT and Department of Environment (DOE) 

office. The DOT is SHV-based governmental organisation, which manages all tourism 

activities while SHV DOE manages all climate change-related activities in the area. The 

purpose of the visits was to understand overall issues relevant to tourism, particularly about 

managing the hotel sector in relation to climate change issues. A number of documents were 

obtained from the visits. A list of registered hotels in the area was given. The list provided 

the exact number of hotels, contacts, ownerships and specific addresses. At the same time, 

there was a visit to the SHV Municipality because of its responsibility for managing the day-

to-day administrative functions such as coastal management plans. 

 

Based on the hotel list provided by the SHV DOT, there were 77 hotels in total in SHV. 

However, after the researcher contacted each hotel, there were 75 hotels operating because 

two hotels had gone bankrupt. 50 participants representing 50 hotels in SHV were recruited 

and interviewed. The 50 hotels or respondents are categorised based on the hotel attributes 

and their personal backgrounds in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4. 1: Number of interviewees categorised in hotel attributes and participants’ 

backgrounds 
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4.6 Data Collection  

In this research, the data collection process started from July 2016 to January 2017. The in-

depth semi-structured interviews, informal site investigations and document analysis were 

used as approaches to collect the data. The data collection process is detailed in Figure 4.1.  

 

Figure 4.1: Research process 
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4.6.1 Pilot interviews and adjustments 

Before the actual interviews, pilot interviews were done. For some research, this may form a 

crucial part prior to the main data collection. Veal (1997) explains that pilot interviews may 

eliminate the uncertainty and, in return, improve the wording and sequencing of questions. 

According to Veal (1997), there are a number of ways to conduct pilot test. It allows the 

testing of the wording and sequence of the questions, estimate responses and interview time, 

and test analysis procedures. The pilot tests in this study allowed the researcher to anticipate 

challenges and advantages such as the appropriate length of time, the effectiveness of each 

question and the wording. The tests may be helpful in identifying key people (e.g. hotel 

owners, GMs, supervisors) as this research anticipated answers from higher management. 

This significantly contributed to both revision/improvement of the interview guide and other 

preparations for the final interviews. For this study, there were two pilot interview phases 

were conducted. The first pilot was done from August 6 to 11, 2016. The second one was 

from November 3 to 5 2016. Seven hotel participants were recruited.  

 

4.6.2 Before the interviews or preparation stage 

The hotels were identified from the list given by the SHV DOT. All hotels in SHV were first 

contacted by phone. In order to confirm and update, numerous visits were made to the hotels 

as well. Once all such contacts and addresses were updated and confirmed, the appointments 

were made. Direct visits, phone calls and emails were used to recruit the respondents. The 

introduction of the topic was made in both phone calls and direct visits as well as via emails. 

Once the participants agreed to participate, an email was sent with the re-introduction of the 

topic and the full attachments such as the Information Sheet, Consent Forms and the 

Interview Guide. Follow-up phone calls and direct visits were made soon after the emails 

were sent. One or two days before the interviews, as always, a full set of hard copies of 

necessary documents was brought to the reception desks of the hotels for the target 

participants. On the interview days, each participant was given an extra complete set of the 

hard copies in case they read neither the email nor hard copies previously sent through the 

reception desks.  
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4.6.3 In-depth semi-structured interviews 

There are three primary kinds of research interviews: unstructured, semi-structured and 

structured (Gill, Stewart, Treasure, & Chadwick, 2008). Taking the research questions/aims 

into consideration, this study adopted the in-depth semi-structured interview, which is 

detailed here. In-depth semi-structured interviews were used as the main data collector for 

this study because they allowed researcher to directly collect information from the 

participants. Veal (2006) explains that in-depth interviews are often used in circumstances 

“where the information is likely to be obtained from each subject vary considerably, and in 

complex ways” (p. 257). Veal and Darcy (2014) add that a semi-structured interview is the 

more usual format that enables the investigator to obtain the facts and the participants’ 

perception. A semi-structured interview is less formal but allows the researcher to take 

control over the essence of questioning by using the sequence of questions (Creswell, 2003). 

This approach is useful because it enables participants to make a contribution in their own 

words, it offers more flexibility in the way it is undertaken than surveys, and it allows 

complex questions to be probed (Sarantakos, 1993) or probe an issue or reaction in more 

elaborated way (Britten, 2006).  

 

While tightly structured interview/approach has a tendency to draw out short responses, the 

semi-structured interview has a tendency to bring out more open-ended, inconsequential 

responses (Campbell et al., 2013). Normally these are carried out for a group or an individual. 

Within the semi-structured interview, the research frequently reveals substantive clues about 

the codes and thematic clusters or categories emerging from the data (Galletta, 2013a). Time 

spent on the semi-structured interview can be half an hour to many hours (DiCicco-Bloom 

& Crabtree, 2006). The in-depth interview individually enables the researcher to probe the 

personal and social issues in depth (DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree, 2006). The semi-structured 

interview provides researchers with a way to focus on lived experience and pursue questions 

from existing theory (Galletta, 2013b). This allows more space for participants and 

investigators by engaging in a significant reflection of the collected evidence (Galletta, 

2013a). 
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Galletta (2013b) highlights a number of advantages of semi-structured interviews:   

• They establish a level of convenience and ensure understanding of the rights of the 

participants. 

• They can move into broad questioning by creating openings for a participant to talk 

based on her/his experience.  

• They can probe for clarification, when necessary.  

• They enable mental noting of significant junctures in a participant’s story to which 

the researcher can return later in the conversation for greater depth and exploration. 

• They support the flow of the interview with investigation, which guides its direction 

concerning the studied area. 

 

There are a number of authors who studied climate change and tourism by using semi-

structured interviews. For instance, Jarvis and Ortega (2010) conducted a study on climate 

change responses in hotel sector, and argue that semi-structured interviews are best for the 

knowledge and management experience of the hoteliers and how they are responding to 

climate change impacts. The semi-structured interviews allow both the researcher and the 

participants to deepen understandings of particular social phenomenon during the research 

process (Goodson & Phillimore, 2002). Davidson and Sahli (2015) also conducted semi-

structured interviews in relation to a study of hotel sector. 

 

Likert scale questions 

In this research, in order to elicit the opinions from participants about the topic, some 

questions used Likert scale. It is believed that using Likert scale questions with combination 

of other open-ended questions create data-rich results that are important for the findings. 

Wadgave and Khairnar (2016) define that “Likert scale is a psychometric response scale 

primarily used in questionnaires to assess subject’s perception” (p. 67). Likert-scale items 

are normally employed to examine the attitudes of participants towards a series of written or 

verbal statements or items (Dittrich et al., 2007). Normally, in the statements with sets of 

questions, participants are asked to explain their perceptions on a typical ordinal scale. The 

response rating scales are often labelled with five-point categories from 1 to 5, indicating the 

endpoints including ‘not at all serious’ to ‘very serious’ or ‘very unimportant’ to ‘very 
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important’ (Dittrich et al., 2007). A simple and often-used technique is to interpret each 

Likert scale question using a mean and standard deviation (SD); the items can then be ranked 

depending on the means (Dittrich et al., 2007). 

 

Likert scale questions become crucial to measure responses on a continuum (Leedy & 

Ormrod, 2013). Therefore, rating scales, including the Likert scale, are used to gather 

information about opinions (Drake, 2010) related to major environmental concerns by asking 

the respondents’ perception of environmental dangers (Dittrich et al., 2007). Table 4.2 shows 

the Likert scale questions in this study. 
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Table 4. 2: Key questions using the Likert scale in the study 
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During the interviews, all questions that were asked followed the interview guide. Table 4.3 

indicates the main questions of the interviews.  
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Table 4. 3: Interview protocol summary 
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The duration of interviews varied, depending on the participant, between 50mn and 90mn. 

As stated in the Information Sheet and Consent Forms sent to participants prior to the 

interviews, the in-depth interviews would be either voice-recorded and/or notes would be 

taken. Only one interview was note-taken. The remainders were audio-recorded. In terms 

of interviewing language, 12 interviews were conducted in English; the remainders were 

all in Khmer. All interviews took place at the interviewees’ offices. 

 

4.6.4 Informal site observation 

Informal site observation is another method for accessing information by doing several 

visits to the area (Longjit, 2010; Yin, 2003). This allows the investigator to have a direct 

experience and to document information as it unfolds (Creswell, 2003). Cameras, both 

photo and video, were used to take photographs and video clips at the site for visual 

evidence. It had to be done for additional contextual evidence concerning tourism and 

climate change characteristics and issues in coastal areas (see Longjit, 2010). At the same 

time, additional notes were taken. Using the official map of SHV, the informal site visits 

were conducted in six distinct temporal phases targeting three different locations: at the 

mainland, along the beach lines and at the islands by keeping in mind two dimensions: 

environmental and socio-economic vulnerability due to the complexity and uncertainty 

concerning environmental, social and economic change (Frans Berkhout & Hertin, 2000) 

towards climate change. The collected information was compared and contrasted with the 

data informed by the participants and the published reports. This was important for critical 

analysis and ultimately interpretation. 

 

Firstly, extensive travel in the mainland in SHV was done to familiarise the researcher 

with the research site and observe the hotel locations, whether they are far or near 

resources needed (e.g. information and water availability). Secondly, a visit was made on 

nearly all the main beach lines in SHV by observing the coastal adaptations. Out of town, 

the visits to the coastal dams, mangrove forest areas and reservoir lakes were also made. 

Thirdly, the final places of travel were islands. Many island visits target the adaptations 

such as mangrove forest areas and anti-drought measures (e.g. water storage and human-

dug wells). A number of nights were spent staying in the community houses, travelling 

around island communities, and participating in the community meetings. The informal 

site visits were either done alone or facilitated by SHV DOE official and community 

chiefs. 
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In summary, the informal site visits allowed an investigation of historic patterns of 

climate impacts and the CCA initiatives in the area. The information from these site visits 

was integrated and analysed. The informal site visits contributed to strengthening the data 

collection methods by supplementing the information from actual visualisation in the 

area, in addition to in-depth semi-structured interviews and document analysis.  

 

4.6.5 Document analysis 

In addition to the interviews and informal site visits, a wide range of archival records, and 

printed and electronic documents were reviewed and compiled. This had to be done to 

double-check and support the collected data in the interviews and informal site visits. The 

online secondary sources of documents from websites of the MOT, MOE, IOs, NGOs 

and hotels were retrieved (including information on the master plan of Cambodian 

tourism development, hotels and climate change-related issues). In this case, online 

documents have been used as attracting attention for information to enable the researcher 

to retrieve at any time period (Creswell, 2014). Publicly available documents of the 

Cambodian government, solutions on tourism and climate change development, laws on 

service sector, directives, circulars, decisions of government on service development, and 

commitments of Cambodia relative to tourism and climate change were also examined 

and collected to complement the interviews. These documents and sources were reviewed 

to make sure that the researcher gained enough information for the analysis. 

 

4.7 Data preparation  

To help the analysis, the data collected through interviews was transcribed so that they 

are refined into text (Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña, 2013). Of all 50 interviews, the 

researcher transcribed recordings of 49 while one was note-taken. Thirty-eight were 

interviewed in the Khmer language and later translated into English by the researcher for 

interpretation. Transcriptions and collected data from all other sources were organised 

and kept securely. As stated in the Information Sheet, the raw data (interview tapes, 

transcripts, notes and documents) were securely kept in a locked cabinet and password-

protected computer. In the computer, a separate folder was created with a subfolder for 

each group storing the electronic records such as website addresses, transcripts, audio 

files, and contact information. Once polished and finalised, the transcripts were uploaded 

to the data analysis software NVivo, version 11. Based on the analytical framework, an 
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initial template (coding) was made. Although initial coding (template) was done using 

the NVivo software, some data analysis needed additional use of the Microsoft Excel. For 

convenience, easier visualisation of the data and cross-tabular format in the cross-case 

displays, and some elements of the data could be better addressed by combining the two 

software programs for either overall analysis or cross-case analysis. 

 

4.7.1 Coding the template  

Brooks et al. (2015) say that “Template Analysis is a form of thematic analysis which 

emphasises the use of hierarchical coding but balances a relatively high degree of 

structure in the process of analysing textual data with the flexibility to adapt it to the needs 

of a particular study” (p. 203), while coding is the process to identify themes in accounts 

and attach labels (codes) to index them (Brooks & King, 2014).  

 

Developing a coding template is the central technique, usually starting with the basis of 

a subset of data that initially is applied to the data but can be refined and revised, and then 

coded and finalised later (Brooks et al., 2015). This approach can be adopted to be suitable 

for different research areas and the obtainable resources of a specific research case 

(Brooks et al., 2015). Template analysis is not only usable with the data in the format of 

interview transcripts but can also be used with any type of textual data such as diary 

entries, focus group data, or open-ended question responses (Brooks & King, 2014). King 

(2008) argues that template analysis can be applicable to both small sample size such as 

qualitative data and larger data sets (quantitative).  

 

The data collected through textual data such as focus groups (Brooks, 2014; Kirkby-

Geddes, King, & Bravington, 2013), interview transcripts (Lockett et al., 2012; 

Thompson, Clarke, Newell, & Gawkrodger, 2010), open-ended question feedbacks on a 

written questionnaire (Dornan, Carroll, & Parboosingh, 2002; Kent, 2000), and diary 

entries (Waddington & Fletcher, 2005), can be used in the template analysis. To produce 

answers to the research questions, the analytical process extends further beyond the scope 

of sorting, coding and sifting (Chowdhury, 2015). According to King (2012), there are 

six sequential steps to conducting the template analysis (see Table 4.4): 
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Table 4. 4: Template analysis steps 

 
Source: (King, 2012) 

 

Template development tends to be a way to making sense of data, and does not aim for 

the analysis in and of itself (Brooks et al., 2015). Template analysis shares common goals 

with the analytical framework because the involvement of template analysis is in parallel 

to tackling many of the same needs (Brooks et al., 2015). The difference is that template 

analysis plays a crucial role in providing thorough guidance, the development of the 

structure of coding than the analytical framework, and is less associated with outlining 

approaches as assistance to interpreting the data when fully coded (Brooks et al., 2015). 

 

4.7.2 Creating the initial template  

Theron (2015) explains that a code is a descriptive concept that is allocated by the 

researcher for capturing the significant content or essence of the data, and a code template 

contains a set of codes (Stein, Lauer, & Kharbili, 2009). Initial coding is the process of 

splitting the data down into different distinct parts (Theron, 2015). Conducting the 

preliminary/initial template after the continual process of coding allows the method to 

use less time than other methods to analyse data (Brooks et al., 2015). The ongoing use 

of the template supports thorough examination of how themes are identified and how they 

are relevant to one another (Brooks et al., 2015).  

 

The literature does not provide much guidance that is relevant to the establishment of 

reliable coding of transcripts of in-depth semi-structured interviews (Campbell et al., 

2013). However, in the initial template coding, King (2008) argues that there should not 

be too many initial codes as this may limit the analysis and impede exploration of more 

relevant problems. However, having few codes may turn into a limitation of the clear 
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direction and create an extremely rich and complex data. The better approach is to start 

the beginning template by using an interview topic guide (King, 2008). 

 

In this research, the interview questions were following the analytical framework. 

Therefore, initial codes for the template were produced from the variables of the 

analytical framework. The key questions from the interview guide served as the higher-

order codes. Higher-order codes were split into many levels of lower-order codes, 

depending on their relative significance to the study and thereafter contributing to the 

analysis into the greatest depth. Theron (2015) explains that it should be kept in mind that 

these initial codes and categories are ongoing and may be revised as the analysis process 

develops. Likewise, the next subsection explains the revision of the template.  

 

4.7.3 Revising the template  

While coding, Saldaña (2009) suggests that researchers should pay particular attention to 

their research questions and aims of the study and the researcher makes adjustments of 

the initial codes based on the particular attention. The revision of the template is based 

on the initial codes. Once the initial template is built, the researcher must double check 

to seek for any insufficiency. After finding the deficiency, the codes of the initial template 

are added or deleted. 

 

King (1998) provides a guideline for the modification process leading to the development 

of the final template. Adjustments of the template involve inserting new codes, deleting 

irrelevant codes, changing the scope of codes, and changing higher-order categorisation 

as outlined below.  

Inserting: When some views and concepts were not included in any initial codes in the 

template, those items were inserted as a new code. 

Deleting: At the end of the template coding some prior codes were deleted because they 

were irrelevant or considerably overlapped. 

Changing scope: By keeping in mind the research questions/aims, some codes were 

reidentified at a higher or lower level if the initial codes were seen to be poorly, broadly 

or narrowly built. 

Changing higher-lower order categorisation: Once some initial codes were later noticed 

to fit as a subcategory of a different higher-order code, then their higher-order 

classification was changed. This was also applied to the lower-order codes. When some 
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initially defined codes were later noticed to fit as the main category, and then their lower-

order classification was changed (to higher-order classification). 

 

4.7.4 Finalising the template  

Once sufficient time and efforts were given in the initial and revising stage, the template 

was finally built. There are no specific arguments to explain whether the template is 

finalised; this is differently unique to a specific investigation and the researcher (King, 

1998). The codes should not be either too many or too few. Saldaña (2013) argues that 

the number of codes is dependent on the context, the nature of the data, and to what extent 

of suitability the researcher needs to examine the detail. Data can be ‘grouped’ together 

with a single code or can be ‘split’ into numerous smaller parts, each bearing its own 

code. In this research, the goal of coding is to keep in mind the research questions/aims 

and maintain the quality of the answers/findings. Coding must guarantee that all data are 

thoroughly considered and included. Therefore, once all the relevant data collected 

through interviews were coded and inserted in the template, the template was considered 

‘final’.  

 

In the final template of this study, first the transcripts were printed out and perused 

through several times. Second, the transcribed documents were uploaded in the NVivo. 

Third, the finalised template codes were crosschecked to ensure the consistency and 

reliability. This is to ensure that all the relevant information was coded. Finally, it was 

confirmed that no significant changes were suggested. The ‘final’ template can play a role 

as both the basis for interpreting data set and usefully guiding and structuring the writing-

up of research outcomes (Brooks & King, 2014). Once the template is finalised the data 

interpretation is done, which is detailed in the next subsection. 

 

4.7.5 Interpreting and presenting template analysis  

King (1998) explains that there are no general rules for how the coded data is interpreted 

by a researcher. The tactics for interpretation should be developed and align with the aims 

and content of a specific study. King (1998) adds that it is impossible for the researcher 

to interpret everything about the themes identified in the set of data. Instead, the 

researcher must attempt to identify the themes that are most fundamentally relevant to 

understanding the phenomena under the investigation. 
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King (1998) and Brooks and King (2014) further provided approaches for interpretation 

and presentation of the final template:  

 

• Within a set of individual case studies, researchers discuss the differences and 

similarities between cases, 

• Once an account structured regarding the major features was identified, researchers 

draw indicative examples from each transcript when necessary, and 

• With a thematic presentation of the findings, researchers use a different individual 

case study to indicate each of the main features. 

 

The guidelines for analysing data in case studies by Creswell (2014) in collaboration with 

the approach recommended by King (1998) and Brooks and King (2014) have influenced 

this study in analysing and interpreting the template and other relevant data. Data analysis 

is detailed in the next section. 

 

4.8 Analytical framework 

The analytical framework, Figure 4.2 illustrates the chronological and logical steps for 

analysing the data into two phases: overall case analysis and subsequently cross-case 

analysis.  
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Figure 4.2: Analytical framework 

 
 

4.9 Data Analysis  

Data analysis involves the process to arrange and reduce the raw data for the researcher 

to produce essence to their work (Miles et al., 2013). In data analysis, researchers transfer 

the data collected into some forms to explain, understand, or interpret people and 

situations that were investigated (Gibbs, 2002). From raw data to coding, sorting and 

examining of data, the researcher studies and interprets participants’ attitudes, desires, 

environment, behaviours, needs, routines, and a range of other information that is critical 

to deeply investigating a research topic (Chowdhury, 2015).  

 

Although many ways for data analysis have been suggested, Creswell (2014) provides 

the most comprehensive steps in analysing data. The researcher deals with the following 

processes (see Table 4.5):  
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Table 4. 5: Data analysis steps 

 
Source: (Creswell, 2014) 

 

Guided by the analytical framework (see Figure 4.2), the next section details the 

analytical methods.  

 

Analytical methods 

The template was significantly built based on the analytical framework, and each single 

element of the framework was used to guide the analysis and present the findings. To 

create the robustness of the study, the analysis is conducted in two main stages: overall 

case analysis and subsequently cross-case analysis (see Abeysekara, 2017; Strode, 2012) 

using descriptive statistics and nonparametric test (see Phan, 2017). 

 

Overall case analysis 

Collier (2012) explains that the terms ‘case within a case’ and ‘overall case’ are used 

interchangeably. Collier (2012) further adds that a case study is primarily a sustained 
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analysis of a single case. In a case study, the researcher seeks to explain why a specific 

case has a particular outcome (Collier, 2012). A single case is broken down into a subset 

of smaller cases to allow researchers to identify the similarities and differences within the 

subcases (Gondo, Amis, & Vardaman, 2012). Collier, Brady, and Seawright (2010) imply 

that causal inference in research using the causal process observation requires the within-

case analysis.  

 

As this study is composed of 50 cases, analysing within subcase or each individual case 

(one hotel) was impossible. Based on the research questions/aims, this analysis was only 

feasible for the whole region (SHV) to explain. Therefore, the data were analysed by 

adopting the components of the analytical framework built for the study. Description of 

the overall analysis begins by detailing an overall case profile. Then, using the finalised 

coding template, data were analysed adopting the structure of the analytical framework 

and with the integration of the themes that emerged from the research data. In order to 

have stronger grounds for the participants’ claims, direct and indirect quotes from 

interviews/transcripts were used where appropriate. In short, the findings were analysed 

across the region, the study site. Collier (2012) argues that by practice, most research 

significantly depends on either within case or cross case analysis or the combination of 

the two tactics. This study adopted Collier’s argument by combining overall case and 

cross-case analysis. Thus, the next subsection details the cross-case analysis process of 

this study. 

 

Cross-case analysis using descriptive test/independent sample test 

Miles and Huberman (1994) explain that researchers have had a tendency of using 

multiple individual cases because there has been a significant increase in studies of 

complex settings. At a greater depth, this is a need to have an understanding on how they 

are competent in local contexts and thus develop more sophisticated descriptions and 

more influential explanations (Miles & Huberman, 1994). There are two reasons for using 

multiple cases analysis: one reason is to enhance generalisability and a second reason is 

to deepen understanding and explanation (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Miles et al. (2013) 

and Yin (2009) add that this leads to the comparison, contrasting, or combination of data 

from all cases to improve the applicability, generalisability, and robustness of findings in 

different contexts. McGuiggan and Lee (2008) continue that using the cross-tabular 

design compares various classifications and allows graphing of continuous measurement 
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scales and continual comparison of theory to data to validate a concept. Cross-case 

analysis does not go alone; its patterns can be sought and identified from the constructs 

or dimensions of the literature, and then the researcher looks for inter-group differences 

and within-group similarities (Eisenhardt, 1989). 

 

Silverman (2010) supports that techniques in analysis remain effective in the 

identification of intangible factors, including socioeconomic status, ethnicity, social 

norms, gender roles, and religion. Hyde et al. (2012) continue that most research methods 

in tourism, leisure and hospitality studies use inter-individual analyses. Chowdhury 

(2015) notes that, in addition to the coding, sifting and classifying of data, the results 

could be influenced by investigators’ interpretation and awareness on participants’ 

behaviour desires, attitudes, needs, environment, routines, and a wide range of other 

information that is important to deeply investigating a research topic. The findings 

produced from the coding, classifying and sifting of data might often be generalised to 

groups of people with backgrounds similar to those in the study (Mack, Woodsong, 

MacQueen, Guest, & Namey, 2005). Such generalization increases importance of the 

study’s contribution.  

 

For this thesis, the hotel attributes and participants’ backgrounds (see Table 4.1) were 

used for cross-case analysis. The main goal is to explore the extent to which hotel 

attributes and participants’ backgrounds in the hotel sector (in SHV) have impacted on 

their perceptions of barriers and enabling factors to CCA. It assesses how hotel attributes 

and respondents’ characteristics influence the participants’ perceptions towards the 

barriers and enabling factors to CCA. The starting assumption is that the score means of 

respondents regarding the perceived barriers to CCA and perceived enabling factors to 

CCA could vary according to hotel attributes (star rating, ownership, hotel size, hotel 

location, hotel age and business format) (or/and) participant’s background (level of 

education, age, experience, nationality and length of residence in SHV) (e.g. Su et al., 

2013; Su, 2014).  

 

In order to explore the underlying dimension of hotel attributes and participants’ 

backgrounds on the mean scores of perceived barriers to CCA and enabling factors for 

CCA, descriptive statistics and independent sample tests have been used to determine 

whether there is statistical evidence that these characteristics influence the participants’ 
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perceptions towards the rating of the barriers and enabling factors for CCA. To undertake 

ANOVA tests, it is expected that the dependent variable is normally distributed and there 

is approximately equal variance on the scores across groups, which is not the case with 

the collected data. Since the dependent variables of this study are ordinals, but not 

normally distributed to conduct one-way ANOVA tests, nonparametric (distribution free) 

tests are used to compare the means of the respondents. The Mann Whitney U test (MW 

test) was used to compare the means of the respondents’ perceived barriers to CCA and 

enabling factors for CCA and determine any significant differences between two 

independent groups. In the case of more than two independent groups, the Kruskal Wallis 

test (K-W test) was conducted for the assessment of any significant differences between 

the means of the respondents’ perceived barriers to and enabling factors for CCA. The 

data were processed with the statistical package SPSS version 23. 

 

4.10 Validity and Reliability  

Validity and reliability are closely related to the quality of the research (Yin, 2003). Yin 

(2014) provides four tests that have been commonly employed to establish the quality of 

any empirical social research. The tests have been summarised as follows:   

 

Construct validity: identifying the right operational measures for the concepts being 

researched (Yin, 2003). Yin (2014) and Dubé and Paré (2003) make these 

recommendations for achieving construct validity in postpositivist case study research:  

• use multiple sources of evidence (also called triangulation)  

• establish a chain of evidence (e.g. use a research protocol)  

• have key informants review draft case study reports.  

 

In line with Dubé and Paré's (2003) recommendations, in this study ‘triangulation’ is 

obtained by using multiple sources of evidence as outlined in section 6.4 (Data 

Collection). Establishing a ‘chain of evidence’ that is commonly used, is done with case 

studies: documentation, archival records, interviews, direct observations, participation 

observations and physical artefacts (Yin, 2003, 2014). Key informants were requested to 

review transcribed interviews to confirm the validity. 

 

Internal validity: (only applicable for explanatory or causal studies). This is to look for 
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establishing a causal relationship, whereby specific conditions are said to lead other 

conditions, as distinguished from spurious relationships. Firstly, Yin (2003, 2014) 

explains that internal validity is significantly concerned with the explanatory case studies, 

especially when a researcher attempts to explain how and why event x led to event y. In 

this study, in order to investigate that relationship, an analysis of the participant 

interviews was undertaken to identify specific statements that link the cause and effect 

(causes of climate change and effect on the coastal tourism and hotels).  

 

External validity: outlining the domain to which a study’s findings can be generalised. 

The presentation of the findings allows the audiences to assess their potential applicability 

to other contexts or similar situations (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Miles et al., 2013). 

There is a way to ensure the generalisability in case studies as suggested by Yin (2003, 

2014): the use of the theory of single-case studies. By having a precise explanation of the 

research context and explanation of the data analysis process, audiences can decide about 

the applicability (external validity) of the findings to other similar settings.  

 

Hyde et al. (2012) provide three forms of generalisation that apply in case-based research: 

• Context generalisation: That is generalisation across observations within a case 

that includes observations (and touch points) for multiple contexts and time 

periods.  

• Generalising from a single case to alternative theories: Case study research is 

theoretically insights (also see Campbell, 1975).  

• Generalising across cases: This was detailed in section 4.9 (Data Analysis). 

 

Reliability: proving that the operations of the study – such as the data collection 

mechanisms – can be repeated with the same results (Yin, 2003, 2014). To ensure the 

reliability, Paré (2004) argues that other researchers could repeat the findings of a study 

within the same or similar results. According to Yin (2003, 2014), using a case study 

protocol and a data repository to ensure reliability are the major ways of increasing the 

reliability. A case study protocol should consist of the following sections: 

• an overview of the case study (project objectives, case study issues and relevant 

literature) 

• field procedures (presentation of credentials, access to the study site as the case 
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study, and sources of data)  

• case study questions (the specific questions being investigated and kept in mind 

during data collection, and the expected sources of information to answer each 

question)  

• the guide for the case study report (outline or format for the data and referencing 

information).  

 

Dubé and Paré (2003) explain that a data repository is composed of the raw data such as 

interview transcripts, researcher’s field notes, documents collected during data collection, 

survey material, coded data, coding scheme, memos and other analytic material, and data 

displays.  

 

To ensure the reliability of the data repository in this study, this chapter has provided 

details of the  Research Process (Figure 4.1). It defined protocols for data collection and 

how transcripts were verified with a range of participants. The data analysis was 

explained using the analytical framework (Figure 4.2) and coding was double-checked 

and obtained high reliability. A data repository was maintained throughout the research 

process as an electronic database. All records related to particular informants (the hotels) 

were with provided codes/labels with a unique identifying code and stored in a structured 

file system for convenient access. 

 

The following tables contain attributes showing how this study’s reliability is addressed 

in postpositivist case studies. These attributes are adapted from Dubé and Paré's (2003) 

practices. Taking the study aims into consideration, only relevant attributes are included. 

Table 4.5 shows how rigour was achieved in Research Design. Table 4.6 shows how 

rigour was achieved in Data Collection. Table 4.7 shows how rigour was achieved in Data 

Analysis. Yin's (2003, 2014) recommendations for obtaining the validity are also added 

in the tables.  
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Table 4. 6: Rigour in the design phase, adapted from Dubé and Paré (2003), following 

the styles of Strode (2012) and Abeysekara (2017) 
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Table 4. 7: Rigour in the data collection phase, adapted from Dubé and Paré (2003), 

following the styles of Strode (2012) and Abeysekara (2017) 
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Table 4. 8: Rigour in the data analysis phase, adapted from Dubé and Paré (2003), 

following the styles of Strode (2012) and Abeysekara (2017) 
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4.11 Ethical Considerations 

Ethics play an essential role in this thesis. Victoria University of Wellington requires that 

studies concerning human subjects must obtain approval by the human ethics approval 

process. Prior to data collection, the research received approval by the Victoria University 

Pipitea Human Ethics Committee (HEC) (see Appendix E). Upon approval, all sections 

stipulated in HEC request were respected. Pseudonyms were used in the thesis. Names 

were confidential, but other identifying characteristics were gathered and discussed, such 

as for the hotel: star rating, ownership, business size, hotel location, business age and 

business format (owned vs. leased), and for the participants: education, experience, 

nationality, length of residence and age group.  

 

4.12 Limitations of the study 

This research might be affected by some limitations often originating from the time and 

financial restraints. Firstly, as the study sought to interview various participants from 

different backgrounds, there was no absolute guarantee that those who participated 

answered the questions accurately, especially the perceived level of climate change 

vulnerability on SHV’s CT and their hotels. It was challenging to measure the reliability 

of their answers and the way they understood and interpreted the vulnerability to climate 

change. Secondly, while the focus was on one coastal tourist destination, the findings of 

this research are not necessarily generalised to other non-coastal regions. The restriction 

in location affects the overall sample in a different way, as it is not clear whether hotel 

businesses in non-coastal destinations face the same climate change vulnerabilities.  
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Finally, the study recruited the representatives of only a sub-sector (hotel) in the tourism. 

It was impossible to study all tourism stakeholders such as guesthouses, travel agencies 

and tourism transport companies. Furthermore, the two main stakeholder groups such as 

the government (national and local) and IOs and NGOs were not recruited; or interviews 

with only the hotel sector not giving full understanding of climate change-related issues 

as this requires perceptions of relevant stakeholders. Meanwhile, the hotel sector’s 

adaptation is a cross-cutting issue that is closely relevant to other stakeholders. CCA, 

especially barriers and enabling factors, requires more comprehensive data to confirm as 

it is influenced by other stakeholders as well, especially the government. For example, 

strong infrastructures built by the government contribute to be the enabling factor of 

hotels’ adaptations (e.g. in terms of storms) while weak infrastructures may contribute to 

barriers to hotels’ adaptations. 

 

4.13 Chapter summary  

This chapter covers the research methodology that was used to gather data and 

subsequently addresses the research aims/questions. The research paradigm adopted in 

this study is the post-positivism. The paradigm first reflects the reality of the research 

nature. Second, it is concerned with ‘social concern’ and ‘natural science’. Third, it is 

supportive to the research that employs more than one method using single case study. 

The methodological approach used in this research is mixed method and single-case study 

with several benefits, which allows researchers to have flexibility in data collection, 

gather ‘rich’ data, and explain the complex phenomenon. These are reflected in a number 

of studies in climate change and tourism using the case studies given as an example. The 

detailed descriptions of the data collection start with the preparation stage, which was 

detailed with a diagram to indicate each phase of the research. Prior to data analysis, 

template coding, creating the initial template, revising the template, finalising the 

template and interpreting the template are required for the research. The data analysis was 

indicated in the analytical framework with detailed steps. Guided by the analytical 

framework, the overall analysis and subsequently cross-case analysis using descriptive 

test and non-parametric test to explore the extent to which hotel attributes and 

participants’ backgrounds in the hotel sector (in SHV) have impacted on their perceptions 

of barriers and enabling factors to CCA. Ethical considerations and the concurrence for 
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data collection were clearly outlined and respected. Ultimately, the study limitations were 

highlighted. 
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CHAPTER 5: VULNERABILITY AND ADAPTATION 

 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter develops the relationship between vulnerability and adaptation. Guided by 

the analytical framework (see the red colour block of Figure 5.1), this chapter first 

assesses the vulnerability of SHV’s coastal tourism and its hotel sector and then 

determines whether and how the hotel sector adapts to climate change impacts. The 

vulnerability is assessed in two layers: SHV’s coastal tourism (destination level) and its 

hotel sector (sector level). This is done by examining respondents’ perceptions about 

environmental and socio-economic vulnerabilities, supported by existing scientific data. 

This assessment was guided by key studies (e.g. Grasso, Moneo, & Arena, 2014; Jopp, 

DeLacy, & Mair, 2010; MOE GEF, & UNEP, 2015; Moreno & Becken, 2009; Sharma et 

al., 2013) who recommended that (coastal) tourism should be assessed through the 

environmental and socio-economic vulnerabilities indicated above. After identifying 

vulnerability, the second part provides insights into hotels’ adaptations, including 

technical, managerial, policy, research and education adopted from an adaptation 

framework by WMO, UNEP, & WTO (2008) and Simpson et al. (2008). The purpose of 

this chapter then is to identify the vulnerability following the coastal hotels’ adaptation 

actions. The chapter answers research aim 1, 2 and 3. 
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Figure 5. 1: Analytical framework 
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5.2 Vulnerability assessment of Sihanoukville’s coastal tourism  

Guided by the literature outlined in chapters 2 and 3, the interview guide was designed 

for the participants to assess vulnerability in terms of environmental and socio-economic 

dimensions. The findings in Table 5.1 below show that SHV’s coastal tourism was 

environmentally vulnerable to excessive rainfall/rainfall-induced flooding, storm, rising 

temperature, SLR/beach erosion/storm surge and prolonged drought, and socio-

economically vulnerable due to damage of infrastructures (from excessive rainfall and 

storm/storm surges), spread of diseases (from the increased temperature and exposure to 

rain), and economic pressure (e.g. income loss). 

 

Table 5. 1: Vulnerability assessment on SHV’s coastal tourism 

 
 

5.2.1  Environmental vulnerability 

The findings indicate that environmental vulnerabilities such as the excessive rainfall and 

rainfall-induced flooding, storms, rising temperature, SLR/beach erosion/storm surges, 

and prolonged drought have threatened SHV’s coastal tourism. The next section will 

outline the first environmental vulnerability, which is the excessive rainfall and rainfall-

induced flooding. All the remaining of the environmental vulnerabilities will also be 

presented subsequently. 

 

5.2.2.1 Environmental vulnerability to excessive rainfall and rainfall-induced 

flooding 

According to the participants, the excessive rainfall and rainfall-induced flooding has 

threatened SHV’s coastal tourism. The heavy rainfall has become a predominant 
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environmental effect on SHV and its tourism. Due to its location at the coastal zone, SHV 

has increasingly become a rain-fed province. The participants further reported that during 

the rainy season, the most intensive rainfall is around September when rain consecutively 

falls up to two weeks or one month. This has sometimes extended to a longer period 

during the year into a normally dry season. They called it irregular or unseasonal rainfalls. 

One added, “I think it’s massively changing. First of all, it feels like when it’s rainy 

season, it continues it doesn’t stop so it’s getting later, later and later, still raining.” H39.  

 

They continued to say that the increased rainfall poses problems not only to the businesses 

but also the people and tourists, especially in July, August and September when rainfall 

is heavy. The most vulnerable places are low-lying areas, including beaches that are 

submerged during and after heavy rains. During the excessive rainfalls, the participants 

complained that half of the tourists/guests do not come to SHV because rainfall limits 

their travels. Flows of tourists’ travels are being disturbed. Tourists were struggling to 

visit some places in SHV. The sea is not attractive for tourists while it is in rainy season 

with strong winds. The more it rains, the more disturbances there are for the tourists.  

 

Rainfall-induced flooding was reported as being caused by excessive rainfall. Although 

the heavy rainfall is one of the main reasons for flooding, the causes of flooding can be 

exacerbated by rubbish that blocks the public drainage systems, which are already poorly 

designed. This puts additional pressures on weak capacity infrastructures such as road 

damages. It reflects Cambodia society where environmental education remains low. This 

is why rubbish disposal remains an issue for most Cambodians. Since there are no 

sufficient drainages for water to flow, sea, beaches and other low-lying area receive 

enormous amounts rainwater, which causes flash flooding along the beaches. This 

environmental problem is caused by both climate change and the existing weak capacity 

of SHV. 

 

As stated in section 3.2.3.1 and section 3.3.2.1, based on the scientific data and its 

prediction both nationally and regionally (at the coastal zone), SHV’s annual rainfall has 

increased and will most likely increase further, and SHV remains the leading place to 

receive rainfall nationwide.  
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5.2.2.2 Environmental vulnerability to storm 

The informants indicated storm or strong wind as another form of environmental 

vulnerability. They felt that this vulnerability is getting stronger, especially when it rains; 

it is more unpredictable. One respondent added, “Not only me but also everyone knows 

that SHV is vulnerable to storms especially once it rains.” H12. Storm intensities vary 

from year to year and place to place. For example, one participant explained, “This year 

there is likely no storm but there was last year.” H13. In their view, storm caused three 

main effects. First, it affects tourism because it disrupts touristic activities, especially at 

the islands. Second, storm is thought to be contributing to cause of death such as 

drowning, especially for tourists. Third, it poses challenges for fishermen who collect 

marine resources significant for hotels’ restaurants and domestic tourists’ demands.  

 

First, storm is the disruption of touristic activities, especially at the islands. According to 

the participants, the mainland of SHV had been the main tourist site for years, but recently 

the island destinations have gained popularity and attracted more tourists; more and more 

tourists visit there. Yet climate change appears to be a constraint for the island visitors, 

especially during storm surges. The storms threaten tourists who go back and forth. For 

example, during storm surges, the island visitors have no choice but force themselves to 

stay there for several more nights. It was reported that a tourist boat capsized in heavy 

storms. Yet in their view, there were two possible main causes: the overload and storm 

surges. Because tourists either cannot go to the island or are unable to walk or travel out 

to the mainland, they must reduce their stays and change the destinations of visitation. 

Galas or party dinners at the beaches were also interrupted. Storms damaging public and 

private infrastructures were also reported. 

 

Second, drowning incidents at sea were reported and storm surge was thought to be a 

contributing factor. The highest height of wave mentioned by an interviewee was 3 metres 

during the strongest wind. While some participants quoted local news, some directly 

informed that at least one death caused by drowning is reported annually. Beach 

erosion/storm surges have changed the beaches; the waves wash ashore the beaches and 

made the drop more sudden. The participants continued to say that most tourists, both 

foreign and local, did not come to SHV during storm surges.  
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Third, storms pose challenges for fishermen. The participants further commented that the 

fisherman groups who like going fishing at night (due to less competition and collect 

more marine resources at nights) are also vulnerable to storms. Although this is not a 

direct effect on tourism, the incidents can put pressure on the tourism and hotel sector due 

to seafood shortages if the fishermen could not collect sufficient food due to the storms.  

 

As described in sections 3.2.3.2 and 3.3.2.2, storm surge is a real concern in SHV. Storms 

occur almost every year from mid-October and through December. The occurrences of 

strong wind are defined as being higher than 40kph, and it is projected that it will become 

more intense in the next 30 years.  

 

5.2.2.3 Environmental vulnerability to increased temperature  

Results of the interviews also suggested that the increased temperature also affects SHV’s 

coastal tourism. Some SHV natives explained that the climate was getting hotter and 

hotter compared to when they were young, particularly in the dry season. Others said that 

the rising temperature causing bothersome and scruffy environments in SHV. One 

participant asserted that the hottest month is April and the highest recorded temperature 

was 40 degrees. This participant said, “Last year in SHV, from December to March, April, 

it should rain at least 1-2 times but last year there were no rains. This is strange, this 

made the climate hot. We brought temperature measurement and saw that the weather 

became 40°C so it was quite hot.” H14.  

 

In their views, rising temperature caused ‘heat stress’, especially for local and 

international Asian tourists. One added that the weather was too hot, leading to a loss of 

some tourist activities. For instance, one respondent said, “It is being affected … first 

before the European tourists who like sunbathing, they came and stayed at the pool 

exposing their bodies under the sunshine. Now this activity has been lost. Now they just 

come and play in the pool then after drying themselves at the pool, they come back to the 

rooms. They don’t have sunbathing like before. At the beach, there is similar trend.” H37. 

Due to hot weather, people as well as tourists over-consumed electricity. Due to incapable 

supplies from the state, the power/electricity is usually cut off during the hottest season. 

One participant viewed that outside temperature comes to a point where it gets too hot 

for the air-conditioners (ACs) to function anymore. Rising temperature also threatens 
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water catchments and agriculture. This also puts pressure on tourism businesses, 

particularly the hotel sector. 

 

As stated in sections 3.2.3.3 and 3.3.2.3, the annual mean of temperature in Cambodia 

and its coastal zone has increased since 1960 and this trend is expected to continue in the 

future. 

 

5.2.2.4 Environmental vulnerability to SLR/beach erosion/storm surge 

They believed that SHV’s coastal tourism is under threat due to SLR/beach erosion/storm 

surge. It has been a long-term concern that the water tends to rise, and it will have 

significant effects on SHV because they are aware it through media27, which has indicated 

that the water at the Cambodian coast could rise by 1 metre. Reacting to the news, one 

participant iterated, “I heard of 1m SLR in here (SHV). Yes, I wouldn’t be surprised since 

it’s about right to me. We can tell the sea has already changed in 5 years, quite a lot.” 

H28.  

 

Some SHV natives did a comparison. They compared the current size of the beaches to 

the far past and reported that the present beaches are shrinking. One participant explained, 

“What’s happening is we have two different currents in the gulf of Thailand. At some 

stage in some parts of the year the water takes the sands away. Now it brings the sand 

back again but there is no planning from the government to control it.” H10. The islands 

follow the same trend. They believed that the seawater is seen as rising up slowly. At 

some stages, the sands have been washed away. The rising seawater causes beach losses 

at seashore areas and other nearby areas along the coast. These climate change problems 

would affect SHV visitors, as well as the hotels and people locating and dwelling near 

the beaches. Ultimately, SHV’s coastal tourism mainly depends on pristine beaches while 

those beaches are being strongly affected by climate change.   

 

However, climate change may not be the only cause of beach erosion. The interviewees 

explained that beaches are shorter because on one hand the seawater is rising. On the 

other hand, new hoteliers have encroached the beach areas with new constructions. They 

 
27272727 Media continues to release information about SLR in the country. Available at: 

https://www.khmertimeskh.com/50114119/world-bank-says-cambodia-vulnerable-to-rising-sea-levels/, 

accessed on March 16 2018  
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constructed the building as close as 5 metres from the high tide line. Meanwhile, sand 

dredging is an issue. This is in line with the field observation. Sand dredging ships could 

be seen offshore. One interviewee explained that for ship navigation, the navigational 

channel should be as deep as 9.5 metres while others said the sand is dredged and 

commercially sold to Singapore.  

 

5.2.2.5 Environmental vulnerability to prolonged drought 

Interviews revealed that prolonged drought endangers the development of SHV’s coastal 

tourism. Influenced by tropical monsoon, Cambodia/SHV has two seasons: rainy season 

and dry season. However, they thought this has changed. It has become hotter and drought 

is extending. Under this threat, there were frequent water disconnections in tourism 

businesses (due to water evaporation). For businesses, the most vulnerable period is 

April–May. One respondent asserted, “Water at Kbal Chhay (a reservoir lake) is in 

shortage in dry seasons sometimes. The water is disconnected at households due to the 

insufficient supplies. The water is mainly connected from there to tourist areas; other less 

priority areas face water shortages; it takes 1–2 days to get the water connected.” H22. 

They perceived that the droughts have been more severe. While travelling to many 

islands, the researcher observed that the island areas followed the same trend.  

 

Although water shortage resulting from climate change is very common during the 

interviews, non-climatic problems such as population growth (people, business, tourists, 

etc.) are other reasons. At the same time, water mismanagement by the 

government/authority exacerbates the problem. Unregulated developments such as filling 

up lakes and streams for land encroachment by the elite have been happening. These 

uncontrollable actions combined with climate change effects may cause water deficit.  

 

As outlined in sections 3.2.3.5 and 3.3.2.5, existing reports have suggested that being a 

predominantly agrarian country, Cambodia is vulnerable to floods and droughts. The 

impact of drought is severe in some regions in the country. SHV’s households have a high 

sensitivity to climate change impacts, including drought, because over 80% of its 

households have limited access to safe drinking water. The tourism sector is also affected 

by this limitation.  
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5.2.2 Socio-economic vulnerabilities 

The findings indicate that socio-economic vulnerabilities such as damage of 

infrastructures, spread of diseases and economic pressure (see Table 5.1) have threatened 

SHV’s coastal tourism. The next section will outline the first socio-economic 

vulnerability, which is the damage of infrastructures. All the remaining socio-economic 

vulnerabilities will also be presented subsequently. 

 

5.2.2.1 Socio-economic vulnerability due to damage of infrastructures (e.g. roads 

and beaches) 

The interviews indicated that excessive rainfalls (causing flash floods) and storms 

contribute to the damage of infrastructures in SHV. The damage includes roads, bridges, 

households and beach erosion as well as crops, making food supply insufficient. The first 

said, “SLR and flash flood effects crops, making the crops grow slowly. I’ve known this 

from a workshop.” The second continued with: “Effects on tourism and hotels, yes it 

affects stronger on coastal areas because when the water rises, we could lose the beaches, 

natural sands as well as at the high land areas and the nearby areas along the coast. If 

the prediction of 1-metre SLR (in 2050) is correct, the businesses along the coast will 

face difficulty and disappear.” H4 and H6. Roads and bridges of this province need more 

permanent repair and maintenance than other provinces. At the islands, a similar trend 

can be observed (through site observations). In addition, most island hotel participants 

mentioned that beach erosion, especially during the high tides, has occurred. The rainfall-

induced flooding has overwhelmingly contributed to those damages. 

 

Storm was also reported as affecting the economy of SHV’s coastal tourism, both directly 

and indirectly. The respondents identified that its direct impacts include the damage to 

the businesses along the beaches, including the hotel structures and residents’ houses. In 

some worst cases, the winds blew houses apart while the hotels were less vulnerable than 

houses due to their better-constructed buildings. Additionally, some small business 

structures and trees along the coastline were torn apart. As described in the previous 

section, section 5.2.2.2, storms have predominantly threatened deep-sea fishing.  

 

The damage poses challenges for the people and tourists. People’ livelihoods were 

interrupted because they could not properly run their businesses. Tourists’ travels (within 

SHV) are also disturbed. In another sequence, the tourists’ vacations were also disrupted. 
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The damaged roads and bridges as well as heavy rainfalls hampered the tourists’ travels. 

Tourists could not access some hotels where access roads were under lengthy repair and 

maintenance. Disturbing/annoying noise (from maintenance/repairing) to tourists or the 

guests was also reported. The limited accessibility to SHV’s hotels due to the road 

maintenance reduced tourists’ visitation satisfaction. Meanwhile, repairing and 

maintaining infrastructures consumed much of the budget of the local government.  

 

SHV’s infrastructures have also been weakened by non-climatic factors. The participants 

criticised that limitation of traffic regulation is contributing to road damages. For 

example, while roads are limited in number, big trucks are allowed to run over the roads 

where they should not. Road damages are a combination of the rains and big trucks’ heavy 

pressures. The lack of new roads creates the same outcome. The existing roads are under 

constant pressure. Another reason is that the current infrastructures are currently weak, 

especially the drainage systems. One said, “But the thing is the public infrastructures are 

very weak so like the roads are very weak, so the climate change can damage easily, I 

think the roads are vulnerable because they are bad anyway.” H30. Others exemplified 

that they (the government) built the roads but paid little attention to underground 

structures such as the drainage systems. Roads were built under standard. Fake products 

(e.g. low-quality asphalt concrete) are assumed to have been used in road constructions.  

 

As indicated in section 3.3.2.6, SHV’s vulnerability has been worsened by both climate 

change impacts and non-climatic factors such as poor infrastructure.  

 

5.2.2.2 Socio-economic vulnerability due to economic pressure (e.g. the loss of 

income) 

The interviewees explained that climate change such as excessive rainfalls, rising 

temperature, drought, and drowning incidents affected the socio-economy of SHV’s 

coastal tourism, causing a great loss of income for the businesses as well as people.  

 

First, they noted that once rain excessively falls, tourists cancel all their bookings and 

shift their visitations to other places. One explained, “Commonly, in SHV you can ask 

those who run hotel and guesthouse business. If there is constant rainfall, you can hear 

them complain about having no guests.” H17. Visitors who plan to go to the islands have 

also been disturbed; seawater tends to rise once it rains. The participants reported that 
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after inconveniently experiencing this, tourists might go back and tell either their 

TripAdvisor or their friends as well as the travel agencies to stop sending tourists to SHV. 

The concern is that due to heavy rainfall, the high seasons do not last long enough; this 

will cause an economic downturn in the tourism businesses, both in the short and long 

term.  

 

Second, the interviews illustrated that rising temperature has annoyed tourists, especially 

Asian guests. They became stressed, especially those who had planned to visit for a longer 

period (up to 3–4 months). In a hot environment, the hoteliers require high-tech 

equipment or facilities to reduce the heat for their guests. The high-tech equipment is 

often very expensive, which makes the hotels’ expenses soar. In the meantime, as part of 

their responses to guests, some hoteliers have no choice but use the ACs, which increase 

overall cost. One hotel owner explained, “Surely, rising temperature will negatively 

impact our business, absolutely and negatively affects the tourism.” H28. According to 

the respondents, the increased temperature produced another undesirable consequence, 

which is the fire incident. In SHV, there been reports of fire incidents almost every year. 

Some businesses burned down. The scope of the damage varies, depending on their prior 

preventive measures. One participant informed, “When it is hot, there is fire. When there 

is an increased temperature, we must take care in maximum. The most dangerous months 

for fire accidents are March, April and May.” H7. Yet it was observed that the causes are 

many, which could be unorganised electricity cables and the increased temperature. 

Presumably, very dry vegetation and other nearby trees/forests play a role due to hot and 

dry weather. WMO, UNEP, and WTO (2008) support that fire incident is an indirect 

effect of climate change that can have substantial effects on tourism activities and the 

capacity of firms to do business.  

 

Third, as mentioned in earlier findings, drought affects SHV’s coastal tourism. In a 

broader affect, droughts also caused water shortages for both people’s daily usage and 

rice or crop farming. The lack of irrigation system aggravates the situation. This might 

suggest that the agricultural products necessary for tourism sector are insufficient. One 

participant said, “Outside tourism, we can see it affects our family members of our staff 

and friends here that rely on the agriculture to live during the drought. Here is a family-

oriented society, the family-based society. If our staffs have families who are farmers 

around the village in SHV then, they’re all getting hungry and getting poorer so then a 
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lot more pressures on our staff to try to support them.” H28. To the best of the 

researcher’s knowledge, SHV’s coastal tourism has become more vulnerable in a 

situation where most SHV’s land is left unfarmed. Most food, such as meat, fruit and 

vegetables are imported from other countries (e.g. China, Thailand and Vietnam). The 

imported amounts and prices are unstable, making SHV’s coastal tourism economy 

unpredictable. At the islands, drought or insufficient water is common. Tourism depends 

on uncertain sources of water, and sources such as wells and rainwater collection tanks 

face shortages in high seasons.  

 

Fourth, the findings presented that rain and storm surges might contribute to drowning. 

Drowning is a new phenomenon that is bad for the image of SHV’s coastal tourism. It 

appeared that tourists hesitated to come due to the incidents. One respondent added, 

“When they played/swam, it was no wind. Yet they walked to the area as deep as their 

waists, the air started to be more furious and they didn’t swim well… they got drown. 

They drown and died at Ochheuteal Beach and here.” H22. In the area, local news had 

also reported a number of drowning cases, usually killing at least one person annually. 

The incidents might stem from other factors such as being unable to swim well rather 

than the climate change effect.  

 

5.2.2.3 Socio-economic vulnerability due to spread of illnesses 

In a broader context, the findings revealed that due to climate change such as rising 

temperature, disease was spread around SHV. The participants illustrated that, in a family, 

if a person gets sick, the whole family does too. This has spread to more and more SHV 

people; the children were the most vulnerable. One respondent argued, “Mostly whenever 

climate changes, people get cold. The kids get sick strangely. During the last one-year, 

most diseases are sore throat. Yet I am unsure it is from the climate change or what. I 

just see that the kids’ illnesses are increasingly stronger and stronger” H12. They 

informed about spread of insects. Spread of biting insects such as mosquitos was based 

on season and time. For example, if the sea is calm, without air current, there are more 

biting insects/mosquitos. The mosquitos can result in the spread of diseases in SHV. Cold, 

fever, sore throat, skin itchiness and temperature were common while dengue fever and 

malaria were occasionally reported during the interviews.  
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At the islands, the SHV natives reported that tourists got sick, especially foreign visitors. 

Tourists were reported sick not just one year but every year. A participant explained, 

“Yes, the tourists here get sick when climate changes. Not only this year, every year it is 

likely in January, February… people get sick.” H47. A notable example was last year; a 

few tourists reported that they could not breathe after falling sick. The participants 

emphasised that the domestic tourists get used to climate change-borne illness while the 

foreign tourists who are new to the area get sick easily. The latter groups are more 

vulnerable or prone to climate change-borne disease. 

 

McIver et al. (2014) argue that one of climate change’s most significant impacts, 

particularly in developing countries, is on human health. Cambodia is geographically 

located in an area vulnerable to vector and water-borne diseases (e.g. malaria and dengue 

fever). Thus, changes in climatic conditions will lead to a significant influence on the 

epidemic diseases (Country Water Partnership Reports, 2010).  

 

After reporting their perceptions on the environmental and socio-economic vulnerability 

on SHV’s coastal tourism, one key question was given to the participants: “To what extent 

is Sihanoukville’s coastal tourism vulnerable to climate change?” The perception on this 

question was investigated by asking respondents to rate the vulnerability of SHV’s coastal 

tourism on a five-point rating scale with 1 being ‘not vulnerable’ and 5 being ‘very 

vulnerable’ (see Appendix A). As a result, Table 5.2 shows the Likert-scale results (in 

%), mean ratings, and standard deviation (SD). 

 

Table 5. 2: The extent to which SHV’s coastal tourism is vulnerable to climate 

change 

SHV’s coastal tourism 
vulnerability to climate change 

Responses 
N Percent 

Not vulnerable 1 2.0 
Slightly vulnerable 15 31.0 
Moderately vulnerable 18 37.0 
Vulnerable 9 18.0 
Very vulnerable 6 12.0 

Total 4928 100.0 
Mean = 3.08 and SD = 1.038 

 
28 1 missing 
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As a result, Table 5.2 shows that of 50 respondents, around two thirds (68%) felt that it 

is either slightly or moderately vulnerable, while nearly one third (30%) reported that it 

is either vulnerable or very vulnerable. 

 

As indicated in previous chapters, this study seeks to assess vulnerability in two layers: 

destination level (SHV’s coastal tourism) and sector level (SHV’s hotel sector). After 

vulnerability of SHV’s coastal tourism is assessed, the next section details the 

vulnerability assessment of SHV’s hotel sector. 

 

5.3 Vulnerability assessment of Sihanoukville’s hotel sector 

Guided by the literature outlined in chapters 2 and 3, the interview guide was designed 

for the participants to assess vulnerability into environmental and socio-economic 

dimensions. The findings in Table 5.3 below shows that SHV’s hotel sector was 

environmentally vulnerable to excessive rainfall/rainfall-induced flooding, storm, rising 

temperature, SLR/beach erosion/storm surge and prolonged drought, and has socio-

economic vulnerabilities due to damages of infrastructures (from excessive rainfall and 

storm/storm surges), spread of diseases (from the increased temperature and exposure to 

rain) and economic pressure (e.g. income loss). 

 

Table 5. 3: Vulnerability assessment on SHV’s hotel sector 
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5.3.1 Environmental vulnerabilities 

Similar to environmental vulnerabilities on SHV’s coastal tourism, the findings indicate 

that environmental vulnerabilities such as the excessive rainfall and rainfall-induced 

flooding, storms, rising temperature, SLR/beach erosion/storm surges and prolonged 

drought have threatened SHV’s hotels. The next section will outline the first 

environmental vulnerability, which is the excessive rainfall and rainfall-induced flooding. 

All the remaining environmental vulnerabilities will also be presented subsequently. 

 

5.3.1.1 Environmental vulnerability to excessive rainfall 

According to the interviews, excessive rainfall was the most challenging issue perceived 

by the participants. They indicated hotels’ vulnerability in a variety of ways. First, 

excessive rainfalls were inconvenient for guests and limited their travels. If disturbed by 

rainfalls, guests mostly stayed in hotels for a short time and then checked out. One 

interviewee explained that at around November, starting from the Water Festival 

(annually, Cambodia celebrates the Festival, which is one of main public holidays), the 

rooms are fully booked at weekends. The hotel sector always expects more guests because 

guests come and extend their stays by going further to the islands and other attractive 

areas. However, extended rainfall reduces the number of guests. Hotels with restaurants 

(50% of SHV’s hotels have restaurants) were even more vulnerable. The sale volumes of 

their restaurants decreased as well. Another adverse consequence was that guests who 

had experienced unpleasant amounts of rain, sometimes commented negatively against 

the hotels through online reviews, thereby making the hotels receive low rates in online 

bookings.  

 

Second, rainfall-induced humidity has had two invisible unwanted consequences for the 

hotels: decaying hotel buildings/materials/amenities and humid environment. Rainfall, 

coupled with salty air as well as many other unknown chemical elements, has caused 

hotel buildings to decay. Paint on hotel buildings often fades away. This requires highly 

technical maintenance. Strong rainfalls and rainstorm have made rooms wet and caused 

other materials/amenities left uncovered to decay. One added, “In this area, whether hotel 

or general materials made of metals are easily rusty and decayed.” H18. Another added, 

“We’re on the beach, anything that ever lasts 4 years, it only lasts 2 years” H34. Rain 

causes humidity. For example, one respondent said, “You know, when it rains all the time, 
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you have very humid things inside the rooms so everything gets smelly and you have… 

everywhere becomes humid.” H27.  

 

Third, some participants criticised that the weak infrastructures such as public drainage 

system have made SHV and their hotels more vulnerable to rainfall-induced flooding. 

The rainwater remained on the roads or surrounded hotels for hours, especially those that 

are at low-lying areas. When rainwater flowed strongly all at once, its force damaged the 

hotel drainage systems. Flash flood often had another unwanted consequence for the 

hotels: dirtiness/mud in front of and surrounding the hotels. This created inconveniences 

for guests and the staff (for working). One participant explained, “There are no guests to 

stay here when it strongly rains. Anyway, if it strongly rains, it floods.” H35. The second 

complained, “We have some heavy rains, the rainfall also like a lot, then the water was 

coming in the middle of the hotel which normally must not happen, so we have to put a 

lot of sand bags all around…” H38. Staff were required to clean up and repair the 

damages more frequently, which increased their overall expenses.  

 

5.3.1.2 Environmental vulnerability to storms 

The participants also indicated that storms or wind contractions occur frequently at the 

coast. Their intensities caused many other unwanted consequences for the hotels. For 

example, the storms either damaged the hotels’ buildings or brought debris/rubbish/tree 

leaves to their hotel premises and beach areas. Debris/rubbish/tree leaves reduce the 

beach beauty and quality (both the beaches that belong to the hotels and public beaches). 

One mainland participant commented, “Generally, we have problems resulted from 

climate change during these months (pointing to a calendar) like storms, wind 

contractions.” H1. 

 

5.3.1.3 Environmental vulnerability to rising temperature  

The participants asserted that the increased temperature also affects their hotels in two 

ways: the damages to hotel buildings/materials/amenities and effects on staff/guests’ 

health.  

 

First, in climate conditions that changed from being too hot (dry season) to being too wet 

(rainy season), the hotel buildings start to crack. One explained, “We did on one occasion 

in this room here on the top on the right and I watch the security camera to watch if 
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someone enter the room, no one has entered the room. The huge glass window to the 

bathroom has smashed. I believed it expanded due to the heat.” H39. The most vulnerable 

area is at the rooftop. It made other hotel materials such as swimming pools crack. 

Laundry beddings decayed more easily. Hot temperature also resulted in the deaths of 

small plants. In hot weather, more water is used to spray plants in the hotel complex and 

the gardens (to cool down the hot environment), but more water usages increased costs. 

Due to the increased temperature, the electricity was cut off, quite often due to over-

consumption. Likewise, nothing could function for the businesses. In more severe cases, 

ACs could not function well. One hotel owner said, “We come to the point where AC just 

can’t function anymore because it’s too hot, outside the temperature.” H28. Increasing 

power to operate the ACs made the hotels’ expenses soar as well. 

 

Second, many held the view that the increased temperature caused the staff to get sick. 

When they were getting sick or heat stress, they could not provide good services. This 

was affecting the whole service system in hotels. Another undesirable consequence was 

that some places in the hotels where staff could stay and work was no longer bearable due 

to the increased temperature. So, the layout of working places must be restructured or 

removed to more convenient places. In hotels where spaces are not available, the working 

places of staff must be equipped with high power ACs, which increase hoteliers’ 

expenses. Rising temperature also puts their guests under compounding pressure such as 

heat stress.  

 

5.3.1.4 Environmental vulnerability to SLR/beach erosion/storm surges 

The respondents reported that the SLR/beach erosion/storm surge threatens the hotels. 

They observed that the water is getting higher and higher. For instance, one informant 

commented, “… the sea brings the sands away, when the water rises it brings the sands 

away. Sometimes, we have no places to prepare dinners (dinner events for the hotel guests 

at the beaches) …” H50. Another added “Yes, it becomes serious you can tell that this is 

beach erosion.” H15.  

 

They observed that after the storm surges, when the water receded, beaches turned to 

normal but with some loss of sands. This happened twice a year. The first added, “Yes 

we can see that at the beginning of the rainy seasons, sands level really move away I think 

at least 1 metre down revealing some tree roots which we’ve never seen before. We’re 
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really scared at that moment.” H34. The second continued, “Our hotel obviously lies on 

the beach here and we’ve already seen the tides coming up much higher in the last couple 

of years, almost enters our restaurant and so we can see the next couples of years that it 

gonna be vulnerable.” H28. Some reported that there are no spacious beaches for big 

events such as gala dinners. At the back of some hotels, the beaches have been eroded. 

Due to this forward-looking aspect of vulnerability, the SLR/beach erosion will affect 

businesses at low-lying areas and then there will be no beaches left for touristic activities. 

  

As outlined in sections 3.2.3.4 and 3.3.2.4, historical data show that the sea level has risen 

in recent years and beaches have been eroded, particularly in SHV. There is also a 

projection for further SLR in the future. 

 

5.3.1.5 Environmental vulnerability to prolonged drought 

The respondents also believed that the hotel business is also a drought-prone sector. They 

reiterated that their hotels become most vulnerable during the peak time of dry season in 

March, April and May. Drought could cause water shortfall up to consecutively 2–4 days 

or up to 2 weeks in the worst case. This happened 4–5 times annually or 10–15 times per 

year in the worst case. Without alternative sources of water, the drought or water deficit 

could lead to the closure of some hotels because these tourism enterprises need plenty of 

water to supply to their customers. One argued, “The hotels should have to close down, 

you know anyone who has the hotels and restaurants has to close because you can’t 

function without water.” H28. This also caused a shortfall of local products such as 

vegetables, which is already declining in the area. Therefore, a variety of produce has 

been imported from other countries. At the islands where clean water was already scarce; 

the hotels’ vulnerability becomes more severe.  

 

Nevertheless, as argued above, other factors such as uncontrolled development of SHV 

and the increase of hotel businesses and tourists as well as population growth additionally 

contribute to water shortage. 

 

5.3.2 Socio-economic vulnerability 

Similar to socio-economic vulnerabilities of SHV’s coastal tourism, the findings indicate 

that socio-economic vulnerabilities such as the damage of infrastructures, spread of 

diseases and economic pressure (see Table 5.3) have threatened SHV’s hotels. The next 
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section will outline the first socio-economic vulnerability, which is the damage of 

infrastructures. All the remaining will also be presented subsequently. 

 

5.3.2.1 Socio-economic vulnerability due to damage of hotel buildings, 

infrastructures and materials 

Responding to the question, “Has your hotel experienced or suffered any loss or damages 

as a result of any of climate change impacts?”, the interviews revealed that almost two 

thirds of the participants (66%) reported that their hotels have suffered losses and 

damages caused by climate change. The purpose of question was to gain more insightful 

understanding of the actual and physical direct socio-economic impacts on the hotel 

sector. 

 

Based on the interviews, the loss and damages resulted from excessive rainfalls/rainfall-

induced flooding and the salty air (which contains chemical elements formed at sea) (see 

section 5.3.11), SLR/beach erosion/storm/storm surge (see section 5.3.1.4) and increased 

temperature (see section 5.3.1.3). In addition, the respondents projected that these effects 

will threaten their hotels in the future. This requires constant and thorough maintenance 

of the buildings, which is costly. This will continue to put hotels under economic pressure. 

 

5.3.2.2 Socio-economic vulnerability due to economic pressure (e.g. loss of 

income) 

Of the 50 participants, some reported that as rainfall is unevenly distributed throughout 

the country, SHV is affected and so is the hotel sector. Their businesses face loss of 

income and increased expenses due to climatic changes. As outlined above, the guests 

will not visit SHV when anticipating heavy rainfalls. Those who were already in SHV 

cancelled their bookings and moved out, making the hotel business lose significant 

income. For some hotels, the owners must repair the buildings after the rainy season, 

which makes some parts of the buildings non-functional. One respondent said, “The 

expenses are much like the concrete ceilings. Sometimes when there are constant rains 

for many days, the water leaks…. We repaired and spent USD1,000 and next rainy 

seasons it leaks again.” H16. 

 

When it was hot, hotels increased their expenses because the staff as well as guests 

consumed much water and electricity. When the increased temperature annoys their 
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guests, they require high-tech equipment or facilities to respond to the needs that will 

reduce the heat stress for their guests. The high-tech equipment often costs more. In the 

meantime, as part of their responses, some hoteliers have no choice but to use the ACs.  

 

5.3.2.3 Socio-economic vulnerability due to spread of illnesses 

Broadly in SHV, climate change increasingly contributes to common illnesses such as 

colds and dehydration or heat-related illnesses in tourists. The participants explained that 

this might be caused by the fluctuating climate (being suddenly hot and cold). Right in 

their hotels, many held the views that the increased temperature caused the guests and 

staff to get sick as well. Being unhealthy, the staff could not maintain service quality. 

This was affecting the whole services in the hotel sector, which put compounding pressure 

on their hotels. The first added, “Since my staff drive motorbikes to work, they are directly 

exposed to rain. This makes them sick” H2. During the interviews a few participants also 

mentioned malaria. Their guests and staff were likely to be vulnerable to it because 

Cambodia has a high prevalence of malaria annually. One participant complained, “If 

there’s a lot of flooding, there’s an increase of malaria, chances of increased sickness in 

the hotel and put stress on the staff to cover other people” H15.  

 

After reporting their perceptions on the environmental and socio-economic vulnerability 

on their hotels, one key question “To what extent is your hotel vulnerable to climate 

change?” was given to the participants. The perception on this question was investigated 

by asking respondents to rate the vulnerability of their hotels on a five-point rating scale 

with 1 being ‘not vulnerable’ and 5 being ‘very vulnerable’ (see the Appendix A). As a 

result, Table 5.4 shows the Likert-scale results (in %), mean ratings, and standard 

deviation (SD). 
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Table 5. 4: The extent to which the hotel sector is vulnerable to climate change 

SHV’s hotel sector vulnerability 
to climate change 

Responses 
N Percent 

Not vulnerable 1 2.0 
Slightly vulnerable 25 50.0 
Moderately vulnerable 16 32.0 
Vulnerable 5 10.0 
Very vulnerable 2 4.0 

Total 4929 100.0 
Mean = 2.63 and SD = 0.859 

 

Table 5.4 indicates that half (50%) of the respondents perceived that their hotels were 

slightly vulnerable while about one third (32%) were moderately vulnerable.  

 

As argued in previous chapters, adaptation follows vulnerability. The next section details 

the adaptation framework employed by SHV’s hotel sector. 

 

5.4 The adaptation framework in SHV’s hotel sector 

After the vulnerability was assessed in sections 5.2 and 5.3 respectively (aim 1 and 2), 

this section addresses research aim 3, which sought to determine the extent to which the 

hotel sector has adapted to climate change. This section presents adaptation measures 

being adopted according to the adaptation framework by WMO et al. (2008) and Simpson 

et al. (2008) which comprises technical, managerial, policy, research, and education 

adaptation (see section 2.8). The overall purpose is to establish the relationships between 

vulnerability and adaptation that are consistent with several lines of literature as outlined 

earlier. 

 

Interviews indicated that the participants initiated various adaptation actions for their 

hotels. Table 5.5 summarises all five types of adaptation: technical, managerial, policy, 

research and education, which were mentioned during the interviews.  

 
29 1 missing data 
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Table 5. 5: Adaptation framework of the hotel sector 
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Source: Adopted from WMO, UNEP, and & WTO (2008) and Simpson et al. (2008) 
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5.4.1 Climate change technical adaptation  

5.4.1.1 Technical adaptation to excessive rainfall and rainfall-induced flooding 

 

Table 5. 6: Adaptation measures for excessive rainfall 

 
 

Excessive rainfall is the most challenging effect perceived by the participants. First, Table 

5.6 represents that 66.7% of them adapted by checking the hotel structures and surroundings. 

The participants explained that their adaptations included redesign and reconstruction of 

buildings such as roofs, guttering, doors, windows and other building features exposed to 

rain. Most paid more attention to roof structures. One said, “This year (rain pattern) has 

changed much; it extremely increases until we make new roof two layers.” H32. One more 

respondent reported that connecting the roof from one place (e.g. restaurant) to the main hotel 

building was built to enable the guests to walk from place to place (inside the hotel premise) 

without exposure to the rains which become more frequent. 

 

Learning from peers, prior to running the businesses, a few new business managers/owners 

constructed their buildings to be adaptable to this effect. They built structures (e.g. roofs, 

doors and windows) in such a way as to reduce exposure to rain. One informant explained, 

“It is not an equipment. In fact, it is the way that we design the hotel, we know it that rain is 

excessive in one season. It comes from one side; most of the time it has come like this. So, we 

built our building like this.” H44. Upscale hotel businessmen tended to make significant 

changes to the hotel buildings such as reconstructing their connecting drainage systems for 

better rainwater flows. Hallegatte (2009) supports that new infrastructure that enables hotels 

to deal with a wide range of changing climate effects is more difficult and expensive in the 

design and construction.  
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Others contended that they must instruct their technical staff to prevent or repair the ceiling 

damages resulting from rainwater leakages. Some further pointed out that they had formed a 

technical group that could prevent, maintain and repair damage to the buildings. One 

participant continued, “We have the rainwater leakage on the ceiling. We have more staffs 

to repair; we have CTV, engineering, maintenance team, AC repairmen, water system 

repairmen and electricians. This allows us to adapt/respond faster…” H17. A similar 

thought noted by WMO, UNEP, and WTO (2008) was that the modification of the poor 

infrastructure may have to be improved if existing performance standards are inconsistent 

with the changing climatic conditions.  

 

The most striking concern caused by heavy rainfall was the quality of connecting rainwater 

drainage. The participants said that they adapted by frequently checking the areas, clearing 

rubbish or materials that block the water flow. In the meantime, prior to rainy season 

necessary materials such as water pumps, spades and large rubber brooms were prepared. 

During flash flooding, while some participants informed that they must pay for a private truck 

equipped with some materials to pump the water out with the price of USD60 per time, others 

replaced drainage pipes for bigger size ones so that the rainwater could flow easily. The 

participants’ adaptation measures likely align with Coles, Dinan, and Warren (2016) who 

explain that newly designed buildings, technologies and construction techniques increase 

opportunities for companies to adapt to changing climate, which leads to decreasing their 

environmental load. 

 

Second, Table 5.6 shows that 33.3% adapted by providing necessary materials to their guests. 

Inside each room, boxes of medicine as first aid were available to combat rain-exposed 

illnesses. Becken and Wilson (2013) noted a similar point: “climate change adaptation starts 

at home” (p. 636) for tourists planning for their trip and are knowledgeable about the climate 

of their next destination. In this study, hotel operators who know about and have experience 

with SHV’s climate must initiate such adaptation for their guests.  
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Additionally, while raining prior to going out to nearby places, some guests often came and 

asked if the supporting materials such as medicines and umbrellas were available. To fill 

their needs, the hotel managers/owners provided free medicines, transport such as buggies 

and cars, and materials such as umbrellas. Without supporting materials such as the first aid, 

they mentioned that the guests might feel inconvenient. Aall and Høyer (2005) call this a 

“personal adaptation” by explaining that companies can do various simple things to help 

visitors in cases of unexpected weather such as excessive rainfall.  

 

5.4.1.2 Technical adaptation to storm 

 
Table 5. 7: Technical adaptation to storm 

Technical adaptation to storm Responses 
 N Percent 

Technical 
Check and readjust hotel structures and 
surroundings30 10 40.0 

Use/maintain natural trees/forest 15 60.0 
Total 25 100.0 

 

In their views, there are frequent occurrences of strong winds and wind contractions as well 

as storms. Table 5.7 shows that 40% of them technically adapted by checking and readjusting 

hotel structures and the surrounding areas to make sure they were strong enough to withstand 

the strong winds and storms. They believed that strong structures could prevent storms while 

the storms threaten the weak buildings, especially old ones. The respondents paid more 

attentions to the roofs and windows. One respondent added, “Previously, we had problem on 

the roof. In our recent repairing, I told the repairmen to add storm-resistant materials. For 

example, we before had one hook on the roof, we now have two hooks” H3. This indicated 

that the strength of wind is stronger. 

 

 
30 Table 5.6 above shows that checking and redesigning the hotel structures/buildings and the surrounding areas 
was used by 66.7% to adapt to excessive rainfall but by only 40% (see Table 5.7) to adapt to storms. This was 
likely because excessive rainfall was a more concerning issue than storm in SHV and the adaptation measures 
were slightly different. For this instance, whilst drainage systems must be checked to adapt to high rainfall, they 
are not done in response to storms (coming without rain).  
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Other respondents whose hotel structures are weaker, continued, “We have made/cut the 

bamboo31 to cover on the roofs. You see we put these to withstand the strong winds and 

rains.” H30. Some mentioned that they could take reactive adaptation actions only after 

storms by repairing the damages or affected areas. For example, one said, “We repair it (after 

storms). We cannot do more than that.” H22. The second said, “Now we have experience of 

storms damaging leave (thatching) roofs. Next year we will change to brick roofs.” H35. 

What could be clearly seen in these arguments that this was the lack of proactivity. Proactive 

preventions seemed to be beyond the capacity of these participants, due to their limited 

resources, which are seen in developing countries. 

 

60% of them used another way of adaptation, which is keeping natural forest/trees32. They 

believed that keeping densely forests/trees around their hotel compounds could provide many 

benefits, including lessening the intensity of strong winds or storms towards their hotels. One 

island participant explained, “Trees help, they help to withstand the salty moisture (salty air 

blown from the sea). They help they help a lot, the trees; they help to withstand the wind blow 

that bring the salty air like the salt…” H47. Although trees/forest are also vulnerable to 

climate change (Andrei & Roger, 2007; Wan et al., 2018), they also serve as an essential 

component for adaptation strategies, for example protecting soil and land against harmful 

impacts of flooding and having the potential to protect people from some of the detrimental 

effects of rising global temperatures. Forests and trees of other species provide a wide range 

of benefits beyond those relevant to climate change by laying a foundation for better 

sustainable economic and social development (UN, 2007). However, they might not have 

been aware that some trees could cause damage such as collapsing on their hotels during the 

storm turbulences. Yet, based on the observations they chose trees and other species that 

were environmentally friendly to their hotels.  

 

 
31 Bamboo is used for countryside households that are fastened with nails on thatching roof so that the roof 
becomes more resistant to strong winds. A few SHV’s hotels were built with strong concrete foundations topped 
with thatching roof. There are two reasons: first, for adaptation to rising temperature and second, for 
beautification purpose.  
32 In SHV, some hotels have large compounds where various trees, including mangroves, can be planted, while 
others have no spaces where a few trees can be planted in large vases. This indicates different ranges of hotel 
sizes in SHV.  
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5.4.1.3 Technical adaptation to increased temperature 

As described in the previous sections 5.2 and 5.3 respectively, temperature has been recorded 

and is projected to become higher. All hotels were reported to be vulnerable to it. Table 5.8 

shows various technical adaptation measures initiated by the respondents. 

 
Table 5. 8: Technical adaptation to rising temperature 

 

 

Table 5.8 shows the greatest percentage, 49% of the respondents said they simply 

used/installed (new) ACs. In a rare condition, electric fans were supplemented in addition to 

the functioned ACs while room climate is still hot. Likewise, only 1.9% used similar 

adaptation techniques. They mentioned that big chillers33 were used in the hotel lobby to cool 

down the hot environment.  

 

While in hot weather, 15.6% of respondents said that maintaining the forest/trees/gardens 

contributes to cooling down their hotel environment. Besides beautification purposes, it was 

believed that trees could provide shades and oxygen and bring fresh air. One said, “We’re 

lucky with the design; it’s filled with the plants and we’re trying to put more plants as we 

can.” H39. Among this group, three used uniquely different adaptations. They mentioned 

that a vine tree was planted on roof areas. The vines bear leaves and provide shades as well 

 
33 The participants referred to air-conditioning like machines emitting cool air. The standing machine is mobile 
and can be moved closer or further to the guests. Usually they are put in a big lobby room. 
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as absorb heat. The first informant pointed out, “Yes, we plant the vines on the top; they 

really help a lot to decrease the heat. Naturally, it makes the room environment cooler.” 

H21. The second added, “Since coconut trees did not provide sufficient shades, we planted 

the vines to reduce the heat.” H41. A similar method explained by Alonso-Almeida et al. 

(2017) (in Chilean hotel context) that in the summer hotel used vertical vines covering the 

building’s walls to mitigate heat by generating shade while in winter they reduce heating 

costs by allowing sunlight to warm up the building when the vine leaves become dried up in 

winter. Furthermore, in broader perspective general perceptions throughout Cambodia as 

well as in SHV revealed that trees (afforestation) were believed to be a contributing factor to 

CCA while deforestation is perceived as the major cause of climate change. 

 

8.8% of the respondents said that as the climate has become increasingly hotter, they began 

constructing (for those that do not have) and maintained (for those that already constructed) 

swimming pools. Regardless of other criteria such as room rates, interviews and observations 

found that hotels with swimming pools receive more bookings, especially in hot periods. In 

hot weather, some guests, especially children could adapt by swimming in the pools because 

going to the sea takes time (for mainland hotels) and swimming in it may be dangerous. 

While in hot weather or adverse climate (including strong winds), the guests increasingly like 

swimming in the pools. One participant demonstrated that special consideration was taken at 

the swimming pool. The pool attendants were on standby to help guests who like both 

swimming and sunbathing from drowning. All materials were prepared and fully ready for 

the guests’ needs. For example, big umbrellas were given to provide more shades to the 

guests. From tourist side, Becken and Wilson (2013) argue that the detrimental effects of 

weather can be adapted by behavioural responses by changing touristic activities to match 

with weather conditions, by utilising structural or mechanical supports, including umbrellas 

and modification of the thermal insulation of the body by changing clothing. In the 

destination level, Pröbstl-Haider and Haider (2013) argue that visitors’ motivations and 

behaviours are certainly influenced by climate change. Tourism destinations try to influence 

visitors’ behaviours with the implementation of adaptation measures and provision of new 

products.  
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8.8% of participants acted by adjusting the hotel structures and buildings as a measure to 

adapt to rising temperature. They believed that rising temperature was quite related to the 

hotel structures and buildings. For instance, they constructed new extra roof to reduce hotels’ 

exposure to hot environment. Extra roofing could reduce heating effects significantly. Two 

high standard hotel participants (4 and 5 stars) adapted by constructing thatching roof. One 

respondent said, “… it’s our (thatching) roof, yes it’s good for keeping customers cooler …” 

H28. Yet these respondents reported damages caused by storm on their thatching roof as well. 

They are foreign participants who may not be aware of climate change-related issues in SHV. 

Another said that for the purpose of reducing temperature at the ceilings, special aluminium 

panels were put up during the construction. It is believed that the panels would absorb heat, 

preventing it going through into the rooms. 

 

Of this group, a few participants from new hotels explained that they had known rising 

temperature was a challenge prior to constructions. They designed and constructed the 

hotels/rooms adaptable to it. Then there was not much requirement for them to redesign and 

readjust periodically. They just made a slight change to hotel materials such as window 

shades and room curtains to reduce sunlight coming directly to the rooms. One mentioned, 

“… we must only make adjustments on the curtains in the rooms. If we use the thin-layer 

curtains, they cannot be resistant to the sunlight/heat. If we use the good quality curtains, 

there is no problems; they can be resistant to the sunlight/heat.” H16. According to Coles et 

al. (2016), new buildings perform environmental actions better than the old ones, because 

new buildings often benefit from cutting edge in building technology, construction systems 

and environmental management.  

 

5.8% of informants reported that in the high temperatures, especially with full sunshine, they 

used solar systems to exploit the opportunity. Nevertheless, due to its high cost, they could 

not afford large-scale solar systems (for the whole hotels). Full instalments of solar systems 

were impossible due to their high price. The solar energy for some ACs, hot/cold water 

systems and light energy. One explained, “We have well prepared. I have already installed 

solar panels for hot/cold water I don’t use electricity, I use solar. We have 1,000L; we use 

60% of solar in dry seasons, so we only use 40% of the city electricity.” H7. Nevertheless, 
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installing solar systems for their hotels may not be a direct adaptation to high temperature. 

They beneficially exploit the opportunity for the businesses because solar power minimises 

cost from increased demand on ACs and cold/hot water. This likely aligns with the adaptation 

definition as indicated in section 2.5 by IPCC (2007), which defines that on one hand 

adaptation is adjusting to natural or human systems to respond to actual or expected climatic 

impacts, and on the other hand it is to exploit the beneficial opportunities.  

 

It is generally known that Cambodia’s electrification remains low and the price is high. This 

challenges the businesses. The electricity price in some places where electricity is available 

is one of the highest in the world (San, 2015). In hotels, financial benefits, mainly through 

cost reductions, is one of the motives that stimulate the actions to reduce the environmental 

impact (Jarvis & Ortega, 2010). In relation to technological innovation, Niang-Diop and 

Bosch (2005) argue that it may be needed to adapt current technologies well-matched to the 

adaptation demands, for instance the improvement of higher energy-efficient air conditioning 

techniques. This is likely to be the main reason why the hotel sector in SHV endeavours to 

adapt to rising temperature by using solar-powered facilities to meet the rising demand on 

air-conditioning due to climate change.� 

 

It is important to note that there are three main sources of power for SHV’s hotel sector: the 

electricity supplied by the government, the power generators (private possession of hotel 

owners or other suppliers) and solar systems. The first source is unreliable due to frequent 

power cuts. The second adds extra costs to the hotel sector. The third is high in investment 

cost but relatively cheap in operation and maintenance and simply promising in the near 

future when investment costs declines.  

 

4.9% of interviewees asserted that during an extremely hot environment, they must cool 

down their hotel compounds by spraying water on all surrounding land areas, gardens and 

roof structures. They believed that this could reduce the heat or high temperature. It is more 

beneficial if they water at night-time because of low evaporation at nights. The minute they 

water, the water remains and plays roles like an environment coolant to reduce heat. Once 

the surrounding environment is not so hot, further benefits could be reaped. For instance, the 
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guests would not use much electricity (e.g. ACs and cold/hot water system). The hotel 

operators could decrease their expenses this way as well.  

 

2.9% of respondents provided free materials/amenities such as transport and cold-water 

dispensers. The guests were transported to the nearby beaches during the hot days. They used 

environmentally friendly transports such as electric buggies. This was an additional 

assistance for their guests. One interviewee said, “One more solution for increased 

temperature, we have buggies (electric cars). We must provide proper ridings to the nearby 

areas for free of charge.” H1. Becken and Wilson (2013) address that the extent to which 

tourists adjusted in response to weather conditions was facilitated by transport mode and 

length of residence. At the same time, others provided free drinking water and made water 

dispensers accessible to the guests to avoid dehydration. 

 

1.9% explained that special mirrors or large glass panels (heat reflecting mirror) were used. 

The mirrors or large glass panels were installed in front of each room or somewhere facing 

to excessive sunlight to reflect the heat back out of the rooms, thereby contributing to 

reducing heating effect and cooling down the room environment. 

 

It is important to inform that most of them used multiple adaptation measures such as using 

ACs, provision of free transports, and spraying the hotel premises with water at the same 

time, while quite a few used ACs as the only measure. These could be done, depending on 

the hotel resources and availability of hotel spaces. For example, while some hotels have 

spaces for maintaining large gardens, others do not. 

 

5.4.1.4 Technical adaptation to SLR/beach erosion and storm surges 

The hotels that were located on the mainland were not directly vulnerable to SLR/beach 

erosion/storm surges while those that were front beach have experienced it. Only 32% were 

front beach hotels. Although both front-beach and mainland hotel participants were able to 

provide their views, this study obtained answers mainly from the front-beach hotel 

respondents. 
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Table 5. 9: Technical adaptation to SLR/beach erosion/storm surges 

 
 

Table 5.9 indicates that 41.7% of them used sand gabions as a tool to adapt to SRL/beach 

erosion/storm surges. After sands were washed away, they used human labour, particularly 

their staff, to bring back dozens of sand gabions to refill the affected areas. They repeated 

such action from year to year. One hotel owner said, “For beach erosion, we haven’t many 

ways to prevent. What we can do is once the water recedes, we must go and fill the beach 

with the extra sand.” H30. Another added, “For beach erosion … we just have to react, we 

have to quickly rebuild the beach and all of us bring sand bags to strengthen the affected 

areas.” H39. 

 

The interviews and field observation found that 25% of them instituted seawall barriers as 

part of the adaptation measure. All the 25% were high standard hotels (5-star). The seawall 

barriers looked strong and firm. However, it was assumed that it must have been costly to 

build the seawalls. Cooper and Pile (2014) argue that the construction of defences is usually 

seen in coastal urban environments to respond to increased flood risk from storm surges.  

 

16.7% said that some hotel structures were slightly removed away from the eroded beach 

areas due to SLR/beach erosion/storm surges. This was a huge structure removal and an 

expensive measure. Most structures are restaurants. 

 

16.7% initiated a programme to reforest mangroves and other species that act as wave 

protection whilst the other maintained trees at the beaches to protect against erosion. At one 

island one said, “By having a lot of trees, we have roots that keep the sands, the soil blocked 
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so we have no intention to cut down the trees and that’s the most important thing on these 

properties.” H46. Cambers (2009) supports that coastal forest can back wide beach and 

protect a healthy coral reef to withstand SLR and future high wave. This is better than 

concrete infrastructures that are likely to confine beach on the landward and degrade coral 

reef on the seaward side (Cambers, 2009). Tobey et al. (2010) call it “nature-based 

adaptation”. 

  

5.4.1.5 Technical adaptation to prolonged drought 

 

Table 5. 10: Technical adaptation to prolonged drought 

 
 

According to the interviews, during drought period, all hotels significantly depend on the 

water supplied by SHV’s city hall. Although SHV people called it ‘state water’, the water 

was actually managed and distributed by a local private company. The government licensed 

the company, namely ANCO, to treat water and supply it as much as possible throughout 

SHV. This indicates that the local company managed and distributes the water while the local 

government plays a minimum role as a monitor. A site visit to the company shows that the 

company is located close to SHV’s largest lake reservoir, Kbal Chhay, 25 km from SHV 

downtown. However, because of the lack of reliability (e.g. high price, low pressure) in the 

city water supply, Table 5.10 indicates that the respondents adapted in a number of ways, by 

installing water tanks or building water storage facilities (50%), digging wells (37.9%), and 

building underground water containers (7.6%). A few other options were having their own 

truck water (1.5%), connecting water pipe to a nearby lake (1.5%) and harnessing rainwater 
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(1.5%). In the most severe drought, when all sources of water run out, the hotel 

managers/owners bought water from private mobile trucks.  

 

The greatest percentage, 50%, used the water storage tanks as a measure to adapt to prolonged 

drought and water shortages. The interviews and site observations found that the water 

storage tanks used by hotel operators include the small and big water tanks (up to 20,000 

cubic metre) elevated on the top or higher places of the hotels. Some reported that they have 

more than one water storage tank while others have many, putting them at the ground of hotel 

premise, at the side of hotel and at the top of the hotel roof. This had to be done to ensure 

sufficient water for the guests/staff in the event of water disconnection or extended drought. 

When the city water was available, they always pumped into the tanks. With tank waters, 

they could have water available from 1–2 days up to 1 week, depending on the number of 

guests and sizes of tanks. One explained, “Yes. You see in other countries; people don’t care 

of building water storage tanks because they never have water shortages. To be frank, in 

SHV there are water tanks in all households, just look at their rooftops because they don’t 

trust the water state supplies.” H4. WMO, UNEP, and WTO (2008) argue that alleviation of 

water shortfall requires fundamental investments in storage facilities. Zhou and Tol (2005) 

explain the most common features of technical adaptations such as making water supply 

available for tourism operations by installing water transfers through pipelines or tankers, 

water reservoirs and desalination plants. 

 

At the islands, households and hotels must depend on different private water suppliers who 

connect water pipes to the tourism businesses and households. The suppliers usually possess 

plenty of greater and deeper wells, pump up the water into their gigantic-sized elevated water 

tanks and subsequently through connecting pipes, distribute it to the hotels and households. 

The distributed water is not available 24 hours. Through connecting pipes, the suppliers pour 

the water, and all hotel operators as well as households must collect it as much as they could 

in the morning and store it in their own tanks or whatever containers. They must do this every 

morning, or they would not have sufficient water for later times during the day. As always, 

the suppliers do not distribute water at noon and night. In this scenario, if the water is 

disconnected or becomes suddenly unavailable, the island hotels are quite vulnerable because 
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they do not have their own wells, and in the islands, it is costly to dig their own wells. The 

price could be USD20,000, depending on the distance of islands (measured from the 

mainland to transport construction materials to the islands) and soil conditions.  

 

37.9% used human-dug wells as adaptation measures. The wells had almost the same sizes 

and shapes, but the depth was different, depending on the places (e.g. at the mainland vs. 

islands) and soil conditions. The costs spent on digging wells contribute to the depth level as 

well. The more they spend, the deeper the wells they have. It could be as deep as 50 metres. 

While they have to spend USD10,000 per one well on the mainland, they must spend 

USD20,000 at the islands. Although interviews evidence that nearly half of them had at least 

one well, one reported that there were up to five wells in the hotel compound. The availability 

of water is dependent on first, the depth, and second, the location of wells.  

 

Only 7.6% of them had large underground water containers. The containers were usually 

possessed by a richer business owners/managers or old containers (but later renovated) left 

over by the previous constructions. Generally, it was believed that these containers had a 

huge capacity to store water. Although the large containers were available underground, they 

had to pump water up to transfer to other smaller empty tanks elevated at higher places. 

Therefore, these hotels must have water pumps in place. In the meantime, they must also 

pump both the city water and water stored underground into the elevated tanks due to low 

pressure to distribute to each room. However, doing so suggests that they are racing against 

and pressurise each other for the water availability for the hotels. This shows there are 

unclear/conflicting rules how water is distributed (by the local government) and used (by 

hotels).  

 

There was one water truck (1.5%) on standby in front of a hotel. Interviewing this hotel 

representative found that the truck was used to transport water to the hotel during drought 

period.  

 

Only 1.5% said that a water pipe was connected directly to a lake near the hotel. It is 

important to note that this measure only could be done if the hotel location is close to water 
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reservoirs such as lakes, rivers or streams. This also suggests that location of the hotel 

influences the adaptation measures.  

 

At another island, one high standard hotel participant (1.5%) said a rainwater collection 

programme had been initiated to collect rainwater. There were rainwater collection tanks 

sponsored by DPs such as ADB. The informant said, “Because it rains more, let’s find ways 

to collect more water that was something apparently, nobody thought about before. We’ve 

started our first project, so we try to use rainwater as much as possible…” H46. However, 

the water might contain parasites and various water-borne diseases if not properly treated. 

WMO, UNEP, and WTO (2008) explain that the hotel sector responds to drought through 

assessment of water needs and preparation of alternative sources of supply. For hotels under 

the detrimental effect of extended drought during peak-time demand, conserving water is 

even more essential (Su, 2014).  

 

It is important to note that all 50 hotels were reported to adapt to drought; some used both 

water tanks and wells together for their hotels while others had only water tanks or wells.  

 

In the most severe drought, when all sources of water run out, almost all hotel 

managers/owners bought water from private mobile trucks. The cost depends on the location 

but usually was USD80 per truck. One informant said the price is three times higher than 

market price during the most severe drought. However, the truck-in water is low in quality 

and often delivered late. This suggests that the water might be brought from far locations 

(outside SHV) without quality check and the number of suppliers is quite few whereas the 

demands are very high. The truck-in water supply is likewise not completely clean.  
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5.4.1.6 Other technical adaptations (e.g. enable access to early warning systems) 

 
Table 5. 11: Enabling access to early warning systems about climate change impacts 

 
 

Table 5.11 shows that 59.3% of them used computer/smart phone/tablet to access climate 

change information. To receive the information, the businessmen and individuals must ‘Like’ 

the important Pages of the government agencies concerning the climate change, for example 

MORWAM and MOT. They believed that the Internet is one of the most reliable sources 

currently. This method is believed to be fast, convenient and accurate. For example, while 

Khmer participants like checking websites of local online news, Facebook has become 

increasingly popular for obtaining climate change information. They said this social network 

allows faster information delivery. The information is posted by the national government and 

subsequently shared by the local government. The information was indicative of possible 

extreme climate such as storm and storm surges, flash floods and excessive rainfall. 

 

30.5% of them received climate change information through watching TV. While Khmer 

participants watch national broadcast channels, the foreigners watched international channels 

such as CNN and BBC. They reported that TV remains one of the most effective methods. 

However, the international news channels rarely informed directly about climate change in 

Cambodia as well as SHV. One foreign owner said, “I don’t know how well the Khmer news 

report climate change problem. I’m not sure because I can’t read Khmer. CNN, BBC rarely 

talks about Cambodia and SHV’s climate but neighbouring places. It’s global problem.” 

H28. 

 

10.2% obtained climate change-information through radio. In Cambodia, there are many 

radio channels based at both national and local stations. However, most of them are 
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broadcasted using Khmer language. The foreign participants appear challenging to access to 

information disseminated through radio.   

 

Early warning systems (e.g. radio) play a crucial role in CCA (WMO et al., 2008). These 

systems provide prior warning relevant to severe wind events, storm surges, flooding and 

heat waves (WMO et al., 2008). Media, including the Internet, television and newspapers, 

are the main sources from which the public obtains information about climate change (Wei 

et al., 2014), thereby influencing the public perceptions of climate change (Brulle, 

Carmichael, & Jenkins, 2012). Warning systems that are accessed early allow people to 

prepare their businesses and escape to a safer place before extreme weather, if needed. 

 

5.4.2 Climate change managerial adaptation  

 

Table 5. 12: Managerial adaptation employed by the hotel sector 

 
 

First, results in Table 5.12 show that 82.7% of them suggested that touristic activities for 

clients to be away from impacted areas (to alternative destinations or from the islands to 

mainland or vice versa). During climate change turbulence, most participants suggested that 

their guests not to visit the islands on day excursions and remain on the mainland. Some 

guided their guests to visit nearby places with activities such as cycling or walking instead. 

In a similar vein, at one island some suggested their guests visit the nearby mountain by 

trekking and have a community tour in a nearby village instead of choosing activities at the 

beaches and sea (e.g. fishing). A point noted by Becken and Wilson (2013) is that it is 

reasonable and common for tourists to change their activities due to bad weather. Tourists 

often tend to change an original destination with an alternative choice once the original 
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destination becomes unavailable or they are unhappy with their experience and expectations 

(Han, Noh, & Oh, 2015). 

 

Second, 11.5% of them have created short and long-term plans for better adaptation, the 

creation that initiates a programme (e.g. Green Programme) to be self-sustaining in changing 

climate. For instance, one said that maintaining and expanding gardens was needed in the 

hotel management plan while others were currently unclear about what to do concerning their 

plans but would definitely formulate adaptation initiatives. This is a subject for further 

discussions with relevant people in their businesses, especially other members of their 

management team.   

 

Third, in a few cases (5.8%), the participants provided their staff free transportation to 

commute back and forth to work during bad weather such as strong storms. The purpose was 

to enable the staff to continue working or the hotels would have labour shortages. At the 

beaches, they must be more careful about the storm surges than those on the mainland. In the 

meantime, they kept encouraging their staff to work dynamically with flexibility.  Olazabal 

et al. (2017) agree that flexibility allows preparedness for unpredicted climate events and 

efficient use of existing resources. 

 

5.4.3 Climate change policy adaptation  

Data reveal that the hotel sector employed policy adaptation for their hotels’ adaptations. 

Based on the interviews, they adopted a compliance of (self-) regulations34 in building design 

standards for CCA in response to climate change impacts such as wind forces.  

 
 
 
 

 
34  Literature review and interviews revealed that the government and authority issued many policies and 
regulations in the construction sector. Yet due to the high requirement and cost, almost all hotels do not obey 
regulations imposed by the government. Instead, individual hoteliers adapt self-regulation in their constructions 
with minimum considerations for the government’s regulations. This (self-regulation) contributes to CCA in 
their hotels. 
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Table 5. 13: Policy adaptation employed by the hotel sector 

Compliance with (self-) regulation 
(e.g. building design…) 

Responses 
N Percent 

Yes 16 36.3 
Not sure 14 31.8 
No 14 31.8 

Total 4435 100.0 
 

First, Table 5.13 indicates that nearly one third (36.3%) of them complied with self-

regulation in hotel constructions (e.g. building design). Some explained that their hotels were 

built with strong attention paid to the current and future climatic change, particularly on the 

rooftops. The rooftop was changed from plastic to metal roofing and the hotel structure was 

designed to allow sufficient airflow and sunshine by bringing in architects from overseas. 

The hotels were built to allow sufficient airflow in and out of the hotel through particular 

structures such as many holes of brick wall, thus making the hotel less vulnerable to strong 

wind. Land subdivisions and the balance of the building were clearly taken into consideration 

and analysed during the construction. One of them explained, “Cambodia is different from 

other countries we must have our own techniques. We build, and we think of the hot weather 

that is why we don’t build the ceilings high. We must comply the standard of 2.70m or 

2.80m.” H7.  

 

At the islands, they reported that they took the hotel structures into consideration, especially 

during the construction. One of them said, “I think we build this place with all of these in 

mind because once the owners arrived in 2005. We’re aware of this problem and when they 

built this place, they built it knowing what the problem especially on the climate change or 

environmental issues.” H46. 

 

Second, almost one third (31.8%) of them pinpointed that they likely complied with self-

regulations in their hotel buildings for climate change response. All of them informed that 

the constructions were somehow built with moderate consideration of CCA. One foreign 

informant said, “Not enough, they could have been much better, I’ll give you an example. 

 
35 6 data missing 
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Although insulation is known and available in Cambodia, in our roof we’ve got no 

insulation.” H10. A few representatives from newly built hotels either agreed or disagreed 

that their hotel constructions were adaptable to climate change. They referred the questions 

to the owners and contactors. One hotel participant said, “Concerning the building and 

climate change, I don’t know what he (the boss) did.” H14. A second added, “All of these 

were the works of owner and architect.” H19. Other respondents explained that the current 

hotel buildings had been renovated (mainly the leased hotels). It is unsure as to whether the 

construction complied with policy adaptation.  

 

Third, almost one third (31.8%) of them confirmed that they did not comply with policy 

adaptation (e.g. building design) for climate change responses. They said the constructions 

had been built based on minimum experience of the designers and owners. One participant 

indicated, “Yes I understand, no, I think they don’t think about it..., just build it.” H23. The 

second said, “Basically we have this place built by ourselves, we designed it by ourselves. 

We’re not expert in it so we make quite a lot of mistakes you know, we know it. You know, 

we just learn it’s experience, sort of kicking out our mistakes.” H28. Others explained that 

due to the unresisting hotel buildings or lack of defence mechanism, there were a number of 

consequences such as leakages from the rooftops to the hotel rooms. The whole hotel 

buildings pose serious weaknesses in climate change responses. 

 

It is crucial to note that in Cambodia and SHV, there are many policies and rules available 

for hotel operators to comply with, such as the building standard for wind forces. However, 

in practice few business operators have complied with the CCA policies or regulations 

imposed by the government/authority. While the government/authority themselves do not 

have capacity to enforce the policies, the private sector only minimally respects the policy 

standards, such as only obtaining construction permits. Other major climate change 

construction policies such as instituting seawalls are not fully respected. The discussed 

policies for CCA above were mainly not the ones imposed by the government/authority. They 

are the individual-based policy standards. In private sectors like the hotel business, there are 

no policies currently available for evaluating CCA practices such as building standards for 

wind forces. 
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5.4.4 Climate change research adaptation  

 
Table 5. 14: Research adaptation used by the hotel sector 

Research to assess the business operations 
and awareness of staff knowledge gaps 

Response 
N Percent 

Yes 5 11.1 
No 40 88.8 

Total 4536 100.0 
 

Table 5.14 shows that only 11.1% of them conducted research to assess staff awareness and 

knowledge gaps on climate change. One said that there was a question of high expense in the 

hotel towards the energy consumption. A research team conducted closer research into the 

issue. The second studied why the hotel was vulnerable to climate change such as high 

rainfall. As a result, it was found that it was the contractor’s mistake. The participant 

complained, “We assessed but all blames are put towards the climate change impacts. The 

techniques of the contractors are main causes. They’re local/provincial contractors.” H43. 

For another example, a higher standard hotel representative claimed that there was a research 

and programme for climate change actions. The participant said, “Yes that would be very 

good, and we definitely do more research and now that this program is actually kicked off. 

That’s what we take care of this (climate change).” H46. According to Niang-Diop and 

Bosch, (2005), research, development and innovation are necessary as responses to climate 

change. These could propose specific measures to climate change vulnerability, for example 

the economic assessment of adaptations, technological adaptations and examination of new 

alternative sources of water and high-quality resource management.  

 

However, up to 88.8% of participants said that they have not researched to assess awareness 

and staff and knowledge gaps on climate change. Instead, they just orally advised their staff 

to provide good services and take care of guests’ conveniences without clear or accurate 

assessments on climate change issues. Some expressed that the assessments were only done 

to evaluate the working performances of staff while research to assess climate change issue 

 
36 5 data missing 
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is several steps away. They reported that there are a few barriers in assessing awareness and 

staff and knowledge gaps on climate change. First, it is the frequent staff turnover and the 

low educational background of the staff. Sometimes employees resigned after working just 

3–4 months. Second, it is the time constraint. Time should be spent on other commitments 

rather than the research. The climate change was of little concern in terms of research. One 

added, “As I mentioned we have little concern on the climate change on our hotel, we have 

not had many surveys. We should not be busy on that climate change plan (research), but we 

rather physically prevent it.” H21. Third, a few respondents shifted this research obligation 

to the government/authority. They argued that this should be the task of the 

government/authority to conduct such research for the hotel sector.  

 

5.4.5 Climate change education adaptation  

 

Table 5. 15: Education adaptation employed by the hotel sector 

 
 

Based on Table 5.15, first, nearly one third (32%) of them took actions by informing/advising 

their staffs and guests. They informed their guests to be careful about possible impacts, 

especially for those who want to go to the islands. Prior to informing their guests, they must 

check the weather situation with relevant parties, notably the boat companies about the 

possible impacts such as heavy rains. They must tell the guests to have necessary preventive 

measures such as life jackets if they ultimately risk going to the islands. Incredibly, although 

even when informed about possible adverse weather conditions, a minority of guests risked 

visiting the islands. They also informed their staff to proactively take care the hotel properties 

and watch out for vulnerable objects. One respondent said, “I tell the staffs to take care about 
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the hotel properties to avoid getting affected by heavy rains. I tell them to find waterproof 

shelter to cover properties to avoid being wet.” H31. In a similar vein, they adapted to storm 

by informing their staff and guests of the possible impacts. They basically warned their guests 

not to swim in the sea due to possible large wave occurrences whereas the staff were informed 

to collect all possible flying objects/inventory, including big umbrellas, to a safe place. One 

indicated, “First, we move all things for example the tables, glass, and table cover that can 

be blown up. We must prepare all these things especially at the rooftop, the most vulnerable 

place.” H9. This had to be done for the safety of their own staff and so that their staff were 

fully ready to help the guests. Some of their staff were more experienced and had gotten used 

to the changing weather owing to their family background as the descendants of fishermen. 

Jeuring (2011) and Becken and Wilson (2013) provided an important finding that the use of 

information leads to better options and helps to protect tourists from extreme weather events. 

The hotel sector responds to cyclone or storm warnings by taking preventive actions by 

removing surplus branches from trees, particularly those close to buildings and electric and 

telephone equipment and servicing of the sewerage system (WMO et al., 2008).  

 

Second, 28% of respondents informed that there was training, or best practices related to 

CCA offered by the local government and an NGO partner. One who joined climate change 

training by the local government said, “Soft and hard adaptation is what I’ve learned from 

the workshops in relation to SLR.” H6. Another participant who received the training from 

an NGO partner explained, “I think that’s why we have opened the dialogue with the 

government and we have a lot of members of the government that come and stay here and try 

to learn more about how we are sustainable, why we’re sustainable, how the sustainability 

is determined?” H46. Niang-Diop and Bosch (2005) note that education and training about 

climate change issues at different levels would help to capacitate stakeholders so as to support 

adaptation and could formulate suitable research activities and a greater understanding 

among citizens.  

 

Third, 20% of respondents said that they have attended climate change-related public 

campaigns or events. The campaigns were mainly initiated by the government/authority such 

as SHV DOT. The campaigns were mainly about the environmental awareness while climate 
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change issues were limitedly included in the events. One explained that whenever there were 

requests/invitations from government/authority, the hotel representative always joined the 

events, the campaigns that inform the public about the benefits of planting trees. Yet they 

had to bear cost for buying the trees. Another informed that there was a public campaign 

awareness of drowning incidents as well. Niang-Diop and Bosch (2005) further explain that 

public awareness campaigns enable the raising of awareness and spreading information, 

which increases the concern and participation of a wide range of stakeholders. They also 

provide an opportunity for adaptation decision actors to better understand the perception and 

opinions of the public on CCA.  

 

Fourth, 20% of them said that they have provided their staff with climate change-related 

training. The first said that the purpose of training was about environmental sustainability, 

with some syllabus about climate change issues. The participant claimed, “The training is 

ongoing all the time, all the time we’re running a workshop, concentrating on sustainability.” 

H10. The second said the training programmes were about how to deal with leakage and self-

preparations for climate change issues in rainy seasons. A third added that training about 

preventive and post-interventions on drowning incidents was given to the staff. Anderson 

(2012) argues that “education is a critical component of adaptive capacity” (p. 193). The 

approach is that people are educated and trained, and the syllabus of education and training 

can equip people with the knowledge and skills. This knowledge is necessary to make 

decisions about how to adapt to different ecological, social or economic systems in an 

environmental change (Anderson, 2012). 

 

5.5 Chapter summary 

Building the vital relationship between vulnerability and adaptation is the main purpose of 

this chapter. The first section determined to what extent SHV’s coastal tourism (destination 

level) and its hotel sector (sector level) are vulnerable to climate change from the perceptions 

of the 50 hotel participants, with the support of the available scientific evidence of existing 

data. As a result of vulnerability assessment, it is found that both SHV’s coastal tourism and 

its hotel sector are vulnerable to climate change. The finding also presents that SHV’s coastal 

tourism and its hotel sector are environmentally, socio-economically vulnerable to climate 
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change. SHV’s coastal tourism is perceived as being more vulnerable than its hotel sector. 

The environmental vulnerabilities include excessive rainfalls, storms, rising temperature, 

SLR/beach erosion/storm surges and prolong drought. The economic vulnerabilities include 

the damage of infrastructures (from excessive rainfall and storm/storm surges) (e.g. roads, 

beaches), spread of diseases (from the increased temperature and exposure to rain), and 

economic pressure (e.g. income loss).  

 

After the vulnerabilities were identified, SHV’s hotel sector initiates adaptations. There are 

five adaptation types: technical, managerial, policy, research and education, which were 

mentioned during the interviews. Technical adaptation actions are most significantly 

employed, followed by managerial and education adaptation. Policy and research adaptations 

are the least used by SHV’s hotels.  
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CHAPTER 6: BARRIERS AND ENABLING FACTORS IN CLIMATE CHANGE 

ADAPTATION 

 
6.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter (chapter 5) developed the link between vulnerability and adaptation. 

Following the steps outlined in the analytical framework (see Figure 6.1), this chapter 

investigates the perceived barriers and enabling factors in climate change adaptation. The 

critical importance of each barrier and enabling factor closes the knowledge gap in research 

that has been carried out in similar areas because little research has been done to address the 

issue. Previous research has focused on the status of adaptation measures and barriers and 

enabling factors separately without bringing both conditions (barriers and enabling factors) 

in the same study. Prior research also largely ignored the perceived rankings of these barriers 

and enabling factors.  

 

The chapter is divided into two main sections. The first part presents barriers to CCA 

(informed by the literature in CCA in the context of developing countries) and highlights the 

criticality level of those barriers through the perceptions of respondents through mean test 

and standard deviation (SD) by measuring on a six-point rating scale with 0 being 

‘uninfluential’ barrier and 5 being ‘very major’ barrier. Additionally, the actual barriers to 

CCA of SHV’s hotel sector are also presented.  

 

The second part of this chapter outlines enabling factors to CCA (informed by the literature 

in CCA in the context of developing countries), highlighting the criticality level of those 

enabling factors through the perceptions of respondents or mean test and SD by measuring 

on a six-point rating scale, with 0 being ‘uninfluential’ enabling factor and 5 being ‘very 

important’ enabling factor. Additionally, the actual enabling factors to CCA of SHV’s hotel 

sector are also outlined.   
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Figure 6.1: Analytical framework 
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6.2 The perceived ratings of adaptation barriers in the hotel sector 

As described in chapter 4, a list of barriers (informed by the literature in CCA in the context 

of developing countries) was given to the participants. The perception of barriers to CCA 

was investigated by asking respondents to rate each of the nine potential barriers to CCA. 

Table 6.1 shows the Likert-scale results (in %), the mean ratings, and the SD. The perceptions 

of barriers in the hotel sector in SHV were measured on a six-point rating scale with 0 being 

‘uninfluential’ barrier and 5 being ‘very major’ barrier. Each distinction is detailed in the 

next sections: 
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Table 6. 1: Rating results of adaptation barriers in the hotel sector 
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6.2.1 The most critical barriers to climate change adaptation 

The results in Table 6.1 show the three most critical barriers (limited resources, limited 

knowledge/perception of climate change and lack of political will) with the largest mean 

response on a 0 to 5 Likert scale (with means of 4.56, 4.49 and 4.48 respectively). Based on 

the mean rankings and frequency/percentage distribution of Likert point (0 being 

‘uninfluential’ and 5 being ‘very major’), it shows that the respondents from the hotel sector 

in SHV highly perceive these three obstacles as the greatest barriers to CCA. Each distinction 

is detailed in the next sections.   

 

Limited resources 

‘Limited resource’ refers to the lack of both tangible and intangible resources such as 

technical materials/budget (budget for implementing adaptations) and HR (skilful and 

qualified individuals). The ‘resources’ can be external (national/local government) and 

internal (hotel sector) capital that is available for adaptation actions and contributes to the 

achievement of adaptation in the hotel sector. 

 

As can be seen from Table 6.1, the barrier entitled ‘limited resources’ has the highest mean 

rating of 4.56 (with 27% being ‘major’ and 65% being ‘very major’). In the respondents’ 

perception, it is the greatest barrier in hotels’ adaptations. The participants explained that 

limited money and HR as well as technology and technical materials challenge hotel 

operators to initiate and facilitate prompt adaptations. In contrast, when money is reserved 

and allocated, hotel operators could bring technical skills (employing highly qualified staff) 

and technical materials (e.g. building insulators) to deal with climate change. While skilful 

staff can identify risks and diversify strategy to minimise the impacts, the technical materials 

such as insulators do not readily allow the passage of heat or sound. With ‘limited resources’, 

hotel operators cannot develop new projects such as installing water filtering systems (to 

adapt to rising temperature) because they could not afford them. In the meantime, the 

maintenance costs would deteriorate financial problems. Some mentioned that their expenses 

must be worthy and necessary spending concerning CCA because their businesses can only 

generate limited income or marginal benefits. In this case, some reserved budgets were 

available but not for the actions like climate change. One participant expressed, “Sometimes, 
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the technical equipment is high in price and we don’t have enough budget (to purchase 

them).” H31. 

 

Only 8% of the remaining respondents rated it as a moderate barrier. They thought that their 

resources depend on seasons. While in low season there are fewer resources, and in high 

season there are more. One foreign respondent (who just resided in SHV) mentioned external 

resources that might be helpful for her/his hotel. She/he expressed that it was unknown how 

much budget the Cambodian government has allocated to the hotel sector. The participant 

further explained that in European Union (EU), the governments have provided numerous 

motivations such as electric power to private sectors such as hotels, which contribute to 

adaptation outcome.  

 

Limited knowledge/perception of climate change  

Table 6.1 shows the second greatest barrier to CCA, which is the second highest mean 

score of 4.49 (86% being ‘major’ and ‘very major’). As addressed in literature in section 

2.9.2, ‘limited knowledge/perception of climate change’ is the lack of basic knowledge about 

causes, effects and solutions to climate change, the knowledge that allows hotel operators 

and/or relevant stakeholders to adapt to climate change productively. 

 

One SHV-native participant explained that insufficiency of knowledge severely impedes all 

activities towards the solution of climate change problems. For instance, hotel operators 

might not know what to do regarding rising temperature. Others argued that although people 

have abundant resources such as technical materials in place, they might still face challenge 

without sufficient knowledge. Furthermore, if hotel managers do not have knowledge, they 

could not think of any innovative or creative solutions to advise their staff to reduce climate 

change impacts. Others recommended that to overcome this barrier, new people with high 

knowledge/perception of climate change should be hired in the hotel sector. One expressed, 

“We have difficulties; we cannot adapt because our staffs are low-educated, quite hard to 

explain them to have solutions.” H13. 
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14% of informants rated this second greatest barrier as a moderate barrier. Two Khmer 

participants explained that knowledge/perception of climate change was not everything about 

CCA. Technical knowledge/skill/experience and technical materials play more important 

roles. As long as people have techniques and technical materials to respond to, basic 

knowledge/perception of climate change should be sufficient for CCA. One of respondents 

stated, “If someone has sufficient knowledge but limited materials, he/she cannot do 

anything. He/she knows the climate change will happen, knowing what to do, but he/she 

doesn’t have materials, is impossible.” H14. One more Khmer participant explained that 

while the hotel was having sufficient resources such as HR, technical knowledge/experience 

and technical materials, what they needed was a certain amount of time to get the 

knowledge/perception of climate change through training or reading reports. It is a matter of 

time. Available time was perceived as more essential than ‘the knowledge/perception of 

climate change’.  

 

Lack of political will 

As can be seen in Table 6.1, the third most critical barrier is ‘lack of political will’, with 

the third highest mean rating of 4.88 with 52% being 5 ‘very major’. Referring back to the 

literature in section 2.9.7, the barrier entitled ‘lack of political will’ refers explicitly to the 

lack of the participation and motivation of both the national and sub-national government 

towards the SHV’s hotel adaptation. 

 

Of all 50 respondents, up to 96% of informants rated this third most critical barrier as being 

‘major and very major’. Nearly all of informants illustrated that politics influences 

everything. However, in developing countries, there is a frequent lack of political 

participation, including climate change issues. One stated, “I mean, there is will there is 

everything. If no will, even though we have knowledge, if we have no will to help develop or 

improve ourselves, it doesn’t produce good result.” H1. While the hotel sector has not had 

the full capacity to adapt, the government people at national level often ignore climate change 

issues. This leads to a serious disadvantage such as having limited actual adaptation 

initiatives in place. Shortness of political will/leadership means that there are insufficient 

policies to respond to climate change. It lacks knowledge, goal and prior planning from the 
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current government. For example, the knowledge on how to save water and power by 

exploiting from the country’s resourceful sunshine (e.g. for solar-powered hot/cold water 

system) to minimise costs from increased demand of power/water is significantly unavailable 

due to climate change. The first participant added, “No political influence, no goals, nobody 

says we want to do. Nobody gives the knowledge to people on how to save water, how to keep 

power, how to use the sun…” H44.  

 

Some mentioned that the government is a public body that surely has the highest capacity 

such as knowledge and technical skills as well as mechanisms to protect the hotel sector from 

climate change impacts. Another explained, “Yes, leaders are a steering wheel and engine 

to lead the country. If they don’t believe this issue climate change, how can we have packages 

of budget or program to respond or adapt.” H6. Two foreign respondents thought that lack 

of political motivation of the current government might be due to their limited knowledge 

about climate change. One of informants argued, “I don’t think they don’t want to; I think 

they don’t have the knowledge. There should be there should be an advisory board to the 

government…” H10. As outlined in chapter 2, Cambodia has formed an inter-ministerial 

committee (advisory board) to tackle climate change issues but the scale of effect of their 

work is at the national level. The positive impacts of their work may not reach the local level. 

That is why the respondent (H10) did not feel the impacts. 

 

4% of the remaining respondents rated the third greatest barrier entitled ‘lack of political 

will’ as being moderate. They argued that CCA should be self-initiated measures, which 

generate their own organisational commitment to implement, rather than depending on 

external conditions. One of informants stated, “It is also a barrier but there must be other 

principles or ways to reduce (climate change impacts) rather than depending on the 

politicians.” H5. One Khmer participant reported that although the politics influence every 

problem, the government/authority either rarely helps or their assistance is not fully reliable. 

This is the case for developing countries like Cambodia. The participant illustrated that the 

hotel sector must additionally cover all deficiency needs in adapting to climate change.  
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6.2.2 The medium barriers to climate change adaptation  

Measured by mean ratings, Table 6.1 shows the second category of perceived medium 

barriers to CCA, which include ‘insufficient information’, ‘uncertain responsibilities for 

adaptation’, and ‘low level of leadership and guidance’ with mean response on 4.46, 4.33, 

and 4.33 respectively. In this second category, the frequency/percentage distribution of being 

2 ‘small’ and 3 ‘moderate’ can be seen 15%, 12% and 8% for the first, second and third 

medium barriers respectively. It is also noticed that 4% of the remaining respondents 

illustrated that the barrier of ‘low level of leadership and guidance’ is an ‘uninfluential’ 

barrier for their hotels’ adaptation. 

 

In these barriers, the distribution of respondents can be seen at the scale of being (2) small. 

This makes these barriers no longer the most critical (but medium barriers), although the 

mean differences between these barriers and the first three barriers are small.    

 

Insufficient information 

Mainly referring to the literature in section 2.9.3, this first medium barrier entitled 

‘insufficient information’ singles out the limited information about climate vulnerabilities, 

or absence of reliable climate data. All respondents understood that information is from two 

sources: individually accessed information and information provided by external parties, 

especially the national and subnational government. For them, the information is not only 

closely related to their climate change adaptation initiatives but also determines the 

profitability or failure of their adaptation efforts. 

 

It is revealing that in Table 6.1, 23% and 63% rated this first medium barrier entitled 

‘insufficient information’ as a (4) ‘major’ and (5) ‘very major’ barrier. In SHV, the 

respondents reported that the relevant stakeholders have a weak capacity (especially the local 

government) in providing (accurate) climate change information. Hotel managers must 

depend on themselves to access to climate change information (without external assistance). 

Sometimes in a normal climate, storm suddenly comes without prior notice from relevant 

parties and nothing could be prepared to respond to it. This is indicative of information 

shortfall. They continued that climate change is a phenomenon that sometimes happens 
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quickly and is short-lived, but its intensity is unpredictable and presumably high. One of 

informants stated, “With information, yes, I can work with the information. Lack of 

information, I don’t see the problem, it’s hard sorting out the problem. This is a huge 

obstacle.” H27. The second added, “Insufficient information is like we are completely blind, 

seeing nothing ahead (of time).” H45. 

 

They continued that this barrier is a primary and persistent deficit for the adaptation of SHV’s 

hotel sector. In another example, when storm was predicted as low, it actually came 

unexpectedly, and with strong intensity. The participants received contradictory messages 

from the ministries and other sources. One foreign participant explained that while 

information in Khmer might be available, the information in English is largely unavailable 

in SHV. One informant mentioned, “This is also a barrier. If we completely have no 

information how can we adapt? … We have information but not enough. We will still face 

the serious problem. When the climate change occurs, it is serious.” H22. They illustrated 

that sufficient information basically allowed the participants to prepare necessary materials 

to brace for climate change. 

 

15% of the remaining respondents felt that it was a (3) ‘moderate’ and (2) ‘small’ barrier. 

One Khmer participant felt that information has already been exchanged between the 

government/authority and hotel sector. In whatever situation, 100% of information exchange 

was never guaranteed in the developing countries like Cambodia. It was not surprising, 

because insufficiency normally happens in the process of information exchange due to the 

weakness of information sharing arrangement/structures in Cambodia. The second 

respondent thought that SHV native people did not find themselves difficult to access to 

climate change information. The participant stated, “Because I live here, the information 

issue is not a big barrier because we are SHV people (natives)… Yes.” H40. Of this group, 

one participant from a 5-star hotel rated it as a small barrier. The participant stated that the 

most important condition is capable HR that could carry out communication and networking. 

Once the quality of HR is strong, information would come to the fore. It was believed that 

information has little effect on CCA.  
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Uncertain responsibilities for adaptation 

Concerning this second medium barrier entitled ‘uncertain responsibilities for adaptation’, 

which appeared in previous studies in section 2.9.4, all 50 respondents understood that an 

institution or organisation, especially the hotel sector, has not formulated responsible units 

or clear working arrangements that purely deal with climate change impacts. They tended to 

believe that the public sector rarely formulates responsible groups or experts for tackling 

climate change issues. Responsibilities for adaptation in the private sector such as their hotels 

vary, depending on the actual situations and available resources. 

 

41% and 47% of the respondents felt that ‘uncertain responsibilities for adaptation’ were ‘a 

major’ and ‘very major’ barrier. They explained that whenever climate change threatens their 

guests/tourists and if there is no responsible unit to advise them on what to do, this creates 

inconvenience for them. One Khmer respondent added, “Yes, it is. If we don’t know who’s 

responsible, although we have numerous ways (strategies), it’s too late, too late for 

solutions.” H14. The second added, “This is a big issue. True, when we cannot take our own 

stance, we don’t know who does what for climate change responses.” H6. They added that 

whenever individual staff were not aware of their own work, the outcome to respond to the 

impacts would not be secured. One participant added, “Because … in general in working 

conditions, if there are uncertain responsibilities, we don’t know what to do. We don’t know 

what sections to be shared the information. This factor makes hotels difficult in CCA.” H22. 

 

Limited cohesive governmental organisational structures, which they do not react quickly to 

climate change, are also a huge barrier for hotel operators. For example, because there are no 

clear responsibilities from the government/authority, the hotel sector’s adaptation initiatives 

cannot be ensured. They stated that in Cambodia, the government is a major institution with 

more resources such as finance and HR, but sometimes they could not respond to climate 

change effectively. They, therefore, recommended clear/certain responsibilities for CCA in 

both the governmental institutions and hotel sector.  

 

12% of the remaining participants thought that it was a (3) moderate and (2) small barrier. 

One Khmer respondent thought that in Cambodia and SHV, after the climate change impacts, 
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the local government might form a team to tackle the issues. They might involve helping 

people. They believed that the government would form a responsible unit and send it to the 

affected areas. This is a matter of time. It is also a bit time consuming. They believed that the 

hotel sector might also formulate their own teams to intervene. It is their businesses that must 

be taken care of. Hotel managers need a bit of time to think of the problems first before 

formulating responsible teams subsequently. Once the problems become bigger, the 

responsibilities for CCA might become greater as well. One participant rated this barrier as 

being small. He/she indicated that major responsibilities for CCA are really needed. Forming 

a good, responsible unit would take time and add complexities to the problem because climate 

change needs high flexibility and quick solutions. Simple responsibility should be enough. 

For example, whenever it rains, the guests are just advised to stay in the rooms and the staff 

are just encouraged to work harder. 

 

Low level of leadership and guidance 

Mainly observed in the prior studies in section 2.9.6, the smallest medium barrier of ‘low 

level of leadership and guidance’ is the inability of leaders and managers who are unable to 

guide the direction of adaptation in their own working arrangements specifically in their 

hotels. This may include the leadership and management of stakeholders, particularly the 

local and national government, who provide parental guidance on hotel sector’s adaptation.  

 

Results in Table 6.1 indicate that 31% and 57% of the participants believed that ‘low level 

of leadership and guidance’ was ‘a major’ and ‘very major’ barrier. They noticed that being 

unable to manage particular problems including climate change often causes a number of 

serious weaknesses. They added that low level of leadership and guidance often has its roots 

in improper plans and management. Company leaders are generally responsible for all issues, 

whether minor or major problems. If they do not care about climate change effects, they put 

their businesses at high risk. Although the lower level staff have an appropriate idea on how 

to adapt to the change of climate, leaders might not understand and listen to their staff. One 

of informants indicated, “For me, whenever there are inconsistencies between management 

and staff, it is the biggest barrier.” H12. The interviewees indicated that whenever the leaders 

become weak in adaptation decision and guidance, their staff have the same trend. For 
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instance, leaders do not know the root cause of climate change, even a minor task like an 

adjustment of ACs for room environment; this would constitute a barrier.  

 

They further explained that the top management are the key decision makers. They must 

make decisions on whichever choice is better for CCA. The management must be the most 

responsible unit, including for the information flow. One informant indicated, “It is clear, if 

the leadership is not standardized, there must be a problem because the leaders don’t know 

how to advise or to prepare.” H14. Outside the hotel sector, the local authorities are like 

bosses/leaders. The hotel adaptations need their leadership and management. If they were 

unaware of issues relevant to CCA, the hotel sector would experience difficulty, creating 

inconsistencies in adaptation efforts. 

 

12% of the respondents identified ‘low level of leadership and guidance’ as a moderate and 

uninfluential barrier. The participants perceived that whenever something wrong happens in 

their places/hotels, they must automatically react to the identified problem. They indicated 

that their management team must not be too passive but reactive in nature One of informants 

indicated, “In hotels if we’re being affected, everyone must know their jobs. It’s their jobs. If 

they lose guests, they lose money, that’s simple.” H27. 

 

6.2.3 The least critical barriers to climate change adaptation 

The results in Table 6.1 show the three least critical barriers (insufficient engagement and 

interaction, regulatory/legal constraints, and institutional barriers) with the smallest mean 

response on a 0 to 5 Likert scale (with means 4.16, 4 and 3.78 respectively). This finding 

shows that respondents from the hotel sector in SHV have the lowest perception on these 

three obstacles as the least critical barriers to CCA. These perceived conditions do not 

constitute significant obstacles in their adaptation activities for their hotels. The 

frequency/percentage distribution of being (3) ‘moderate’, (2) ‘small’ and (0) ‘uninfluential’ 

has increasing trend with 30% being (3) moderate, 29% from being (3) moderate to (0) 

uninfluential, and 40% from being (3) moderate, to (0) uninfluential for the first, second and 

third critical barriers respectively. Each barrier is detailed below:  
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Insufficient engagement and interaction 

As mainly detailed in the literature in 2.8.8, it was understood that this first critical barrier, 

entitled ‘insufficient engagement and interaction’, is the inability of hotel operators to interact 

and communicate sufficiently between three layers: national, provincial and local or among 

other stakeholders as well as their peer group for the sake of their hotels’ adaptations.  

 

Up to 30% of the respondents stated that it is a just moderate barrier. They indicated that in 

running businesses, especially hotels, people tend to communicate to exchange information. 

The engagement and interactions with relevant stakeholders exist in their daily work. They 

explained that although engagement and interaction are not exchanged smoothly among the 

government/authority, this is not the case in the hotel sector. It is significantly strengthened 

and improved among hotel operators in SHV, especially concerning CCA. One of informants 

indicated, “For hotel and hotel (peer group), we have enough interactions, but we contact 

the district level or authorities, but they don’t contact us back, yes. So, the problem is not 

from our side.” H50.  

 

Table 6.1 indicates that only 27% and 43% rated ‘insufficient engagement and interaction’ 

as a major and very major barrier. They thought that in SHV, although engagement and 

interaction have significantly improved among hotel operators, it remains limited among 

government people themselves, especially between the government and hotel sector. One 

added, “True because due to this, they (the government) don’t care about me as a small 

business.” H30. Insufficient engagement and interaction might lead to having different wills 

among hotels that create conflicting ideas, especially on how hotel sector should work 

together to respond to climate change. One of informants explained, “… why? Because if we 

lack engagement and interaction, and when the problems happen, we cannot solve them. … 

If we are weak at communication, that’s our barrier.” H21.  

 

They continued that this barrier significantly reduces information exchange. With this 

limitation, nothing could be heard about climate change and adaptations. Those who are 

working in the hotel sector should be interactive to each other so that prior adapting actions 

or preparation are made available. With limited engagement and interaction, the 
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government/authority does not know well what the hotel sector is currently facing, for 

instance the shortage of water and power supplies. The government/authority might not be 

able to share climate change-related knowledge with the hotel sector. One participant stated, 

“Normally we don’t know for sure what materials/facilities to take measure; only the 

government does. So, when there is a lack of communication to lower level, then this is a 

difficult condition.” H22.  

 

Regulatory/legal constraints  

Readers might only understand that ‘regulatory/legal constraints’ in here refers to the lack of 

limitations of regulations and rules on CCA in the hotel sector. Although this is the case for 

Cambodia, this barrier in this study also means that there are too many general (non-climatic) 

regulations and rules in Cambodia as well as SHV that contradict each other, thereafter 

complicating and limiting the ability of local levels such as the local authority and the hotel 

sector to respond to climate change. In Cambodia, many regulations and rules have been 

enacted. However, these also constitute a barrier. First, it is due to the shortage of actual 

implementations. Second, it is because of the bureaucracy and complications in the 

enforcement. Regulations or rules could contradict each other or were not well designed for 

implementation at the regional/local level. There is a lack of holistic coherence in regulations 

and rules in either formulations or implementations. Also, these also do not provide 

coherency for CCA. These in turn have hampered the ability of the private sector such as the 

hotel sector to follow, one of which are the climate change adaptation actions. The role of 

the hotel sector was largely neglected. Every interviewee in this study understood this.  

 

Up to 29% of the respondents perceived that the barrier of ‘regulatory/legal constraints’ was 

a moderate, small and uninfluential barrier. They reported that in general, regulations and 

rules were vividly enacted. A respondent indicated, “Not so big because to approve 

laws/regulations is not be done by one person.” H5. There are likely no laws, rules and 

regulations conflicting each other or limiting the ability of the hotel sector and local authority 

to adapt. They further exemplified that the national level does not support hotel sector with 

sufficient budget; this social norm or management/practice is not an issue. This is normal in 

developing countries like Cambodia.  
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One respondent was an island participant (at Koh Rong Island). The respondent thought that 

the current laws, rules and regulations for the hotel sector’s adaptation are much supportive. 

The participant exemplified that the local authority bans the construction of hotels higher 

than five floors (at the island). Using the current regulations, the ban is to reduce pressures 

of hotel business from the intensity of storm. The respondent explained that law is law; this 

is a norm in every country. This was not a huge restriction for the hotel and people must 

respect it. 

 

Two respondents had a similar view that the ‘regulatory/legal constraints’ were not an 

impactful barrier to CCA. One explained that the approved laws/regulations/rules have 

overall purposes of helping people. From their practices of climate change adaptation, they 

thought that there was no way that regulations and rules constrained the ability of the national 

and local level and stakeholders to adapt to climate change. 

 

27% and 44% of the remaining respondents rated the second least critical barrier entitled 

‘regulatory/legal constraints’ as major and very major. They explained that in other countries, 

the laws/regulations are helpful for their people and businesses while some laws/regulations 

in Cambodia do not. They were aware that laws or regulations at the local and national levels 

might be inconsistent with each other. For example, while the national level has lacked 

budget, the provincial/local level needs more budget for adaptation. They reported that these 

constraints have threatened and limited the hotel sector and local capacity to adapt. One 

indicated, “Yes, it is a barrier, because this is an unclear principle (way) and at the same 

time budget is not evenly allocated.” H22. The second continued, “Yes, it is barrier because 

the hoteliers need to care about climate change, but the national level do not see this problem 

closely and clearly. The real victim could feel the pain. Those who just looks on, don’t.” H6. 

This factor might be resulting from serious weakness in formulating and implementing of 

those laws/rules, thus leading to poorly managing the problems. This was indicative of 

lacking in consistencies for CCA formulation nationally and locally.  
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Institutional barriers 

Gathered from the literature for section 2.9.4, the ‘institutional barriers’ was understood as 

the lack of institutional flexibility, unclear or contradictory goals within the institution, and 

restrictions in individual capacity to adapt, particularly with their hotels.  

 

Up to 40% of the respondents felt that it is a moderate, small and uninfluential barrier. One 

respondent stated that institutional barrier is closely related to institutional arrangements. 

Whenever the institutions are poorly arranged, it leads to a lack of good flows of work. This 

leads to a barrier, the barrier that limits the staff’s will and motivation to work, including 

actions on climate change, which can be significantly reduced through setting clear individual 

responsibility. When clear goals were set, and everyone was sufficiently told/advised what 

to do, this would contribute to reducing institutional barriers.  

 

Among this (40%), five respondents viewed it as a small barrier. One of informants explained 

that internal problems such as institutional barriers could be robustly addressed internally. 

For instance, after identifying areas of concern, all staff were called for a meeting or advised 

to read the archive data/records and learn from these. The second argued that this barrier was 

not so relevant to climate change issues. Others continued that every institution has their own 

working hierarchy, starting from top management to the bottom line. Whenever the low-level 

staff obeyed the rules of higher management, there were no significant institutional barriers. 

One foreign participant indicated that probably within the institution, people already have 

experiences of what is happening to them so institutional barriers would not be majorly 

affecting the CCA. The participant emphasised, “I think probably within our hotel, they 

(staff) most probably know what they are dealing with like an individual basis, probably 

alright.” H28. 

 

Out of 40%, one respondent reported that ‘institutional barrier’ was not impactful in CCA. 

The participant thought that in whatever institutions, especially in the hotel sector, whenever 

something affects the businesses, the businessmen tended to act promptly to the problems, 

including climate change problems. Institutional barriers would not happen in such 

situations. The informant pointed out, “I think in most of the hotels, if they see the effect on 
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their business, they will be flexible to really do something about it in most cases. If it affects 

their finance, flow of the tourists, they aren’t stupid. They must do, so does my hotel.” H27. 

 

The smallest percentage, 28% and 32%, rated the greatest barrier entitled ‘institutional 

barriers’ to adaptation as being major and very major. They explained that the institutional 

barriers could be relevant to the shortfall of information transfer and documentations/archive 

of data/records from one to another in a particular institution. Some perceived that 

institutional barriers create inconsistency in working, including the actions of adapting to 

climate change. One exemplar provided by one participant was limited institutional memory 

for instance the past climate change events on the hotels were not well documented, thus 

making the staff unable to know what happened in the past. They do not have institutional 

memories so they cannot learn from previous experience for current and future adaptation. 

Finally, one informant pointed out, “Right because if inside our place something remains 

unclear, we cannot have long vision. Therefore, it affects (our hotel) … If we cannot manage 

our place, we can’t advance further, and this is true for our CCA.” H21. Institutional barriers 

also happen when there are staff turnovers, which were frequent in SHV. This would 

constitute impediments to working system and effective actions for climate change. 

 

From their own experiences, some further exemplified that once there were requests from the 

low or medium level working staff, the requests were often rejected by the top management. 

This constituted barriers to CCA inside the hotel. The participant defended, “This is a big 

condition because we, at the lower level, are more practical. He (the boss) is not. He just 

waits for the information from us. Yet when we request, there is a rejection.” H22. 

Institutional barriers or disorganised working arrangements reduce staff’s awareness what to 

do and how to work concerning adaptation. An institution is like everyone on the same boat, 

journey and direction. Everyone must share failures and profitability. Institution 

arrangements need to be strengthened for problems such as climate change because it does 

not happen only once and disappear endlessly. It is a sequential occurrence.  

 

This research, which has been well-established from a variety of previous research studies 

about adaptation barriers, adds to the existing stock of knowledge by analysing the actual 
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barriers that affect the capacity of SHV’s hoteliers to adapt to climate effects in the following 

section. 

 

6.3 Additional adaptation barriers to climate change adaptation 

After rating the nine barriers above (informed by the literature), through their adaptation 

activities for their hotels in SHV, some participants reported additional barriers. These 

adaptation barriers are the actual obstacles they have had while adapting to climate change 

in the area. The following barriers were reported: 

 

First, of 50 participants, 10% of informants placed great emphasis on ‘(vulnerable) location 

of hotel’. They reported that location of hotel influences adaptation outcome. They 

exemplified that hotels located in an area (near mountain or mangrove forest areas acting as 

storm protection) that is less affected by storms adapt much better than those in a vulnerable 

area. Others pointed out that hotels located in a surrounding area where roads were bad, and 

lakes have been filled might be more vulnerable to rainfall-induced flooding and face more 

difficulty to adapt. One of informants pointed out, “Barrier is related to two things. First, it 

is money and second it is the location” H29. The second added, “While a hotel is located in 

the vulnerable zone, it’s quite hard to adapt.” H16. 

 

Second, 4.6% of informants pointed out that ‘bad design and quality of the buildings (e.g. 

limited space)’ constitutes an obstacle for CCA for their hotels. The structures of hotels and 

buildings influenced the adaptation actions. The badly designed and constructed buildings 

reduce the flexibility in adaptation actions such as being unable to install building insulators. 

Some held views that they had little capacity to make a change to existing hotel buildings 

(e.g. building foundation) due to the already wrongly fixed structures. They had to work with 

what they basically had. One participant explained that the builders just followed the design 

and layout of the existing buildings (leased and renovated buildings) with minimum 

consideration of CCA. The hoteliers and hotel builders, especially the Khmer, had little 

experience of relationships between constructions and climate change. Because of their 

limited experiences, the constructions produced unintended consequences such as rainwater 

leakages that constitute a barrier for CCA. One respondent confessed, “Our hotel building 
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was mismanaged since the beginning. Due to this mismanagement, the structures become 

under standard.” H25. A foreign participant pointed out, “… basically we have this place 

built by ourselves; we designed it by ourselves. We’re not expert in it so we make quite a lot 

of mistakes.” H28. The quality of the building was also a determinant of CCA. It became 

critical barrier once it got older or if it was built with low quality. It was struggling to adapt 

to rainfall or storms. Furthermore, two respondents explained that due to the limited spaces 

in the hotels (maybe due to the wrong design and hotel structures), they could not install 

some technical equipment such as insulators/solar panels.  

 

It is crucial to note that most SHV’s hotel owners (34 hotels or 68%) rented and renovated 

the existing buildings to run the businesses under leasing contracts. The existing fixed 

buildings provide little flexibility to adapt to climate change, thereafter increasing barriers to 

CCA. For example, one lower standard hotel participant further described that owing to the 

poorly designed and renovated hotel from the existing buildings, the hotel businesses must 

be allocated separately. The restaurant was far from the hotel rooms, thus making guests walk 

inconveniently under the sunshine and rain. Any adaptation for this situation, such as further 

restructuring, would experience major barrier. Due to the poorly designed buildings (e.g. 

restaurants), some parts were inundated with rainfall-induced flooding, thereafter, easily 

causing damage to the inside areas. The restaurant staff needed to work harder to adapt to the 

impacts, thus requiring the owners to make extra constructions such as building more 

windows and doors. 

 

Third, 4.6% of the participants believed that ‘limited research or studies available’ makes 

adaptation difficult. They added that there were limitations on existing data, research and 

studies about CCA in Cambodia and SHV. One participant highlighted that no one comes 

and studies climate change issues and in return advises on what to do regarding the 

adaptation. This indicated a limitation of technical climate change experts. This has led to a 

barrier to CCA to SHV’s coastal tourism as well as the hotel sector. 

 

Finally, only 2% of all 50 respondents pointed out that ‘being a new hotel and limited time’ 

is also a difficult condition for CCA. The participant pointed out that the hotel being new and 
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time constraints are also barriers. They said that while management and staff put priorities 

on hotel operations such as having guests, they do not have time to initiate CCA initiatives. 

One from a new hotel mentioned, “We’re new. We don’t have time. We’ve not experienced 

about CCA yet. We instead put priorities on other more important issues such as having more 

guests.” H7. 

 

6.4 The perceived ratings of enabling factors for adaptation in the hotel sector  

As described in chapter 4, a list of enabling factors (informed by the literature in CCA in the 

context of developing countries) was given to the participants. The perception of enabling 

factors to CCA was investigated by asking respondents to rate each of the nine-potential 

enabling factors to CCA. Table 6.2 shows the Likert-scale results (in %), mean ratings, and 

SD. The perceptions of enabling factors in the hotel sector in SHV were measured on a six-

point rating scale with 0 being ‘uninfluential’ enabling factor and 5 being ‘very important’ 

enabling factor. Each distinction is detailed in the next sections: 
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Table 6. 2: Rating results of enabling factors for CCA for the hotel sector 
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6.4.1 The most critical enabling factors for climate change adaptation 

The results in Table 6.2 show the three most critical enabling factors (‘sufficient 

resources’, ‘sufficient information’ and ‘good leadership and management structures’) with 

the largest mean response on a 0 to 5 Likert scale (with means of 4.72, 4.45, and 4.45 

respectively). Based on the mean rankings and frequency/percentage distribution of Likert 

point (0 being ‘uninfluential’ and 5 being ‘very important’), it shows that the respondents 

from hotel sector in SHV highly perceive these three conditions as the greatest enabling 

factors to CCA. Each critical enabling factor is detailed below:  

 

Sufficient resources 

Illustrated in the literature on enabling factors for CCA in section 2.12.1, the most 

significant enabling factor entitled ‘sufficient resources’ refers to available finance/budget, 

HR and technology that prove to be essential in every stage of adaptation, especially in 

implementation and monitoring. These resources strongly influence the adaptation quality 

for the hotel sector. This understanding sets the context for the interviewees to respond to the 

rating of Likert scale. 

 

Table 6.2 indicates that the greatest percentage, nearly 100% (24% and 74%), believed that 

‘sufficient resources’ was an important and very important enabling factor. They felt that this 

enabling factor is the most significant condition to enable hotel managers to fight climate 

change. Readily available resources would allow punctual and effective responses that in turn 

contribute to fruitful adaptation. In contrast with limited resources, it would not be possible 

to overcome adaptation barriers. They further reported that concerning either hotel operation 

or CCA, budget is an area of need, together with HR and technical materials. One participant 

asserted, “To adapt, we need resources especially the budget because when we have ideas 

and what we need most is budget. We have ideas to do it and have money. That is an enabling 

factor.” H21. The second contended, “Resources are important. We have only knowledge 

and ideas but don’t have money, so we cannot do anything.” H9. They continued that 

available technology is a good illustration. For example, in order to adapt to a storm, 

resources such as technical materials and special technology are needed and competent HR 

to operate those technological devices are most needed.  
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Sufficient information (e.g. about vulnerabilities…) 

As reflected in the literature in section 2.12.5, this second most significant enabling factor 

of ‘sufficient information (e.g. about vulnerabilities…)’ mainly refers to the place-based or 

site-specific about previous, current and projected climate change-related information, 

especially about the environmental and socio-economic vulnerability for SHV’s hotel sector. 

It sets the context that the information facilitates and prepares adaptive responses to mitigate 

risks in Cambodia, SHV and their hotels. 

 

Table 6.2 also suggests high value, nearly 90% (30% and 57%) of the respondents rated 

sufficient information (e.g. about vulnerabilities…) as an important and very important 

enabling factor. They gave a reason that although in Cambodia information provided or 

obtained is not always 100% true, the information allows hotel owners/managers to be aware 

of climate change impacts, providing indication as to what resources should be used and who 

is to be contacted to fit to a particular climate change problem. They explained that 

anticipating possible climate change impacts in advance allows for better preparation and 

prevention of any potential impacts. One foreign participant mentioned that because the 

government/authority has limitedly provided sufficient information, this enabling factor is 

quite important for the hotel sector. This participant revealed, “Yeah, I think so I’m really 

sure I never got any information from the government, so I feel like… yes that’s very 

important.” H39. One of informants also commented, “Yes, this is important because this 

helps us to plan.” H36. Late and inaccurate information, especially through the media, would 

make hotel staff and guests fall into the trap of climate change troubles.  

 

The frequency and percentage were 13% of respondents believing that this enabling factor is 

moderately important. They compared and contrasted this enabling factor (sufficient 

information) to another enabling factor such as ‘previous and current experience’ and saw it 

as a less important one, thereby rating it as a ‘moderately important’ enabling factor. Others 

thought that starting the actual adaptation actions are more important than waiting for the 

information. Information just makes hotel operators prepared whilst a determination and 

actual responses will likely prove more evidence for fruitful adaptation.  One added, “Even 

though we have enough information, if we don’t do anything, we are still vulnerable.” H21. 
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Another revealed, “This one is not a determination; this is just information. This is prior 

information, that’s why I rate number 3.” H35. 

 

Good leadership or management structures 

As discussed in the previous research in section 2.12.7, the critical enabling factor of ‘good 

leadership or management structures’ (with mean score of 4.45 equal to the second most 

significant enabling factor) enables the strengthening of institutions to implement CCA 

programmes. In short, there are good and capable leaders and managers, and working 

arrangements in adapting to climate change for their hotels. All 50 participants understood 

this before they began ratings. 

 

Table 6.2 presents that the greatest percentage, nearly 90% (30% and 57%) of the respondents 

who rated this second/third (the same mean score of 4.45) most important enabling factor 

entitled ‘good leadership or management structures’ as an important and a very important 

enabling factor respectively. They thought that logically, whenever there is good leadership 

and management, the entire teams tend to initiate adaptation activities, and this increases a 

high chance of dynamic adaptation. Good structures of leadership and management would 

enhance not only general hotel operations but also climate change adaptation actions 

specifically. One of respondents literally revealed, “I agree because there is the term 

“good”. If they are good leaders, good management, it means all problems occur (all 

impacts) and they understand faster, then it is all done faster too. It means they are good and 

good people. If we talk about climate change impact, they accept it, right…?” H9. The second 

added, “Again, if you don’t have good management, you don’t have good decision, you don’t 

make good decision … this is important.” H36. 

 

They added that leadership and management people are like a steering wheel. Whenever they 

are disorganised, a hotel would end up in trouble. If they are good, a hotel is heading toward 

a safe zone. Good leaders/managers could motivate everyone in a hotel to actively get 

involved in all necessary issues, including climate change kickbacks. Whenever the owners 

have proactively looked forwards to nature such as climate change, it would be great, as these 

people are in charge of money. The minute that these people care only about money, other 
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issues like climate change would be largely ignored. One of participants mentioned, “CCA 

needs flexibility, knowledge, and economic expenses. Sometimes we want to adapt and need 

money, and this needs approval from higher management. If the highest management doesn’t 

approve, little can be done.” H6. This enabling factor allows consistent exchange of ideas 

between the top and lower staff. Good leaders and managers would take the opinions of their 

staff into serious considerations. This would result in getting and synthesising the best ideas 

for climate change responses for a particular hotel.  

 

13% of the respondents thought of this enabling factor as being moderately important and 

unimportant. There were two reasons: First, it was their current hotels’ management 

situations and second, their current hotels’ standards. Firstly, they complained about the lack 

of leadership and management of their own hotels. They recalled that whenever there were 

requests to the top management, there were often uncooperative responses to the requests. 

Coupled with a lack of HR, budget and technology, they therefore rated this enabling factor 

a bit lower. Second, they complained about their disorganised leadership and management 

structures owing to their hotels’ lower standards. One of participants explained, “For my 

scope of business, it is not right, but in the future, may be yes. Based on the scale/scope of 

my business which is family business, it is not right.” H30. Only one respondent rated it as 

an unimportant enabling factor. This Khmer respondent recalled previous experience of 

working in other places in the hotel sector throughout SHV and stated that most 

investors/owners had generally low leadership and management. Some of them had low 

education and in serious cases, were illiterate. Therefore, this participant did not favour this 

condition much. 

 

6.4.2 The medium enabling factors for climate change adaptation 

Measured by mean ratings and SD, Table 6.2 shows the second category of perceived 

medium enabling factors to CCA, which include ‘individuals’ motivation to respond (to 

climate change)’, ‘clear adaptation goals’, and ‘political will’ with mean response on 4.39, 

4.38, and 4.28 respectively. In this second category, the frequency/percentage distribution of 

being ‘uninfluential’ and ‘moderately important’ can be seen as 16%, 16% and 20% for the 

first, second and third medium enabling factors respectively.  
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Individuals’ motivation to respond (committed workforce) 

Drawing on the previous literature in section 2.12.4, the first medium enabling factor of 

‘individuals’ motivation to respond (committed workforce) refers to the personal and 

intrinsic motivation as well as the strong commitment of individual staff, managers and 

owners of a particular hotel in adapting to climate change. This enabling factor may be the 

starting point of adaptation that very much relies on individuals to activate and drive the 

initiatives. After sufficiently understanding this enabling factor, all 50 respondents began the 

ratings and subsequently provided their comments.   

 

Table 6.2 shows that over 80% (30% and 54%) of respondents rated this first medium 

enabling factor as being an important and very important. They stated that this is a pioneering 

and enabling strategy/factor to commence CCA initiatives. It makes not only the management 

team but also each staff member committed to CCA. For instance, they are motivated to save 

water and power and seek alternative sources for power/water supply. ‘Individuals’ 

motivation to respond’ encourage hotel operators to adjust themselves and increase flexibility 

to adapt, thereafter leading to the effective adaptation. With limited motivation, they might 

not try hard enough. Instead, they might put themselves too much at ease by depending on 

other stakeholders. The first explained, “Working in hotel sector, you must be very committed 

in both general business operations and CCA efforts.” H32. The second reported, “Yes, it is, 

true because when we collaboratively work, we accept, we involve in solving the problems 

to prevent, protect the obstacles/barriers. Hence this collaborative works enables us to find 

solution for the adaptation.” H22.  

 

They further explained that whenever people are motivated in CCA, they have a high chance 

of effective adaptation outcome, almost 100% of achievement. When having this enabling 

factor, all the labour forces are motivated. It starts from one person, spreads out, consequently 

becomes a determination for many others, and becomes a working norm. This can start from 

an understanding from inside out, from the hotel to the surrounding area. It could pass on the 

important message to the area, thereby increasing people’s awareness of and commitment to 

their community. This constitutes a collective power of workforce to adapt to climate change 
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in the area, thus in turn benefiting both the hotel sector and community. One more participant 

from a new hotel took a more thorough consideration and explained that motivation is closely 

linked to knowledge. While one particular hotelier has strong motivation to adapt, he/she 

must find ways to increase knowledge concerning CCA.  

 

In different opinions, the response rate was 15% of participants who said that this enabling 

factor was a moderately important and unimpactful enabling factor because it just partly 

influences adaptation. They added that adapting blindly even from a strong individual’s 

motivation would not have considerable adaptation outcome. The respondents compared and 

contrasted between this enabling factor and others (the most critical enabling factors) and 

revealed that this factor might not be strongly needed. This factor alone does not provide a 

full picture of substantial adaptation effect. One wanted to see more determination from 

external parties. This informant revealed, “For me, normal (moderate)… because there are 

many problems concerning other issues in hotel operations. For me I have moderate 

commitment about CCA because I want to hear from the top leaders (the government).” H40.  

 

Clear adaptation goals 

In this second category, the enabling factor entitled ‘clear adaptation goals’ was perceived as 

the second medium barrier with the mean score of 4.38. This enabling factor refers to the 

specific and solid goal of adaptation that is formulated to target the adaptation in the hotel 

sector. The goal should not be mixed with the operational goal of hotel services but can be 

implemented together with other goals of hotel business (see section 2.12.6 for details).  

 

Table 6.2 presents ‘clear adaptation goals’ with over 80% (36% and 48%) of rating as either 

important or very important enabling factor. They explained that setting a target is 

prerequisite before achieving considerable adaptation result. Since hotel operation requires 

enormous responsibilities, setting adaptation goals in advance could reduce working loads. 

This condition enables the anticipation of any problem that might occur before and during 

climate change responses. They further argued that although the goals are not easily set 

clearly, hotel operators must have them formulated because without good preparation, they 

might lead to failure in climate change efforts. One explained, “Because if we have clear 
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adaptation goals, we will do it. If no clear adaptation goals, we cannot do it although we 

have materials, HR…” H14. They carried on by saying that setting clear adaptation goals is 

like having a guideline that could be used as an appropriate road map towards the positive 

effects of adaptation to climate change. When it is clear in people’s opinions of what is going 

to be done, it increases chances of potential outcome of adaptation. One general manager 

(GM) revealed, “Important point, even though I’m not skilful of this (CCA), I must set clear 

goals on whatever I do. I (thoroughly) consider limitations, I set plans, yes, it’s important.” 

H9. 

 

They continued that ‘clear adaptation goals’ offers a complete set of ideas to take care guests 

and advise the staff to be fully ready for all issues including climate change. Although in a 

case where all hotel operators cannot achieve 100% adaptation goals, it is still a good idea to 

have it set in place. The clearly set goals allow them to have indicative ideas of how much 

HR and money, especially time, would be needed. They exemplified that if the water is 

disconnected, hotel managers must have water reserved. When in storms, they must have 

preventive measures to respond. These are from clear adaptation goals. One supported, 

“Once we set clear adaptation goals, we likely could prevent climate change risks.” H29. 

 

In contrast, 16% of the respondents reported it as a moderately important enabling factor. All 

had similar ideas that setting clear adaptation goals is just part of the performance outcome 

while the actual adaptation responses would be a more realistic approach. One of respondents 

explained, “Just having the goals, it is not yet a substantial effect of adaptation. We need to 

implement it. I just rate it 3.” H7. 

 

Political will 

Based on background literature in section 2.12.8, ‘political will’ was understood as the 

political awareness from the government, especially the local authorities that directly 

influence the adaptation efforts in the private sector/hotel sector. The hotel sector is expected 

to obtain clear political messages, motivation and participation that may bring sufficient 

resources such as technical experts and materials to help, especially in rural adaptation (e.g. 

at islands). 
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Table 6.2 indicates that the last medium enabling factor entitled ‘political will’ obtained 80% 

(20% and 60%) of rating as being important and very important. The participants perceived 

that whenever there is political will, the government might allocate money for helping hotel 

sector concerning CCA. One of the argued, “Political will… yes absolutely if the government 

can’t be bothered, no one else would be …” H39. They added that this enabling factor is 

about the involvements from the government/politicians to enthusiastically tackle the 

changing climate for all sectors, including the hotel industry, and having good policy for 

CCA. Furthermore, the political motivation could not only be providing HR and budget but 

also the laws, regulations and rules to help the hotel sector more conveniently adapt to climate 

change. The ‘political will’ truly influences every sector of a country. The government knows 

the intensity of the impacts much better than others. One of participants asserted, “… this is 

the most important thing. Without this nothing here … all start from the head. We say when 

the head’s not good, all the body suffers.” H45. Another added, “Good, good it’s also 5, 

absolutely necessary. All the governments of the world must involve themselves in their own 

countries and their own communities.” H10. 

 

20% of the respondents ranked that ‘political will’ as a moderately important and unimpactful 

enabling factor. They asserted that politics is a bit broad in relation to CCA and slightly 

influences the adaptation actions in the hotel sector. They argued that the hotel sector should 

bear responsibility for the positive effect and failure by itself rather than depending on 

politics/politicians. They asserted that in the hotel sector the people themselves should be the 

main players. In most cases, the Cambodian government has not paid sufficient attention to 

the hotel sector, especially where relevant to climate change issues. The first said, 

“Sometimes, politics is just one part. If we are individuals working cooperatively it is better 

than the politicians.” H31. The second continued, “I don’t believe that the government would 

anyway bother to help us because we are foreigners, pretty much look after ourselves, we 

pay our taxes, but you don’t expect anything in exchange of those.” H28. Two respondents 

stated that ‘political will’ was uninfluential for the hotel sector’s CCA. They contended that 

as the climate change impacts in SHV at the moderate level, the hotel sector could sufficiently 

help itself. They have sufficient capability to guide/explain their staff to adapt to climate 
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change. It is unimportant as to whether or not the external parties such as the government 

give a hand. 

 

6.4.3 The least critical enabling factors for climate change adaptation 

The results in Table 6.2 show the three least critical enabling factors (‘previous and current 

adaptation experiences/awareness/knowledge’, ‘sufficient engagement/collaboration/ 

communication with other stakeholders’, and ‘invulnerable location of hotel’) with the 

smallest mean response on a 0 to 5 Likert scale (with means 4.27, 4.2 and 3.65 respectively).  

 

In these enabling factors, the distribution of respondents can be seen increasing at the scale 

of being (0) uninfluential. This makes these enabling factors no longer medium (but the least 

critical enabling factors), although the mean differences between these enabling factors and 

the second three enabling factors are small.    

 

This finding shows that respondents from the hotel sector in SHV have the lowest perception 

in these three conditions as the least critical enabling factors to CCA. That or these perceived 

conditions do not constitute significant outcomes in their adaptation activities for their hotels. 

The frequency/percentage distribution of being ‘moderately important’, ‘unimportant’, ‘very 

unimportant’ and ‘uninfluential’ has increasing trend with 8% being ‘moderate’ and very 

unimportant’, 16% being ‘moderately important’ and 36% from being moderately important’ 

through ‘uninfluential’ for the first, second and third critical barriers respectively. Each 

barrier is detailed below:  

 

Previous and current adaptation experiences/awareness/knowledge  

Table 6.2 shows that the third least critical enabling factor to CCA with the mean score of 

4.27. As outlined in section 2.12.2, ‘previous and current adaptation experience/ 

awareness/knowledge’ is having high experience and knowledge about causes, effects and 

solutions to climate change, and the experience/knowledge allows hotel operators to adapt to 

climate change productively. The 50 respondents were mainly aware that this enabling factor 

is from adaptation experience/knowledge/perception in previous workplaces, particularly in 

hotel working arrangements. 
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Up to 8% of the respondents rated ‘previous and current adaptation experiences’ as a 

moderately important and uninfluential enabling factor because one participant stated that 

the vulnerability levels of SHV and its hotels were at a moderate level as well. This enabling 

factor is not much needed. This Khmer participant was from an upscale hotel. Three 

participants thought that ‘previous and current adaptation experiences/awareness/ 

knowledge’ is an uninfluential enabling factor for CCA in the hotel sector. They argued that 

climate change is a natural phenomenon that happens continuously with different intensities 

and crises. Factors such as ‘previous experience’ would influence hotel operators in having 

the same or repetitive adaptation actions. Climate change requires evolving human diversities 

to respond. One of participants argued, “This (enabling factor) is not really right because 

climate change impacts have been changing and their forms (of impacts) are increasingly 

new and different.” H6. 

 

The respondents perceived ‘previous and current adaptation experiences’ as the third least 

significant enabling factor of being important (39%) and very important (53%). They 

reported that it allows hotel managers to access researched documents and learning from the 

previous experience of others. They thought that access to these documents is like having or 

bringing a consultant/expert/knowledge about adaptation to their hotels. This factor provides 

both knowledge and flexibility. For instance, while storms have come with different 

intensities and crises, experience and knowledge allow hotel managers to adjust appropriate 

adaptation measures responsive to the impacts. One Khmer respondent exemplified that 

knowledge and experience enabled him/her to have water filters and reservoirs properly 

installed and built to respond to extended drought, especially during hotel constructions. By 

doing so, the guests never face water deficit. They further added that this factor helps hotel 

managers to familiarise themselves in adapting to climate change and not feel panic and 

makes them project climate change effects more accurately in the future or anticipate climate 

change problems in advance. Whenever hotel managers do not have experience, they might 

not hear of climate change impacts and blindly adapt. The first explained, “… without this 

one, you will never have that one (CCA).” H36. The second said, “Very important, everyone 

needs experience and knowledge.” H5. 
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Sufficient engagement/collaboration/communication with other stakeholders 

As mainly discussed in previous studies in 2.10.3, it was understood that this second least 

critical enabling factor entitled ‘sufficient engagement and interaction with other 

stakeholders’ is the ability of hotel operators to interact and communicate sufficiently 

between three layers: national, provincial and local, or among other stakeholders for the sake 

of their hotels’ adaptations.  

 

The most interesting aspect of this is that up to 16% of the participants perceived it as a 

moderately important enabling factor. They stated that the communication has been 

sufficiently exchanged either among hotel sector or between the hotel sector and other 

stakeholders. Almost all stakeholders have worked cooperatively and had mutual 

understanding in CCA. For example, there have been weekly meetings at both either the hotel 

sector or between the hotel sector and other stakeholders. This factor does not add critical 

value to the current hotels’ adaptation. Others compared it to another enabling factors above 

and argued that this factor just partly contributes to CCA in the hotel sector.  

 

Table 6.2 indicates that only 48% and 36% of the respondents rated this enabling factor as 

an important and very important. They asserted that communication and interaction enable 

participants to learn from each other or a particular group such as the government. For 

instance, they might learn how to make water storage or dig wells for adapting to extended 

drought. One of respondents asserted, “Important because if they face the problems, they can 

give us ideas, sharing to us about adaptation techniques.” H32. They added that this 

condition contributes to obtaining key information from other parties as well. The first said, 

“It can be true because we have ability to adapt and if we know others well, different 

opinions, we can borrow their ideas for our hotel.” H21. The other explained, “Because 

when we’ve interaction, we get information from each other. Then we share.” H22. They 

suggested that communication and interaction with other stakeholders should be diversified 

into many forms, face-to-face meetings or public forums. The forums include the discussion 

with several organisations such as NGOs on various topics, including climate change.  
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This enabling factor provides many additional benefits. In case of climate change emergency, 

this allows having strong cooperation that contributes to saving people’s lives in time. For 

instance, this could allow participants to have hotlines of important stakeholders such as 

professional medical centres. For another example, the wider network internationally allows 

the hotel sector to receive a number of helps in adapting to climate change. One of 

respondents pointed out, “This is true, it does not confine only to our region but also other 

countries, which have experiences and meet the same problem. For example, they first 

encounter the impacts, they inform us, then we can brace for the climate change impacts and 

at least we can learn from these experiences.” H6. One more asserted, “We’ve been picked 

by TUI (a big travel and tourism company) in Germany. They have provided good message 

into the industry including CCA measures, it contributes to positive effect of CCA.” H10. 

 

(Invulnerable) Location of hotel 

The greatest percentage, 36%, rated this first least important enabling factor as from being 

‘moderately important’ through ‘uninfluential’. They stated that this condition (location of 

hotel) is debatable. It depends on the types of climate change impacts. Heavy storms and 

rains are different in terms of locations while rising temperature or spread of illness caused 

by climate change would equally affect hotels regardless of locations. The first one explained, 

“In general, CCA doesn’t regulate or set which location is adaptable, this is about the 

strategy. If we have the strategy, we can withstand climate change impacts even though we’re 

in adverse location.” H31. The second one added, “Because climate change is not 

influencing only us, it is affecting everyone, location does not help anything.” H5. 

 

Two respondents viewed this enabling factor as a very unimportant and unimportant enabling 

factor equally. They viewed this factor as a controversial evidence/condition. The first one 

argued that it is common for those located at coastal zones to be often threatened by climate 

change. The second said, “Because location of our hotel is slightly affecting our CCA actions, 

is not important factor for CCA.” H30. This participant further argued that climate change 

impacts such as severe drought threatens hotels regardless of their locations.  
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Amongst this (36%), six participants thought that this conduction was not an enabling factor 

for adaptation. They otherwise argued that stand-alone conditions like location could not 

make hotel managers adapt effectively. The result must be achieved by initiating the actual 

actions that require everyone to be involved. One of respondents explained, “There is a good 

location, but the hotel doesn’t initiate any CCA actions, it is not a point for substantial 

adaptation.” H21. Locations could be good for running businesses but for CCA actions they 

would not be a logical or impactful reason. The respondents illustrated that location is not 

closely related to CCA. Climate change intensities increase and affect all hotels regardless 

of locations, especially at the coastal zone. At last, one local respondent compared and 

contrasted this condition to other enabling factors such as good leadership and management 

structure and ultimately argued, “We sometimes have good location, but our management is 

bad. We don’t spread the information widely. It is not 100% true.” H22.  

 

As can be seen in Table 6.2, only 22% and 42% of respondents perceived this least significant 

enabling factor as being either important or very important. They reported that location 

influences both vulnerability and adaptation outcome of the hotels. They illustrated that 

SLR/beach erosion/storm surges threaten hotels at beach areas more than those at the 

mainland. They illustrated that invulnerable location not only provides a good condition for 

CCA but also trustful feelings for the guests (being unheard of climate change) who tend to 

stay in a convenient place. They further explained that hotels in vulnerable places would be 

firstly and strongly hit by climate change while hotels at less vulnerable areas (e.g. close to 

mountains acting as storm protection) have sufficient time to prepare and adapt. At one island 

(A Ma Sour Island), one participant asserted that the location plays the most essential role 

for CCA. This informant explained, “(In A Ma Sour island) some locations have been 

affected for 6 months, some locations have been affected for just 1.5 months like mine. When 

we can have a right location, very good location, there are little impacts.” H45. The second 

expressed, “… the hill and it has many trees, even now we have jogging track by riding 

bicycles, the guests are increasingly interested, and it isn’t being affected…” H50. 

 

Building on the growing number of works by previous scholars about enabling factors for 

adaptation, this study adds to the existing stock of knowledge by analysing the actual 
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enabling factors that are helping or influencing the SHV’s hoteliers in adapting to climate 

effects in the following section. 

 

6.5 Additional enabling factors for climate change adaptation 

After rating the nine enabling factors above (informed by the literature), through their 

adaptation activities for their hotels in SHV, some participants reported additional enabling 

factors. These enabling factors for adaptation are the actual helpful conditions they have had 

while adapting to climate change in the area. The following enabling factors were reported: 

 

First, 8% of the informants perceived that ‘good structure/building (providing easy 

maintenance)’ is an enabling factor for hoteliers’ adaptation behaviour. They, including one 

new participant, otherwise explained that their hotel structures and buildings were resistant 

enough for climate change impacts. Their hotels were built with good standards and were not 

easily tilted or damaged while being affected by climate change. They exemplified that ever 

since the hotels had been constructed, there has been no history of damage and significant 

impacts. The firm and reliable constructions allowed the participants to adapt easily and, in 

the meantime, this puts maintenance work at ease. One of respondents literally explained, “If 

comparing the building to others, maybe mine (my building) is better. H40. One foreign 

participant (from a 5-star hotel) additionally highlighted that the knowledgeable and 

experienced builders from own country (Israel) constructed the hotel with sound technology.  

 

They further perceived that ‘renovation’ of hotel buildings would be also a favourable 

condition. This participant continued that in SHV many old buildings limits the flexibility in 

adapting to climate change. The buildings should be carefully and technically renovated 

before being allowed to run businesses in. In the meantime, hotels that were built recently (a 

few years back) need to be renovated as well. Of all 50 hotels, 68% (34 hotels) hotel 

businesses are run by renting the buildings and/or the land. Most leaseholders did not build 

strong structures. They just made the buildings fairly strong just to run the businesses. 

 

Second, 6% perceived that ‘innovative thinking’ would be a key condition for hotel sector’s 

adaptation. One foreign participant exemplified that definitely reinforcing the beaches should 
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be one of the strategic missions. Reinforcing the beaches means keeping the water back. 

Breaking the water away from the beaches would likely prevent beach erosions. The measure 

is inexpensive as concrete, and rocks could be used to break water. This participant further 

explained that it is more regretful to lose sands which leads to having no beaches. Another 

added, “Enabling factors could be creative ideas, just create ideas, that they can put but just 

can think of like big thing, how to prevent their hotels in an innovative way.” H46.  

 

Third, 6% of informants explained that ‘forestation/maintaining forest/gardens’ would be a 

key condition for remarkable adaptation result. They thought that while lacking forest would 

contribute to irregular rainfall, forestation provides many benefits. First, it could act as storm 

and beach erosion protection (e.g. mangroves). Second, it stabilises the surrounding soil to 

prevent beach erosion and landslide (some hotels are located on high hills). Other participants 

rationally explained that large and tall trees cast a shade over the guests and staff, thus making 

them less affected by rising temperature. One indicated, “In adapting to rising temperature 

we already have like big trees. We have techniques by advising our gardeners who take care 

of the trees.” H21. A second added, “The garden is helpful with the rains and other stuffs 

such as rising temperature.” H28. As argued in chapter 5 (section 5.4.3.1), some hotels used 

vertical vines to cover the building’s walls and roof in order to adapt to rising temperature. 

 

Finally, 4% explained that ‘good service’ would be a key condition for the hotel sector’s 

adaptation. Although ‘good service’ is bit broad in relation to CCA, these participants 

challenged to argue that although there is bad climate, guests might keep staying because 

hotel managers could provide good services such as providing convenient transport during 

hot days. In a broader picture, they illustrated that good service is a core task that influences 

all hotel operations, including CCA. One of informants emphasised, “Whenever there are 

possible climate risks, we must try to contact the guests and ask if they need helps”. H48. 

Rhee and Yang (2015) argue that “In any business, everything starts with service and end[s] 

with it.” (p. 582). 
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6.6 Chapter summary 

After vital links between vulnerability and adaptation were developed, this chapter 

coherently captures the fundamental features in these relationships by identifying both 

conditions (barriers and enabling factors) in the same research. After a number of arguments 

were proposed, the following statements are summarised: 

 

First, according to the interviews, among the nine potential barriers (informed by the 

literature in CCA in the context of developing countries), the findings show that the most 

critical barriers are ‘sufficient resources’, ‘low level of leadership and guidance’, and ‘lack 

of political will’. These provide important clues for the hotel sector while adapting to climate 

change for their businesses. This study adds to the existing stock of knowledge on the 

growing number of works in previous tourism and climate change research that are particular 

to the context of developing countries. In the meantime, the participants reported additional 

barriers. The barriers include ‘(vulnerable) location of hotel’, ‘bad design and quality of the 

buildings (e.g. limited space)’, ‘limited research or studies available’ and ‘being a new hotel 

and limited time’. These additional barriers are the actual obstacles that SHV’s hotel sector 

has faced in their adaptation activities in the area. 

 

Second, among the nine potential enabling factors (informed by the literature in CCA in the 

context of developing countries), the findings show that the greatest enabling factors are 

‘sufficient resources’, ‘previous and current adaptation experiences/awareness/knowledge’, 

and ‘individuals’ motivation to respond’. These provide important indications for the hotel 

sector in adapting to climate change for their businesses. The perceived rankings of criticality 

levels significantly contribute to related literature. In the meantime, the participants reported 

of additional enabling factors. These enabling factors include ‘good structures and renovation 

of hotel buildings’, ‘innovative thinking’, ‘forestation/maintaining garden’, and ‘good 

service’. These are the actual barriers that SHV’s hotel sector has determined from their 

adaptation activities. 
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CHAPTER 7: CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS 

 

7.1 Introduction 

In previous chapters, the assessment of possible relationships between participants’ 

backgrounds, hotel attributes and their perceptions of barriers and enabling factors were not 

examined, The starting assumption of this chapter 7 is that the mean scores of respondents 

regarding the perceived barriers and enabling factors to CCA could vary according to hotel 

attributes (star rating, ownership, hotel size, hotel location, hotel age and business format) 

(or/and) participant’s background (level of education, age, experience, nationality and length 

of residency in SHV).  

 

Guided by the analytical framework (see the red colour block of Figure 7.1), the main goal 

of this chapter is to explore the extent to which hotel attributes and participants’ backgrounds 

in the hotel sector in SHV impact on their perceptions of barriers and enabling factors to 

CCA.  

 

In order to explore the underlying dimension of hotel attributes and participants’ backgrounds 

on the mean scores of perceived barriers and enabling factors to CCA, descriptive statistics 

and independent sample tests have been used to determine whether there is statistical 

evidence that these characteristics influence the participants’ perceptions towards the rating 

of the barriers and enabling factors to CCA. To undertake ANOVA tests, it is expected that 

the dependent variable is normally distributed and there is approximately equal variance on 

the scores across groups, which is not the case with the collected data. Since the dependent 

variables of this study are ordinals, but not normally distributed to conduct one-way ANOVA 

tests, nonparametric (distribution free) tests are used to compare the means of the 

respondents. The Mann Whitney U test (MW test) was used to compare the means of the 

respondents’ perceived barriers and enabling factors to CCA and determine any significant 

differences between two independent groups. In the case of more than two independent 

groups, the Kruskal Wallis test (K-W test) was conducted for the assessment of any 

significant differences between the means of the respondents’ perceived barriers and enabling 

factors to CCA. Finally, this cross-case analysis is expected to answer the fifth research aim 
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of this thesis, which critically examines the barriers and enabling factors to adaptation 

according to hotel attributes and participants’ backgrounds.  

 

In this context, the chapter has the following structure. The main results based on the 

relationships between adaptation barriers and hotel attributes and participants’ backgrounds 

are discussed in the first two sections (7.2 and 7.3). Then, the findings of the enabling factors 

for adaptation in regard to hotel attributes and participants’ backgrounds are presented in 

section 7.4 and 7.5. The data were processed with the statistical package SPSS version 23. 

The four quadrants in Table 7.1 present the statistical results of this explorative empirical 

study, considering the following relationships.  

• Relationship between adaptation barriers and hotel attributes (North West 

quadrant) 

• Relationship between adaptation barriers and participants’ backgrounds (North 

East quadrant) 

• Relationship between enabling factors for adaptation and hotel attributes (South 

West quadrant) 

• Relationship between enabling factors for adaptation and participants’ backgrounds 

(South East quadrant) 

 

The empirical results regarding descriptive statistics and independent sample tests between 

barriers and enabling factors to CCA and hotel attributes and participants’ backgrounds are 

summarised in three crucial distinctions: statistically significant difference (when p. value < 

0.05) (highlighted in red), non-significant difference (when p. value > 0.1) (empty cells), and 

trending towards statistical significance (when 0.05 < p. value < 0.1) (highlighted in green).  

 

In the four quadrants, relationships between nine barriers and nine enabling factors to 

adaptation with six hotel attributes and five participants’ backgrounds are tested by means of 

Mann-Whitney U test (two groups) or Kruskal-Wallis Test (more than two groups). Each 

individual quadrant is examined in detail in the following sections: 
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Figure 7. 1: Analytical framework 
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Table 7.1: Overall test results between barriers and enabling factors to CCA and hotel attributes and participants’ 
backgrounds 
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7.2 Relationships between adaptation barriers and hotel attributes  

Table 7.2 below summarises the findings regarding the relationships between the nine 

enabling factors affecting adaptation and hotel attributes. This latter corresponds to the 

North West quadrant of table 7.1. 

 

Table 7.2: Test results of the relationship between adaptation barriers and hotel 

attributes (North West quadrant) 

 
 

First, in the North West quadrant, relationships between nine barriers to CCA with six 

hotel attributes are tested by means of Mann-Whitney U (MW) test (two groups) or 

Kruskal-Wallis (K-W) Test (more than two groups). As discussed in chapter 6, the three 

most critical barriers with the largest mean response on a 0 to 5 Likert scale are: ‘limited 

resources’, ‘limited knowledge/perception of climate change’ and ‘lack of political will’ 

with means of 4.56, 4.49 and 4.48 respectively, see Table 6.1). The results in Table 7.2 

show that there were no significant differences found at the 0.05 (or 5%) significance 

level with respect to the above three most critical barriers. 

 

This finding shows that respondents from the hotel sector in SHV highly perceive these 

three barriers as the most critical ones to CCA regardless of the category of hotel 
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attributes they belong to. In brief, this result reflects a common perception from the 

respondents of the hierarchy among the three greatest barriers to CCA.  

 

For instance, the perception of those from budget, midscale and upscale hotels scored the 

barrier entitled, ‘limited resources’ as the most critical barrier to CCA. They, from budget 

(e.g. H7, H5), midscale (e.g. H6, H10) and upscale (e.g. H19, H4) hotels, stated that 

without budget and technical skills, hotel operators cannot make further investments 

concerning climate-proofing and adaptation activities such as purchasing water 

containers and digging wells for adapting to prolong drought, while lack of competent 

HR and technical skills present difficulty in adaptation as well. 

 

In another example, the respondents also perceived the barrier of ‘limited 

knowledge/perception of climate change’ as the second greatest barrier to CCA regardless 

of the category of hotel attributes they belong to. For instance, the MW test indicated no 

significant differences between Khmer and foreign owned hotels in terms of comparison 

of the means of respondents. This revealed that there was no significant difference of 

opinions regarding the perceived importance of this barrier ‘limited 

knowledge/perception of climate change’ when it comes to the nature of the ownership 

of hotels (Khmer/local/domestic vs. foreign ownership). Most hoteliers believed that 

knowledge plays an important role in substantial adaptation outcome. Knowledge of 

climate change is prerequisite for adaptation initiatives. Without sufficient knowledge, 

hotel managers as well as their staff cannot think of any new strategies for adapting to 

constantly changing climate. ‘Limited knowledge’ does not allow managers and staffs to 

have even basic solutions to the problems of climate change. This might lead them to 

blindly adapting to climate change, which cannot reach considerable adaptation results.  

 

Among the three most critical barriers in this North West quadrant, the only noticeable 

observed result that trended towards statistical significance (but did not meet the selected 

significance threshold level 0.05) is found between the barrier of ‘lack of political will’ 

and the size of hotels (H=5.15, degrees of freedom or df =2, p=0.076) (see Appendix F). 

On the basis of the K-W comparison test, this finding suggests that it might be a 

perceptual difference of the barrier entitled ‘lack of political will’ between respondents 

belonging to hotels of different sizes in SHV. This finding also suggests that further 

empirical research is needed in the future with a larger sample of respondents. 
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Second, regarding the findings of the second category of perceived medium barriers to 

the implementation of CCA, the analysis showed that statistically significant differences 

across the six hotel attributes are only found for the perceived barrier entitled ‘insufficient 

information’ to CCA with respect to hotel size (H=12, df=2, p=0.002). The pairwise 

comparison test suggests that respondents from small hotels (1-45 rooms) and medium 

hotels (46-100 rooms) provided higher mean-score for this barrier than those from large 

hotels (> 100 rooms) with p-values of p=0.021 and p=0.02 respectively (see the Appendix 

E-1). This finding indicates that participants from small and medium size hotels were in 

greater agreement and were more cautious than those from large hotels about the lack of 

information in SHV when it comes to CCA.  

 

This could be also explained by the fact that in this study, large hotels in SHV are 

predominantly upscale hotels. Highly star-rated hotels often have sufficient financial and 

human resources, especially through their regional and international networking. The 

extensive resources increase their adaptive capacity specially to reduce barrier of 

‘limited/insufficient information’. For instance, having broader networking allows them 

to fully access sensitive information such as climate change, thus making them perceive 

‘limited/insufficient information’ as a less major barrier. By contrast, small and medium 

hotels in the study are majorly budget and midscale. They often have limited resources, 

particularly in networking. With low adaptive capacity, especially without strong 

networking to access to climate change information, they are rather passive and wait for 

climate change information provided by other parties such as the government, and IOs 

and NGOs. They therefore showed greater consideration with respect to this barrier. 

 

All the remaining results show that there are no significant differences (at the 5% 

significance level) in terms of mean ratings between medium barriers to CCA and the 

other hotel attributes. The only detectible findings that trended towards statistical 

significance (but did not meet the selected significance threshold level 0.05) are found 

between the barrier ‘insufficient information’ and hotel ownership (U=3334,5, Z=1.777, 

p=0076) and the barrier ‘low level of leadership and guidance’ with the business age 

(U=371.000, Z=186, p=0.063). As outlined above, this finding also suggests that further 

empirical research is needed in the future with larger samples of respondents. 
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Finally, among the least critical perceived barriers to CCA (insufficient engagement 

and interaction, regulatory/legal constraints, and institutional barriers), the only 

significant variability in responses to these barriers was found between ‘regulatory/legal 

constraints’ and the star rating (H=8.003, df=2, p=0.018). The K-W comparison test 

shows that there is at least one sub-group of respondents that has different perception 

from the other two remaining groups. The pairwise comparison test suggests that 

respondents from upscale hotels show a greater consideration of the barrier 

‘regulatory/legal constraints’ to CCA than those that belong to midscale hotels (p=0.029) 

(see Appendix F-2). 

 

This could be explained by the reality that while the government is aware that imposing 

laws, regulations and rules of environment-related issues such as CCA on the lower 

ranked hotels is impossible (including midscale hotels in this study). These lower 

standard hotels are often family businesses and depend on daily income and have 

insufficient resources such as budget and HR to respond to climate change. Strict law/rule 

enforcement could lead to a closure of those low standard hotels. The government have 

changed their focus to higher standard hotels. The higher ranked hotels (upscale hotels in 

this study) are more pressurised to perform environmental issues, especially CCA, 

because of their available resources in place. Furthermore, it is known that the high 

standard hotels themselves are more potentially contributing to environmental problems. 

For example, one high standard hotel participant confessed, “Likely we are a big industry 

(hotel). We have produced waste and consume much power such as big chiller; these can 

contribute to climate change.” H1. However, Cambodia’s laws, regulations and rules are 

insufficiently supportive of the adaptation actions. Meanwhile, the lower ranked hotels 

are not more significantly demanding in environmental performance at the current 

priority of the country’s development. This is a reason why higher standard hotel 

participants felt that ‘regulatory and legal constraints’ is a greater barrier. 

 

All the remaining results show that there are no significant differences (at the 5% 

significance level) in terms of mean scores between the least critical perceived barriers to 

CCA and the remaining hotel attributes. The only observable finding that trended towards 

statistical significance is related to the relationship between ‘institutional barriers’ and 

the size of hotels (H=4.941, df=2, p=0.085).  
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7.3 Relationships between adaptation barriers to CCA and participants’ 

backgrounds 

 

Table 7.3: Test results of the relationship between adaptation barriers and 
participants’ backgrounds (North East quadrant) 

 
 

The findings regarding the relationships between the nine adaptation barriers and 

participants’ background are presented in this section. 

 

Firstly, the results in Table 7.3 show that there are no significant differences found at the 

0.05 (or 5%) significance level in respect to the three most critical perceived barriers 

(‘limited resources’, ‘limited knowledge/perception of climate change’ and ‘lack of 

political will’) and participants’ backgrounds.  

 

This finding suggests that respondents from the hotel sector in SHV highly perceive these 

three obstacles as the most critical barriers to CCAs regardless of the five backgrounds’ 

criteria that were used in this study.  
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For example, both Khmer (e.g. H1, H6) and foreign (e.g. H10, H44) participants raised 

similar concerns regarding the perceived third most critical barrier (lack of political will) 

to CCA of hotels in SHV. They had common perception that working collaboratively 

between individual hotel and other stakeholders regarding CCA needs involvement from 

the politics. Using an example of metaphor, they argued that the politicians are the head 

while the hotel sector is the body. These two (politicians and hoteliers) must be 

collaborative and consistent to each other. Without ‘political will’, there are insufficient 

resources such as budget, HR and technology allocated by the government for the hotel 

sector’s adaptation. Without those resources, the hotel sector is extremely challenged to 

put further investments in climate change-related actions or just raises minimal 

investments in adaptations. This might lead to an ineffective outcome. 

 

All the remaining results in this North East quadrant show that there are no significant 

differences (at the 5% significance level) in terms of mean scores between the most 

critical barriers to CCA and participants’ background. The only noticeable observed 

result that trended towards statistical significance (but did not meet the selected 

significances threshold level 0.05) is found for the barrier of ‘limited 

knowledge/perception of climate change’ with respect to the length of residence of the 

participants (U=183.000, Z=-1.680, p=0.093).  

 

Secondly, based on the empirical results on the relationship between medium perceived 

barriers to CCA (‘insufficient information’, ‘uncertain responsibilities for adaptation’, 

and ‘low level of leadership and guidance’) with participants’ backgrounds, significant 

difference has been found in the mean-scores of respondents to the barrier ‘insufficient 

information’ with respect to the length of residence in SHV. Moreover, the MW test 

suggests that hotel respondents who have lived longer in SHV (> 5 years) provided lower 

mean-score to this barrier than those who have lived less than 5 years in (U=156.500, Z=-

2.100, p=0.036) (see the Appendix F-3).  

 

This result indicates that the shorter the participants lived in SHV the more concerned 

they were about ‘limited information’ or the more they lived in the area, the less cautious 

they were about ‘limited information’. This finding suggests that those who had resided 

longer might have had sufficient time to adjust themselves in the local context and 

perhaps access to climate change-related information through their own local network. In 
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contrast, those who have had a shorter length of residence duration often did not 

sufficiently familiarise themselves with the place and found it difficult to access 

information. They show greater consideration with respect to the barrier ‘limited 

information’.  

 

All the remaining results indicate that there are no significant differences (at the 5% 

significance level) in terms of mean scores between the medium perceived barriers to 

CCAs with respect to participants’ background. 

 

The only noticeable observed results that trended towards statistical significance (but did 

not meet the selected significance threshold level 0.05) are found between the barrier of 

‘insufficient information’ and ‘participants’ nationality’ (U=261.500, Z=1.651, p=0.099), 

and the barrier ‘uncertain responsibilities for adaptation’ in respect to participants’ 

nationality (U=275.000, Z=1.738, p=0.082) as well as participants’ age groups (H5.008=, 

df=2, p=0.082).  

 

Finally, among the least critical perceived barriers to CCAs (‘insufficient engagement 

and interaction’, ‘regulatory/legal constraints’, and ‘institutional barriers’) with the 

smallest mean response on a 0 to 5 Likert scale (with means of 4.16, 4 and 3.78 

respectively, see Table 6.1), there are no significant differences between these least 

critical barriers and participants’ backgrounds at the 0.05 (or 5%) significance level. Most 

likely, this result reflects a common perception from the hotel respondents of the 

relatively low level of importance of these barriers to CCAs, even though the mean scores 

are still relatively high. 

 

For example, all hotel respondents (with short, medium and long experiences) ranked the 

barrier ‘insufficient interaction and engagement’ as being the first major factor among 

the three least critical perceived barrier to CCA. The short (e.g. H20, H22), medium (e.g. 

H5, H13, H7) and long (e.g. H48, H15) experience respondents thought that a lack of 

interaction and engagement may hamper their businesses from getting key information 

about climate change vulnerabilities and adaptation. In contrast, they had common 

perceptions that hoteliers need to learn from each other and other key stakeholders. The 

lessons learned allow effective information for acting promptly towards climate change 

impacts. Working collaboratively is often better than working individually in terms of 
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adaptation. A medium-experienced informant asserted, “It’s 100% true that it 

(insufficient interaction and engagement) is a huge impediment. Adaptation requires 

comprehensive involvement and participation from other stakeholders.” H7.  

 

Likewise, differences in perception based on participants’ backgrounds and the barrier of 

‘regulatory and legal constraints’ were not found. For instance, the MW test indicated no 

significant differences between Khmer and foreign participants in terms of mean-scores 

between respondents. This revealed that there was no significant difference of opinions 

regarding the perceived importance of this barrier ‘regulatory and legal constraints’ when 

it comes to the nationalities of respondents (Khmer vs. foreign). All participants, both 

Khmer (e.g. H8, H9, H50) and foreign (e.g. H28, H34), explained that due to unclear 

rules from the government, they do not know what rules help and what do not in terms of 

CCA. They exemplified that forestation is one way to adapt to climate change (e.g. for 

erosion from heavy rainfall) but there are unclear rules on where hoteliers should plant 

the trees and what species are helpful in protecting hotels from climate change impacts.  

 

7.4 Relationships between enabling factors for adaptation and hotel attributes  

 

Table 7.4: Test results of the relationship between enabling factors for adaptation 

and hotel attributes (South West quadrant) 
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Table 7.4 summarises the findings regarding the relationships between the nine enabling 

factors for adaptation and hotel attributes. This latter corresponds to the South West 

quadrant of table 7.1. 

 

First, the results regarding the three most critical perceived enabling factors 

(‘sufficient resources’, ‘sufficient information’ and ‘good leadership and management 

structures’) with respect to hotel attributes show that there is significant difference in 

terms of mean scores between the enabling factor ‘sufficient information (about climate 

change issues)’ and (invulnerable) location of hotels. The MW test suggests that hotel 

respondents from beachfront hotels in SHV provided higher scores to this enabling factor 

than those from mainland hotels in the area (U=397.500, Z=2.967, p=0.003) (see 

Appendix F-4). This result indicates that hotel respondents located around the beach seem 

to be more cautious of the importance of sufficient information and show greater 

consideration to climate change issues than those located in the mainland. 

 

According the findings, due to their farther locations, the beachfront hotels (including 

those on the islands), do not sufficiently interact with the government (both national and 

local) and other stakeholders such IOs and NGOs. They (the participants) are often put in 

isolation. Moreover, the early warning systems for climate change are often not available 

in those places, especially at the islands. Contrary to the preceding argument, most hotels 

(66% in the study) are located on the mainland close to downtown where the participants 

conveniently have access to information. In the meantime, the early warning systems for 

climate change (e.g. SHV radio and TV stations) are located on the mainland. All local 

government offices, including SHV DOT and DOE (providing information relevant to 

tourism and climate change), are located on the mainland as well. Therefore, the former 

group (beachfront) viewed ‘sufficient information’ as more important than the latter 

group. 

 

All the remaining results show that there are no significant differences (at the 5% 

significance level) in terms of mean scores between the most critical perceived enabling 

factors for CCA and the remaining hotel attributes. The first detectible finding that 

trended towards statistical significance (but did not meet the selected significance 

threshold level 0.05) are found between the enabling factor ‘sufficient information’ and 
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hotel size (H=5.546, df=2, p=0.062) as well as with business age or year of trading 

(U=371.500, Z=1.873, p=0.061). The second detectible findings that also trended towards 

statistical significance is found between the enabling factor ‘good leadership and 

management structures’ and the hotel size (H=5.138, df=2, p=0.077).  

 

The relationships between the medium perceived enabling factors for CCA 

(‘individuals’ motivation to respond’, ‘clear adaptation goals’, and ‘political will’) and 

hotel attributes also provided some interesting findings. Table 7.4 shows that there is 

significant difference in the mean scores between hotel respondents with respect to the 

enabling factor ‘individuals’ motivation to respond’ and the size of hotel (H=6.240, df=2 

and p=0.044). Pairwise comparison test suggests that respondents from small hotels (1–

45 rooms) have higher perception of this enabling factor than those from large hotels (> 

100 rooms) with p-values of p=0.046. The test also indicates that there was no statistically 

significant difference between [medium (46–100 rooms) and large hotels] (see the 

Appendix F-5). 

 

One implication of this is that while small hotels lack other resources such as budget, 

technical materials and HR, they likely depend on other non-budgeted factors such as 

motivation. Although the government has not sufficiently helped the hotel sector in the 

area, the interviews showed that the respondents (including those from small-sized hotels) 

are particularly persistent and resilient; they tried their best to employ a wide range of 

adaptation actions. Each participant looked dynamic and motivated in adapting to climate 

change for the sake of their businesses. In additional argument, this is likely explained by 

the fact that in this study, the large hotels are all upscale and have sufficient resources 

such as budget and HR as well as international and regional networking. While they have 

all resources, they see other enabling factors such as ‘individuals’ motivation to respond’ 

as a small part of contribution to their positive adaptation results. 

 

The result from table 7.4 regarding the relationship between the enabling factor ‘clear 

adaptation goal’ and hotel ownership shows a significant difference between the 

respondents in terms of perceptions of the importance of this medium enabling factor for 

CCA. Moreover, the MW test suggests that respondents from foreign-owned hotels 

provided higher scores or perception to this enabling factor than those from the Khmer-

owned hotels in the area (U=365.50, Z=2.094, p=0.036) (see Appendix F-6).  
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The interviews and observations indicated that local hotel business owners tend to be 

family-orientated and have poor business goals and plans, including CCA-related goals. 

Particularly in this study, some Khmer-owned hotel participants further reported that they 

do not have clear goals or plans concerning future adaptations. For instance, participants 

from H24 said, “We haven’t thought of it (adaptation in the future)”. Another participant 

from H11 added, “I’m unsure of this. This needs to be decided by my management teams.” 

At the national level, there is only a study entitled Climate change action plan in tourism 

sector 2015–2018 (see chapter 3 for details). For a long time, Cambodia and its tourism 

have been affected by CCA but the climate change action plan that directly engages 

tourism and climate change in the country just came into existence in 2015 and its 

implementation is at an early stage. MOT, Department of Tourism Planning and 

Development (DTPD) are the executing agencies while funds are provided by the MOE, 

Department of Climate Change (DCC). Nevertheless, based on the informal talks with 

Director of DTPD and DCC as well as the own working experience in the ministry, goals 

set in these documents might not be fully achieved due to the lack of resources such as 

budget and HR. This indicates that adaptation goals and plans remain poorly formulated 

both locally and nationally within the hotel sector.  

 

In contrast, most foreign-owned hotel participants tended to have better goal setting and 

planning for their future adaptations, thereafter, feeling that ‘clear adaptation goals’ is 

more important. Based on the interviews, a respondent from H10 indicated, “We’re now 

considering installing more solar panel (to meet increasing demand on air-conditioning 

due to climate change) so that we provide our own electricity. We’re also the first hotel 

that is environmentally conscious and looking for sustainability.” The second stated, “We 

will improve our buildings (adaptable to climate change). In the rooms, we make new 

paintings, prepare the beds, change old to new, prepare enough facilities/amenities. We 

must plant more trees at the garden as well.” H37. The third asserted, “Yes, obviously in 

the future, we will specific equipment that can tell something (weather forecast) in 

advance.” H28. 

 

All the remaining results show that there are no significant differences (at the 5% 

significance level) in terms of mean scores between the medium perceived enabling 

factors for CCAs and the other hotel attributes. The only detectible findings that trended 
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towards statistical significance (but did not meet the selected significance threshold level 

0.05) are found between the enabling factor ‘individuals’ motivation to respond’ and hotel 

location (U=354.500, Z= 1.957, p=0.05), the enabling factor ‘clear adaptation goal’ with 

the hotel size (H=4.995, df=2, p=0.082), and the enabling factor ‘political will’ with 

respect to hotel ownership (U=377.500, Z=1.888, p=0.059).  

 

Finally, the empirical results on the relationship between the least critical perceived 

enabling factors for CCA (‘previous and current adaptation experience/awareness/ 

knowledge’, ‘sufficient engagement/collaboration/communication with other 

stakeholders’, and ‘location of hotel’) with hotel attributes show that there is significant 

difference in the mean scores between the enabling factor ‘previous and current 

adaptation experience/awareness/knowledge’ and size of hotels (H=6.212, df=2 and 

p=0.045). However, the pairwise comparison suggests that the finding trended towards 

statistical significance (but did not meet the selected significance threshold level 0.05). 

The pairwise further suggests that concerning this enabling factor, the finding trended 

towards statistical significance between the small-sized and medium-sized hotels with 

p=0.072. There is no statistically significant difference between other groups [i) small 

and large hotels and ii) medium and large hotels]. As outlined above, this finding also 

suggests that further empirical research is needed in the future with larger samples of 

respondents (see Appendix F-7). 

 

The findings also indicate that there is significant difference in the mean scores between 

the least critical barrier ‘(invulnerable) location of hotel’ and size of hotels (H=9.449, 

df=2, p=0.009). The pairwise comparison test suggests that respondents from small hotels 

(1–45 rooms) and large hotels (> 100 rooms) have higher perceptions of this enabling 

factor than those from medium hotels (46–100 rooms) with p-values of p=0.043 and 

p=0.016 respectively (see Appendix F-8).  

 

It is argued that most small-sized hotels in SHV are family-oriented businesses and 

operate in leased properties. Due to their shortage of resources, the small hotels owned 

older buildings and did not have contemporary building designs, which put their owners, 

employees, and inventory as well their guests (e.g. hotels) at potential risk. With common 

perception on the enabling factor of ‘(invulnerable) location of hotel’, large hotels likely 

have many wider and more complicated structures. Large hotels may have franchises that 
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are being operated in different places. Because larger hotels may have more than one 

location, they are increasingly located in climate change-prone areas where needed 

resources are available. By contrast, the medium hotels are likely either invulnerable or 

easy to adapt due to their sizes/structures and scope of operations being fit to the area. 

This study further showed the medium hotels had high commitment to adapt to climate 

change rather than depending on indirect factors such as location to adapt to climate 

change. They said that adaptation is about commitment to initiate strategy. When there 

are strategies available, hoteliers can withstand and reduce the climate change impacts. 

One respondent from medium-sized hotels said, “I think it is not true. If there is a good 

location, the hotel doesn’t initiate any CCA actions, it is not a point for substantial 

adaptation level. H21. 

  

All the remaining results show that there are no significant differences (at the 5% 

significance level) in terms of mean scores between the least critical perceived enabling 

factors for CCA and the remaining hotel attributes. The only detectible findings that 

trended towards statistical significance (but did not meet the selected significance 

threshold level 0.05) are found between the enabling factor ‘sufficient 

engagement/collaboration/ communication with other stakeholders’ and hotel size 

(H=5.302, df=2, p=0.071). 

 

7.5 Relationships between enabling factors for adaptation and participants’ 

backgrounds  

Table 7.5 below summarises the findings regarding the relationships between the nine 

enabling factors for adaptation and participants’ backgrounds. This latter corresponds to 

the South East quadrant of Table 7.1. 
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Table 7.5: Test results of the relationship between enabling factors for adaptation 

and participants’ backgrounds (South East quadrant) 

 
 

Table 7.5 illustrates the findings regarding the relationships between the three most 

critical perceived enabling factors (sufficient resources, sufficient information and 

good leadership and management structures) with participants’ backgrounds. 

 

Firstly, the findings show that there is significant difference in the mean scores of the 

enabling factor of ‘sufficient information’ and experience of participants (H=6.398, df=2 

and p=0.041). However, pairwise comparison suggests that the finding trended towards 

statistical significance (and did not meet the selected significance threshold level 0.05). 

The pairwise comparison further suggests that in regard to this enabling factor, the 

findings trended towards statistical significance between the long-experienced and the 

short-experienced respondents with p=0.084. There was also no statistically significant 

difference between other groups [i) short and medium-experienced respondents, and ii) 

medium and long-experienced participants]. As outlined above, this finding also suggests 

that further empirical research is needed in the future with larger samples of respondents 

(see Appendix F-9). 
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All the remaining results show that there are no significant differences (at the 5% 

significance level) in terms of mean scores between the most critical perceived enabling 

factors for CCAs and the other hotel attributes. The only detectible findings that trended 

towards statistical significance (but did not meet the selected significance threshold level 

0.05) are found between the enabling factor ‘sufficient information’ and participants’ 

nationality (U=294.500, Z=1.905, p=0.057). 

 

Secondly, the empirical results of the medium enabling factors for CCA with 

participants’ backgrounds indicate a significant difference in the mean scores of the 

enabling factor ‘clear adaptation goals’ with respect to nationality of respondents. The 

MW test suggests that foreign hotel participants rated this enabling factor higher by 

comparison with Khmer respondents (U=306, Z=2.365, p=0.018) (see Appendix F-10). 

 

It is argued that it is generally observed that local hotel respondents tend to be family-

oriented and are incapable of formulating future goals and plans in their businesses, 

including climate change-related goals and plans. Thus, Khmer hotel respondents the 

showed lower consideration to company goals than foreign hotel respondents.   

 

A significant difference was also found in the scores of respondents of the medium 

perceived enabling factor ‘political will’ in terms of the nationality of respondents. The 

MW test suggests that foreign hotel participants rated a higher score to this enabling factor 

than Khmer respondents (U=308, Z=2.068, p=0.039) (see Appendix F-11). 

 

A possible explanation for this might be that foreign participants compared and contrasted 

the Cambodian governments’ support of climate change-related activities in Cambodia 

and their countries and felt that SHV’s coastal tourism gets little help from the 

government. They, therefore, reported that enabling factor such as ‘political will’ is really 

important for SHV and their hotels. The interviews with participants revealed that most 

foreign participants are originally from developed countries where the governments’ 

support on climate change-related issues is largely available. One foreign participant 

mentioned, “I don’t know how much a budget we need especially here without the 

government’s support for this. For example, in EU, governments provide some funds 

that’s kind of motivation for people you know to get into this. In Lithuania I think we get 

financial supports in places.” H27. By contrast, the Khmer get used to a situation where 
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there is lack of support from their government. It is generally known that expectations 

from the government are not responsive. This is evidenced in several interviews that the 

government has serious limitations in climate change-related responses as well. 

Respondent from H6 said, “The government (both national and local) lacks HR, 

economic resources. They cannot help anything.” Another from H3 asserted, “They lack 

techniques, no labour forces to involve in the adaptation actions to reduce the impacts.”. 

In short, they rather depend on themselves in climate change-related responses, thereby 

providing low ranking for ‘political will’. 

 

A significant difference was also found in the mean scores of the medium perceived 

enabling factor ‘political will’ with respect to respondents’ length of residence in SHV. 

The MW test also indicates that hotel respondents who have lived in SHV longer (> 5 

years) rated lower score) to this enabling factor than those who have lived less than 5 

years in SHV (U=150.000, Z=-2.489, p=0.013) (see Appendix F-12).  

 

The result suggests that hotel respondents who are new residents expected a lot more from 

the government (both national and local). They indicated that the hotel sector in SHV 

requires a lot more assistance from the government. However, participants who resided 

longer in the area seem to be more aware of the fact that the government has not 

sufficiently helped; this is the general pattern in developing countries like Cambodia. In 

the meantime, they have increasingly become aware that the government has a number 

of barriers to make SHV’ tourism adapt to climate change as well. One said, “Currently, 

concerning CCA there are various limitations in this area. There are insufficient human 

resources and budget, technical materials and inadequate infrastructures necessary for 

CCA.” H49. A second added, “In this area, there are limited communications/networking 

nationally and overseas concerning climate change issues.” H35. Finally, they felt that 

waiting for the government’s assistance is nonsense and further makes them disheartened 

and disappointed regarding their adaptations. From this lesson, the longer-length-

residence participants tended to feel that the ‘political will’ is not a greater enabling 

factor. 

 

All the remaining results show that there are no significant differences (at the 5% 

significance level) in terms of mean scores between the medium enabling factors for 

CCA and the other criteria of participants’ backgrounds. 
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For instance, the enabling factor of ‘individuals’ motivation to respond (committed 

workforce)’ was perceived by most of the hotel respondents as the first medium enabling 

factor for CCA regardless of the category of participants’ personal backgrounds. For 

instance, the K-W test indicated no significant differences in terms of mean-scores 

between short, medium and long experience participants. This revealed that there was no 

significant difference of opinions regarding the perceived importance of the enabling 

factor ‘individuals’ motivation to respond (committed workforce)’ when it comes to the 

nature of the personal experience (short vs. medium vs. long experience). Participants 

with both short, medium and long tourism-related work experience perceived that this 

enabling factor makes hoteliers more proactive to adapt; being passive which cannot 

combat climate change for the sake of hotels’ business. ‘Individuals’ motivation to 

respond’ means that everyone, including management teams and owners, wakes up, 

works collaboratively, and strongly commits to reducing vulnerability and adapting to 

climate change.  

 

For another example, the perception of those with short and long length of residence 

duration (length of stay in SHV) scored the enabling factor ‘clear adaptation goals’ as the 

second medium enabling factor for CCA. Participants with both short and long length of 

residence in SHV thought that ‘clear adaptation goals’ allow hoteliers to have a clear plan, 

which is the plan that initiates study and research on a particular vulnerability. In the 

meantime, needed resources are identified and allocated. This makes them fully ready for 

adaptation, thereafter, contributing to substantial adaptation. In short, ‘clear adaptation 

goals’ also provide hoteliers with strategic ideas of what to do regarding adaptation needs. 

One short-length-of-residence respondent said, “‘Clear adaptation goals’ is quite 

essential. Once we have it, we can walk towards a right direction concerning 

adaptations.” H45.  

 

Finally, based on the empirical results on the relationship between the least critical 

enabling factors for CCAs (previous and current adaptation experience/awareness/ 

knowledge, sufficient engagement/collaboration/communication with other stakeholders, 

and location of hotel) with respondents’ backgrounds, we found that there is significant 

difference in the mean scores between the enabling factor ‘location of hotel’ and 

participants’ experience (H=11.545, df=2, p=0.003). Pairwise comparison test suggests 
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that the long-experienced participants (> 10 years) rated a higher score (or provided a 

higher score) to this enabling factor than the short-experienced participants (0–5 years) 

with p-values of p=0.002. There was no statistically significant difference between other 

groups [i) short and medium experienced (6–10 years) participants, and ii) medium and 

long experienced (over 10 years) participants] (see Appendix F-13). 

 

This finding can be explained by the fact that hotel respondents who have shorter working 

experience have faced fewer climate change problems. These participants have not 

sufficiently involved challenges in climate change-related response actions. They cannot 

think of enabling factors, including ‘(invulnerable) location of hotel’, that would help 

them adapt to climate change more substantially. In contrast with less experienced hotel 

participants, those who have longer working experience might have faced more climate 

change problems. They might have become increasingly aware of the need to have key 

factors such as location for adaptation. A long-experienced representative said about 

CCA, “I’ve lived and worked on an island in the Pacific: Fiji, Vanuatu, a lot of it 

(vulnerability) within the islands; the islands have been submerged.” H15.  

 

The findings also show that there is significant difference in the mean scores between the 

least critical enabling factor ‘location hotel’ and nationality of respondents. The MW 

test reveals that foreign participants rated relatively higher this enabling factor than 

Khmer respondents (U=306.50, Z=2.068, p=0.039) (see Appendix F-14). 

 

The implication for this finding is that foreign participants may have worked in different 

locations both locally and overseas. Working in different places might have allowed them 

to compare and contrast between different locations. They might have found that location 

of hotel contributes to the positive adaptation effect. On the contrary, Khmer respondents 

may have never worked outside the country or even outside of SHV. Consequently, they 

are not able to compare and between their hotel location and other areas outside of 

Cambodia. They might not be aware of the importance of hotel location with respect to 

CCA. In addition, there are most likely other factors influencing their perceptions. There 

are two possible explanations. First, in this study, participants from the beachfront (and 

also from the island) tended to consider that ‘(invulnerable) location of hotel’ is an 

important enabling factor while those whose hotels on the mainland likely feel that 

‘location of hotel’ is a less important enabling factor. Second, as argued above, it is 
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relevant to work experiences. Those having shorter working experience were less 

cautious while those with longer working experience showed a greater consideration to 

this enabling factor. 

 

All the remaining results presented the South East quadrant show that there are no 

significant differences (at the 5% significance level) in terms of mean scores between the 

least critical enabling factors for CCA and the other participants’ backgrounds. 

 

For example, the respondents perceived the enabling factor of ‘previous and current 

adaptation experiences/awareness/knowledge’ as the first least critical enabling factor for 

CCA regardless of the level of education. The MW test indicated no significant 

differences of the mean scores between low and highly educated participants regarding 

the enabling factor of ‘previous and current adaptation experiences/awareness/ 

knowledge’. This revealed that there was no significant difference of opinion regarding 

the perceived importance of this enabling factor ‘previous and current adaptation 

experiences/awareness/knowledge’ when it comes to the level of education of 

respondents (low vs. high education). Participants with both low and high education 

believed that this enabling factor allows hoteliers to become fully aware of what their key 

weaknesses are and how to improve the shortcomings concerning their adaptation 

initiatives. They further exemplified that in order to adapt to prolong drought, what 

hoteliers could learn from previous experience was whether the water catchments 

sufficiently provide water and water reservoirs are readily available. One highly educated 

respondent explained, “Yes, ‘knowledge, previous and current adaptation experiences’ 

is essential. We need researched documents from the previous experiences, they can bring 

new knowledge for our adaptations.” H1.  

 

For another example, the perception of those with short, medium and long experience 

scored enabling factor of ‘sufficient engagement/collaboration/communication with other 

stakeholders’ as the second least critical enabling factor for CCA. Respondents with both 

short, medium and long experience thought that this enabling factor is closely relevant to 

having adequate and useful information exchange regarding climate change responses. 

This can be shared through a forum or workshop organised by the government or/and OIs 

and NGOs. Sufficient communication allows every hotel to work collaboratively in CCA. 

They can help each other among peer groups. Also, there is a high chance that the 
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government and IOs and NGOs provide help with their adaptations. One short-

experienced respondent argued, “It must be true because if we know others well. We can 

have different opinions. We can borrow each other ideas to implement adaptations.” 

H21.  

 

7.6 Chapter summary  

Overall, the findings in Table 7.1 show that most hotel participants had similar 

perceptions in terms of rating of the barriers to CCA and enabling factors for CCA. The 

influence of hotel attributes and participants’ backgrounds on the perceptions of the 

barriers to CCA and enabling factors for CCA seems limited to certain cases. Table 7.1 

also shows that among all hotel attributes, the most differences were found with respect 

to hotel size and among all participants’ backgrounds, the most differences were found 

with regard to participants’ nationality. With regard to hotel size, the common differences 

include the barrier of ‘insufficient information’, the enabling factors of ‘individual 

motivation to respond’, ‘previous and current adaptation experience/knowledge’ and 

‘(invulnerable) location of hotel’. With respect to the participants’ nationality, the 

common differences are the enabling factors entitled, ‘individual motivation to respond’, 

‘political will’ and ‘(invulnerable) location of hotel’. 

 

In relation to the existing statistical differences at 5% level between hotel attributes and 

participants’ backgrounds, this finding suggests that further empirical research is needed 

in the future with larger samples of respondents. 
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CHAPTER 8. DISCUSSION 

 

8.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to bring together the findings from the overall case and 

cross case analysis presented in chapter 5, 6 and 7 to address the research aims. To 

successfully bring this about, the findings are discussed in relation to the literature, on 

vulnerability, CCA and the barriers and enabling factors to adaptation relative to the hotel 

sector in the context of developing countries. Combining the key findings of this research, 

the initial conceptual framework has been revised to reflect the new insights gained from 

this research.  

 

First, this chapter re-introduces the main research aim of this study and the five-sub 

research aims. In the second section, it discusses the finding presented in the first part of 

chapter 5 about the vulnerability of the SHV’s coastal tourism to climate change and why 

their perceptions are moderately different from the existing studies. In a similar vein, the 

third section provides a discussion in the mid part of chapter 5 about the vulnerability of 

SHV’s hotel sector to climate change and why their perceptions are overwhelmingly 

different from prior research. The fourth section further discusses the last part of chapter 

5 to determine whether SHV’s hotels adapt to climate change, considering adaptation 

types that are technical, managerial, policy, research and education. The fifth section 

summarises the barriers and enabling factors to CCA in chapter 6 and discusses the cross-

case analysis presented in chapter 7, which discusses the statistical evidence that hotel 

attributes and participants’ characteristics influence the participants’ perceptions towards 

the barriers and enabling factors to CCA. Finally, after integrating the key insights of this 

study into the initial conceptual framework, the revised framework of the hotel sector’s 

adaptation is presented with an explanation of the variables in the new framework.  

 

8.2 Reintroduction of the research aims/questions 

The central concern of this thesis is to determine whether Sihanoukville’s hotel sector 

adapts to climate change and to critically examine the barriers and enabling factors to 

adaptation. This overarching topic is divided into five sequential sub-aims: 

 

Aim 1: To assess the vulnerability of Sihanoukville’s coastal tourism to climate change. 

Aim 2: To assess the vulnerability of Sihanoukville’s hotel sector to climate change. 
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Aim 3: To determine whether/how the hotel sector adapts to climate change impacts. 

Aim 4: To identify the most significant barriers and enabling factors to climate change 

adaptation in the context of hotel sector. 

Aim 5: To critically examine the barriers and enabling factors to climate change 

adaptation according to the hotel attributes and participants’ backgrounds. 

 

With reference to the research aims, the next section starts with the discussion of aim 1 

about how the thesis findings relate to the literature. 

 

8.3 Discussion on aim 1: Vulnerability assessment of Sihanoukville’s coastal 

tourism 

It was found that of 50 respondents, two thirds (68%) felt that SHV’s coastal tourism is 

either slightly or moderately vulnerable, while nearly one third (30%) reported that it is 

either vulnerable or very vulnerable (see Table 5.2). As reflected by its mean of 3.08, it 

clearly shows that most participants perceived that SHV’s coastal tourism is ‘moderately 

vulnerable’. Their opinions do not align with earlier findings, which showed that 

developing countries like Cambodia exhibit various forms of climate change 

vulnerabilities, due to their high structural vulnerability to environmental and socio-

economic shocks outlined in chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 2 and 3 further indicate that coastal 

tourism is not only one of the important sectors of Cambodia’s recent economic 

development, but also highly vulnerable to climate change. For example, both the lack as 

well as the oversupply of rain is one of the most pronounced challenges highlighted by 

respondents. This may be true for most tropical countries like Cambodia where it receives 

six-month rains annually. This indicates that the participants’ perceptions are moderately 

different from early findings. Table 8.1 outlines why most participants perceived 

vulnerability lower than those in previous studies. 
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Table 8. 1: Reasons why the participants perceived the vulnerability of SHV’s coastal tourism lower than early findings 

Existing studies about 
SHV’s vulnerability 

vs. 

The hotel participants’ perception on the 
vulnerability of SHV’s coastal tourism Discussion 

Very vulnerable  Moderately  

Climate change 
vulnerability in 
Cambodia  
(see section 3.2.3) 
 
Climate change 
vulnerability in coastal 
zone/SHV (see section 
3.3.2) 

Research question 1: To what extent is 
Sihanoukville’s coastal tourism vulnerable 
to climate change?  
 
Answer/Finding: Moderately vulnerable 
with its mean of 3.08 

First, human resilience to hardship suggests that Cambodian 
people (especially the Khmer participants) could endure the 
unwelcome climate change consequences. This resilience may 
result from their endurance during post-war conflict and on-
going unrest through the 1980s and 1990s. 
Second, it is because the private sector, including hotel sector, 
has initiated adaptations more than expected. This study also 
found that hotel adaptive capacity varies, depending on the 
hotel attributes. The higher standard hotels tend to initiate more 
adaptations. Meanwhile, in Cambodia/SHV, existing studies 
that evaluated the hotel sector’s adaptive capacity is 
unavailable. 
Third, the perceived low vulnerability is relevant to risk 
perception or perception gap that leads to a subjective 
judgement on the actual vulnerability to climate change. 
Fourth, vulnerability was compared to neighboring countries, 
which were perceived to have more vulnerabilities in some 
cases. 
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The points highlighted in Table 8.1 will now be discussed in turn to contextualise the 

research. 

 

First, the perceived low vulnerability may be related to the concept of human resilience. 

Despite the same hardships being caused by external stresses, including climate change, 

resilient people might feel less vulnerable. It is common that rich countries are more 

resilient than poor countries in the foreground of natural disasters (Barr et al., 2010; 

Fankhauser & McDermott, 2014). Yet resilience varies predominantly across countries, 

depending on various other factors such as inequality and safety nets (Hallegatte et al., 

2017) especially across population. Although Cambodia is not a resilient country in the 

face of climate change, this may not be the case for her people. Civil war, especially 

Khmer Rouge, devastated the country. Yet these hardships have taught the people various 

lessons. They are ‘resilient’ towards various hardships, one of which is external risks, 

including climate change.  

 

Previous research has investigated resilience among Khmer children in the aftershock of 

war such as Coles (1986), who claimed that in spite of the shocking political bloodshed 

under the Khmer Rouge regime, “I have never seen a group of children, in all the years 

of my work, who are more resilient and perceptive.” (p. 266). This reflects this study’s 

finding that there were 38 Khmer participants (out of 50) with an average age of 32.26. 

All those children are now working in the tourism/hotel industry today. While being 

highly resilient, Cambodians may have familiarised themselves with environmental 

hardship, including climate change, thus making them perceive the current vulnerability 

as low. This may be true in the case of SHV. As also supported by CCCA (2012a) is that 

although information regarding weather hazards from the local government is 

surprisingly low, only 2% and Cambodians and SHV people have low understanding 

relevant to ‘climate change’ CCCA (2012b); these people show high commitment to cope 

with climate change impacts such as weather hazards (CCCA, 2012b). 

 

Second, the private sector, including the hotel sector, has put huge investments in CCA. 

This most probably increases their overall adaptive capacity, making them perceive 

climate change vulnerability as low. UNFCCC (2010) reported that in the Copenhagen 

Accord, USD 30 billion over the period 2010–2012 and around USD 100 billion per year 
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from 2020 onwards was committed by the developed nations to provide financial 

resources to help developing nations with CCA and mitigation. It is undeniable that a part 

of this is supposed to come from the private sector (UNFCCC37, 2010). The private sector 

plays a potential role in (financing) adaptation (Pauw & Pegels, 2013) because private 

sector investment makes up 86% of the worldwide investment and financing flows 

(UNFCCC, 2009), and in developing nations 90% of the population is involved in the 

private sector to generate their income (Pauw & Pegels, 2013). The above arguments may 

align with the findings. The above-mentioned findings indicate that SHV’s hoteliers have 

put remarkable investments for CCA, especially higher standard hotels. The potential 

climatic adaptations include institutions of seawall barriers, redesigns and reconstructions 

of their hotel buildings and buildings of water tanks/storage and digging of human-dug 

wells. Nguyen (2015) also argues that (in Vietnam), the private sector, such as the hotel 

sector, has financial potential, technological know-how and managing standards to 

enhance sustainable development and environmental performance. Although there is 

limited information on CCA investments by private sector, particularly for the hotel 

sector in Cambodia, it can be assumed that in this sector financial capacity varies, 

depending on hotel attributes. The higher standard they are, the higher financial capacity 

they have; this will be discussed in more detail under aim 5. 

 

Although Cambodia has low adaptive capacity, this may not be the case of SHV’s hotel 

sector; the hotel sector’s adaptive capacity varies, depending on hotel attributes. The 

generalisability of published research on this issue is problematic. Reviewing literature 

for this study found that although some papers argue that the private sector, such as hotel 

sector, has the lowest adaptive capacity relative to their fixed structures (e.g. WMO, 

UNEP, & WTO, 2008), this study found that hotels have capacity that is especially 

relative to technical adaptation. Although some interviewees reported that their hotels 

were affected by climate change, existing technical reports by the government, IOs and 

NGOs evaluated similar incidents that were not available to confirm the level of damage 

or vulnerability due to climate change. Meanwhile, in Cambodia and SHV, information 

about whether hotel adaptive capacity is low or high is unavailable. The information about 

climate change vulnerability and the hotel sector remains a large gap. Crick et al. (2016) 

argue that while numerous CCA studies in developing countries have targeted households 

 
37 United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
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and communities, especially in rural environments, very little attention has focused on 

the private sector. The private sector not only contributes to developing countries’ 

development efforts but also helps society to productively adapt to climate change and 

increase climate resilience. Crick et al. (2016) continue that while it is important to 

increase understanding on how to provide an enabling environment to support their 

adaptation to climate change, as of now much of the literature on private sector’s 

adaptation focuses on the larger companies and those based in developed nations. They 

add that very little research examines how to promote and facilitate private sectors’ 

adaptation, especially for private sectors in developing nations. 

 

Private sectors such as the hotel sector have already increased their adaptive capacity. 

What the sector needs is the help from other stakeholders, especially from the 

government. This study found that despite some help by the government, this is not 

sufficient for the hotel sector. The government has little emphasis on enabling condition 

and supportive environments to stimulate and incentivise local private sector’s adaptation 

(Crick et al., 2016). This study argues that the assumption that the hotel sector has the 

lowest adaptive capacity remains questionable. Their adaptive capacity varies, depending 

on their available resources to adapt to the climatic changes. Therefore, the quick 

assumption that hotels of all types have the lowest adaptive capacity could be challenged. 

The gap in the hotels’ adaptation literature remains an issue, especially the disconnection 

with the hotel sector’s adaptation. 

 

Third, the low perception is closely related to risk perception or perception gap for 

instance the gap in processing information and the knowledge gap in analysing the 

information. Risk perceptions are related to information processing and sensemaking 

towards climate change as an external threat, phenomenon, or situation (Reser et al., 

2012). SHV’s hoteliers likely have two ways to receive climate change information. First, 

in a well-ordered hierarchy, they obtain it from the national level, local level and peer 

groups (e.g. other hotels and boat companies). Second, they access information on an 

individual basis by different methods (see Table 5.11). In the first option, it consumes 

time to transfer messages. In the second option, it requires them to have sufficient 

knowledge to make sense of the information. Due the lack of technical equipment to 

detect accurate information (see section 3.3.2.6), the national government is reliant on 
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information from international experts (see Käkönen et al., 2014) and other neighbouring 

countries (e.g. Vietnam, Thailand and Laos) to make sure the climate change information 

is correct especially about the time and place of occurrence before transferring this 

message to local governments. Due to lack of knowledge, hoteliers may perceive the 

information differently. While Ainuddin, Routray, and Ainuddin (2014) call risk 

perception a subjective judgment, Mahon (2014) calls it ‘incomplete understanding’ of 

climate change. Mahon (2014) further explains the uncertainty of perceptions relevant to 

the dynamics of climate for hoteliers. The hoteliers reported a lack of understanding about 

1) the nature of climate change; 2) the dynamics of the phenomenon relevant to a change 

in climate; 3) the progress of change; 4) whether climate change can be escaped from; 

and 5) how climatic changes will impact the tourism sector.  

 

Due to bureaucracy and a time delay from the national government’s message to the hotel 

sector, the information may be delivered late. Interviews in this study finds that the 

participants felt that there was a severe lack of climate change information, making the 

actual climate change occurrences and their perceptions uncertain. Peterson (2006) 

explains that lay people are surrounded by much uncertainty concerning the magnitude, 

timing and location of climate change, thus making it difficult to comprehend its impacts. 

In Cambodia, Chean (2017) also found that although climate change is increasingly 

considered the greatest challenge to development in every country around the world, 

including Cambodia, about half participants in his/her study were not aware of the climate 

change causes because they do not have access to much information or literature about 

climate change, such as academic articles, policy, public debates and discussions. This 

aligns with Resurreccion, Sajor, and Fajber (2008) who found in 2008 that very few 

Cambodian people believe that climate change is an issue to the country – this observation 

may still have relevance today as reflected by Chean (2017) who found similar trend.  

 

Fourth, it is relevant to the perceptions of vulnerabilities climate change on neighbouring 

countries. Table 5.2 indicates that 2% and 31% of the participants perceived SHV’s 

coastal tourism as slightly vulnerable and not vulnerable. They felt that SHV might not 

be the only place to have experienced serious climate change impacts compared to other 

neighbouring countries or their countries of origins (24% were foreigners). The Khmer 

respondents often compared SHV’s vulnerability to those of other neighbouring countries 
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such as the Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam where they are more or less affected. One 

of them mentioned, “Generally, we have problems of climate change during these months 

like storms, wind contractions, and being under the climate influences from other 

countries…” H1. Shrestha (2014) found that Myanmar and Vietnam, the lowest areas in 

the Mekong basin, are the most vulnerable countries to intense floods recently in the 

region due to the tropical and monsoonal influence. For another example, World Risk 

Report (2012) also classified the Philippines along with Cambodia as the two of the top 

ten countries most vulnerable to climate change in the world. Marks (2011) also found 

that climate change impacts in Thailand include extended droughts, reduced agricultural 

and fishery products, severe flooding, SLR and health-related problems that are already 

severe and will probably create or intensify many additional problems during the next 

few decades.  

 

8.4 Discussion on aim 2: Vulnerability assessment of Sihanoukville’s hotel 

sector 

In respect to the second research aim, it was found that half (50%) of the respondents 

explained that their hotels are slightly vulnerable while about one third (32%) reported 

that their hotels are moderately vulnerable (see Table 5.4). As reflected by its mean of 

2.63, it clearly shows that most participants perceived that SHV’s coastal tourism hotel 

sector is ‘either slightly’ or ‘moderately vulnerable’. Nevertheless, literature indicated 

that Cambodia as well as SHV is very vulnerable to climate change. This clearly indicates 

that the participants’ perceptions are overwhelmingly different from early findings. Table 

8.2 presents why the vulnerability is perceived lower than the early research. 
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Table 8. 2: Reasons why the participants perceived the vulnerability of SHV’s hotel sector lower than early findings 

Existing studies about 
SHV’s vulnerability 

vs. 

The hotel participants’ perception 
on the vulnerability of SHV’s hotels Discussion 

Very vulnerable Slightly/Moderately 

Climate change 
vulnerability in 
Cambodia  
(see section 3.2.3) 
 
Climate change 
vulnerability in coastal 
zone/SHV  
(see section 3.3.2) 

Research question 2: To what extent 
is your hotel vulnerable to climate 
change?  
 
Answer/Finding: Slightly/moderately 
vulnerable with its mean of 2.63 

First, the perceived low vulnerability is relevant to risk perception or 
perception gap (e.g. underestimate the climate risk or perceive that 
they are safer than others) that leads to a subjective judgement on the 
actual vulnerability to climate change.  

Second, it is related to the uncertainty of the perceived climate 
change-related information. The hoteliers are surrounded by the 
uncertainty and not able to judge the information. 

Third, it is because the SHV’s hotel sector has initiated adaptations 
more than expected for their businesses, especially the high star 
hotels. 

Fourth, vulnerability was compared to neighboring countries, which 
were perceived to have more vulnerabilities in some cases.  

Fifth, it is because some had perceived rankings based on the 
occupancy rate rather than the actuality of climate change. 

Sixth, human resilience to hardship suggests that Cambodian people 
(especially the Khmer participants) could endure the unwelcome 
climate change consequences. This resilience may result from their 
endurance during post-war conflict and on- going unrest through the 
1980s and 1990s.  
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Based on Table 8.2, these will now be discussed in turn to contextualise the research. 

 

First as argued above in section 8.3, the low perception of vulnerability, also the context 

of hotel sector, could be related to risk perception or perception gap (e.g. underestimate 

the climate risk or perceive that they are safer than others (Gifford et al., 2009). The 

perception of risk is also limited by social and individual factors (Adger et al., 2009). The 

individual factors include controllability, perception of self-efficacy, preferences, beliefs, 

knowledge, experience, habitual behaviour, and perception of risk, while the social 

factors comprise of values and norms (Adger et al., 2009). Adger et al. (2009) argue that 

perceptions of risk, experience and knowledge are the significant factors at the individual 

and societal level that influence whether and how adaptation happens. The adaptation 

initiative is relevant to the knowledge gap and low of perception on climate change-

related information. There are variations in risk perceptions: the limit to shortening gaps 

between current experiences and future projections, the distance of the nature of climatic 

change, and the limit to identifying and implementing adaptation actions (Adger et al., 

2009). For instance, due to the low level of perceived important information, particularly 

about the relationship between climate change and hotel businesses in the area, the hotel 

participants seemed to underestimate the vulnerability towards their businesses. 

Surprisingly, Mahon (2014) found that not only hoteliers but also tourism policy-makers 

tend to underestimate future climate risk. Previous findings by Kunreuther et al. (2002) 

also found that experts such as policy-makers are prone to misunderstandings about 

climate change issues as non-experts. In SHV, the interviewed participants, who are non-

policy makers, may have the same bias. Shakeela and Becken (2014) explain that there 

are insufficient studies on psychological, social, and cultural aspects of climate change 

risk perceptions amongst tourism practitioners. Zhang, Lindell, and Prater (2009) suggest 

that more research about climate change impacts on business is required so that 

communities can have better preparation for, responses to and recovery from 

environmental disasters. In Botswana, Saarinen et al. (2012) found that only a few tourism 

operators (including accommodation) perceived higher vulnerability of tourism; none 

thought that climate change had affected their own operations and activities.  

 

Second, the low perception is related to the uncertainty of the obtained climate change-

related information. Hoteliers were uncertain to choose between the reality and 
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uncertainty of climate change or they were surrounded by uncertainty and not able to use 

the information. Linnenluecke, Griffiths, and Mumby (2015) explain that there is a 

question on the relationships between the information that hoteliers obtain on climate 

change and how they assess their businesses’ vulnerability to climate change. For 

instance, Campos (2009), studying the relationships of climate change and hotels in 

Phuket (in Thailand), found that climate change is not the only concern of hoteliers. They 

are more concerned about other more important issues such as economic crisis, political 

instability, oil prices and competitors. Su (2014) found that in Taiwan 99% of hoteliers 

had access to climate change-related information and over half of them obtained 

information from their ‘customers’. Therefore, the perception of information did not 

provide them with sufficient insights in respect to climate change (Su, 2014). Su, Hall, 

and Ozanne (2013) found that through media reports, hoteliers are aware of natural 

disasters, but they did not know how to relate hotels’ environmental and business 

approaches directly to climate change concerns.  

 

The above arguments reflect the perceived vulnerability of respondents. At the national 

level, tourism-related climate change plans just emerged in 2015 (see section 3.2.4), 

meaning that little information has signalled the relationship between their hotels and 

climate change. They were uncertain as to how the information relates to their daily 

business operations. Decision-makers have little choice but to depend on their own 

sensemaking to rationalise climate information (Linnenluecke et al., 2015).  

 

Third, SHV’s hotel sector has already initiated adaptations to a greater degree (see Table 

5.10). For example, almost all hotels constructed water storage and had human-dug wells 

(digging a well cost around USD10,000 at the mainland and USD20,000 at the islands). 

For some luxury hotels, they instituted seawalls and initiated particular programmes for 

CCA. Although previous studies considered Cambodia’s adaptive capacity low, the site 

visits found that there were a number of adaptations initiated by the DPs in place. The 

initiatives included capacity building, planting, conserving and re-planting mangroves in 

large areas and constructing coastal dams in SHV. These could be because SHV is 

vulnerable and has potential for Cambodia’s economy. The government and IOs and 

NGOs have paid more attention to the area. UN SDGs 38  (2017) also indicate that 

 
38 Sustainable Development Goals 
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Cambodia (as one of the LCDs) is receiving financial support, including finance, 

technology and capacity building for climate change-related planning and management. 

In addition to the observations, supporting informal interviews with government officials 

and some DPs, confirmed that despite insufficiency, support was given to the MOE at the 

national level, which later decentralised climate change-related projects at the subnational 

level. For example, at the national level, along with other LCDs, Cambodia was invited 

to formulate NAPAs in 2001 to prioritise urgent activities to address climate change. 

NAPA is a well-organised document that was produced to secure international public 

funding for adaptation (see section 3.2.4). These initiatives may indirectly benefit the 

adaptations of SHV’s hotels.  

 

Fourth, it is relevant to the comparison of perceived climate change impacts to 

neighbouring countries and their countries of origins as discussed above in section 8.3. 

The participants believed that Cambodia’s SHV is not the only place which is threatened 

by climate change. Some places in the neighbouring countries (e.g. Thailand, Myanmar 

and Vietnam) also experience similar or more serious climate change effects. 

 

Fifth, some participants rated the vulnerability based on the effects of occupancy rate. As 

long as the guests keep coming and hoteliers generate sufficient income, they think that 

their hotels have no climate change effects and are safe from climate change impacts. 

This leads to their rating their hotel’s vulnerability as low. In some hotels, some guests 

came and sat in casinos. As a result, the hotels did not feel affected by climate change. 

One participant said, “It’s hard one to say, you know a lot of tourists come at this time to 

sit in the casinos, they don’t go to the beach …” H15. The second added, “I think also it 

is based on the kind of tourism because I think there is a lot of gambling tourists. I think 

they don’t care about it as long as they have casinos.” H34. This does not reflect the 

actual vulnerability of climate change while they have self-favouring bias on room 

occupancy figures.  

 

Sixth, as argued above human resilience to hardship suggests that Cambodian people 

(especially the Khmer participants) could endure the unwelcome climate change 

consequences. This resilience may result from their endurance during post-war conflict 

and on-going political turbulence through the 1980s and 1990s. They are now working as 
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hotel owners, managers or supervisors in SHV. These people tend to perceive low 

vulnerability. 

 

8.5 Discussion on aim 3: Climate change adaptation in Sihanoukville’s coastal 

hotel sector 

On the third aim, existing studies such as Su (2014), Walmsley (2012), Simpson et al. 

(2008), Su et al. (2013) and WMO UNEP and WTO (2008) indicated that within tourism, 

the hotel sector has the lowest adaptive capacity especially relative to their fixed 

structures (buildings). In Cambodia, many reports (see chapter 3) indicated that 

Cambodia and its coastal zone as well as SHV exhibit many vulnerabilities and its 

adaptive capacity is low. However, these prior research studies do not fully correspond 

to the findings of this study. The points highlighted in Table 8.3 will now be discussed in 

turn to contextualise the research. 
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Table 8.3: Reasons why the SHV’s hotel sector has adapted to climate change 

Existing studies about 
hotel’s adaptive capacity 

vs. 

The findings of SHV hotel’s 
adaptations 

Discussion 
Low (relative to hotels’ 
fixed structures) 

High (e.g. relative to financial 
capacity) 

(Su, 2014) 
(Walmsley, 2012) 
(Simpson et al., 2008) 
(Su, Hall & Ozanne, 2013) 
(WMO, WMO & UNEP, 
2008) 

Research question 3: Has your 
hotel adapted to climate 
change? And how?  
 
Answer/Finding:  
Technical adaptation 
Managerial adaptation 
Policy adaptation 
Research adaptation and 
Education adaptation 
(see Table 5.6 to 5.15) 
 

First, the unexpected adaptation initiated by SHV’s 
hotel is related to the concept of ‘being personally 
relevant’. The hotel sector may automatically adapt to 
continue their businesses. 
Second, it is a global trend that private sectors, including 
hotel sector are increasingly investing for their 
businesses, thereafter affecting adaptation outcomes. 

Third, despite uncertain awareness about climate 
change, they chose to adapt to be better prepared for 
their businesses. This may be because the hotel sector 
has increasingly obtained climate change information. 
At the same time, the DPs’ adaptation initiatives have 
increasingly influenced the country’s private sector, 
including hotel sector.  
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First, the adaptation in SHV’s hotel may be related to the concept of being personally 

relevant (see Moser & Dilling, 2004) to their businesses. Scannell and Gifford (2013) 

explain that personally relevant information or messages enhance the motivation and 

capacity to act. Lewin, Weigelt, and Emery (2004) call it “fit perspective” (p. 20) with 

the business environment. Although each adaptation (e.g. adapting to beach erosion) by 

SHV’s hotel sector has its specific intention (e.g. to stabilise beach areas), the overall 

purpose is to facilitate income generation or cost reduction, which is the most central 

concern in their business operations. Business survival is the enabling condition for their 

efforts. Many private businesses may automatically adapt their operations to maintain 

profit generation under climatic change (Pauw & Pegels, 2013). Levina and Tirpak (2006) 

called it ‘private adaptation’, which is initiated and executed by private companies, 

households or individuals. It is usually triggered by the actor’s rational personal interest. 

Every investment (including CCA) by hotel operators must obtain financial gain; 

investments outside this are not motivated by hoteliers because every one of them wants 

to quickly generate income (Campos, 2009).  

 

Cost reduction is another key factor to encourage hoteliers to adapt. Findings in section 

5.4 shows that adaptation such as installing solar panels to meet increasing demand on 

air-conditioning due to climate change would beneficially exploit the opportunity for the 

businesses because it contributes to the cost reduction of increased demand of water 

energy. One explained, “At the back we have one truck on standby. If the water is not 

enough, the truck can fill up. More water is spent on gardening especially when there is 

high evaporation at midday due to excessive heat.” H21. This corresponds to argument 

by Jarvis and Ortega (2010) explaining that in hotels, financial gain, primarily through a 

reduction in costs, is one of the motives that stimulate the actions to reduce the 

environmental impact and climate change. Based on economic theory, this would provide 

them with advantage over others (Walmsley, 2012). To sustain the business, hoteliers 

become aware of the financial implications, increase the resilience of their performances, 

and readjust their main business approach. For instance, companies are beginning to take 

solutions to water scarcity induced by drought (Chrysostomidis & Constable, 2015).  

 

Second, as stated above in section 8.5, due to the global trend, the hotel sector has 

increasingly put investments into climate change-related responses especially CCA. 
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Meanwhile, SHV’s hotels have adapted to climate change to a greater degree especially 

by high standard hotels. As outlined above, Nguyen (2015) supports that (in Vietnam), 

private sectors such as the hotel sector have financial potential, technological know-how 

and managing standards to enhance sustainable development and environmental 

performance.  

 

Third, the increasing trend of hotels’ adaptation is influenced by the perceptual 

information from media and involvement and influence of developed countries, IOs and 

NGOs. Table 5.11 shows that the participants have access to early warning systems about 

climate change impacts. They obtained climate change-related information through 

computer/smart phone/tablet (59.3%), TV (30.5%) and radio (10.2%). Begum and Pereira 

(2015) explain that businesses begin to become aware of the risks and opportunities from 

climate change. They perceive risks dependent on information they obtain from media 

and may be due to peer influence (Wachinger et al., 2013). Su et al. (2013) argue that 

through media reports, hoteliers are aware of natural disasters. Su et al. (2013) found in 

their study (in Taiwan) that up to 95% of hoteliers are aware of climate change existence. 

They obtain information from media, such as newspaper, TV, radio, and the Internet. 

Campos (2009), studying the relationships between climate change and hotels in Phuket 

(Thailand), also found that Phuket’s hotels were also affected by climate change, 61.1% 

by water shortage, 38.5% by rising temperature, and 26.5% by spread of diseases. Such 

research by Campos contributed to information sources for hotel operators. 

 

As indicated in section 6.4.1 and Table 6.2, information is one of the most critical 

enabling factors in hotels’ adaptation. Although SHV’s hotels appear challenging to 

obtain and judge information provided by the national/local government, they have to 

take actions on climate change for the sake of their business survival. Linnenluecke et al. 

(2015) explain that in business operation, in order to ensure its continued survival, 

decision-makers must adapt their company by assessing the information on their 

company’s business condition and formulating strategic solutions to changed 

circumstances. They continue that in perception-based strategic choices, the decision-

makers as adaptation actors take actions, depending on the information obtained rather 

than the objectively considered ‘best’ information available concerning business risks and 

opportunities.  
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As indicated in section 3.2.4, because Cambodia’s adaptive capacity is low, various 

projects have been approved and implemented. Joint climate change-supported DPs, 

namely CCCA, were initiated. The CCCA is jointly funded by UNDP, Swedish 

International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida), EU, and Danish International 

Development Agency (Danida). CCCA has its purpose in enhancing the capacity of the 

NCCC 39  to realise its commitment to address climate change and to facilitate line 

ministries and NGOs to implement the most important climate change actions. Site visits 

and informal conversations with SHV DOE found that the DPs had initiated a number of 

adaptations for example, planting conserving and re-planting mangroves, constructing 

coastal dams and capacity building. Interviews also indicated that some hotel managers 

participated in DP-initiated workshops. Some were aware of projected 1m SLR in the 

coastal zone and other important climate change-related information. UN SDGs (2017) 

also indicates that a number of LCDs are receiving amount of (financial) support, 

including finance, technology and capacity building for climate change-related planning 

and management. These initiatives may influence and be supportive to SHV and the hotel 

sector’s adaptations. The government itself is taking concerted efforts to combat climate 

change (see section 3.2.4). For instance, in 2015 the government created a document, 

namely Climate Change Action Plan in Tourism Sector 2015–2018. Although little is 

known about the implementation of the plan, it shows that the government, together with 

other DPs, is paying increasing attention to climate change-tourism issues. This has 

directly influenced local government and indirectly and gradually impacted the private 

sector. 

 

Within the adaptation in the context of SHV’s hotel sector, Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show the 

critical levels of the barriers and enabling factors to adaptation as perceived by the 50 

hotel respondents. To contextualise the research, the next section will now discuss these 

results relative to the existing literature.  

 

 
39 National climate change committee (Cambodia) 
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8.6 Discussion on aim 4: Hotel sector’s barriers and enabling factors to 

adaptation 

8.6.1 Hotel sector’s barriers to climate change adaptation 

Table 8.4 compares and contrasts the findings of the perceived rankings of the adaptation 

barriers to the existing literature. Comparing and contrasting all nine barriers to early 

studies is impossible. This study discusses the key adaptation barriers. Although the 

literature has highlighted several adaptation barriers in section 2.7, there is a relatively 

small body of literature that directly discusses them in regard to the hotel sector, 

especially in developing countries. This study is one of the first studies to present the 

relative rankings (the most critical, medium and the least critical) and identify barriers to 

adaptation in the hotel sector (see section 6.2 and 6.3). 
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Table 8.4: Comparison of the adaptation barriers between the findings and the literature 
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As outlined in Table 6.1, ‘limited resources’, including budget and HR, is the most critical 

barrier. The finding overwhelmingly accords with prior research. In a study on adaptation 

to external stressors in coastal communities, Fischer (2018) found that resource scarcity 

likely becomes a critical element in how coastal communities address rising sea levels 

and erosion as well storm surges. Conducting a study of CCA in agriculture (in Malaysia), 

Masud et al. (2017) found that ‘high cost’ or ‘lack of budget’ is the most critical obstacle 

to CCA. This likely aligns with McNamara, Westoby, and Smithers (2017) who argue 

that insufficient and protracted provision of funding and resources can be critical barriers 

to adaptation. This is similar across other two most critical barriers such as ‘limited 

knowledge/perception of climate change’ and ‘lack of political will’ because a large 

volume of literature explains that knowledge is a key factor for potential adaptation and 

‘political will’ from the government is key, as it can take action and confront the current 

barriers to change/amend legislation or provide additional resources (Ford & Pearce, 

2010; Measham et al., 2011). 

 

This study found that the barrier of ‘low level of leadership and guidance’ is medium 

barrier. Yet this is inconsistent with previous studies. Cuevas (2015) regards ‘lack of 

leader’ as an ‘important barrier’. A leader can create a significant opportunity but the 

absence of a champion leader would lead to the failure to the climate change endeavour 

and be a critical impediment to the action (Cuevas, 2015; Simões et al., 2017). Simões et 

al. (2017) argue that poor management context and leadership are the emerging critical 

barriers for CCA. This may be applicable to the barrier of ‘insufficient information’. 

Although there is a large amount of literature arguing that lack of information presents a 

significant obstacle for CCA, the participants believed that this barrier is a medium 

barrier. This may be due to risk perception or perception gap or because most participants 

remained surrounded by uncertainty of climate change information (see Table 8.2). 

 

8.6.2 Hotel sector’s enabling factors for climate change adaptation 

Table 8.5 compares and contrasts the findings relative to the perceived rankings of the 

adaptation of enabling factors to the existing literature. Comparing and contrasting all 

nine enabling factors to previous studies is impossible. This study discusses the key 

enabling factors for adaptation. Although the literature has highlighted several enabling 

factors in section 2.12, there is a relatively small body of literature that directly discusses 
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them in the hotel sector, especially in developing countries. The discussion of the critical 

enabling factor follows the same trend. This study is also one of the first studies to present 

the relative rankings (the most critical, medium and the least critical) and identify 

enabling factors for adaptation in the hotel sector (see section 6.4 and 6.5). 
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Table 8.5: Comparison of the enabling factors for adaptation between the findings and literature 
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Table 6.2 indicates that ‘sufficient resources’, including budget and HR is the most 

critical enabling factor. The finding overwhelmingly corresponds to prior research. 

Mazhar, Bull, and Lemon (2017), Zuka (2014), Lowe, Foster, and Winkelman (2009), 

Simpson et al. (2008) and Tribbia and Moser (2008) made similar observations. For 

example, Simpson et al. (2008) argue that HR strongly influences the quality of 

implementation of adaptation options. What is important in adaptation are the financial 

resources that must be available to support it. This may be closely similar to the enabling 

factor of ‘sufficient information’ and ‘good leadership or management structures’, which 

are also identified as the most critical. A growing body of literature in Table 8.5 shows 

that both ‘sufficient information’ and ‘good leadership or management structures’ are an 

indispensable component in the positive effect of hotels’ adaptation.   

 

Table 6.2 indicates that the enabling factor of ‘engagement/collaboration/ communication 

with other stakeholders’ is the least critical. This finding seems to be inconsistent to 

existing literature. For example, Mannke (2011) argues that for local adaptation to climate 

change, it is critical to involve stakeholders, especially local participants; this can be done 

through networking, gathering valuable feedbacks and input. Mazhar et al. (2017) argue 

that stakeholder engagement is one of the critical components. It may be argued that the 

majority of SHV’s hotels tended to deal with climate change individually. Working 

collaboratively with their peers could be seen such as forming a committee for better 

environmental performance but working together with external parties such as IOs and 

NGOs and the national/local government is largely absent. There are two possible 

explanations. First, as highlighted in section 3.2.2, all tourism businesses are private-

owned. As there are no state-owned hotels, the government, especially local authorities, 

has either insufficient experience or too large a gap in knowledge to deal with climate 

change in private sector’s hotels. Second, the IOs and NGOs often focus on community-

based adaptations and are goal-oriented by their funders. This largely reflects the current 

climate change issue in SHV where the communities are more vulnerable than the private 

sector such as hotels.    

 

After discussing the criticality of barriers and enabling factors to adaptation, the study 

examines the extent to which hotel attributes and participants’ backgrounds influence the 

barriers and enabling factors to adaptation from the responses of 50 hotel respondents. 
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8.7 Discussion on aim 5: To critically examine the barriers and enabling factors 

to CCA according to hotel attributes and participants’ backgrounds 

Table 7.1 above shows that among all hotel attributes, the most differences were found 

with the hotel attribute of ‘hotel size’ (small vs. medium vs. large) while among all 

participants’ backgrounds, the most differences were found with the background of 

‘participants’ nationalities’ (Khmer vs. foreign). Therefore, the discussion will begin with 

these findings as indicated in Table 8.6 below. 

 

8.7.1 The perceived barriers and enabling factors influencing adaptation 

between hotel sizes 

 

Table 8.6: The perceived barriers and enabling factors affecting adaptation  
between hotel sizes40 

 
 

 

First, it is revealing in Table 8.6 that the small and medium-sized hotels have a perceived 

barrier of ‘insufficient information’ that is greater than large hotels. Findings show that 

the small and medium-sized hotels appear to find it difficult to access climate change-

related information while the large hotels have sufficient capacity to access important 

information, which helps them to formulate better CCA measures. Because the large 

hotels in this study are all high star hotels, it is argued that they have sufficient resources 

 
40 See Table 7.1 for details 
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such as budget and HR, which increases their adaptive capacity, especially their regional 

and international networking. In contrast, the small and medium-sized hotels often have 

limited resources such as budget and HR, particularly social networking tools.  

 

The argument from this finding largely corresponds to prior research. Amran et al. (2012) 

argue that in climate change responses, a network vitally contributes to the great outcome 

of a business because it is a platform for sharing information. Results from a study by 

Orhan (2016) show that firms having regional networks may be better at recovering than 

those having only neighbourhood or narrow market range. Muttarak and Lutz (2014) 

further exemplify that individuals who are involved in large and well-created social 

networks and friendship groups have a larger chance to obtain warnings that are likely to 

engage them to respond. In SHV, while small hotels mostly obtained information from 

national/local government and on an individual basis, large hotels had two additional 

options, which are uniquely different. First, they formed a committee whose role was to 

share instant and crucial messages to each other in their particular area, Otress Beach II. 

The second option is international and regional networking. This allows them to receive 

further assistance, including important information for adapting to climate change. One 

participant indicated, “We’ve been picked by TUI (a big travel and tourism company) in 

Germany. They have provided good message into the industry including CCA measures, 

it contributes to our substantial CCA.” H10 (for more see section 6.4.3). In SHV, due to 

their sufficient resources, large hotels appear to be more advantageous over small and 

medium-sized hotels, particularly in accessing the climate change information. 

 

Most of SHV’s small hotels often complained that while they have limited individual 

capacity to access to information, little information is shared by the local authorities, and 

if there is, the information is inaccurate (also see argument section 8.3). Due to this 

limitation, they are not fully motivated to involve the issues of adaptation more strongly. 

This corresponds to Su et al. (2013), who explain that ‘climate change concern’ was the 

least essential aspect of small and medium lodging facilities. Nguyen (2015) continue that 

the smaller hotels are likely to have less environmental practices with less motivation to 

integrate environmental issues into their business operation. This finding accords with 

the past studies that small hotels had low perception of climate change phenomenon 

(Bicknell & Mcmanus, 2006; Jarvis & Ortega, 2010). In the context of Vietnam, there are 
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two main barriers in performing environmental issues: cost-related issues and lack of 

information and knowledge (Nguyen, 2015). 

 

When obtaining sufficient information and having higher financial capacity, SHV’s large 

hotels tend to engage in CCA for their businesses. For instance, instituting seawall 

barriers and planting mangroves were conducted by all upscale or large hotels (see Table 

5.9). This widely accords with Su et al.'s (2013) finding that large-sized hotels, especially 

ones with more than 150 rooms, have more positively responded to climate change more 

than small and medium-sized hotels. Su (2014) found that large hotels had higher 

awareness of negative impacts of climate change than small and medium-sized hotels. 

Due to higher financial security, large hotels tend to experiment with environmental 

strategy, technology and product, even at the risk of long term profits from these 

investments (Shah, 2011; Su, 2014). Nguyen (2015) found similar results in Vietnam 

where large hotels have a greater motivation to integrate environmental issues into their 

business operation than the small and medium-sized hotels. 

 

Second, Table 8.6 shows that small hotels have a higher mean rating for the enabling 

factor of ‘individuals’ motivation to respond (committed workforce)’ than the large 

hotels. Small hotels believed that the ‘motivation’ shows a commitment of working 

together towards the reduction of climate change impacts. However, the large hotels 

believed that hotels’ adaptations are about having sufficient information, knowledge and 

money to act and invest while the ‘motivation’, perceived as an indirect factor, plays a 

secondary role. This study argues that while small hotels have a lack of resources such as 

budget, technical materials and HR, they are likely to depend on other factors such as 

motivation. To maintain the continuity of their businesses, they tried their best to employ 

a wide range of adaptation actions. They must be dynamic, persistent and resilient as well 

as being constantly motivated or their businesses cannot grow in the face of a changing 

climate and competitive market environment. As in the above argument, the large hotels 

are all upscale (in this study) and have sufficient resources such as budget and HR as well 

as international and regional networking. While the large hotels have all the resources, 

they likely see the enabling factor entitled ‘individuals’ motivation to respond’ as a small 

part of contribution to their potential adaptation result. 
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Third, Table 8.6 further indicates that small and large hotels have higher mean score for 

the enabling factor of ‘location of hotel’ (relative to CCA) than medium-sized hotels. The 

small and large hotels believed that ‘location of hotel’, such as having spacious beach 

areas, allows hoteliers to respond to rainfall-induced coastal flooding smoothly. Yet the 

medium-sized hotels thought that as climate keeps changing, the actual adaptation is the 

solution while ‘location’ is not impactful on the adaptation.  

 

Due to resource shortages, small businesses often own older buildings that rarely meet 

contemporary requirements for seismic protection and have predominantly no seismic 

design features, which puts their owners, employees and inventory as well their guests 

(e.g. hotels) at potential climate risk (Alesch et al., 2001). This tends to reflect on SHV’s 

small hotels, especially the small and ‘leased’ hotels that are normally operated in 

renovated buildings with weak and temporary constructions. A majority of SHV’s hotels 

are on leasing contracts (34 hotels or 68%). When operated in tightly structured locations 

(e.g. already fixed and renovated buildings), small hotels had little choice/flexibility to 

adapt to climate change.   

 

Dahlhamer and Tierney (1998) and Zhang et al. (2009) found that small firms face more 

barriers than large businesses and chains in recovering the operations after disasters due 

to their locations on non-engineered buildings, and lacking the design capacity. In 

addition, they have limited capacity to carry out hazard management work owing to the 

limited financial resources necessary for recovery. They also have limitedly access to 

governmental recovery agendas. Large businesses with an international or regional 

market have tended to recover more quickly than those having local market segmentations 

(Webb, Tierney, & Dahlhamer, 2002a; Zhang et al., 2009). The interviews and existing 

studies (see section 3.3.2.6) show that a lack of (external) involvement from the 

government, ‘lack of information’ was the first medium barrier (see section 6.2.2) and 

vulnerable location (10%) (see section 6.3) were the adaptation barriers, and it was mostly 

smaller hotels facing those challenges. This is predominantly consistent with the existing 

literature that due to many disadvantages; small hotels have no choices but to run their 

businesses in climate change-prone areas, thus emphasizing for some that ‘location’ is 

impactful condition for CCA.  
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Although literature is insufficient to confirm why large hotels have a higher ranking on 

the enabling factor of ‘location of hotel’ than the medium hotels, it may be assumed that 

large hotels have many wider franchises, which are being operated in different places 

with different markets regionally and internationally. Because larger hotels may have 

more than one location, they are increasingly located in climate change-prone areas. 

Tierney (2007) argues that although the owners of large businesses know that some 

locations are vulnerable areas, they choose to use them because their businesses are near 

needed resources, including raw materials and skilled staff, to take advantage of synergies 

and transportation routes (Tierney, 2007). These large businesses later update their 

facilities to meet disaster resistance (Tierney, 2007). By contrast, due to their 

sizes/structures and scope of operations fit to the area, the medium hotels are likely either 

invulnerable or easy to adapt. This study further showed the medium hotels had high 

commitment to adapt to climate change rather than depending on indirect factors such as 

location to adapt to climate change.  

 

8.7.2  The perceived enabling factors for adaptation between participants’ 

nationalities 

 

Table 8. 7: The perceived enabling factors affecting adaptation between 

participants’ nationalities 41 

 
 

First, Table 8.7 illustrates that the foreign participants perceived higher ranking for the 

enabling factor of ‘clear adaptation goals’ than the Khmer. The foreign participants 

reported that this factor provides consistency and clarity for CCA, allowing hotel 

 
41 See Table 7.1 for details 
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operators to allocate sufficient resources such as budget, HR and technical equipment for 

climate change problems. The local/Khmer participants perceived that experience, 

together with relevant knowledge, allows hoteliers to access to the existing documents 

about CCA, and this later contributes to formulating adaptation goals. Therefore, ‘clear 

adaptation goals’ might not be needed while ‘experience’ is strongly needed. This 

research argues that Cambodian businessmen, especially family-oriented hotel businesses 

or budget hotels, tend to ignore the formulation of goals and plans in their businesses, 

including climate change-related goals and plans. Fünfgeld (2012) argues that in order to 

adapt to climate change, local individuals have responsibilities in developing and refining 

community maps and explaining to the outsiders how they view their community, as 

opposed to simply answering questions. Yet, although findings in this study show that 

both local/Khmer and foreign participants reported significant adaptation actions, the 

local/Khmer did not reveal significant adaptation goals or plans. Gray, Owen, and Adams 

(1996) found that foreign companies or staff are influenced by the environmental norms 

and culture practice that originated in the parent company; this includes the budget 

allocation behaviour in environmental protection. As reflected to SHV, foreign 

participants’ parent companies, which are mostly high star hotels, likely influenced the 

perception of foreign participants that in climate change responses. This requires ‘clear 

adaptation goals’ which may also be required by their parent companies. 

 

Second, Table 8.7 further determines that the foreign participants perceived greater 

ranking for the enabling factor entitled ‘political will’ than the local/Khmer. The foreign 

respondents felt that the ‘political will’ allows the government to allocate sufficient 

resources such as budget, which would help both the hotel sector and local government 

to have higher commitments to initiate adaptation programmes and subsequently obtain 

remarkable adaptation outcome. Nevertheless, the local/Khmer respondents viewed that 

it is no use waiting for politicians to help in this case. The private sector, such as hotel 

sector, should work cooperatively (across hotel sectors) or individually to facilitate 

prompt adaptations that in turn contributes to adaptation effect. This study argues that 

foreign participants compared and contrasted the governments’ supports of climate 

change-related activities in Cambodia and their countries of origins (all interviewed 

foreign participants are from developed countries) and felt that SHV’s hotel sector gets 

little help from the Cambodian government. The Khmer get used to a situation where 
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there is a lack of support from the government while the foreign participants were 

demanding better help from the Cambodian government. As argued above (in chapters 2 

and 3), the governments of developing countries often have limited adaptive capacities. 

Their adaptations largely depend on external sources such as funds from developed 

countries and DPs. Cambodian government remains challenging in its efforts for climate 

change responses. However, most participants, both Khmer and foreign, might not be 

aware that some CCA actions have been initiated at the national level and in SHV, and 

the actions might be invisible if they are initiated in the form of education and training. 

Informal talks with the SHV DOE found that there are a series of CCA such as training 

and capacity building conducted at the grassroot level in SHV by CCCA.  

 

Third, Table 8.7 further shows that the foreign participants have higher mean score rating 

for the enabling factor of ‘location of hotel’ than the Khmer. The foreign participants 

were concerned about the SLR/beach erosion for those that are located on the beachfront. 

In the meantime, locations with spacious beaches (with sufficient space to organise 

events) are quite useful for both adaptation preparation and touristic activities. 

Nevertheless, the local/Khmer respondents thought that the concerted efforts are more 

important than having a good location, which is perceived as an indirect factor that affects 

adaptation. It is argued that the foreign respondents had experiences working in other 

foreign countries such as Fiji and Vanuatu, which are notably vulnerable. While the 

local/Khmer participants mostly do not have overseas working experience, they cannot 

compare and contrast their current working places with other more or less vulnerable 

locations.  

 

Although the hotel attribute such as location is the least essential to hotel guests as they 

would not care about using whatever available vehicles commute to their already-booked 

hotel of their favourite location (Rhee & Yang, 2015), this study argues that location is 

crucial for the hotel operators who initiate CCAs for their hotels and the guests. Tierney 

(2007) supports that business susceptibility to disasters results from several interrelated 

factors such as physical location, the circumstances under which businesses are run, and 

business backgrounds such as the business types and characteristics of community where 

they are located. 
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8.7.3 The perceived barriers and enabling factors to adaptation between length 

of residence 

 

Table 8. 8: The perceived barriers and enabling factors to adaptation between 

length of residence in SHV 

Description MW 
test 

Length of residence 
Short Long 

Ba
rr

ie
rs

 

Insufficient 
information p=0.036 Ý 

Higher 
Lower 
ß 

En
ab

lin
g 

fa
ct

or
s  

Political will p=0.013 Ý 
Higher 

Lower 
ß 

 

Table 8.8 indicates that the short-length-of-residence participants have a significant 

higher mean rating for the barrier of ‘insufficient information’ than those who have lived 

in SHV longer. Those who have lived in SHV for a shorter time believed that ‘insufficient 

information’ poses numerous difficulties. For instance, climate change impacts such as 

storm would not be well informed in advance, thus making adaptation actions unprepared 

and ineffective. In different views, the long-residence participants had a perceptual 

acceptance that it is very normal in the area that the information is insufficiently shared 

among stakeholders, especially from the governments of developing countries like 

Cambodia. This is possibly argued that the shorter they lived in SHV, the more concerned 

they were, or the more they lived in the place the less concerned they were about ‘limited 

information’ because those who had resided longer could have sufficient time to adjust 

themselves to local context and found it more convenient to access the climate change-

related information. In contrast, those who have had shorter length of residence often did 

not sufficiently familiarise themselves with the place and found it difficult to access 

information. Time is required to observe and detect climate change information in a 

particular area such as SHV. Then they see ‘limited information’ as the more major 

obstacle. 

 

In addition, the ‘information’ provided in SHV tends to narrowly focus on local context 

that is specifically available in local language (Khmer) while most of the short-length-
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residence participants were foreigners. Rudiak-Gould (2013) explains that those having 

a combination of both observation and gathering of local climate information tend to be 

familiar with the environment and have better understanding of climate change than those 

who do not. Nalau, Becken, Noakes, and Mackey (2017) further argue that some people 

show a great understanding of place-based local knowledge of weather conditions and 

patterns that they themselves have accumulated over time. Fernández-Llamazares et al. 

(2015) argue that local knowledge of climate change comes from spreading climatic 

information. They further explain that media coverage of the topic is usually too general 

or not sufficiently contextualised, which is unlikely to be superior to local observations 

of climate change. Media coverage often fails to shorten the wide epistemological gap 

between the information provided and the one perceived (Fernández-Llamazares et al., 

2015). Because media failed to provide sufficient information in a foreign language 

(English), the information is largely absent from the perception of foreign participants 

who are mostly short-term residents in the study site. If there is information, it is 

decontextualized about SHV, which leads to their receiving climate change information 

that is less relevant to the area. As expressed by one foreign participant, “I don’t know 

how well the Khmer news report of the climate change problem. I’m not sure because I 

can’t read Khmer.” H28. “This is because much of weather and climate knowledge is 

localized.” (Nalau, Becken, Noakes, & Mackey, 2017, p. 388).  Scannell and Gifford 

(2013) also suggest that in order to reduce perceived distance to the problem of 

information exchange, messages should be geographically and locally focused on current 

images rather than future or global images. 

 

Living in a particular place longer might make someone familiarise themselves with and 

gain experience about the area. These people may believe their perceptual experience 

rather than outside knowledge. An individuals’ connection to a particular place or 

landscape should facilitate a recognition of environmental change (Akerlof et al., 2013). 

Fernández-Llamazares et al. (2015) determine information that is derived from daily 

observation as the experiential knowledge, while information gained through the uptake 

of scientific information is the descriptive knowledge. They argue that the experiential 

knowledge is often superior to the descriptive knowledge. This aligns with those of 

previous studies (Patt & Weber, 2014; Zaval et al., 2014). The interviews showed that 

foreign participants often obtained climate change information from delocalised media 
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such as BBC and CNN and other international sources, which are usually irrelevant to 

local context. Marin and Berkes (2013) argue that there are mismatches between globally 

oriented media broadcast and locally particularised understandings of climate change. In 

a different approach, the local/Khmer tended to combine two methods to observe climate 

change in the area: the scientific evidence given by national/local and peer groups and 

their own observations and note taking from generation to generation. Some of them had 

backgrounds as fishermen or at least the descendants or relatives are fishermen, which 

allows them to have ‘place-based’ knowledge about climate change. 

 

Based on Table 8.8, those who had resided for a shorter time in SHV perceived greater 

mean rating for the enabling factor of ‘political will’ than those who had resided longer. 

The short length residence participants explained that a strong ‘political will’ from the 

government means that the government accepts that climate change is increasingly 

challenging and reviews what sectors are more vulnerable. It allows for having some 

goals, better leadership, more information, funds and education from the government. 

These largely influence the adaptation in the private sector, including the hotel sector. In 

contrast, the long-residence duration participants had perceptual acceptance that the 

government is not willing enough to help the hotels’ adaptations. The national and local 

government do not often work collaboratively for the sake of hotel sector’s adaptation 

benefits. It is argued that those who are new residents (mostly foreign participants) 

expected a lot from the government (both national and local). They felt that the 

government should give more assistance. However, the longer they reside in the area, the 

more they know about government insufficiency; this is the general pattern in developing 

countries like Cambodia. Tierney (2007) argues that the fortune of each business is also 

dependent on local ability to operate, including the access to sources of aids for businesses 

and taking advantage of experienced professionals, both from outside and within the 

community. 

 

In addition, while most of the long residency participants were local/Khmer, they 

overwhelmingly acknowledge that the government has limited capacity to help all issues 

in general and climate change in particular. Studying the local perception of water 

governance performance (in Thailand), Cookey, Darnswasdi, and Ratanachai (2016) also 

found that the (local) government’s performance was ranked below average, with some 
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pertinent barriers including institutional and agency fragmentation, weak coordination, 

integration and enforcement/compliance. All participants would only report positively 

about political will if the government’s assistance helped their daily business operations. 

Meissner et al. (2018) call it a context-specific perception. Individuals report on water-

related risk or/and opportunities and how it impacts them only when this influences their 

ordinary lives, including household water supply or the water availability for livestock 

(Meissner et al., 2018). Those who had just lived in the area (SHV) for a short time 

expected the impacts of the government’s assistance. This was the reverse perception to 

those who had lived longer in the area, who were well aware that the government’s 

assistance was several steps away.  

 

Akerlof et al. (2013) explain that climate change beliefs, constructed with cultural 

differences, can strongly influence human perceptions, including experience relevant to 

climate change. This is the case in SHV because only those residing longer (mostly 

local/Khmer participants) understood the cultural practices of their own government 

while those residing shorter (mostly foreign participants) require more time for cultural 

acceptance that uncooperative behaviours of the government are common in developing 

countries.  

 

8.7.4 The perceived enabling factors for adaptation between participants’ 

experiences 

 

Table 8.9: The perceived enabling factors for adaptation between participants’ 

experiences 
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Results in Table 8.9 present that the long-experienced participants had higher perception 

of the enabling factor of ‘location of hotel’ than the short-experienced participants. Those 

having long working experience believed that ‘location of hotel’ means that a hotel is 

located in an area that is less vulnerable or better protected from climate change impacts 

and puts them at ease to adapt. By contrast, those with short working experience perceived 

that ‘location’ does not determine positive outcome or failure of a particular hotel in 

adapting to climate change, but effective strategies and real actions play a predominant 

role. It is argued that the shorter they work, the fewer problems they face, such as climate 

change. These people have not sufficiently experienced challenges in climate change-

related response actions. In the meantime, they cannot think of enabling factors, including 

‘location’, to help them to adapt to climate change significantly. In a contrary argument, 

the longer they work the more problems they have experienced. They are increasingly 

aware of the need to have key factors such as good location for adaptation. This finding 

significantly aligns with previous studies. While Su (2014) found that hoteliers with 

experience of multiple extreme weather events, perceived higher negative climate change 

impacts on tourism industry and hotel’s business in the past, this study argues that higher 

experienced hoteliers also perceive positive/negative factors for CCA on their businesses. 

They know what factors are supportive or constrain their hotels’ adaptations. Mahon's 

(2014) research showed that hoteliers typically reported extensive and increasingly 

sophisticated ways where there was more experience with specific climate change-related 

hazards. Helgenberger (2011) also found that tourism operators having the experience of 

extreme weather events were more conscious about climate change impact on the 

industry. Lodging operators experiencing multiple climate change events had better 

understanding of the connection between climate change and tourism business (Su, 2014). 

 

Data from several studies suggest that experience also influences CCA practices. Su's 

(2014) research supported that the experience is the predominantly enabling factor in 

hotel response to environment and climate change. Su (2014) explains that hoteliers who 

have experienced multiple extreme weather events are likely to have stronger 

environmental awareness and show supportive attitudes towards government 

environmental policy and climate change concerns in their environmental performances 

(Hall & Clayton, 2009). Hall and Gössling (2009) argue that hotels having experience 
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with high-risk weather events are more likely to become involved in positive 

environmental practices.  

 

8.7.5 The perceived adaptation barriers between hotel standards 

 
Table 8.10: The perceived adaptation barriers between hotel standards 

Description K-W 
test 

Hotel standard 
Budget Midscale Upscale 

Ba
rr

ie
rs

 

Regulatory/legal constraints  p=0.018  Lower 
ß 

Ý 
Higher 

 

Table 8.10 reveals that upscale hotels have significantly higher mean scores for the barrier 

entitled ‘regulatory and legal constraints’ than midscale hotels. The higher standard hotels 

explained that sufficient laws, regulations and rules are crucially helpful for hotels’ 

adaptations and were concerned that the current laws, regulations and rules are limited 

and conflicting with each other. They further reported that there are unclear laws, 

regulations and rules about CCA, which lead to the hotel sector using non-standardised 

rules and consequently, leading to wrong or conflicting adaptations. Contrary to this, the 

midscale hotels argued that Cambodia has sufficient laws, regulations and rules and these 

should not be too demanding for the hotel sector. The importance is actual 

implementation and rule enforcement. Furthermore, this study argues that since the 

government is aware that imposing laws, regulations and rules of environment-related 

issues such as CCA are impossible for the lower ranked hotels (budget and midscale in 

this study) because these businesses are often family businesses, the government has 

changed their focus to higher standard hotels. The strict law/rule enforcements could lead 

to the closure of lower standard hotels. Under the government’s imposing strict rules, the 

more upscale the hotels, the more they feel that existing laws, regulations and rules are 

either insufficient or unclear. The Cambodian laws, rules and regulations are often 

conflicting to each other. In contrast, the midscale hotels (and probably including the 

budget) did not share this feeling; most likely because they have not sufficiently engaged 

with these rules. 
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The finding aligns with existing literature. For instance, Su (2014) supports the notion 

that higher star hotels have a better implementation of environmental practices than low 

rated hotels and Nicholls and Kang (2012a, 2012b) had the same findings. Higher 

standard hotels (4–5 stars) implemented climate change measures 25% more than low 

standard hotels (1–3 stars) (Su, 2014). Using a similar test (One way ANOVA), Campos 

(2009) found that in Phuket, higher standard hotels are more active and responsive to 

climate change. It has been increasingly responsive for 4- and 5-star hotels. In a similar 

finding, Ali et al. (2008) found that one-star hotel managers are unwilling to make 

changes concerning the environmental responses such as saving energy while managers 

of 2–5 star hotels have shown greater willingness.  

 

In other argument, this study shows that upscale hotels tend to be larger in size. As argued 

above, the government seems to focus on higher standard hotels or large hotels, which 

are more pressurised to conduct more environmentally friendly performances than small 

hotels (which are often family businesses or low income). Some prior research supports 

that large companies are often on the radar of stakeholders’ attention (Amran et al., 2012; 

Deegan & Gordon, 1996; Stanny & Ely, 2008). They are both greatly pressurised and 

more likely to get involved in the climate change activities (Amran et al., 2012; Deegan 

& Gordon, 1996) because they could afford subsiding the cost (Freedman & Jaggi, 2005). 

Mensah (2006) argues (in the context of Ghana) that managers of the smaller hotels 

believe that the larger hotels should have more obligations about environmental 

management. 

 

8.7.6 The perceived enabling factors influencing adaptation and hotel 

ownerships 

 

Table 8.11: The perceived enabling factors influencing adaptation between hotel 

ownerships 

Description MW 
test 

Hotel ownership 
Local/ Khmer Foreign 

En
ab

lin
g 

fa
ct

or
s  

Clear adaptation goals p=0.036 Lower 
ß 

Ý 
Higher 
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Table 8.11 presents that those from foreign-owned hotels have a greater ranking for the 

enabling factor of ‘clear adaptation goals’ than those from the Khmer-owned hotels. The 

foreign-owned hotel respondents believed that this condition is used to signal both 

management teams and staff to be fully ready to reduce climate stress for their guests. It 

also reflects the hotel’s existing resources and the goals to be achieved. In different views, 

the Khmer-owned hotel participants believed that adaptations need something beyond the 

‘goals’ on paper. Adaptation requires sufficient experience and knowledge and it is about 

the resources and implementation required to overcome climate change effects. As 

discussed above, Cambodian business owners, especially in the family-orientated 

businesses, generally have poor business goals and plans, including climate change-

related goals, thereby reporting that ‘clear adaptation goals’ are not more important. In 

particular in this study, Khmer-owned participants further reported that they do not have 

clear goals or plans concerning future adaptations. In contrast, most foreign-owned hotels 

or foreign participants tended to have better goal setting and planning for their future 

adaptations, thereafter feeling that ‘clear adaptation goals’ are more important. 

 

Several existing studies have shown similar results. Fortanier and van Wijk (2010) 

explain that foreign hotels are likely to be larger and higher standard compared to locally 

owned hotels because they generally receive more foreign investment (Davidson & Sahli, 

2015). They tend to generate more income than local-owned hotels. While they have more 

profits, they could be more active in climate change efforts (Amran et al., 2012). This is 

consistent with Davidson and Sahli (2015), who argue that foreign-owned hotels have a 

desire to be involved in a greater community and environmental responsibility. This study 

argues that the more they are involved in CCA actions, the more they need to have ‘clear 

adaptation goals’, which are perceived as higher than the local-owned hotel respondents. 
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8.7.7 The perceived enabling factors for adaptation between hotel locations 

 
Table 8.12: The perceived enabling factors for adaptation between hotel locations 

Description MW 
test 

Hotel location 
Mainland Beachfront 

En
ab

lin
g 

fa
ct

or
s 

Sufficient 
information  p=0.003 Lower 

ß 
Ý 

Higher 

 

The results in Table 8.12 highlight that the beachfront hotel participants perceived a 

significantly greater mean rating for the enabling factor of ‘sufficient information’ than 

those from the mainland hotels. The beachfront hotel respondents believed that 

information through media did not adequately reach the place and said that if it did, it 

would be greatly important for the hotel’s adaptation initiatives. The mainland hotel 

participants acknowledged that in a developing country like Cambodia, climate change 

information has never been sufficiently shared. They accept this limitation and begin to 

think of appropriate adaptation techniques by examining the available information. They 

further argued that they still produce their adaptation result even with current (limited) 

information sharing platforms.  

 

It is suggested that due to their farther locations, on the beachfront (including at the 

islands), the government (both national and local) and other stakeholders such IOs and 

NGOs do not sufficiently interact with these participants. The participants feel that they 

are often put in isolation. Moreover, the early warning systems for climate change are 

often not available at those places, especially at the islands. Most hotels (66% in this 

study) are located at the mainland downtown where the participants conveniently have 

access to information. In the meantime, the early warning systems for climate change 

(e.g. SHV’s radio and TV stations) are located at the mainland. All local government 

offices, including SHV, DOT and DOE (providing information relevant to tourism and 

climate change), are located at the mainland as well. In short, those at the mainland have 

access to information more conveniently while those on the beachfront, especially at the 

islands, face increasing challenges in obtaining information. Therefore, the former group 

viewed ‘sufficient information’ as more important than the latter group. 
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As indicated in section 3.3.2.6, according to the Department of Meteorology, 

MoWRAM42, Cambodia did not have a Doppler radar. This means that it is not able to 

forecast weather as accurately as that of neighbouring countries (UN-Habitat, 2012a). 

CCCA (2012b) found that Cambodian and SHV people have low understanding relevant 

to ‘climate change’. This suggests that some people, especially those running businesses 

at islands and on the beachfront (more remote locations), face the most challenges to 

accessing either non-climatic or climatic information. 

 

There is a similar trend in other developing countries. For example, Nidumolu et al. 

(2018) found (in southern India) that there are many barriers to the useful distribution, 

interaction and use of such information on farm and across the value chain. Specific to 

the hotel sector, Su (2014) found that coastal hotels performed lower environmental 

attitudes than hot spring and mountain hotels. The hot spring hotels are more involved in 

the promotion of green transportation and community conservation and use less material 

and air-conditioning than coast hotels.  

 

The below sections show that there were no significant differences found at the 0.05 (or 

5%) significance level in the mean scores of the respondents’ perceived barriers and 

enabling factors to adaptation between the hotel attributes such as business format (owned 

vs. leased) and business age and participants’ backgrounds such as education and 

experience. The discussion below will extend whether the findings align with or contrast 

to prior research.  

 

8.7.8 The perceived barriers and enabling factors influencing adaptation 

between business formats (owned vs. leased) 

There were no significant differences found at the 0.05 (or 5%) significance level in the 

mean scores of the respondents’ perceived adaptation barriers and enabling factors 

between business format (owned vs. leased) (see Table 7.1). It may indicate that for all 

50 participants, the hotel attribute of business format in SHV’s hotel sector has not 

impacted on their perceptions of the barriers and enabling factors to CCA. This finding 

is likely opposed to existing research. Tierney (2007) argued that leasing a business 

 
42 The Ministry of Water Resources and Meteorology, Cambodia  
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property rather than owning the property can also be one of the factors in business 

vulnerability. A space rent for businesses commonly has fewer options to adapt to, such 

as loss-reduction measures (Tierney, 2007). For instance, the property renters cannot 

allocate budget to make their buildings more resistant to flood or wind by improving 

structures (Tierney, 2007). They tended to think that these actions should be the 

obligations of the building/land owners (Tierney, 2007). This overwhelmingly shows that 

leased hotels face more challenges in running their businesses than owned hotels that are 

especially relative to CCA. 

 

Research by Alesch et al. (2001) and Tierney (2007) suggests that while making a lease 

agreement, the contracts often ignore the situations in which both leaseholders and 

landlords may play roles in the minute of a disaster. For instance, probably due to unclear 

clauses in the lease, when disasters strike, tenants tend to depend on landlords for repairs, 

especially when there is major damage to structures. If the building owner rejects or has 

financial limitation for repairs, the property renters or leasers may be forced to remove 

their business or run them under detrimental conditions (Tierney, 2007). While this study 

indicates that that a lack of resources and knowledge are obstacles for hotel’s adaptations, 

McNamara and Gibson (2008) argue that barriers for hotels in ‘going green’ may also 

include existing building structures. In SHV, 68% (or 34) of hotel businesses were on 

leasing contracts by renting either the building or land or both. It is explained by the fact 

that lease holders are more vulnerable than owners/landlords (Tierney, 2007; Wasileski, 

Rodríguez, & Diaz, 2011) because the owners could take measures by obtaining loans 

more easily than renters of a business properties; they are in an advantageous position in 

business recovery (Dahlhamer & Tierney, 1998). 

 

8.7.9 The perceived barriers and enabling factors affecting adaptation between 

business age (years of trading) 

The results show that there was no significant statistical difference of the mean rating 

between the hotel attribute of business age (short vs. long) and the perceived barriers and 

enabling factors (see Table 7.1). This may indicate that of 50 hotels, the hotel attribute of 

business age (short vs. long) has not influenced the perceived barriers and enabling 

factors. The finding is inconsistent with existing research. Su (2014) found that new 

hotels (short-run hotels) tend to act positively towards environment and climate change 
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responsibility, including governmental regulation regarding climate change and 

voluntarily corporate actions. For example, newer hotels had more positive attitudes in 

adopting green building and low carbon practices, both for cost effectiveness and strategic 

concerns. In the disaster recovery, Webb et al. (2002b) argue that newly-established firms 

likely recover more easily than their older ones. Most importantly, new hotels decide to 

have the location at a lower risk of weather extremes and natural disasters. This could be 

explained by new hotels facing fewer challenges than their old counterparts, which are 

particularly relative to adaptations.  

 

Based on prior studies, it is argued that the new businesses such as hotels learned lessons 

from others, especially from their peers. In the meantime, they obtain sufficient climate 

change information prior to commencement of their businesses. In the short term, it shows 

that the new hotels tend to have fewer barriers and more enabling factors in implementing 

CCA measures than the older businesses. However, these new counterparts might not 

have sufficient CCA experiences, which probably make them face more barriers than the 

enabling factors when they are operated for a longer period. The long-operated hotels 

tend to adjust themselves to changing climate change, gradually reducing barriers and 

enhancing enabling factors to CCA. 

 

8.7.10 The perceived barriers and enabling factors affecting adaptation between 

participants’ education 

The mean scores of respondents regarding the perceived barriers and enabling factors do 

not vary according to participants’ background of level of education (see Table 7.1). This 

is predominantly inconsistent with prior research. Muttarak and Lutz (2014) collected 

empirical studies from different levels (e.g. individual, household, village, community 

and societal level) and locations, mostly in developing countries (e.g. Thailand, 

Indonesia, Nepal and India) about the relationship between (formal) education and 

climate change vulnerability and adaptation. They found that risk perception is influenced 

and shaped by education. Formal education (higher level of education) has become a 

primary role for individuals to acquire knowledge, skills, and competencies; these 

influence their adaptive capacity. Scott, Hall, and Gössling (2012) argue that to promote 

behavioural change, education plays an essential part in increasing knowledge and 

awareness levels. Education is quite relevant to problem solving skills (Schnell-Anzola, 
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Rowe, & LeVine, 2005). While conducting a study in climate change-related topic in 

Cambodian coastal zone, Ung et al. (2017) found that those completing secondary 

education are more likely to report better health in terms of health risks of climate change 

compared to those having lower or no formal education.  

 

While large amounts of literature have argued that the higher educated the people are, the 

less they are vulnerable and the more they adapt, this study did not find this correlation. 

Yet this study found that other backgrounds such as experience and nationalities are more 

impactful.  

 

8.7.11 The perceived barriers and enabling factors affecting adaptation between 

participants’ age groups 

The mean scores of respondents regarding the perceived barriers and enabling factors do 

not vary according to participants’ age groups (see Table 7.1). However, there are 

different perceptions of climate change susceptibility between young and old people 

observed in the literature (Linnenluecke et al., 2015). Linnenluecke et al. (2015) indicated 

that older participants perceived lower susceptibility and lower need for action. This 

aligns with other research, which found that younger people perceived a greater level of 

environmental concern (Hamilton, 2011). Yet these findings are rejected by Ainuddin et 

al (2014), who found that older people are more vulnerable in disasters and emergencies. 

Another research on the perceptions of elderly participants of heat wave risks found that 

these vulnerable people do not perceive its vulnerability and do little in response (Wolf, 

Lorenzoni, Few, Abrahmson, & Raine, 2009). In the meantime, older people take more 

time to recover from natural hazards to original status (Ainuddin et al., 2014).  

 

When reviewing literature for this thesis, and to the best knowledge of the author, studies 

that have examined the CCA (including barriers and enabling factors) between age groups 

are largely absent. Studying the barriers and enabling factors affecting climate change 

adaptation between young, medium and old people’s perceptions is also insufficient. 

Therefore, it is best to further engage these perceived barriers and enabling factors to 

other backgrounds such as experience and nationalities.  
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Although the results are one piece of many others, the findings raise new questions that 

set avenues for future exploration. It is emphasised that more work may be necessary to 

observe the differences. For example, there is speculation that an unexamined variable 

(e.g. positions and sexes of the respondents) that was not present in the study may provide 

alternative explanations for the results. 

 

8.8 Climate change adaptation in hotel sector: A revised conceptual 

framework 

The initial conceptual framework (see Figure 2.1) was based on literature. The discussion 

of the findings indicates a need to have more specific variables included in the framework 

in order to better reflect how the hotel sector has adapted to climate change and what the 

barriers and enabling factors affecting CCA are within their adaptation process. The core 

variables of the initial framework (coastal tourism and hotels’ vulnerability assessment 

through the perception on environmental and socio-economic factors, supported by 

existing scientific evidence) remain applicable. Since these variables are contextualised 

in developing countries and hotel sector, they may be applicable to different 

accommodation sectors in the context of developing countries. The ‘no-adaptation 

actions’ variable was deleted because all 50 hotels in SHV have adapted to climate change 

(although their adaptations varied depending on the hotel attributes and participants’ 

backgrounds). The most common adaptation type is ‘technical’ (highlighted in green), 

followed by ‘managerial’ (highlighted in light blue) and ‘education’. The least common 

adaptation employed is ‘policy’ and ‘research’. The hierarchy of these adaptation types 

were added. 

 

One of the key contributions of this research is first identifying/bringing both barriers and 

enabling factors to CCA in the same study of the tourism and hotel sector. Second, the 

most critical (the purple coloured blocks), medium (the orange coloured blocks) and the 

least critical (the blue coloured blocks) barriers and enabling factors to adaptation were 

added. The most critical barriers to CCA include ‘limited resources’, ‘limited 

knowledge/perception of climate change’ and ‘lack of political will’ (the purple coloured 

blocks, upper boxes). The most critical enabling factors for CCA are ‘sufficient 

resources’, ‘sufficient information’, and ‘good leadership and management structures’ 

(the purple coloured blocks, lower boxes). 
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The barriers and enabling factors to adaptation that were exhibiting significant statistical 

differences between hotel attributes and participants’ backgrounds were added (see the 

® relationships). The main goal is to explore the extent to which hotel attributes and 

participants’ backgrounds in the hotel sector in SHV have impacted on their perceptions 

of barriers and enabling factors to CCA. The previous studies have not investigated the 

role of hotel attributes and residents’ backgrounds in their perceptions of barriers and 

enabling factors to CCA in the tourism industry. Therefore, the initial conceptual 

framework has been revised to cover the new concepts that emerged from this thesis 

discussion (see Figure 8.1).  
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Figure 8. 1: A revised conceptual framework for hotel sector’s adaptation 
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The next sections discuss each variable in the revised conceptual framework, starting with 

the vulnerability assessment.  

 

First, the vulnerability of coastal tourism and hotel sector to climate change is assessed 

through the perception on environmental and socio-economic factors, supported by previous 

scientific data (see section 2.4). This assessment was influenced by key studies (e.g. Grasso, 

Moneo, & Arena, 2014; Jopp, DeLacy, & Mair, 2010; MOE, GEF & UNEP, 2015; Moreno 

& Becken, 2009; Sharma et al., 2013). Without vulnerability assessment, little is known 

about adaptation.  

 

Second, under the effects of climatic changes, all hotels have initiated adaptation actions. 

The hotels’ adaptation varies, depending on the hotel attributes (star rating, ownership, hotel 

size, hotel location, hotel age and business format) or/and participant’s background (level of 

education, age, experience, nationality and length of residency in SHV). This research is one 

of the first studies to critically examine the barriers and enabling factors to adaptation 

according to the hotel attributes and participants’ characteristics. Although there are a number 

of barriers that limit the implementation and development of CCA strategies (Biesbroek, 

Klostermann, Termeer, & Kabat, (2011), there is limited understanding of relative 

importance of these barriers to climate change practices (Biesbroek et al., 2011). Moreover, 

studies on adaptation barriers are mainly carried out in developed countries (Biesbroek et al., 

2013). 

 

Third, in adapting to climate change, there are barriers and enabling factors affecting 

adaptation, which are observed across the existing literature in the context of developing 

countries. Using six-point rating scale with 5 being ‘very major’ and 0 being ‘uninfluential’ 

for barriers and 5 being ‘very important’ and 0 being ‘uninfluential’ for enabling factors, the 

perceived barriers and enabling factors affecting CCA are ranked/perceived to indicate the 

criticality levels (being the most critical, medium and the least critical). These rankings are 

important for existing research in the same discipline (tourism and climate change) such as 

Fischer (2018), Masud et al. (2017) and McNamara et al. (2017) who investigated the barriers 

of CCA but their work focused on coastal communities’ adaptation to climate change. The 
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findings of ranking of enabling factors follow the same trend, which contributes to the 

existing studies such as Bowen et al. (2013), Vaughan et al. (2017), Dinku et al. (2014), and 

Hurford et al. (2017). They used the term ‘critical enabling factors’ in climate change 

research but did not engage these factors with other key sectors such as tourism/hotel sectors. 

 

The revised conceptual framework is formulated in Figure 8.1 followed by Table 8.13. It 

identifies the key factors, variables or constructs of the revised conceptual framework 

compared to the initial conceptual framework.  

 

Table 8. 13: Comparison of the initial and revised conceptual framework 
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The revised conceptual framework helps to conceptualise the phenomenon of CCA in the 

developing country’s hotel sector. For example, it helps situate and better understand the 

vulnerability assessment, followed by adaptation and its barriers and enabling factors in the 

hotel sector’s adaptation in the developing country’s context. In this study, this is of value 

for key stakeholders such as public sector, private sector (tourism and accommodation/hotel 

sector) and DPs (IOs and NGOs).  

• For the public sector 

o National/central government: Through the revised framework, the 

government could identify barriers and enabling factors based on their cluster 

hierarchy. The highest hierarchy (the most critical levels) may inform that the 

government must overcome those obstacles if they wish to reduce 

vulnerability or enhance adaptive capacity for the sector or area. The 

government may be encouraged to adapt or assist other actors (e.g. hotel 
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sector) to adapt by investing more in the most critical enabling factors because 

these factors are perceived to provide most effects. Broadly, the framework 

reflects the government to identify the strengths and limitations on their 

current vulnerability assessments and adaptation measure implementation. 

For instance, any assessment of vulnerability should be done by combining 

the scientific perspectives and adaptation actors’ knowledge because this is a 

participatory process in which adaptation actors’ purposes could be 

determined and subsequently implemented. In identifying and implementing 

adaptation, adaptation types or hierarchy levels should be considered. While 

technical adaptation is the most common or has the strengths in the context of 

developing country’s adaptation, others (e.g. research and policy adaptation) 

may have their own limits in the same context (see Adger et al., 2009). The 

framework can guide the local authorities in building up the capacity of 

coastal tourism and hotel sectors to battle the climate change impacts.  

o Local government: For destination managers, the revised conceptual 

framework, particularly the adaptation part, assists with identifying 

appropriate adaptation measures (e.g. between technical and managerial or 

both) that contribute to enhancing the destination’s adaptive capacity. For 

instance, the framework may simply indicate that there is a need for early 

warning systems for extreme events or the construction of seawall barriers. 

The framework communicates how the destination managers, private tourism 

businesses and accommodation providers work together with the authorities 

in terms of CCA, especially technical adaptation, which is mainly a place-

specific option. The framework also depicts the potential opportunities to 

increase the destination’s competitiveness within the coastal zone, such as 

altering marketing efforts. In a broader significance, reducing vulnerability 

and enhancing adaptive capacity will promote the tourism sustainability.  

• For practitioners such as accommodation (e.g. hotel sector): The framework is useful 

in helping accommodation providers initiate private adaptation (also see Levina & 

Tirpak, 2006), consider the hierarchy of adaptation types, be cautious of which 

barriers are the most critical, and focus on which enabling factors are the most 
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important. Additionally, the framework openly communicates with all 

accommodation operators to work together and partner with the government to 

initiate collective adaptation to climate change in the whole destination rather than 

being competitive between hotels and focusing on increasing business value. If 

tourists stop coming because of perceptions of destruction etc., nobody benefits. 

• The framework opens up the opportunity for the IOs and NGOs to consider 

readjusting their funding mechanisms to the local government and private sectors 

(e.g. accommodation). Currently, all their financial aids go through public channels 

at the national level. The framework enhances the understanding of those DPs to urge 

the central government to review and rewrite laws and policies that shorten the gaps 

and address tourism-climate change issues, further fostering the private sector to deal 

with climate change. Also, the framework highlights enabling factors, which these 

agencies could support in a targeted fashion. 

 

By highlighting key factors in the context of developing countries’ CCA, this revised 

conceptual framework plays a crucial role in further identifying and bounding current 

knowledge and in setting avenues for future research (see Pearce, 2012) as a link to the 

conclusions. 

 

8.9 Chapter summary  

This chapter discussed the findings presented in chapters 5, 6 and 7 by engaging extant 

literature in order to address the main research aim, which is to determine whether 

Sihanoukville’s hotel sector adapts to climate change and to critically examine the barriers 

and enabling factors influencing adaptation. Then a revised conceptual framework was 

developed that provides a nuanced understanding of CCA in hotel sector of developing 

country such as Cambodia. The next chapter presents the concluding statements of this thesis 

that includes the summary of major findings, contributions, limitations and recommendations 

for future research in this aspect.  
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CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSION 

 

9.1 Introduction 

The central concern of this thesis is to determine whether Sihanoukville’s hotel sector adapts 

to climate change and to critically examine the barriers and enabling factors influencing 

adaptation in the context of developing country such as Cambodia. To answer the 

overarching research aim, this study used two approaches: first, overall case analysis and 

second, cross-case analysis between the perceived barriers and enabling factors to adaptation 

and hotel attributes and participants’ backgrounds using descriptive test and independent 

sample test. Mixed method research under the post-positivist paradigm was adopted. Using 

SHV as a case study, the research provides a comprehensive discussion in respect to climate 

change vulnerability on coastal tourism (destination) and hotel (sector), and an insight into 

the hotel’s adaptation practices. In the context of the hotels’ adaptation, the research further 

identifies the most significant barriers and enabling factors and critically examines each 

barrier and enabling factor according to the hotel attributes and participants’ backgrounds.  

 

To conclude the thesis, the next section revisits the major research findings (see section 9.2). 

Then, the research contributions (section 9.3), including the theoretical inferences for 

academics (contribution to academic literature) and the practical implications (contribution 

to practice), are presented. Finally, the research acknowledges the study limitations (section 

9.4) and recommendations for future work are presented in section 9.5. 

 

9.2 Major findings  

The thesis takes the form of a climate change-focused case study of the coastal hotel sector’s 

adaptation in Cambodia’s SHV. While Cambodia, a post-conflict country, has seen very rapid 

tourism development over the last decade, several key international agencies have also 

identified it as being very vulnerable to climate change impacts. A similar trend can be 

observed in its coastal tourism such as SHV. Yet previous studies have so far largely 

neglected the relationships between tourism and climate change within Cambodia. This study 

is one of the first to examine whether coastal hotels in the context of developing countries 

respond to climate change impacts and how.  
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The study’s overarching topic is divided into five sequential sub-aims: 

 

Aim one:   To assess the vulnerability of SHV’s coastal tourism to climate change 

To answer this research aim, vulnerability was assessed through respondents’ perceptions on 

environmental and socio-economic factors, supported by existing scientific evidence. This 

assessment was influenced by key studies (e.g. Grasso, Moneo, & Arena, 2014; Jopp, 

DeLacy, & Mair, 2010; MOE, GEF, & UNEP, 2015; Moreno & Becken, 2009; Sharma et 

al., 2013). Based on the interviews, both environmental and socio-economic vulnerabilities 

have threatened SHV’s coastal tourism. The environmental vulnerabilities include excessive 

rainfalls, storms, rising temperature, SLR/beach erosion/storm surges and prolonged drought. 

The economic vulnerabilities include damage to infrastructure (from excessive rainfall and 

storm/storm surges) (e.g. roads and beaches), spread of diseases (resulted from the increased 

temperature and exposure to rain), and economic pressure (e.g. income loss).  

 

However, most participants perceived that SHV’s coastal tourism is ‘moderately vulnerable’ 

(reflected by its mean of 3.08). Their perceived vulnerability is lower than other studies 

suggest. Based on the discussion with the responses, there are several reasons behind their 

lower perceived vulnerability.  

 

First, human resilience to hardship suggests that Cambodian people (especially the Khmer 

participants) could endure the unwelcome climate change consequences. This resilience may 

result from their endurance in post-war conflict time and on-going unrest in 1980s and 1990s. 

It is argued by the fact that their ability to endure difficult situations such as climate change 

may have lowered the perceived vulnerability. Second, it is because the private sector, 

including the hotel sector, has initiated adaptations to a greater level. This study further found 

that hotel adaptive capacity varies, depending on the hotel attributes. The higher standard 

hotels tend to have higher adaptive capacity. Their ability to adapt to climate change 

(especially high standard hotels) has lowered the perceived vulnerability. The assumption 

that hotels’ adaptive capacity is low could be challenged, as in Cambodia/SHV the existing 

studies (e.g. MOE, GEF, & UNEP, 2015; UNWTO, 2014) evaluating that hotel sector’s 
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adaptive capacity are unavailable. Third, the perceived low vulnerability is relevant to ‘risk 

perception’ or ‘perception gap’, which leads to a subjective judgement on the actual 

vulnerability to climate change. Fourth, vulnerability was compared to other neighbouring 

countries, which were perceived to have more vulnerabilities in some cases.  

 

Aim two:  To assess the vulnerability of Sihanoukville’s hotel sector to climate change 

In the same trend as the above aim, the vulnerability of SHV’s hotel sector was also assessed. 

The vulnerability is again assessed through participants’ perceptions on environmental and 

socio-economic factors, supported by existing scientific evidence. This assessment was also 

influenced by key studies (e.g. Grasso et al., 2014; Jopp et al., 2010; MOE, GEF, & UNEP, 

2015; Moreno & Becken, 2009; Sharma et al., 2013). The environmental and socio-economic 

vulnerabilities have also threatened SHV’s hotels. The threats are the same as those 

mentioned in the above aim (aim one).  

 

However, most participants perceived that SHV’s hotel sector is ‘slightly vulnerable’ 

(reflected by its mean of 2.63), which is lower than SHV’s coastal tourism. Their perceived 

vulnerability is lower than that of early studies (e.g. Su, 2014; Walmsley, 2012; WMO, 

UNEP, & WTO, 2008). Based on the discussion of findings, there are several reasons behind 

their lower perceived vulnerability. First, the risk perception or perception gap is again 

believed to be the factor. Second, it is related to the uncertainty of the perceived climate 

change-related information. The hoteliers are surrounded by uncertainty and not able to judge 

the information. Third, it is because the hotel sector has initiated adaptations more than 

expected for their businesses, especially the high star hotels. Fourth, it is because of the 

perceived comparison of vulnerability with other neighbouring countries that have similar or 

more vulnerabilities. Fifth, it is because they had rankings based on the occupancy rate rather 

than the actuality of climate change. Sixth, the human resilience to endure hardship is again 

believed to the factor. 
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Aim three:  To determine whether/how Sihanoukville’s hotel sector adapts to climate  

change impacts 

After the vulnerability was assessed, both at the destination level (coastal tourism) and sector 

level (hotel sector), the study sought to identify adaptation actions. Enlisting an adaptation 

framework by WMO et al. (2008) and Simpson, Gössling, Scott, Hall, and Gladin (2008), 

this research found that SHV’s hotels employ all five adaptation types: technical, managerial, 

policy, research and education.  

 

SHV’s hotel sector most significantly employed technical adaptation, which aligns with 

previous studies (e.g. Dzoga & Koske, 2014; Walmsley, 2012). Through this mechanism 

they adapt to excessive rainfall, storms, rising temperature, SLR/beach erosion/storm surges 

and prolonged drought. As discussed in detail in chapter 5, in order to adapt to heavy rainfalls, 

they checked and redesigned hotel structures and their surroundings (e.g. drainage system) 

and prepared materials for guests (e.g. first aid boxes, umbrellas). To adapt to stronger 

storms, they also checked and readjusted hotel structures and their surroundings and 

maintained natural trees/forest. A similar trend can be observed for their adaptations to 

increased temperature, SLR/beach erosion/storm surges, and prolonged drought. 

 

SHV’s hotel sector also employed managerial adaptation, which includes 

redirecting/suggesting or guiding customers’ visits (to alternative, less affected areas), 

creating short and long-term plans for CCA, and providing free transport for the staff. The 

education adaptation includes informing/advising guests and staff, obtaining climate change 

training, attending climate change-related public campaigns or events, and training staff 

about climate change. The managerial and education adaptation is the second most 

commonly applied adaptation mechanism in SHV’s hotel sector (also see Mahon, 2014; Su, 

Hall, & Ozanne, 2013). Policy adaptation includes the compliance with (self-) regulation 

(e.g. building design), which is the most complicated mechanism as it involves many 

stakeholders, especially the government. Research adaptation was found to include 

conducting research to assess awareness of the businesses and staffs’ knowledge gaps. 

Research adaptation is the least commonly used mechanism due to the limited capacity in 

research of SHV’s hotel operators. This is a particular case in Cambodia. 
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However, previous studies indicated that within tourism, the hotel sector has the lowest 

adaptive capacity especially relative to their fixed structures (being unable to relocate to other 

areas under climate change effects) (Simpson et al., 2008; Su et al., 2013; Walmsley, 2012; 

WMO et al., 2008; Su, 2014). This study found that hotels’ adaptive capacity varies, 

depending on hotel attributes. Based on the findings, SHV’s hotels adapted to climate change 

more than expected, especially the higher standard hotels. The discussion suggests that there 

are three reasons behind their adaptation initiatives, including, most importantly, the concept 

of ‘personal relevance’. The hotel sector may automatically adapt in order to for their 

businesses to survive. The ‘technical adaptation’ is a particular case in the context of 

Cambodia’s SHV. This technical mechanism is the most convenient for hotel operators. 

When they invest in/adapt to something, they want to see return benefits more quickly. Every 

one of hoteliers wants to quickly generate income (Campos, 2009). Investing in research or 

education adaptation takes time but they do not see quick return benefits. It is a global trend 

for the private sector, including hotels, to increasingly invest for their businesses. Their 

overall investments may contribute to increasing their adaptive capacity. Presumably, as 

opposed to waiting for government to take action or to provide financial support, the hotels 

make decisions and do it; this is called ‘private adaptation’ by Levina and Tirpak (2006). 

Another reason for hotels’ adaptation is that despite uncertain awareness about climate 

change, they chose to adapt to be better prepared for their businesses rather than wait for the 

damage caused by the impacts. This may be because the hotel sector has increasingly 

obtained climate change information through the government’s/DPs’ adaptation initiatives 

and their individually accessed information.   

 

Aim four:  To identify the most significant barriers and enabling factors affecting 

adaptation in the context of the hotel sector 

Fischer (2018), Masud et al. (2017), and McNamara, Westoby, and Smithers (2017) studied 

the critical barriers of CCA on the adaptation in coastal communities. Bowen et al. (2013) 

Vaughan et al. (2017), Dinku et al. (2014) and Hurford et al. (2017) identify some ‘critical’ 

environment as enabling adaptiveness and examining to which degree any enabling factors 

exist to boost the development of adaptation measures. Motivated by these authors, the aim 
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of this study is to identify the most significant barriers and enabling factors (perceived 

rankings) and examine the levels of significance in terms of perception of barriers and 

enabling factors. The perception of barriers and enabling factors was investigated by asking 

the respondents to rate each of the nine potential barriers on a six-point rating scale with 5 

being the greatest and 0 being the lowest. Previous research has focused on the importance 

of barriers and enabling factors separately without bringing both conditions (barriers and 

enabling factors) into the same study. Prior research also largely ignored the perceived 

rankings of these barriers and enabling factors. This study is one of the first research studies 

to present the relative rankings (the most critical, medium and the least critical) and to 

examine both barriers and enabling factors in the same study. 

 

The findings show the perceived greatest barriers to be ‘limited resources’, limited 

knowledge/perception of climate change, and ‘lack of political will’. The findings further 

show the most significant enabling factors to be ‘sufficient resources’, ‘sufficient 

information’ and ‘good leadership and management structures’. These factors come up as the 

most significant effects in context of hotels’ adaptation. For example, resources are most 

needed in both reducing barriers and advancing adaptation actions.  

 

Aim five:  To critically examine the barriers and enabling factors affecting adaptation 

according to the hotel attributes and participants’ backgrounds 

The fourth aim did not examine the comparative differences in terms of perception of barriers 

and enabling factors with hotel attributes and personal participants’ backgrounds. Inspired 

by Su (2014) and Su et al. (2013) who looked into the impacts of hotels’ characteristics on 

environmental performance, this aim instead explores the extent to which hotel attributes and 

participants’ backgrounds in the hotel sector in SHV have impacted on their perceptions of 

the barriers and enabling factors to CCA. It assesses how the hotel attributes and respondents’ 

characteristics influence the participants’ perceptions towards the barriers and enabling 

factors to CCA. The result is that their perception could vary due to hotel attributes (star 

rating, ownership, hotel size, hotel location, hotel age and business format) and participant’s 

backgrounds (level of education, age, experience, nationality and length of residence in 

SHV). For example, beachfront hotels may have more barriers in adapting to SLR/beach 
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erosion/storm surges than mainland hotels. Table 7.1 presents the statistical results of this 

explorative empirical study by considering the above relationships 

 

9.3 Contributions of this research 

In summary, the findings make conceptual and practical contributions to knowledge. More 

specifically, the thesis contributes significantly to the literature on CCA as well as to coastal 

tourism and the hotel sector. In addition, the study’s contributions to practice are relevant to 

a wide range of coastal tourism stakeholders, including the public sector, private sector 

(tourism business, hotel and the accommodation sector) and IOs and NGOs. The thesis will 

now discuss the most significant conceptual and practice-oriented contributions in turn.  

 

9.3.1 Contribution to academic literature  

Building on studies by or seeing limitations in studies by Su (2014) and Su et al. (2013) who 

limitedly engaged the role of hotel attributes, this study expands to fill the gaps by adding 

new knowledge with the study on the impacts of hotel attributes and respondents’ 

backgrounds on the perceived barriers and enabling factors to CCA in the tourism industry. 

This research is one of the first studies to critically examine the barriers and enabling factors 

to adaptation according to the hotel attributes and participants’ characteristics. Biesbroek, 

Klostermann, Termeer, and Kabat (2011) argue that although there are a number of barriers 

that limit the implementation and development of CCA strategies, there is limited 

understanding of relative importance of these barriers to climate change practices (Biesbroek 

et al., 2011). The studies on adaptation barriers are mainly carried out in developed countries 

(Biesbroek et al., 2013). This study found that the perceived barriers to CCA and perceived 

enabling factors for CCA could vary according to hotel attributes such as star rating, 

ownership, hotel size, hotel location, hotel age and business/hotel format. Additionally, it 

was found that the perceived barriers and enabling factors to CCA could vary according to 

the participant’s background such as level of education, age, experience, nationality and 

length of residence in SHV.  

 

While previous studies such as Su et al. (2013), Chan (2011), Kasim (2009), and Amran, Ooi, 

Nejati, Zulkafli, and Lim (2012) emphasised the importance of hotel attributes and green 
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practices as well as sizes of firms and CCA practices, this thesis extends that research by 

exploring the relationships between a wide range of hotel attributes and the complex issue of 

CCA in the hotel sector. In a similar vein, while studies such as Muttarak and Lutz (2014), 

Neuenschwander, Abbott, and Mobley (2012) and Ainuddin, Routray, and Ainuddin (2014) 

investigated the impacts of natural disasters such as earthquakes on people with different 

levels of education, this study measured and assessed the barriers and enabling factors to 

CCA under the perceptions of hotel participants with various backgrounds. Taken together, 

these results add considerable new knowledge about obstacles of and enabling factors for 

CCA in related disciplines. The findings may also be of value in other disciplines (e.g. 

management and business studies). 

 

Second, this study is one of the research studies to provide rankings (criticality level) of the 

barriers and enabling factors such as the most critical, medium and the least critical (adopted 

from the amount of literature outlined in sections 2.9 and 2.12). These rankings are important 

for existing research in the same discipline (tourism and climate change) such as Fischer 

(2018), Masud et al. (2017) and McNamara et al. (2017) who investigated the barriers of 

CCA but their work focused on coastal communities’ adaptation to climate change. Their 

work did not engage CCA with a particular sector such as tourism or hotel sector. Nor did it 

indicate that certain barriers are greater than others (criticality level). This study fills the gap 

by adding a more nuanced understanding to the importance of adaptation challenge. The 

findings of the ranking of enabling factors follow the same trend, which contributes to 

existing studies such as Bowen et al. (2013), Vaughan et al. (2017), Dinku et al. (2014), and 

Hurford et al. (2017). They used the term ‘critical’ factors in climate change research but did 

not engage these factors with other key sectors such as tourism/hotel sectors. Their research 

did not indicate that certain enabling factors are more significant than others (criticality 

level). In this study, ranking of the enabling factors that impact adaptation may also add new 

knowledge to previous literature in other disciplines (e.g. management and business studies). 

 

Third, as most previous adaptation frameworks were fragmented by focusing on a risk 

management or risk reduction process (Jopp, 2012), this study adds further new knowledge 

to the approach to identify adaptation actions engaged with private sector, including hotels’ 
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adaptation. Of all adaptation types such as technical, managerial, policy, research and 

education, technical adaptation is the most common and research adaptation is the least 

commonly used. This may be a particular case in developing countries. The literature and 

findings on the concept of adaptation expanded the framework by recognising the climate 

change issue as the real issue that requires multiple types of adaptation. After the 

identification of vulnerability, the framework also provides a central ground to inform the 

prioritisation of policy intervention and adaptation at the forefront of emerging climate 

change impacts and other multiple stressors. Findings in the adaptation framework add new 

knowledge to and/or contribute to the readjustments of the framework by WMO et al. (2008) 

and Simpson et al. (2008) as well as Jopp, DeLacy, Mair, and Fluker (2013) and Jopp (2012) 

to map onto the context of the hotel sector in developing countries. 

 

Finally, a conceptual framework of hotel sector’s adaptation in the context of developing 

countries was proposed by expanding from the initial framework built from literature. The 

revised framework was built on the vital link between vulnerability and adaptation, including 

the multiple barriers and enabling factors to adaptation. The framework highlights special 

requirements for hotels to critically examine their barriers and enabling factors while 

adapting to climate change. It highlights that certain barriers and enabling factor are more 

significant than others, which should help government and tourism operators prioritise 

certain adaptation actions over others. It also highlights the differences between hotel 

attributes (e.g. hotel ownership, hotel standard/star rating). Based on this revised framework, 

this study contributes to theory in both the CCA and tourism disciplines, with a particular 

focus on developing countries. 

 

9.3.2 Contribution to practice  

Practically, the findings of this research will be of value to all three key stakeholders, 

including public sector, private sector (tourism, accommodation/hotel sector) and IOs and 

NGOs. The study has put vulnerability, adaptation and its barriers, and enabling factors in a 

more holistic and detailed context, particularly in regard to the hotel sector.  
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For public sector 

o National/central government: To engage tourism businesses in CCA, the 

government, the vulnerability investigators and adaptation experts could focus their 

efforts on these findings. They could focus their cooperative efforts on testing, 

validating, and refining the findings, particularly in applying the vulnerability 

assessment and adaptation framework in the field. Furthermore, it is also necessary 

to encourage the development of guidance to help destination managers (through 

the MOT) translate the findings into practice, by indicating the strengths and 

limitations on the previous vulnerability assessments and adaptation options (e.g. 

MOE, GEF, & UNEP, 2015; UNWTO, 2014). These actions are required if they are 

to build the capacity of coastal tourism and hotel sector to reduce the climate change 

impacts in the area. These findings provide information that is used to share 

awareness bridging the gap between private sector and the state level, which is 

currently large. The findings could clearly indicate the priority areas of climate 

change issues between the private-public partnership, thereby encouraging private-

public adaptations. This could lead to the formulation of standalone tourism-climate 

change policy and implementation for the private sector of the country as the current 

adaptation policy is mixed with other sectors (e.g. agriculture and water sectors). 

o Local government: The findings are particularly important for local governments. 

While it was found that these local authorities have faced many adaptation barriers, 

these findings showed clear distinctions between the greatest barriers and the most 

significant enabling factors. They could prioritise their adaptation actions in the area 

or propose adaptation plans to strongly convince the central government with 

evidence from the research. All local governments are required to report their annual 

development plans to the central government so that resources such as funds and 

HR are allocated for CCA actions.  

 

Furthermore, although these contributions are context-specific to Cambodia, they are 

transferable to similar regions with similar economic backgrounds and tourism attractions 

such as countries in Southeast Asia, as the literature has suggested that most of the barriers 

and enabling factors affecting CCA in the hotel sector in Cambodia are common in other 
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developing countries in the region. Failure to reduce vulnerability and prevent hazards is seen 

as having negative consequences for the ability of those governments to compete for capital 

and investment for the destination (e.g. among ASEAN or Indochina) (see Campos, 2009; 

Nguyen, 2015). 

 

Adaptation is an ongoing process and requires consistency that is particularly relevant in the 

national, regional and local decision-making, and as such, this study’s framework provides a 

diagnostic tool for destination management and policymaking. Further investigation into the 

underlying barriers enables the destination managers to better understand the concerns of 

tourism, hotel sector and tourists. The greatest challenge is that non-climatic drivers of 

vulnerability are rarely considered by policy makers in both practice and policy (Jeffers, 

2011). This study assessing vulnerability through non-climatic factors (through observation 

on the literature and site observations) also contributes to this gap.  

 

For the private sector 

o Tourism sector: Tourism operators, including other private sectors (e.g. the 

Cambodian Hotel Association), need to recognise the importance of the hotel sector 

when planning CCA. The adaptation framework assists resort managers (e.g. private 

hotels/resorts owning whole islands offshore) in determining appropriate adaptation 

measures that will increase the island’s adaptive capacity. The early warning systems 

for extreme events or the construction of seawall barriers may be provided. The 

application of the framework can be useful to other areas, private tourism businesses 

and accommodation providers. While applying the framework, the tourism sector’s 

vulnerability will be reduced through adaptation, especially technical adaptation, 

thereafter, increasing its readiness. The sector will be best placed to exploit the 

potential opportunities such as altering marketing efforts to increase the tourism 

subsector’s competitiveness within the coastal zone. In a broader contribution, 

reducing vulnerability and increasing adaptive capacity will improve the tourism 

sustainability. A change in climate is not only relevant to tourism’s competitiveness 

but also sustainability. Changes in climate may transform tourism and its subsectors 

as losers or winners. Climate change has potential negative effects on a tourism’s 
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popularity but adaptation is used to reduce these concerns by reversing and 

compensating for climate change impacts (Mahon, 2014). 

o For the hotel sector and other tourist accommodations: The hotel and other 

accommodation operators can use the research findings to identify private adaptation 

(also see Levina & Tirpak, 2006) and find more effective ways to gain business value. 

Meanwhile, based on the findings, hoteliers may no longer underestimate risk factors 

caused by climate change. While the existing vulnerability assessments are in 

different quantitative formats that are not easily understood by accommodation 

operators, this research is more fundamental by integrating vulnerability into practice 

with more specific results. 

 

The findings provide a great amount of climate change information for the 

accommodation sector. Although they have adapted to climate change more than 

expected (in SHV), they have limited awareness about climate science and incomplete 

understanding of tourism vulnerability to such changes. The information is useful for 

both existing conditions and future plans. As coastal tourism and hotels are sensitive 

to human and climate-induced environmental and socio-economic changes/impacts, 

they can use the information in the findings to minimise the risks induced by climate 

change or humans. Perhaps they can also work together and partner with the 

government to collectively lead adapt to climate change in the whole destination 

rather than being competitive between hotels. If tourists stop coming because of 

perceptions of destruction etc., nobody benefits. 

 

For IOs and NGOs 

While the findings suggest that views from all stakeholders regarding different adaptation 

options are important, DPs or IOs and NGOs (e.g. UNDP, ADB and World Bank) might need 

to consider private sectors for funding mechanisms. This finding enhances the understanding 

of DPs to review their funding mechanisms or to encourage the government to review and 

rewrite some laws and policies that link and address tourism-climate change issues, further 

fostering the private sector to deal with climate change. While the direct funding from DPs 

to private sector is sparse, the government’s laws and policies should identify and implement 
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adaptation measures for private sectors to reduce their vulnerability to climate change 

impacts. Due to the lack of commitment, the laws and policies have not fully been 

implemented. The findings will encourage the translation of on-the-paper laws and policies 

into practice. For example, while this finding showed that the low standard hotels (28 hotels 

in SHV) have a stronger need of financial help, the government and DPs should target the 

hotels through their funding mechanisms. Also, the findings highlight barriers and enabling 

factors. Here, these DPs could support CCA in a direct approach by providing funds or 

technical cooperation to the private sector (e.g. hotel sector) to reduce the barriers, especially 

the most critical ones, and enhance the enabling factors, particularly the most critical factors. 

Broadly, the role of DPs concerning the CCA is strengthened by modifying its mission 

towards cooperative work with the private sector. As the current role of DPs heavily involves 

the public sector, the findings provide strong reasons for private sector’s (e.g. hotel sector) 

involvement in working directly with these DPs and financing such CCA projects.  

 

9.4 Research limitations 

Despite careful research design, this research has certain methodological limits, which affect 

the generalisability of its results. The first limitation is that this thesis takes the form of a 

climate change-focused case study, which means there are geographic and demographic 

limitations of this study. While this research was conducted in SHV, Cambodia, it is probably 

applicable to other Cambodia’s coastal tourist provinces. Yet the data collected and analysed 

may not be generalisable to other non-coastal regions in Cambodia and other neighbouring 

countries.  

 

Second, the study recruited the representatives of only a sub-sector (hotel) of the tourism 

industry. It was impossible to study all tourism stakeholders such as guesthouses, travel 

agencies, and tourism transport companies. Furthermore, the two main stakeholder groups 

such as the government (national and local) and IOs and NGOs were not recruited; however, 

it is acknowledged that the hotel sector’s adaptation is a cross-cutting issue that is closely 

relevant to other stakeholders. CCA, especially barriers and enabling factors, requires more 

comprehensive data inputs as they are influenced by other stakeholders. For example, strong 

infrastructures built by the government contribute to positive effect of hotels’ adaptations 
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whereas the weak ones contribute to adaptation barriers. Jarvis and Ortega (2010) called this 

(weak infrastructure) external barrier or enabling factor, which contributes to increasing or 

weakening hotels’ adaptive capacity to respond to climate change (see Table 2.3 for details). 

 

The third limitation is that the study focused on an adaptation framework containing 

technical, managerial, policy, research and education. These do not fully represent other 

adaptation strategies such as behavioural adaptation. It is also acknowledged that the 

adaptation framework and the results may not be applied or generalised to all tourism 

destinations. This is mainly due to the selected methodology and the limitations constituted 

by a single case study. Because the research examined ‘on the ground’ adaptation efforts and 

asked for evidence of actual adaptations, it is impossible to report its consistency with those 

in other sectors at the national level. Adger et al. (2009) ahave pointed out earlier that 

adaptation has its own limits, which include three dimensions: ecological and physical limits, 

economic limits, and technological limits (Adger et al., 2009). For example, perhaps it is the 

complex interactions between social and individual backgrounds that attempt to secure 

sustainable societal adaptation in the long run (Adger et al., 2009) or the consideration of the 

economic costs of adaptation (Agrawala & Fankhauser, 2008) or it is due to technological 

innovation for adaptation (Adger et al., 2009). 

 

Fourth, the data collection for the research project was collected at various phases in 2016 

and 2017; the analysis mainly captures the perceptions at the time of measurement while 

scientific evidence was collected from existing studies. As climate change keeps changing, a 

longitudinal research design that captures change in perceptions over time would be more 

effective because perceptions change based on the observed climate data (Alam, Alam, & 

Mushtaq, 2017). A longer time-series data collection may be well matched to perception-

based studies. For instance, climate change observed from the altered rainfall and 

temperatures is expected to take a longer time to study.  

 

Research concerning perceptions contains uncertainty and this is enhanced when it involves 

the issues of a changing climate. The respondents may have limitations to contextualise, 

understand and interpret uncertainty around climate change, especially vulnerability. It 
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appears challenging for them to comprehend the issues that are purely induced by climate 

change or nuanced by other non-climatic factors. As argued above, the hoteliers’ perceptions 

of risk are also influenced by other stressors than climate change notions. They may not 

always interpret questions in the same manner as the scientist or researchers. It cannot be 

100% guaranteed that the responses truly reflect reality, but the large sample sizes 

comparatively provide a high level of confidence in this interview-based study (see Archie, 

2012).  

 

Most of the limitations discussed above can be addressed through further research. Therefore, 

the following section will highlight several areas for future research.  

 

9.5 Future research 

Due to the nature of this work, which is exploratory and multi-disciplinary, the types of the 

theories recommended for future are related to perception such as social representation, 

psychological distance and construal level. Very little research has been carried out on the 

interaction of social representations of relevant phenomena (Sarrica & Wachelke, 2010) and 

the in-depth exploration of the psychological distance of climate change (Spence, Poortinga, 

& Pidgeon, 2012) and the associated role of construal level with climate action (Wang, 

Hurlstone, Leviston, Walker, & Lawrence, 2019). 

 

Through the lens of social representations theory, a wide range of studies have highlighted 

the complex social phenomena in people’s everyday lives in order to make sense of expert 

knowledge and scientific concepts (Buijs, Arts, Elands, & Lengkeek, 2011), including 

climate change and tourism. According to Bauer and Gaskell (1999), social representations 

represent a hybrid category of both life and scientific world knowledge; this is reflected in 

this study that explores the vulnerability assessment through local and scientific knowledge. 

The social representations theory reflects how the public perceive the complexities and to 

this extent it constitutes ‘reality’ more than the scientific understandings per se (Bauer & 

Gaskell, 2008). As indicated earlier, due to the lack of in-depth exploration of the 

psychological distance of climate change (Spence et al., 2012), this study contributes to 

psychological distance theory because climate change is perceived as distant in regard to 
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many different dimensions as argued in sections 8.3 and 8.4. The contribution of this research 

may be concerned with social representations and construal level theory. The perceptions of 

people have been influenced by their personal backgrounds such as experience and education 

(see Chapter 8). In the meantime, the climate change impact itself is characterised as 

psychologically distant for various people (Spence et al., 2012). Based on construal level 

theory (Trope & Liberman, 2003), when information is at lengthy distance or things are in a 

weak or complex relationship, mental representations are more uncertain and abstract 

(Scannell & Gifford, 2013). In this situation, psychological distance might obstruct climate 

change engagement. Awareness of climate change is insufficiently engaged due to the 

perception that it is a remote threat (Leiserowitz, 2005). Psychological closeness to climate 

change expected more involvement in pro-environmental behaviors (Wang et al., 2019); this 

may include adaptation behaviors. In obstruct construal level, an acceptance of the climate 

change problem and willingness to deal with it is low (Wang et al., 2019). Enhancing 

personal relevance as stated in section 8.5 through effective communications to reduce the 

distance because psychological distance is a common impediment to the perception of 

climate change (Scannell & Gifford, 2013). Personally relevant information or message 

enhances motivation and the capacity to act (Scannell & Gifford, 2013). 

   

The research findings and these theories together could provide interesting avenues for future 

research. For instance, the lens of social representations could be set as a wider angel for 

further research. There are still many unanswered questions about complex social phenomena 

such as climate change vulnerability assessment. Vulnerability assessment remains 

fragmented and the assessment approaches remain unclear. Although vulnerability 

assessments have increasingly been on the agenda for research, how potentially vulnerable 

populations understand and interpret their own vulnerability is limited. Further research 

should be undertaken to investigate the following concerns: 

• This research has demonstrated that although climate change has increasingly been 

recognised mainly as a physical impact, further study is required on how scientific 

knowledge is structured and understood. For example, with regard to vulnerability 

assessment outcome what is the perception gap or mismatch between the scientists 

and non-scientists?  
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• The complexity of non-climatic factors such as rapid development (e.g. road 

development), and land use practice, which strongly influence vulnerability, have not 

been sufficiently explored. 

• Given that most vulnerability assessments so far have focused on its spatial 

dimensions and ignored its temporal aspects, longstanding vulnerability assessments 

over several years or decades enable the addressing of some of these concerns 

(Jeffers, 2011).  

• Future studies should include other stakeholders’ perceptions from the national/local 

government and IOs and NGOs when investigating tourism’s and hotels’ 

vulnerability. Further exploration of various stakeholders’ perceptions would add 

further value to this discipline. It would be better if the consultation is extended to the 

local communities (Jopp, 2012) because a more extensive community consultation 

process would provide a better overall picture of both the vulnerability assessment 

outcome and perceptual acceptance by host communities. Local messages are often 

more effective than global messages (Scannell & Gifford, 2013). 

 

As psychological closeness to climate change and concrete construal level enhance an 

acceptance of the climate change problem and willingness to deal with it (see Wang et al., 

2019), Future studies should further develop or test the adaptation framework and revised 

conceptual framework. The contribution of both adaptation framework and revised 

conceptual framework should be tested either in hotel/accommodation sector or destination 

level. Additional research on its practical relevance is therefore needed to understand its 

effectiveness by using all underlining adaptation types. In the revised conceptual framework, 

the future research should focus on validating and exploring the certain components in more 

depth, especially the statistical data of trending towards significance findings (see Table 7.1) 

between the perceived barriers and enabling factors and hotel attributes and participants’ 

backgrounds. This needs an empirical test with large sample size. 

 

The concept of psychological distance could be applied in order to develop a deeper and more 

nuanced understanding of the barriers reported by the hotel managers. The next research may 

pay particular focus on the most critical barriers: limited resources, limited knowledge/ 
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perception of climate change and lack of political will. While climate change is an obvious 

impact, why resources remain insufficient to fight climate change and why it is perceived as 

distant by the public and politicians. The gaps and distance between perceived barriers and 

the public and politicians’ perceptions that obstruct climate change engagement and 

awareness may be uncovered. During the fieldwork, many respondents suggested that the 

government should increase the credibility of providing punctual information and sharing 

more accurate information. The local government should be more active in prioritising 

climate change issues for the private sector. This points to important implications for 

regional, national and global environmental change. The trends should also be applied in 

order to develop a deeper and more nuanced understanding of the enabling factors or their 

relative importance. Further work is to identify and reduce those gaps and enhance 

psychological distance and concrete construal level as these variables (barriers and enabling 

factors) will provide valuable insights into the vulnerability-adaptation dynamic, thereby 

contributing to increasing the destination’s adaptive capacity. 
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Appendix A: Interview guide  
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14. Has your hotel experienced or suffered any loss or damages as a result of any of 

these climate change impacts?  

Ø For example, the hotel-owned facilities such as structures and tourist boats 

are destroyed or lost during a terrible storm? 

15. How worried are you about current climate change on your hotel?  

Very worried Worried Moderately worried Slightly worried Not worried 
5 
☐ 

4 
☐ 

3 
☐ 

2 
☐ 

1 
☐ 

 

Ø How about the next 3 or 5 years, are you worried?  

Very worried Worried Moderately worried Slightly worried Not worried 
5 
☐ 

4 
☐ 

3 
☐ 

2 
☐ 

1 
☐ 

 

Information 

16. Frequently, the government issues announcements of climate vulnerabilities along 

the coastal zone. To your knowledge has there been any information provided to 

your hotel? 

17. Where do you receive the information about climate vulnerabilities (Please tick all 

that apply)? 

☐   Media (TV, local news…) 

☐  Local authority 

☐  The hotel management 

☐  The Hotel Association of Cambodia  

☐  Other ……………………. 

Ø How would you like to receive information on climate change in the future? 

 

18. To what extent is your hotel vulnerable to climate change? (Or how serious a 

problem do you think climate change is for your hotel?) Why? 

Ø Can you give the extent on this scale? 

Very vulnerable Vulnerable Moderately vulnerable Slightly vulnerable Not vulnerable 

5 
☐ 

4 
☐ 

3 
☐ 

2 
☐ 

1 
☐ 
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CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION 

Definition:  

• Climate change adaptation: “adjustment in natural or human systems in response 

to actual or expected climatic stimuli or their effects, which moderates harms or 

exploits beneficial opportunities” (Parry, 2007, p.6). 

 

19. From your understanding of the above definition, what is the goal of climate change 

adaptation (CCA)? Or can you tell what are the benefits of CCA? Or how effective is 

it? 

20. Have you heard of any other coastal adaptations used by other accommodation 

providers or in other areas in Sihanoukville? What are they?  

Ø What are the initiatives of climate change adaptation (CCA) in 

Sihanoukville?  

21. Do you think there is a need for coastal hotel providers in Sihanoukville to prepare 

for climate change? Why or why not?  

22. Has your hotel adapted to climate change? (Or what actions have you taken or 

intend to take to tackle the issues of climate change?) 

Ø If yes, in what ways?  

• Why did you initiate this adaptation, in response to what? 

• Can you tell what are the benefits to your hotel? Or what are new 

opportunities are being exploited for your hotel? 

• Do you plan to initiate other adaptations in the (near) future? In response 

to what? 

Ø If not, why not? Can you think of any possible adaptations your management 

team (owner) might be able to do to prepare for/adapt to these impacts that 

affect your hotel? 
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Type of adaptation Examples of climate change 
impacts Adaptation in hotel sector  

Time 

Past Future 
Technical 
This refers to the employment of 
innovative technology used to identify 
approaches to deal with climate change 
and vulnerability 
 

Predicted storm surges, 
excessive rainfall and sea 
level rise… 

• Enable access to early warning equipment 
(e.g. radios)  

 
 

 
• Do you have other examples as current/near 

future 
practices?……………………………… 

 
 

 • …………………………………………   
 
Managerial 
Tourism businesses, entrepreneurs, and 
investors can improve their management 
of climate-change by approaching the 
problem in a number of ways. These 
include vulnerabilities to direct impacts 
from climate change  

All impacts especially 
extreme weather 

o Decision to redirect clients away from 
impacted areas (to alternative destination) 

  

 
o Do you have other examples as current/near 

future 
practices?……………………………… 

 
 

 o …………………………   

 
Policy 
Concerning policy needs, interventions 
designed to reduce vulnerability to 
climate variability and uncertain 
economic conditions in the short-run 
and to reduce vulnerability to climate 
change and in the longer term. 

All impacts/storm surges - Comply with regulation (e.g. building design 
standards for hurricane force winds) 

  

 
- Do you have other examples as current/near 

future 
practices?………………………………. 

 
 

 - ………………………………………….   

 
Research 
Research and technological innovations 

Coastal flooding, coastal 
erosion, and storm surges… 

§ Assess awareness of businesses and staff and 
knowledge gaps 
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are needed to enable responses to 
climate change in general, and to enable 
specific responses to climate change 
vulnerability, including economic 
valuation of adaptations, and 
technological adaptations.  

 
§ Do you have other examples as current/near 

future 
practices?………………………………... 

 
 

 
§ ………………………………………….  

 

 
Education 
Education and raising awareness reduce 
the external stresses; increase the profile 
and knowledge base of users and 
stakeholders of the undermining nature 
of external stresses to a destination 
struggling to deal with the impacts of 
climate change.  

All impacts v Public education campaign (e.g. climate 
change awareness) 

  

 
v Do you have other examples as current/near 

future 
practices?……………………………… 

 
 

 
v …………………………………………  
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23. In short, do you think your hotel has enough capability (resources) to respond/adapt to 

current climate or near future vulnerabilities? Why and why not?  

Present Future 

☐ 
Yes, why? 

☐ 
No, why not? 

☐ 
Yes, why? How long in the future? 

☐ 
No, why not? 

 

Information 

24. Information of climate vulnerabilities is important for CCA. To adapt to climate change, 

what information does your hotel need from the Hotel Association of Cambodia (HAC), 

local authority, NGOs or/and other external parties? 

25. In terms of CCA, has your hotel ever received trainings or best practices from other 

stakeholders such as NGO, local authorities or/and other external parties? 
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BARRIERS TO CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION 

Definition:  

• Barriers: Huang et al. (2011) refers to a barrier as “... any condition that makes it 

difficult to achieve progress towards adaptation” (p. 185). 

 

26. What barriers to CCA do you see in Sihanoukville’s coastal tourism? For example, what 

has been identified as the difficulty/challenge to adapt to climate change in 

Sihanoukville’s coastal tourism? 

27. Based on a thorough review of the existing literature, we provide the following barriers 

to CCA. These are examples of barriers to CCA applied to hotel sector.  

Ø Can you rate these barriers? 

Ø Can you think of any other barriers? 

No. Barriers to CCA 

1 

limited resources (e.g. economic limits or budget limits/constraint, lack of technical skills/ 
technological limits or human resources) 
 
Or does a lack of resource such as budget technical skills/ technological limits or/and human 
resources prevent you from adaptation to climate change? 

☐ 
5 

(very major) 

☐ 
4 

(major) 

☐ 
3 

(moderate) 

☐ 
2 

(small) 

☐ 
1 

(very small) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not a barrier) 

 

Why? 

2 limited knowledge/perception of climate change (e.g. limited basic knowledge about causes, 
effects and solutions to climate change) 

☐ 
5 

(very major) 

☐ 
4 

(major) 

☐ 
3 

(moderate) 

☐ 
2 

(small) 

☐ 
1 

(very small) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not a barrier) 

 

Why? 

3 insufficient engagement and interaction (between three layers: national, provincial and local or 
among other stakeholders) 
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☐ 
5 

(very major) 

☐ 
4 

(major) 

☐ 
3 

(moderate) 

☐ 
2 

(small) 

☐ 
1 

(very small) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not a barrier) 

 

Why? 

4 uncertain responsibilities for adaptation  

☐ 
5 

(very major) 

☐ 
4 

(major) 

☐ 
3 

(moderate) 

☐ 
2 

(small) 

☐ 
1 

(very small) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not a barrier) 

 

Why? 

5 insufficient information (about climate vulnerabilities, or absence of reliable climate data) 

☐ 
5 

(very major) 

☐ 
4 

(major) 

☐ 
3 

(moderate) 

☐ 
2 

(small) 

☐ 
1 

(very small) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not a barrier) 

 

Why? 

6 institutional barriers (e.g. lack of institutional flexibility, unclear or contradictory goal within 
institution, restriction of individual capacity to adapt etc.), 

☐ 
5 

(very major) 

☐ 
4 

(major) 

☐ 
3 

(moderate) 

☐ 
2 

(small) 

☐ 
1 

(very small) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not a barrier) 

 

Why? 

7 regulatory/legal constraints (e.g. policies at national level that limit the ability of local 
level to response to climate change), 

 

☐ 
5 

(very major) 

☐ 
4 

(major) 

☐ 
3 

(moderate) 

☐ 
2 

(small) 

☐ 
1 

(very small) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not a barrier) 

 

Why? 

8 low level of leadership and guidance, 

☐ 
5 

(very major) 

☐ 
4 

(major) 

☐ 
3 

(moderate) 

☐ 
2 

(small) 

☐ 
1 

(very small) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not a barrier) 

 

Why? 

9 lack of political will, 
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☐ 
5 

(very major) 

☐ 
4 

(major) 

☐ 
3 

(moderate) 

☐ 
2 

(small) 

☐ 
1 

(very small) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not a barrier) 

 

Why? 

 Can you think of any other barriers? ……………………… 

☐ 
5 

(very major) 

☐ 
4 

(major) 

☐ 
3 

(moderate) 

☐ 
2 

(small) 

☐ 
1 

(very small) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not a barrier) 

 

Why? 

 Can you think of any other barriers? ……………………… 

☐ 
5 

(very 
major) 

☐ 
4 

(major) 

☐ 
3 

(moderate) 

☐ 
2 

(small) 

☐ 
1 

(very small) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not a barrier) 

 

Why? 

 

28. Just looking at your hotel, which are the barriers that have occurred within the adaptation 

processes? (Or why has your hotel not adapted to climate change at all?) 

Ø Why and how have these barriers existed?  
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ENABLING FACTORS FOR CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION 

Definition:  

• “Enabling factors are defined as factors that make it possible for individuals to 

change their behavior or their environment. Enabling factors include resources, 

conditions of living, societal supports, and skills that facilitate a behavior's 

occurrence.” (Pipithirankarn, undated, p. 4). 

 

29. As the key initiatives for CCA in Sihanoukville’s tourism, what (process, condition or 

strategy necessary) you have identified as enabling factors? (Or what has worked really 

well for CCA in Sihanoukville’s tourism?) 

30. Based on a thorough review of the existing literature, we provide the following enabling 

factors for CCA. These are examples of enabling factors for CCA applied to hotel sector.  

Ø Can you rate these enabling factors? 

Ø Can you think of any other enabling factors? 

No. Enabling factors for CCA within hotel sector 

1 

sufficient resources (e.g. finance/budget, human resource, and available technology), 
 
Or does a sufficiency of resource such as budget technical skills/ technological limits or/and 
human resource is an enabling factor for adaptation to climate change? 

☐ 
5 

(Very 
important) 

☐ 
4 

(important) 

☐ 
3 

(moderately 
important) 

☐ 
2 

(unimportant) 

☐ 
1 

(very 
unimportant) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not an 
enabling 
factor) 

 

Why? 

2 previous and current adaptation experiences/awareness/knowledge and climate change 
education, 

☐ 
5 

(Very 
important) 

☐ 
4 

(important) 

☐ 
3 

(moderately 
important) 

☐ 
2 

(unimportant) 

☐ 
1 

(very 
unimportant) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not an 
enabling 
factor) 

 

Why? 
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3 engagement/collaboration/communication with other stakeholders, 

☐ 
5 

(Very 
important) 

☐ 
4 

(important) 

☐ 
3 

(moderately 
important) 

☐ 
2 

(unimportant) 

☐ 
1 

(very 
unimportant) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not an 
enabling 
factor) 

 

Why? 

4 individuals’ motivation to respond (committed workforce), 

☐ 
5 

(Very 
important) 

☐ 
4 

(important) 

☐ 
3 

(moderately 
important) 

☐ 
2 

(unimportant) 

☐ 
1 

(very 
unimportant) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not an 
enabling 
factor) 

 

Why? 

5 sufficient information (e.g. about vulnerabilities…) 

☐ 
5 

(Very 
important) 

☐ 
4 

(important) 

☐ 
3 

(moderately 
important) 

☐ 
2 

(unimportant) 

☐ 
1 

(very 
unimportant) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not an 
enabling 
factor) 

 

Why? 

6 clear adaptation goals, 

☐ 
5 

(Very 
important) 

☐ 
4 

(important) 

☐ 
3 

(moderately 
important) 

☐ 
2 

(unimportant) 

☐ 
1 

(very 
unimportant) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not an 
enabling 
factor) 

 

Why? 

7 political will,  

☐ 
5 

(Very 
important) 

☐ 
4 

(important) 

☐ 
3 

(moderately 
important) 

☐ 
2 

(unimportant) 

☐ 
1 

(very 
unimportant) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not an 
enabling 
factor) 

 

Why? 

8 good leadership or management structures (e.g. strengthen institutions to implement CCA 
programs),  
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☐ 
5 

(Very 
important) 

☐ 
4 

(important) 

☐ 
3 

(moderately 
important) 

☐ 
2 

(unimportant) 

☐ 
1 

(very 
unimportant) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not an 
enabling 
factor) 

 

Why? 

9 convenient location of the hotel, 

☐ 
5 

(Very 
important) 

☐ 
4 

(important) 

☐ 
3 

(moderately 
important) 

☐ 
2 

(unimportant) 

☐ 
1 

(very 
unimportant) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not an 
enabling 
factor) 

 

Why? 

 Can you think of any other enabling factors? ……………………… 

☐ 
5 

(Very 
important) 

☐ 
4 

(important) 

☐ 
3 

(moderately 
important) 

☐ 
2 

(unimportant) 

☐ 
1 

(very 
unimportant) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not an 
enabling 
factor) 

 

Why? 

 Can you think of any other enabling factors? ……………………… 

☐ 
5 

(Very 
important) 

☐ 
4 

(important) 

☐ 
3 

(moderately 
important) 

☐ 
2 

(unimportant) 

☐ 
1 

(very 
unimportant) 

☐ 
0 

Uninfluential 
(Not an 
enabling 
factor) 

 

Why? 

 

31. Looking at your hotel, what are the enabling factors in adapting to climate change? [Or 

what (process, condition or strategy necessary) do you think would make your hotel to 

prepare for/respond to/adapt to climate change impacts?]  
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Any other comments? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other researcher’s notes: 
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Appendix B: Participant information sheet  
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Appendix C: Participant consent form  

 

 
 
 
 

Participant Consent Form 
 

Research Project Title: Climate change adaptation in coastal tourism in developing countyr: The case of the 
hotel sector in Sihanoukville, Cambodia 
 
Researcher: Tinat Nhep, School of Management, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand 
 
• I have been given and have understood an explanation of this research project. I have had an opportunity 

to ask questions and have them answered to my satisfaction. 
 

• I understand that I may withdraw myself (or any information I have provided) from this project, by e-
mailing Tinat.Nhep@vuw.ac.nz within two weeks after receiving a full transcript of the interview. 

 
• I understand that any information I provide will be kept confidential to the researcher and their 

supervisors. The published results will not use my name but a psydoneum will be used instead; 
other identifying characteristics may be published such as ages and sexes for myself and quality, size, 
location, ownership, type ect. for my business. I also understand that the final thesis will be deposited in 
the University Library and may be published in conferences and journal articles. 

 
• The information will be stored securely and accessible to only the researcher and his supervisors.  
 
• I understand that the data I provide will not be used for any other purpose or released to others. 
 
• I understand that the interview will last around one hour. 
 
• I understand that, if this interview is audio recorded, the recording and transcripts of the interviews will 

be erased within three years after the conclusion of the project. Furthermore, I will have an opportunity to 
check the transcripts of the interview. 

 
Please indicate (by ticking the boxes below) which of the following apply: 
 

☐  I agree to this interview being audio recorded. 
☐  I would like to receive a full transcript of the interview. 
☐ I would like to receive a summary of the results of this research when it is completed. 

 
 
Signed: ……………………………………………………………… 
 
 
Name of participant:  ……………………………………………….. 
Date:   ………………………………………………..  
Email:   ……………………………………………….. 
 
 
Researcher:  Tinat Nhep, Email: Tinat.Nhep@vuw.ac.nz, Tel: +64-4-463 5141 
Supervisors:  Dr. Christian Schott, Email: Christian.Schott@vuw.ac.nz, Tel: +64-4-463 5719 

A/Prof Mondher Sahli, Mondher.Sahli@vuw.ac.nz, Tel: +64-4-463 5718 
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I. Climate vulnerability assessment in SHV’s coastal tourism 

1.1. Perceptions if SHV’s climate is changing? 

1.2. Reason of SHV’s climate change  

1.3. To what extent is Sihanoukville’s coastal tourism vulnerable to climate 

change?  

1.3.1.1. Environmental vulnerability of SHV’s coastal tourism 

1.3.1.2. Socio-economic vulnerability of SHV’s coastal tourism 

1.3.1.3. Ecological vulnerability of SHV’s coastal tourism 

II. Climate vulnerability assessment in SHV’s coastal hotel sector 

2.1  To what extent is Sihanoukville’s coastal tourism vulnerable to climate 

change?  

2.1.1 Environmental vulnerability of SHV’s coastal hotel sector 

2.1.2 Socio-economic vulnerability of SHV’s coastal hotel sector 

2.2 Hotel’s suffering losses and damages due to climate change  

2.3 Medium of receiving or accessing information about climate change in 

SHV’s hotel sector 

2.3.1 The extent to which SHV’s hotel sector receives climate change 

information 

2.3.2 Sources to access to climate change information in SHV’s hotel 

sector 

2.3.3 Recommended ways (to the government and other parties) of 

providing climate change information to hotel sector 

2.3.4 Accuracy of climate change information perceived by SHV’s 

hotel sector   

III. Identifications of CCA actions in SHV’s hotel sector 

3.1. Benefits of CCA perceived by SHV’s hotel sector 

3.2. Hotel sector’s awareness of other CCA initiatives in SHV 

3.3. Is there a need for CCA actions in SHV’s accommodation sector? 

3.4. Has your hotel adapted to climate change?  

3.4.1 Technical adaptation  

3.4.1.1 Adapting to excessive rainfall 
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3.4.1.2 Adapting to rising temperature  

3.4.1.3 Adapting to storm 

3.4.1.4 Adapting to SLR/beach erosion/storm surge 

3.4.1.5 Adapting to prolong drought 

3.4.2 Managerial adaptation  

3.4.2.1 Adapting to excessive rainfall 

3.4.2.2 Adapting to rising temperature  

3.4.2.3 Adapting to storm 

3.4.2.4 Adapting to SLR/beach erosion/storm surge 

3.4.2.5 Adapting to prolong drought 

3.4.3 Policy adaptation  

3.4.3.1 Adapting to excessive rainfall 

3.4.3.2 Adapting to rising temperature  

3.4.3.3 Adapting to storm 

3.4.3.4 Adapting to SLR/beach erosion/storm surge 

3.4.3.5 Adapting to prolong drought 

3.4.4 Research adaptation 

3.4.4.1 Adapting to excessive rainfall 

3.4.4.2 Adapting to rising temperature  

3.4.4.3 Adapting to storm 

3.4.4.4 Adapting to SLR/beach erosion/storm surge 

3.4.4.5 Adapting to prolong drought 

3.4.5 Education adaptation 

3.4.5.1 Adapting to excessive rainfall 

3.4.5.2 Adapting to rising temperature  

3.4.5.3 Adapting to storm 

3.4.5.4 Adapting to SLR/beach erosion/storm surge 

3.4.5.5 Adapting to prolong drought 

IV. Barriers and enabling factors to CCA 

4.1. Barriers to CCA in SHV’s coastal tourism  

4.2. Barriers to CCA in SHV’s hotel sector 
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4.3. Rating (Likert scale) of barriers to CCA in hotel sector  

4.4. Enabling factors for CCA in SHV’s hotel sector  

4.5. Enabling factors for CCA in SHV’s hotel sector 

4.6. Rating (Likert scale) of enabling factors for CCA in hotel sector  
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Appendix E: HEC Approval for interviews  
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Appendix F: Descriptive test/independent sample test 

 

Appendix F-1 
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Appendix F-2 
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Appendix F-3 
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Appendix F-4 
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Appendix F-5 
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Appendix F-6 
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Appendix F-7 
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Appendix F-8 
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Appendix F-9 
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Appendix F-10 
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Appendix F-11 
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Appendix F-12 
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Appendix F-13 
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Appendix F-14 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


